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List of Documents Previously Offered in Evidence Against 
ALFRED ROSENBERG

Transcript
Document No. Description Hshibit No, Page Nos.

C-64 / Report by Raeder of Meeting of Naval 
Staff with the Fuehrer on 12 December 
1939} Subject: Norwegian question.

GB-86 1076

C-65 V Memorandum signed Rosenberg re visit 
of Quisling.

GB--85 1073-1075

C-66 Memorandum from Raeder to Gasman, 10
January 3.941 in re "Barbarossal c

7
GB--81 1078-1079

1085-1086

L~221 Memorandum on Conference at Fuehrer’s
Headquarters, July 16, 1.941,

USA-317 1565

R-135 { -Letter to Rosenberg dated 18 June 1913 

and reports on actions against Jews in
closed therewith,

4

USA-289 1492-1493

001-PS Memorandum for the Fuehrer concerning 
Jewish possessions in France, dated 
December 18, 1941, signed Rosenberg.

USA-282 1461

007-PS /Report- on actjvities of the Foreign 
Affairs Bureau from 1933 to 1943 sign
ed Rosenberg.

GB-84 1069

016-PS " Sauckelts Labor Mobilization Program, 
dated April 20, 192,2,

USA-168 1269 & 1364

017-PS Letter from Ssuckel to Reichminister 
for the Occupoad Eastern Territories, 

g October 5, 192,2,

USA-180 1287 & 1372

•
018-3 Letter from Rosenberg to Sauckel, dated 

December 21, 1942.
USA-186 1294

019-PS K Letter from Sauckel to Rosenberg, dated 
March 17, 1943.

USA-181 1289 & 1372

031-PS ^Memorandum dated June 12, 1944 re evacu
ation of youths from the territory of 
Army Group "Center".

USA-171 1271 & 1340

054-PS Report to Reich Ministry for Occupied 
Eastern Territories, dated October 7, 
1942, Subject: Treatment of Ukrainian 
Specialists.

USA-198 1314

064-PS Original letter signed by Rosenberg 
re anti-religious pamphlets for soldiers.

USA-359 1655

070-PS —Letter of Deputy Fuehrer of 25.4.41 to 
Rosenberg on substitution of morning 
prayers in schools by Nazi ceremonies 
and mottos.

USA-349 1639

072-PS Letter from Bormann to Rosenberg,dated 
19 April 1941, re confiscation of re
ligious property.

USA-357 1651
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294-PS .. .Memorandum signed Braeutigam to Rosen- 
berg, dated 25 October 1942,

Document Exhibit No.
Transcript 
Page Nos.No. Description

084-PS Report signed Dr. Galkelch, dated Sept. 
30, 1942, concerning status of Eastern 
laborers.

USA-199 1317

089-PS -----Letter from Bormann to Rosenberg, dated 
8 March 1940 re curtailment of publica
tion of Protestant papers.

USA-360 1656

098-PS ' Letter of Bormann to Rosenberg of 22.2.40 
urging the substitution of religious edu
cation among the young by NSethic con
ception.

USA-350 1639

101-PS Letter from Bormann to Rosenberg, dated 
17 Jan 1940 re Party’s opposition to cir
culation of religious papers to soldiers.

USA-361 1657

122-PS Letter from Bormann to Rosenberg, dated 
17 April 1939, re closing of theological

USA-362 1658

((“f l faculties.

212-PS ---- Directions for the handlirg of the Jewish 
question.

USA-272 1448 & 1454

254-PS Letter from Rabb to Reichminister for the 
Occupied Eastern Territories, 7.6,44.

USA-188 1300

265-PS Memorandum of oral report by Lyser to 
Rosenberg, June 30, 1943.

USA-191 1305

290-PS ---Letter dated November 12, 1943, concern
ing District Commissioner Mueller.

USA-189 1304

Decree of the Fuehrer dated April 20, 
1941, naming Alfred Rosenberg as Com
missioner "for the central control of 
questions connected with the East Euro-

USA-185

USA-143

>ean Region" and 
hereto.

correspondence relative

1017-PS Memorandum dated 2.4-41, Subject: The USSR USA-142

1024-PS •femorandum dated April 29, 1941 rc or- USA-278 
ganizalion for handling problems in the
Eastern territories.

1293 & 1572

1196-1199

1193-1196

1453

1028-PS-—Instructions for a Reichskommissar in the 
Ukraine, May 7, 1941.

1029-PS "Instruction for a Reich Commissar in the 
Baltic countries and Thite Russia (Ost- 
land), dated 8 May 1941.

/ Z
1030-PS /General instructions for all Reich 

commissars in the Occupied Eastern 
Territories, dated May 8, 1941.

1039-PS ’Report on the preparatory work on Euro
pean questions dated 28.6.41,

USA-273

USA-145

USA-144

USA-146

1449

1202-1203

1200-1201

1204-1208
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P.PgJRopt. No, Description

1058-PS /vxtract from speech of Rosenberg on 20 
/ June 1941.

1104-PS

1q4%
Report by Commissioner of Sluzk to Com- 
missioner of Minsk, re: atrocities com- 

. mitted by Einsatzkemmandos, dated 30
Oct 1941, forwarded to Rosenberg, 11 
Nov 1941.

Transcript 
Exhibit No. Page Nos.

USA-147 1214 & 1570

USA-483 1914-1916

Excerpt from "The Myth of the 20th Cen- 
, tury" by Alf red Rosenberg, (1941) p.51. 
) Also text.

USA-352

3000-P

30
V

EC-347

Report from Chief of Main Office III 
with the High Command in Minsk to Riecke 
dated Jane 23, 1.943.

Directives for the operation of the Eco
nomy in the Occupied Eastern Territories.

USA-192 1306

USA-320 1571

Rosenberg interrogation on forced labor 1370

List of Documents Offered in Presentation of Case Against 
ALFRED ROSENEERG

Document no. Description
003-PS ^Report of acti-ity of APA or NSDAP, Oct 1939

199-PS v/Letter. Alfred Meyer to Sauckel, re forced 
labor of children.

327-PS , V Letter, Rosenberg to Bormann, 17 October 1944, 
re liquidation of monopoly corporations.

342-PS " Decree, 13 Oct 1941, re confiscation of Jevish 
property.

1056-PS directives re Administration of Occupied Eastern 

Territories (Brown Folder).

1199-PS * Conference memo, 4 July 1941, re utilization of 
Soviet PWs for forced labor in Reich.

2319-PS ^Organization Manual of NSDAP.

2433-PS Vxcerpts from "Nature, Principles and Aims of 

NSDAP", by Rosenberg,

2777-PS ’Excerpt from NS Monatshefte, May 1932, re 
Lebensraum.

2886-PS Vxcerpt from "The Work of Alfred Rosenberg", 
re: Biographical Data.

2889-PS Vvblkischer Beobachter, 29 March 1941, Rosen

berg lecture on Jewish Problem.
2891-ps (xcerpts from Rosenberg’s- "Myth of the 20th

Century".
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Document No» Description

3528-PS “/Excerpt from "Das Dritte Reich", 1934, re: 
NSDAP community schools.

3529-PS ‘Fxcerpt from "Documents of German Policy", 
re: Adolf Hitler Schools.

3530-PS Excerpt from "Das Deutsche Fuehrer lexikon", 
1934/35, containing biographical data.

3531-PS /Axcerpt from the National Socialist Yearbook, 

1933, re: Rosenberg office for ideological 
training.

3532-PS ‘Excerpt from "The Educational Letter", March 
1934, re: importance of ideological training,

3552-PS "Excerpt from "Das Dritte Reich" re: leader
ship training.

3553-PS "xcerpts from "The Myth of the 20th Century".

3554-PS v "Excerpts from "The Myth of the 20th Century".

3557-PS ^Excerpts from "Dates in History of NSDAP".

3559-PS "xcerpt from "Rosenberg, the Man and His TTork», 
re: award of German National Prize.



ADDENDA to List of
Documents Previously Offered in Evidence

Document No. Description Exhibit No.
Transcript 
Page Nos.

1-188 (Aeport dated August 8, 1944, on confis
cation up to July 31, 1944.

USA-386 1679-1680

789-pS 1 ‘speech of the Fuehrer at a conference 
Nov. 23, 1933, to which all Supreme 
Commanders were ordered.

USA-23 330-333

1997-ps Decree of the Fuehrer concerning adminis
tration of the Occupied Eastern Terri
tories, July 17, 1941. 
/

USA-319 1570

1015-b-PS Report on activities of Special Staff for 
Pictorial Art, Oct, 1940 to July, 1944.

USA-385 1681-1682

3054-PS (The Nazi Plan", a documentary motion 

picture composed of captured German 
film.

USA-167 1262



TR \NSLA TION OF DOCUI ENT NO. C-64
OEJICE_OZ_US_CHIZE_O_COUSIL____

Testing of Nav.<l Staff with Fuehrer on 12,12.3£ 1200 
(Keitel, Jod'el, Futtkammer)

Norway-n question

C. in C. lavy has received Quisling and Hajelin. quisling 
cre tes the impression of being reliable and status that:-

As 1 result of the Russo*Finnish conflict, inti-ermn 
fecling in Norway is even stronger than hitherto. England’s 
influence is very re t - especially trough Storthing-President 
Hasbro (Jew, a friend of Hore-Pelis ha) , all-powerful in - rway 
just now. uisling is convinced that there is an grement between 
England and Norway for the possible occupation of Norway, In Which 
case Sweden would also stand against Germany. Danger of Norway's 
occupation by angland is very great - possi ly Very shortly. 
From 11/1/40 onwards the Nor vcgian Parliament and therefore the 
Norwegian Government is unconstitutional as Parlianentin defiance 
of the constitution, prolonged its term by year. This would give
an opportunity for a political re-shuffle. Quisling has good 
connections with officers of the Norwegian Army md has supporters 
in important positions, (e.g. Rilways). In such an event 
Quisling is ready to take over the Government and to call upon 
Germany for help. He is also sady to discuss preparations of a 
milit ry character with the German armed Forces.

C. in C. Navy points out th it with such offers one never 
knows how far the people concerned are wishing to further the 
ends of their own party or how much 'they have German interests 
at heart. Iherefore caution is indicated —Norway must be pre- 
vented at all costs from filling into Eneland’s hands. That might 
have a decisive effect on the war; for Sweden woul@ be completely 
unr Eng land’s influence and it would bring the war into the 
Baltic, thus preventing completely the activities of the German 
Navy in the Ocen and the North Sea. The Fuehrer too said that a 
British occupation of Norway would b unbearable. C. in C. avy 
pointed out that occupation by Germany of positions on the coast 
of i orway would naturlly produce strongritish countermesures 
to stop the export of ore from Narvik, and that this would bring 
bout surface warfare off the Norwegian coast, to hich the G rman 

Navy ws not < usl for any length of time. This was one weak 
spot of the occupation.

The fuehrer thought of speaking to uisling personally 
so that he might form .n impression of him. He wanted to see. 

osenberg once more beforehand, as the latter has known Quisling 
for a long vhile. C. in C. Navy su gests that if the 'Fuehrer 
forms a favorable impression, the OKI should obtain permission 
to mak. plans with uisling for rhe preparation and c rryi ng 
out of the occupation,

a) by peaceful means, i. e., German forces 
summoned b Norw ay, or

b) to gre to do so by force Fhrer agrees (ink note)

2) C. in C. Navyn cvoc tes th t a very clear policy in the 
Husso-Finnish conflict be maintained. No help to Finland by the 
supply of arms (which would mean passing through unreliable 
Sweden) .

The C. in C. armed Forces stat s that the Swedish Foreign 
Off ce his be.n informed that arms would only be sent to Sweden, 
on guarantee in writing by the government that they were only 
for tre use of the Swedish Armed Forces.



" TNSL.TION OF DOCU’ENT FC. C-64
-2- Cont’d

The C. in C. N vy on the other hand is in favor of concess
ions to kussia, tor example, the supoly of oil to U-boats, as 
Russi would -iso offer us pract:cal help, (Vort ile), for 
exmple, the holding of forsign steamers in liurmansk until three 
days after th. "Bremen" has sailed.

The fuehrer has gree to both points.

RaEDGR

CERTIFICTE OF TlSLTION 
OF DCCr.'T'T FC . C-64________

13 November 1945

1, BTTTYD. RICU.ISON, P.O. 66370, .R.N.S. hreby certify
that I .am thoroughly conversant vith the English and Gorman 
languages; and that the above is a true and correct translation 
of Document No/ C-64.

BEBTY D . RIC i DSCN
F.O. 6637©
• .R.N.S.
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PAGE 1
TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT 0-65
OFFICE OF US CHIEF OF COUNSEL

NErO
-0009

(Enclosure in a letter of Reichsleiter Rosenberg to the C.-in-C. of the
Navy) (illegible notations)

Re - /i. sit of Privy Councilor Quisling - Norway a

Rounding out previous information, I inform you that Quisling 
is considered as one of the best knowmn Scandinavian officers of the 
General staff, that he was military atcache in Pinland, and that he 
represented British interests in Moscow from 2927 to 1930 before the 
breacing off of diplomatic relations between the Soviet-Union and Great 
Britain. He was Morweigian kinister of WTa. from 193] - 33, being a 
representative of the Norwegian peasant party, then resigned and found
ed a National Radical Socialist party under the name of "National Party". 
This party held and still holds anti-Semitic views and stands for the 
closest collaboration with Germany, has 15000 registered members, and 
Quisling estimates the number of his immediate supporters as between 2 
and 300.000, that is, that 10 per cent vrhich, even amidst the manifest 
anti-German feeling in Norway and Sweden today, are in favour of colla
boration with Germany. His party has also not tnken any part in the 
elections for the Crest Assembly (Storthing),

The reasons for a coup, which Quisling made a report, would 
be provided by the fact that the Storthing had, in defiance of the con- 
stituci.on, passed a resolution prolonging its om life which is to be
come operative on January 12th. Quisling still retains in his capacity 
as a long-stanning officer and a former Minister of Viac, the closest 
reletions with the Noxweegian Army. He showed me iho original of a letter 
which he had received only • shcr3 bino previously from the. Commanding 
Cficor in Nervik, Colonel 3unc. Io onis letter Colonel Sunlo frankly 
lays aphasic on the fact thab: if things vent on as they were going 
at pcesont, Norway was finished. He only hoped that there would still 
be sutioent of the nation left to be able to c.eele 1 people out of 
the remaine , whicl could then build up Norway again we.Ll and truly. It 
was rigiu that tne race of today should be relegtoi to obscurity, and 
one had to admit it didn't deserve any better fate: c.: as he saw it, 
the I oowgi nr s had committed an offence against the vnalicrable law of 
the unj.veree, This Lcu demanded work and idealism, and suupidity had 
never bon cga ded as a plausible ezcuse, "I small not do anything for 
the old coic: baleen (Inistr of Trade), the enemy of Defence Monson 
(Minister of "er), ald the blockhead Nygolswo].d (Prime Minister). It 
may or. the centrary be a good idea and a useul one, to spend one’s 
time in cisking one’s neck for the national revival", signed Konrad 
SunJo,

Ats.ciier Scheldt, who had been to Norway several, times, and 
has a number of acquaintances there, says that the Commending Officer 
of the largest drilling-ground, Hroslev, had expressed similar opinions, 
as had also the head of the Military Academy at Hal.den, Captain Fritzner.

The king knows Quisling very well from the time when he held 
office and he believes that the king also had a high opinion of him, 
even though he is, by end large, pro-British in his views. The Jew 
Hambro is cited as Germany’s greatest enemy, and as possibly the most 
powerful personality in politics, who practically controls the policy 
of Scandinavia at the moment. He is President of the Storthing, who 
at the same time holds the office of President of the Foreign Committee. 
He is also leader of the League of Nations Delegation and Leader of the 
strongest political party, the so-called "Conservatives", with whom the 
fate of the present minority Government rests. Hambro also controls the 
communication system in Norway, and so there is reason to fear - and



PAGE 2 TRNNSLATION OF DOCUMENT C-65 (Cont’d)

indeed shortly to fear - that as far as the anti-Russian feeling is 
concerned, which has increased by reason of the Russo-Finnish conflict, 
this will gain in strength in favour of England and against Germany in 
an increasing degree.

A plan has been put forward which deals with the possibility 
of a coup, and which provides for a number of selected Norwegians to 
be trained in Germany with all possible speed for such a purpose, being 
allotted their exact tasks, and provided with experienced and die-hard 
National Socialists, who are practised in such operations. These train
ed men should then proceed with all speed to Norway where details would 
then require to be further discussed. Some important centres in Oslo 
would have to be taken over immediately, and at the same time the Ger
man Fleet together vith suitable contingents of the German Army Would 
go into operation vhon summoncd specially by the new Norwegian Govern
ment in a specif iec" bay at the approaches to Oslo. Quisling has no 
doubts that such a : oup, having been carried out with instantaneous 
success - would immediately bring him the approval of those sections 
of the army with which he at present has connections, and thus it goes 
without saying that he has never discussed a political fight with them. 
As far as the king is concerned, he believes that he would respect it 
as an accomplished fact.

Quisling gives 
which accord with German

figures of the number of German troops required 
calculations.

Signed.

A. Rosenberg.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. C-65

15 November 1945.

I, tesgo :i, CO:, Pfc, 3923000, ;-eby certl’y that I am 
thorough: ' ounvera; . sith the Engish and foruen .500 f3S; and that 
the abe is a true and correct translation c 1 Docut - . C-65.

H1225 -0010
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TRANSL/TION OF DOCUMENT C-66
OFFICE OF U S CHIBP OF COUNSEL

SEC 24-G/C-66

(Memorandum for Iemiral Assmann for his own use; not for publi
cation. With the signature "RAEDER" anc date 10 January 194*)*

1. s» Q. only

a) Barbarossa.

1) At this time the Fuehrer had made known his "unalterable 
decision" to conduct the Eastern campaign in spite of all remon
strances. After that, further warnings, if no new situations 
had arisen, were found to be completely useless. As Chief of 
Naval War Staff I was never convinced of the "Compelling neces
sity" for Barbarossa.

2) During the campaign in France and also during the be 
ginning of preparation for Se lwe* - while the Fuehrer still 
had hopes of raining control of the air, (which he too recog
nized as being an essential pre-requisite of Seelwe), it was 
doubtless his intention after France’s fall to concentrate on 
the Navy and Air Force. The Bohrer escribed the moving of 
troops to the Eastern front in August to mo as a large scale 
camouflage measure for Seelwe. (A statement from the Supreme 
Command of the Army would have to be obtained on this point).

The Fuehrer very early had the idea of one day settling 
accounts with Russia, doubtless his coneral ideological attitude 
played an essential part in this. In 1937-33 he once stated that 
he intended to eliminate the Russians as a Baltic power; they 
would then have to be diverted in the direction of the Persian 
Gulf. The advance of the Russians against Finland and the Baltic 
States in 1939-40 probably further strengthened him in this idea.

The fear that control of the air over the Channel in 
the autumn of 1940 could no loner be attained - a realization 
which the Fuehrer, no. doubt, gained earlier than the Naval War 
Staff, who wore not so fully informed of the true results of 
air raids on Enlan? (our own losses) - surely caused the Fuehrer, 
as far back as Au oust and September, to consider whether - even 
prior to victory in the West - an Eastern campain would be 
feasible with the object of first eliminating our last serious 
opponent on the Continent. The Fuehrer did not openly express 
this fear, however, until well into September.

The Fuehrer’s remark of 21st July 1940 is an indica
tion of reflections of this kind (Section 68) ("It is of course 
our duty to give careful consideration to the question of America 
and Russia:"); furthermore, comments such as Section 76, dated 
12.8, dealing with the fortification of the North Norwegian fjords, 
and occasional statements regarding the meeting of Russia demands 
for the delivery of ships and heavy artillery, which show the 
Fuehrer’s mistrust of the Russian attitude and his hope of evading 
certain comittments altogether.

* Invasion of England.

-1-
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TRANSLITION OF DOCUMENT C-66 
(cont 1d)

Doubtless during Septomber 1940 the possibility of 
an Eastern campaign was mentioned rather often by the Fuehrer, 
for I was worried lost the war should take a wrong turn (being 
diverted from the main Hanror "Enrland"), and this caused me to 
have an interview with the Fuehrer, tete a tuto, "oven outside 
my own department” on 26th,June 1940, concerning the significance 
of the Mediterranean and North ifrica, after I had first made a 
thorough report on these questions, on September 6th, 1940, in 
this interview of 26 September 1940 my statement - "It is ques
tionable whether an attack on Russia from the North is necessary”, 
removed all doubt that there had been talk during the previous 
weeks of the Eastern operation. It is in keeping with the 
Fuehrer’s usual mode of procedure for him to exorcise personal 
reserve in the first instance in this matter vis-avis the 
Chief of Naval War Staff, whose concept would necessarily be a 
different one. In this connection the Supreme Command of the 
Army will be able to give fuller details, since it was primarily 
concerned in the preparations, and will have been addressed by 
the Fuehrer on the matter. I would particularly point cut herc- 
quite apart from the Eastern operation- how I have attempted to 
impress on the Fuehrer the decisive importance for the war of 
the question of the Mediterranean and North Africa. (when I re
ported to the Fuehrer on 6,9, and 26,9.40). ifter the discus
sion on 26.9, the Fuehrer told Kapiton zur See von Puttkamer 
that this report had been especially valuable to him, and that 
he could, in the light of it, review his own opinions, and see 
whether he was ”in the right perspective,”

3) At that time, (see a 1)*, the Fuehrer was firmly re
solved on a surprise attack on Russia, regardless of what was 
the Russian attitude to Germany, - this, accordin to reports 
coming in, was frequently chancing. The communication to Matsuoka 
was designed entirely as a camouflage measure and to ensure sur
prise, Concern lost a note to Matsuoka which stated his true 
tolling Matsuoka the whole truth. Ho told me so at the time at 
a party I

4) The expression " reatly abroviatod" describes the 
representations I have always made while at 1 SKL, - memorandums, 
whish were apt so much German essays, or very exhaustive, as 
notes, and thus easier to put into report form. By means of the 
notes I could the more briefly and forcefully present this re
port, which without doubt gave a particularly clear and signi- 
fleant picture of the situation. It formed a very good supple
ment to and continuation of my reports made on the 6,6. and 
29,6,40. The Fuehrer, whose primary interest was in the settling 
in motion of Barbarossa, (thus, for instance, he wanted to employ 
the German Air Forces principally on the Eastern Front) - natur
ally took a special interest in those points in connection with 
which fuller aid could be secured from the Italians, It would 
be a mistake to conclude, from the expression "greatly abbrevia
ted". that there was "reserve" on my part on this subject, to 
which I have always given the greatest publicity.

* Ink Note.
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT C-66 
(cent td)

5) In view of previous statements by the Fuehrer (see 
Section 2), an® the contrasts in deology, I personally have 
always doubted that the Fuehrer believec from the very be- 
finning that the Russo-German pact would last. I think that 
the pact arose solely out of the need of the moment and that 
the Fuehrer (-in spite of his speech in the Reichstag on 1.9. 
39.) in no wise intended it to be a permanent solution of the 
Russian problem. Ifter the campaign against Poland he had con- 
tented himself in the first instance with a frontier line which 
would , with the help of an Eastern wall, afford an effective 
defence against Russia. In my opinion it was only later - when , 
on the one hand, the first successes in Russia had been gained, 
and on the other, when the prospects of turning North Africa to 
good account were fading - that it became his aim to make the 
feeding of Europe dependent on the Ukraine, this plan bringing 
with it permanent - opposition to Russia. Though nothing 
was actually said, this would involve giving up all thought of 
tar gets for which a certain measure of sea power was required, 
that is, it would mean striving for a pure continental policy.

6) As under section 3), A statement such as this to the 
Duce should be considered merely as camouflage. The Fuehrer 
kept his plans most carefully secret from the Italians. I be
lieve that Stalin is our greatest enemy - a statesman at home 
and abroad, a soldier and an rgonizer on a prodigious scale, 
a Titanic genius seein.* far into the future, I c onsidor it 
extremely probable that in 1937 and 38 Stalin came to recog
nize, through the efforts of the United States ambassador, as 
described by Davies in "Mission to Moscow”, that Russia could 
play an important part in a subsequent conflict between the 
Inrlo-Saxon races and Germany, and that he thereupon began to 
speed up his armaments. The pact with Germany was of a kind 
which would help him towards the realization of the first part 
of his scheme - Eastern Rolan1, the Baltic countries, Bessarabia 
and perhaps the Balkans an1 the Dardanelles. The cains of 1939/ 
40 were indeed great. In 1940/41 Stalin had no reason to march 
against Germany. Germany’s surprisingly Teat successes against 
France and the Balkans impressively demonstrated her strength 
to him and perhaps even awakened fear of her. Stalin cannot 
therefto have intended, to take the initiative in attacking 
this strong Germany in 1941, but while continuing to arm, he 
must have wantod to wait and see whether the subsequent course 
of the war between Germany and the Anglo- Saxon powers would 
offer him a favorable opportunity - he knew from Davies that 
the USA would join in sooner or later. Whether in this con
nection he favored a push towards the Rhine, passing through 
the Scandanavian countries, or to the North Atlantic, or in 
the direction of the Moditerranean to the Dardanelles, or 
through Persia to the Indian Ocean, or finally towards India, 

must have depended entirely on the course of the struggle be
tween Germany and the Anglo-Saxon powers» As I see it, it 
does not do justice to the imp rtance of Stalin to assume that 
he intended "to start the war against Germany in the autumn of 
1941”. It is true that an essential part of his armament was 
made ready for this dead-lino. I have sometimes been in doubt 
whether, for Stalin, the ideological had not taken second place 
long ago in favor of a tremendous effort to use to the full the 
opportunity he was offered of realizing the schemes of Peter the 
Great. Was the announcement of the dissolution of the Commintern 
perhaps a hint to Germany that an understanding between Germany 
and Russia would have been possible even then, and that, after 
the Russian territories had been regained, a peaceful relation
ship would have been possible between the two States, who, 
taking the long view, are both threatened by the USA?

-3-
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TRLNSL.TION OF DOCUMENT C-66 
( cont ‘d )

7) As no other course is possible, I have submitted to 
compulsion. If, in doing so, a difference of opinion arises oo- 
tweon 1 SKL and myself, it is perhaps because the arsuments the 
Fuehrer used on such occasions (Dinner speech in the mi H-e ° 
July to the Officers in Command, to justify a step he hac plannee, 
usually had a creator effect on people not belonsins to the 
“inner circle”, than on those who often hear this type of 
reesoning.

Many remarks and plans indicate that the Fuchror cal- 
eulated on the'final ending of the Eastern campaien in the 
autumn of 1941, whereas the Supreme Command of the Army (General 
Staff) was very sceptical.
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT C-66 
(cont ‘d )

1 Chefsache
Gross Admiral Issmann, for your own personal inf rm ti n:

Not for distribution, Raeder. 10. 1. 44.

b) Wesor-Ubun

The memo is wholly insufficient and does not correspond to 
the contents of the report. Durin T the weeks precodin. the T-t 
port on 10,10.39. I was in correspondence with Admiral Garis, 
who, in a detailed letter to me, first pointed out the imPort 
ance of an occupation of the Norwegian coasts J gorman-• 
passed this letter on to C/SK1 for their information ane pre
pared some notes* based on this letter for my ropor e
Fuehrer which I made on 10.10.39, since my opininn was icentin 
cal to thet of nemirn1 Carls, while, at that time, SK1 was m re 
dubious about the matter. In those notes, I set out the ClS 
advantages which an occupation of Norway by the British w ulu 
have for us - control of the approaches to the Baltic, flanking 
of our naval operations and ~f our air attacks on Britain, pres
sure on Sweden. I also mentioned the advantages for us of the 
occupation of the Norwegian coast-outlet to the North -lan —c, 
no possibility of British minefields as in the year 1917-18. 
Naturally at the time, only the coast and bases were considered, 
I included Narvik, though Admiral Carls, in the course of our 
correspondence, hoped that Narvik misht be oxcludec•_ wht ha 
time, we were able to use Murmansk and/e 
The Fuehrer saw at once the signif icancc 
blem; he asked me to leave the notos anc 

of the Norwegian pro- 
stated that he wished

to consider the question himself

In the further developments, I was supported by Korv. 
Kaptan Schreiber Naval Attache in Oslo and the M-chief per
sonally - in conjunction with the Rosenborg Organization. Thus, 
we mot in touch with Quislin • and Hamelin, who came to merlin in 
December and were taken to the Fuehrer by me - with the approval 
of Rcichlciter Rosonber.* On the rouncs of the uohrer s 
discussion with Quislin: and Hcrolin on the afternoon f -4e-• 39 
the Fuehrer :avo the or’or that preparations f r the N rWeRlan 
operation were to be made by Supreme Command of the Armed rces*

Until that moment, the Naval "ar Staff ha taken n 1 part in 
the development of the orwogian question, and, even then, they 
were somewhat sceptical about it. The propareti ons, which woro 
undertaken by Kpt.z.S. Kranke in the Supreme Coman 6 the 
Armod Forces, were fountod, however, on a memorandum of the 
Naval War Staff.

* With the help of K.Adm.v.Puttkamer, these may possioly still 
be obtainable; I had no duplicate as I did not think I should 
have to pive the notes up.

** At the crucial moment, R, hurt his foot, so that I visited 
him in his house on the morning of 14.12.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
OF DOCUMENT C-66

7 December 1945.
I, KENNETH HUGH MOLESWORTH DUKE, Major R.A., hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and Gorman lanuagosi 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of Doc. C-66.

’SGD1 KENNETH HUGH MOLESWORTH
DUKE

Major R.A.
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TRAKSITIO OF
CF.FICB, OF U.S

Economic Staff, East 
( OKW/WiAmt/Z l/II Nr. 6250/42 geh.) *

SECRET

DIRECTIVES
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE ECONONY

IN THE NELY-OCCUPIED EASTERN TERRITORIES 
(Green Folder)

Part II (3rd edition)

Supplementary Material to Part I

e

Berlin, September, 1940

P. 39 
middle 
of

PART II

Directives as Well as Fundamental Decrees and Orders 
of the Reich Llinister for the Occupied Eastern 

Territories Concerning the Eastern Terri
tories Under Civilian Adr- a i-

tration

Excerpts from the Directives of the Reich 
Minister for the Occupied Eastern Terri
tories for bhe Civilian Administration, 
(Brown Folder, Pt. 1, op. 25-30)

1. General

The principal task of the civilian administration in 
the occupied Esuern territories is to represent the interests 
of the Reich. This basic principle is to be given preced
ence in all measures and considerations. Therefore, the 
occupied territories, in the future, may be permitted to have 
Q life of their own in a form not as yet to b e determined. 
However, they remain parts of the greater German living space 
and are always to be governed according to this guiding 
principle.

The regulations of .the Hague Convention on Land Warfare, 
Which concern the administration of a country occupied by a 
foreign belligerent power, are not applicable, since the USSR 
is to be considered dissolved, and therefore the Reich has 
the obligation of exercising all governmental and other 
sovereign functions in the interests of the country’s inhab
itants. Therefore, any measures are permitted which the 
Gernan. administration deems necessary and suitable for the 
execution of this comprehensive task.

P. 170 High Command of the Army 
3 Gen St d H/Gcm Qu

Az, L/498 B (Qu 3/III) 
Nr. 1. 36201/41 coh.

19 November, 1941.

Concerning Seizure and Transport of Raw Materials from the
Occupied Eastern Territories -----------

The rawmaterial situation makes. it imperative to bring 
into, and utilize for, Gorman war economy, all available

H1225 -0016



IRANSLATION OF DOCTMENT EG 345 (Contd.)
2-zmaz

quantities of non-ferrous metal - in particular, copper, zinc 
and their alloys - and also of textiles, leather, rubher.
mineral oil, etc* Satisfactory results of the campaign
of collecting scrap, old motels and other used materials can 
be expected only if forces of the army and of the RAD are 
made ovailable to the organization for the seizure of scrap 
'nd old netals in the occupied territories (Major Schu), 
appointed by the Reich Marshall of the greater German Reich, 
representative of the Four-Year Ilan. The actual collection 
must be done by prisoners of war and the civilian population.

yarn 5 1. In the entire field of operations, collection and
J ‘ ’ a — a .. c . ,, - . • - - - • -utilization of netals must be executed with all available 

forces. Factories, buildings, etc. must be ruthlessly 
stripped.

Factories and other enterprises are excepted which are 
necess ry for suplying tho army (runitions, armaments and 
leather factories; "nd for executing the principal economic 
tasks (the mineral oil economy, the food economy, as also 
those industr5.es which constitute the foundation for the 
mineral oil nnd the food economy).....

P,202rar- 9
J• F oh Suva 2 ios for the Giviltan Population in 

3hc Occupiod Fa stern Territories*"
(Special"D 00 of the Econoric Staff, East, 

de tod 4 November, 1941)

The follovin6 regulations are decreed for food supplies 
for the civilian population in tho occupied Eastern terri
tories. with the ezcoptic 1 of the three former Baltic states. * -------- --- • ----- - --- -ma- - — * • — ---------- • --------------- . i 1. ------
The regulations replace specinl dacceo, No. 31 issued by Wi 
Stab Ost/FC/La No. 3584/41 of Sept. 4, 1941.

The Raich Corrissars for the Ukraine and Ostland will 
act upon those regulations, the latter only in the old 
Russian and former Polish territories.

Food Supplies for the Civilian Population

Ruthless looting and destruction by the Bolsheviks have * 
modi seriously dislocated economic life and transportation in 
the occupied nsbern territories. Misery and distress have 
been the inevitable consequence for the population, espociall: 
in the large cities. Responsibility for this rests exclusive 
ly with the Soviet rulers who gave the orders for senseless 
destruction.

It is nevertheless the task of the economic agencies in 
the zone of oporntions to safeguard the feeding of the popula
tion, insofar as this is possible without prejudice to German 
interests.

No special food supply regulations are r oquirod for the 
rural population, since it will be in a position, in general, 
to supply itself. The food supply of the urban population 
must definitely take second place after the r equireronts of 
the Wohrmacht and Gornan agencies, and the delivery quotas fo: 
the Roich.
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(Contd.)... _______

The following maxirur ration scales, which can only be 
applied under the above ' unifications, will provide the basis 
for urbon food supplies:

Weekly maximum Ration Scales (in grams)
a) For consurers not ongeged in any significant work:

Mont and neat products..................................  none
Fat ..................   70
Bread ............................................................................. 1500
Potatoes ........................................................................... 2000

b) For consurors performing useful work:

Kent and moct products.................................................. 100
Fat ..................   100

in area (
of Army (Bread ............................................................................. 1500
Groups, (Pototoos ............................................................................. 4000
North & (
Center (

In area (
of Arny (Erond ................................................................................ 2000
Group, (Potatoes ........................................................................... 2500
South (

c) For consumors permnontly engaged on heavy mnnual work; 
(Supplements additional to b))

Mont ond neat products............................................... 100
Fat ...................     50
Bread ............................................. ..................... ...... .. 500
Fotntoos .. ................................................................1000

d) For children under 14 and Jews:

50% of the raxira as under a)

other products than those listed above nav only be alloca 
ted to the urbnn population after other rcquirerents have been 
satisfied.

It has to be particularly taken into account that:

n) The food and transport situation does not permit a 
generous Lroctucnt of the civilions, and any alloca
tions in excess of the maxirc. fixed above would result 
in unbearable disadvantages for food supplies to 
Germany,

b) Wehrmacht stocks or those ear-narked for Wehrmacht or 
Reich consumption must on no account be drawn upon for 
feedin.■ the civilian population.

c) The population itself in many cr ses still disposes of 
hoards, since, during the evacuation of the-"Russian 
forces, existing food stocks were distributed to, or 
looted by, the population. Therefore, genuine distres 
will in general only occur later on.

The following specific rules are laid down in agreement 
with the OKH (Quartermaster-General):

H1225 -0018
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------(Lantdacm}
1) The Cornandants or other agencies concerned deterr ire ,g 
quickly IS possible the nunber of inhabitants and report it to 
the local Econonic Comends or Agricultural Leaders. A 
percentage of the population, vhichwill depend on local 
conditicns but is not to otceed 20%, is to be recommended for 
the higest ration scales as under b) above. Supplements as 
under c) may only be granted to the staff of cntorp rises which 
continue operations for German benefit (e.g. armcments plants).

2) Responsibility for procuring food supplies for the 
civilian population tests with the Economic Cormnnds (Groups 
La) and their subordinate local Agricultural Leaders.

3) The Economic Cornnnds (Groups La) determine the weekly 
r- tion scalcs which can be node available after provision has 
been made for other roquirer.cnts (Vehmacht, Reich delivery

304 quotes, cue.), within the rnximur scales fixed above. They 
rlso determine the percent ge of the population which is to 
qualify for the increased maximum scales according to b). 
Finally, as soon ns the necessary data con be obtained, they 
will limit supolomontory rations as under c) exclusively to 
those workers of plants operating for German benefit who, 
according to Germ domestic regulations, would qualify for 
heaviest workers' sup-loments. In dotorrining the weekly 
rations, the following has to be observed:

For the initi al period, the rations are to be kept as low 
as possible, in order to force the population to use up its 
own hoarded food supplies and to prevent encroachments upon 
TTchrncht roquirononts, which aro difficult to meet in any case 
because of the tronsort situation.

Heat and fat oro not to be issued at all for the time 
being. Potatoes, as far as possible, cre to be replaced by
boots 01 all kinde f broad by buoltvheno and millet. Gradually 
the rations can then be raised up to chc maximum scales fixed 
above.

4) The quantities of foodstuffs calculated on the basis of 
the population figures dotomminod as under 3) will then be 
released for civilian consumption. The distribution of re
leased food to tho population will take place exclusively 
through the notivo ndmini strati vo agencies nnd distributive 
services t

For a better utilization of the food allocated, essential 
plants, if at n1l. possible, will institute factory canteen 
feeding. in other cases too, when circumstances permit, 
cornuncl feeding vill be given preference.

5) Transportation needed for civilian food supplies is to be 
taken from local resources. Motor vehicles of the Economic 
Cormmands, local Agricultural Leaders or military vehicles may 
not be used for this purpose.

6) The population is to be instructed by suitable propaganda 
media (wall posters, etc) that the blame for the food supply 
difficulties is to be found entirely in the destruction and 
dissipation of food stocks and equipment ’by their own com
patriots.

7) Exceptional provisions for the feeding of Russian workers 
and employees nro contained in the decree OKH/Gon st d.H/GenGu/ 
Az.1/833/41 IVa (IV, 1) of Aug. 23, 1941; and for the feeding 
of Soviet prisoners of war in the decree OKH/Gen st dH/GenOu/ 
IVa- (HI,- 2) Az. 960 Nr. 1/23 738/41 goh. of Oct. 21, 1941.

H1225-00
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The additional food requirements under these mgulations are to 
bo balanced by n corresponding reduction in the general rations 
within the areas of the Economic Comrmands, »

(signed) DR. MUSSET

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION OF
DOCUMIENT EC 347

30 Noverber 1945.

1, SIDNEY B. JACOBY, civilian, hereby certify that I an 
thorouchly conversant with the English and Genian languages; 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of ex
tracts from document SC 347.

/- a 4) %. ‘‘
SIDNEY'S. JASOBY
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---------------------------- • -- » u-• ts-ee

Office West Paris, August Sth 191,1,
The Head of the Department

Progress Report up to July 31st 1944

The Office West achieved the following results up to July 31st 1944:

69 619 Jewish homes were confiscated.

Dispatched tc the several towns, including special orders, were:

69 512 Sets of furnishings, each a complete house.

The sum total of furniture and fittings dispatched required a 3 oadi ng capacity 
of:

1 079 373 cbm.

The following were required to provide this capacity incl. additional deliver- 
ies:

26 984 railroad cars, equivalent to 674 trains.

Further during the action we confiscated for the use of the Reich and handed 
over to the Department for Foreign Exchange (Devisenschutzkommando):

11 695 516 RM Foreign currency and Securities.

The special purpose branches in France, Belgium and Holland furthermore d i n- 
patched:

2 191 352 kg Scrap Metal, Scrap Paper and textiles. *
According to the report on Special Tasks (Sondcraufgaben) bombed-out persons 
accommodated in France, were presented with furniture and fittings valued at

1 516 186 RM

The above results were achieved by a staff of

30 female and 82 male

Officials and Employees of the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories.

A True Copy 
(Signed) Deubelmann
Employee

Office West Paris, 7.8,44
Schw/H

In carrying out the Fuehrer's orders for the M-action, the following re
sults were achieved within the area of the Office West from invasion day (6th 
June 44) up to 1st August 44, by 30 female and 82 male officials and 'employees 
of the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories.

1) Camoins (trucks) arrived (through confiscation of 
homes in Paris). 2006

2) Railroad cars arrived from Branch Offices 52
- 1 -
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OFFICE OF U S CHIEF OF COUNS/,.

Cont *d.

3) Railroad cars loaded and dispatched to 
Germany. 372

4) Receipts from sale of Scrap Material 28 124 91 RM

5) Boxes received 20 154

6) Boxes handled, packed and dispatched: 

containing:

21 710

China 
Glass 
Kitchen utensils 
Clothing 
Coat-hangers 
Tailorst materials 
Linen
Curtains, for windows 
Curtains (heavy) 
Mirrors 
Clocks 
Vases
Lamps 
Brushes
Toys
Sports gear
Optical instruments 
Electrical appliances 
Tools 
Gasmasks 
Leather goods 
Medical goods 
Saniary goods 
Household goods 
Scrap iron 
Scrap paper 
Books
Copper, aluminum 
Bottles
Rags
Scraps of furs 
Silver goods

199
208
196
117
120
45

128
8

72
24
73
45

102
29
99
42
17
48
35
78

253
41

119
115

1,503
1,714

482
266
730
240
123
33

boxes
I 
ii 

ii 
it 

it 
it 

tt 
it 

tt 
it 

tt 
it 

it 

ii 
it 

it 

it 
it 

it 

tt 
it 

tt 

tt 

it 

it 
it 

it 

it

pressed bales 
boxes

tt

7) Special work:

SS-Garrison-Administration Munich
SS-Directorats Central Office
116th Armoured Regiment, Dortmund
116th " " "
47th Inf. Div.
Obersturmfuehrcr Tychsen, Wearer of the

Oak Leaves Medal (Eichenlaubtrager)
Cptn. Ninnemann
Cptn. Adamy

27
51

2
2
3

1
1
1

cars
wagons

tt
it

it

it
it
it

Sturmbannf. Brehmer, Wearer of Knights’ 
Cross (RitterkreuztrHger)

Obergruppenf. Lorenz, Berlin
Reich Postal Director, Berlin, Cuilleaume 
Pianos, Messrs H. Langner, Breslau 
Division: "Das Reich"

1 
3
1 
3
1

it 

it 

it 
it 

it

The cabinet-makers’ workshop set up in the camp repaired and restored;
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Rent’d.

30 Sideboards
23 Dining Room Tables
56 Dining Room Chairs
43 Chests of Drawers
65 Beds
10 Dressing Tables
30 Bedside-Tables and Washing-Stands
12 BOok Cases
24 Writing desks
25 Easy Chairs
25 Kitchen Cabinets
15 Kitchen Tables
35 Kitchen Chairs

1 Couch

4 Easy chairs were upholstered and recovered.

Report on the M- Action

The fight against Jews, Freemasons and the forces allied to them or otherwise 
ideologically opposed to us, has always been a most urgent task of National 
Socialism, especially during the War which has been forced upon us. In order 
to secure, within the areas occupied by Germany, all research material and the 
cultural effects of the groups indicated and to dispatch them to Germany, the 
Fuehrer at the suggestion of Reichsleiter Rosenberg was ordered that libraries 
archives, lodges and other ideological and cultural institutions of all kinds 
be searched for appropriate material and that this be secured for the ideo
logical instruction of the National Socialist Party.

The same order applies to cultural effects which were either in the possossi 
of or were the property of Jews and were unclaimed or originated from sources 
not clearly ascertainable.

The Special Purpose Staff (Einsatzstab) of Reichsleiter Rosenberg was charged 
with the carrying out of this task. In addition to this seizure of property, 
at the suggestion of the Director Wiest of the Special Purpose Staff it was 
proposed to the Reichsleiter that the furniture and other contents of the 
unguarded Jewish homes should also be secured and dispatched to the Minister 
for the Occupied Eastern Territories, for use in the occupied Eastern Territor
ies. The Fuehrer agreed to Reichsleiter Rosenberg’s proposal by means of the 
letter of the Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancery dated 31.12.51.

The Special Purpose Staff of Reichsleiter Rosenberg was charged with carry!1 
out this task in the occupied territories. The amount of work to be done 
in this section forced the Special Purpose Staff of Reichsleiter Rosenborg t 
return the mandate of 14.1.1942 to the Minister for the Occupied Eastern

Territories so that this might be executed by him, owing to personnel diffi
culties.

The Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories thereupon organized the 
Office West on 25.3.42 in Paris with local branches in France, Belgium and 
Holland. The Director West of the Special Purpose Staff of Reichsleiter 
Rosenberg E,R,R, was appointed Chief of this Office.

At first all the confiscated furniture and goods were dispatched to admini
strations i the Occupied Eastern Territories. Owing to the terror attacks 
on German cities, which then began ind in the knowledge that bombed-out poopl 
Germany ought to have preference over the Eastern people, Reich Ministor 
and Reichsleiter Rosenborg obtained a new order from the Fuehrer according to 
which the furniture etc. obtained through the M.-Action was to be put at the 
disposal of bombed-out people within Germany.

- 3 -
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The confiscation of Jewish homes was carried out as follows, so-callcd con
fiscation officials went from house to house when no records were availablo 
of the addresses of Jews who had departed or fled, as was the case for in
stance in Paris, in order to collect information as to abandoned Jewish homes. 
They drew up inventories of these homes and subsequently sealed them. In ordor 
to avoid complaints, especially in case Aryan premises were sealed or homes o2 
Jews who were not affected by the Action, the premises were usually left scalod 
for two or three months, and their contents were not taken away until that 
time had expired., In Paris alone aoout twenty confiscation officials confis
cated more than 38 000 homes. The transportation of the contents of these 
homes was completed with the aid of the entire car park of the Union of Parisian 
Removal Contractors who had to provide every day up to 150 trucks with 1200 
to 1500 French labourers.

The evacuations were divided into evacuations A and B. Evacuation A meant 
confiscation of all kinds of goods, but not furniture; evacuation B meant 
confiscation of actual funiture.

The goods are dispatched first to large collecting camps from where they are 
processed, sorted out, and loaded for Germany.

Owing to the scarcity of personnel in the Office West, acts of sabotage comnit- 
ted by the French labourers could not be prevented, but rather did they incro: . 
considerably. In order to overcome this difficulty, two large collection ca3 
were set up and the SD provided 700 Jewrs, These workers were at the saw tiw 
interned in the various camps. Up to that time the Office had no expert wor x 
at their disposal, neither for loading, nor for repairing damaged furniture. 
When organizing so-called Jew Camps, work-shops were established for cabin ot- 
makers, watchmakers, shoemakers, electricians, radio experts, furriers, etc. 
All incoming goods were thoroughly sorted out and those not ready for use v x ■ 
repaired. Moreover special boxes were dispatched for the use of special tre. 
(tailors’, locksmiths’, plumnbers’, sanitary, medical boxes.) Only interned 
Jews were used for the sorting-out of the confiscated furniture and goods on 
a covered conveyor belt, and for the packing and loading. As a result of the 
experience acquired with regard to confiscation, working systems within the 
camps, and transportation, the Office West was able to reorganize their entire 
orking system and with the sma..l staff at their disposal succeed in provi ding 

sor use in Germany even things vhich appeared to be valueless, such as scrap 
paper, rags, salvage etc. Unfortunately acts of sabotage could not be preven
ted despite the sharpest control in the camps, Sometimes even during the 
transport, acts of sabotage were committed by French, Belgian end Dutch rail
way officials, so that loads which had been correctly packed and loaded and 
which had. been, accoptod by the respective representatives of districts and towns 
often arrived in an extrc -ly damaged condition. These acts would have assumed 
even greater dimensions had not the German State Railways, whose bombed oat 
officials were among the people supplied by the Office West, risen to the 
occasion splendidly and helped the workers of the Office West with a great nu_ 
her of specialized personnel.

Altogether the Office West including the special purpose branches was confis
cated about 71 619 Jewish homes. Moreover they took through Evacuation A;

Foreign currency and securities: 11 695 516 RM

Scrap metal, scrap paper, textiles 3 191 352 kg.

hich were dispabche to the competent German authorities for further use. The 
goods dispatchec to the Districts (Gaue) and Towns are listed in the following 
specification:
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District: 
(Gau)

Town: Number of 
1942/1943

wagons: 
1944

Together
Town District

Baden Karlsruhe 431 481
Mannheim 326 82 408
Strassburg 50 50 939

(follows specification, cp.pp.4 & 5

p.5 _______
altogether
Wagons 18.665

Deliveries to German Camps

(follows specification, p.5)

Wagons 8.191

Deliveries to S.S, Divisions and others 
c c n- • • , ,1942/43 1944
9• o. Division and several private 
German State Railways 
German Postal Service 
Police

orders 160 417 577
904 672 1.576

196 196
65 166 231

Grand Total Wagons: 29.436

736 trains of 40 waggons.

The personnel of the Office West of 
tories consisted of on an average:

the Minister for the Occupied Eastern Terri-

82 male and
30 female officials and employees.

"DRK Oberstfuehrer"
Director of the Office West

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. L-188

5 November 1943.

1, 37371, Petty Officer W.R.N.S., hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages, and that the above 
is a true and correct translation of Document No. L-188.

EVELYN GLAZIER 
37371, Petty Officer 
W.R.N.S.
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Fuehrer’s Headquarters, 16.7.1941 
Bo/Fu

Top SEOhET
(Pencil note) 17.VIl 41

ri e e o r a n d u m for the record.

By order of the Fuehrer he held today at 15 hours in his quarters a con
ference. attended by Reichsleiter Rosenberg, Reich minister -ammers, Jie. 
Marshal Keitel, the Reich Marshal and nyself. The conference cegan a 
15 hours and, including a break for coffee, lasted until about 20 hour

By way of introduction the Fuehrer pointed out, he desired first of all 
to make some fundemental statements. Several measures had to be ta l 
without delay; this was confirmed, among other events, by an assertion 
made in an impudent Vichy newspaper that the war against the Soviet Union 
was a war waged by Europe, and that, therefore, it had to be conducted 
for the benefit of Europe as a whole. Obviously the Vichy paper neant 
to say by these hints thet it oucht not to be the Germans alone who 

from this war, but that all European states ought to profitbenefitted 
by it.

’ Now it was 
also there

essential that we did not publicise our aims before the world;
was no need for that, but the mein thing was that we ourselves 

mew what we wanted. By no means should we render our rask ore dirficut 
by making superfluous declarations. Such declarations were super: ucu 
because we could do everything wherever we had the power, and what was

beyond our power we would not be able to do anyBV

(Original Page 2)

What we told the world about the fives for our measures ought to
conditioned, 
exactly the Si 
and Belgium.

be 
intherefore, by tactical reasons. Ue ought to act here 

eme way as we did in the b ses of Norway, Denmark, Holland, 
in these cases too we did not publish our ais, and it- was

only sensible to continue in the sane way.

Therefore we shall emphasize again that we were forced to occupy, ad 
minister, and secure a certain area; it was in the interest of the inhab- 
tants that we provided order, food, traffic etc.., hence our .ensures. 
Nobody shall be able to recognize that it initiates a final set tie., ent* 

t prevent our taking all necessary measures - shootins' —This need
settling, etc. — and we shall take them.

But we do not want to make any people into enemies prematurely and un- 
necessarily. Therefore we shall act as though we wanted to exercis 
mandate only. At the same time we ust know clearly that we snail ne 
leave these countries.
Cur conduct therefore ought to be:

1 .) To do nothing which might obstruct the final settlement, but to prepare 
for it only in secret;

2 .) To emphasize that we are liberalcrs-

In particular:

The Crimea has to be evacuate by all foreigners and to be settled by 
Germans only.
In the same way the former Austrian part of Galicia will become Reich 
territory.



Our present relations with Rounania are good, tut nobody knows what they 
will be at any future tine. This we have to consider, end ve have to draw 
our frontiers accordingly. One ought net to be dependent on the rood will 
cf other people; we have to plan our relations with Rounania in accordance 
with this principle.

Original page 3

On principle we have now to face 
according to our needs, in order

the task of cutting up the gient cake 
to be able:

first, to dominate it, 
second, to administer it, and 
third, to exploit it.

The Russians have now ordered partisan warfare behind our front. This 
partisan war again has some advantage for us; it enables us to eradicete 
everyone who opposes us.

Principles:

Never again ust it be possible to create a nilitary power west of the 
Urals, even if we have to vage var for a hundred yeors in order to attain 
this goal. Every successor of the Fuehrer should know : security for the 
Reich exists only if there are no foreien ilitary forces west of the 
Urals; it is Gerzany who undertakes the protection of this area against all 
possible dangers. Our iron principle is and has to remain: 
be —ust never per .it anybody but_ the Germans to errry er s I

This is especially iportant; even when 
the ared support of foreign sub Ju at ed 
In the end this will prove to be to our 
unavoidably. Only the Gern ay carry 
not the Cossack nor the Ukrainian!

it sees easier at first to enlist 
nations, it is wrong to do so.
di sadventace unconditionally and 
ars, not the Slav, not the Czech,

On no account should we apply a wavering policy such as vras done in Alsace 
before 1918. What distinguishes the Enelishnan is that he pursues con
stantly one line and one aim. In this respect surely we have to learn 
from the Englishman. Therefore we ousht never to base our actions on 
single conte.porary personalities: here again the conduct of the British 
in India towerds the Indian princes etc. ouht to be Fin example: it is 
always the soldier wrho has to consolidate the regime.

Criminal page 4

be have to create a Garden of Eden in the newly occupied eastern terri
tories; they are vitally important to us; as compared with then colonies 
play only an entirely subordinate part.

Even if we divide up certain areas at once, we shall always proceed in the 
role of protectors of the Right and of the people. The terms which are 
necessery at this time should be selected in accordance vith this principle: 
we shall not speak of new Reich territory • 2 7, but of the task which 
became necessary because of the wa. ,

In particular:

In the Baltic territory the country up to the Duna now will have to be 
aduinistered in agree.lent with Field marshal Keitel. Reichsleiter Rosenber: 
emphasizes that in his opinion a different treatment of the population is 
desirable in every district ("Kcmissariat") . In the Ukraine we should 
start with a cultural administrstion, there we ought to awake the histori
cal consciousness of the Ukrainians, establish a university at Kiev, and
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The Reich Marshal makes the counterste tenent that ve had to think first of 
securine our food situation. everything else coul.d cone later, 
(Incidental question: Is there still anything like an educated class

in the Ukraine, or are upper class Ukrainians 
rather to be found only as enicrants outside 
present day Russia?)

Rosenberg continues, there were certain independent movenents in the 
Ukraine which deserved furtherance.

Original page 5

The Reich Marshal asks the Fuehrer to indicate what areas had been promised 
to other states.

The Fuehrer replies, Antonescu desired Bessarabia and Odessa with a strip 
(of land) leading west-northwest from Odessa.

Upon objections made by the Reich Marshal and Rosenberg, the Fuehrer replies 
that the new frontiers desired by Antonescu contained little outside the 
old Roumanian frontiers.

The Fuehrer states further ore that nothing definite had been promised to 
the Hungarians, Turks and Slovaks.

Then the Fuehrer submits for considers tion whether the former Austrian 
part of Galicia ou-ht to be added at once to the government; upon objec
tions having been voiced the Fuehrer decides that this part shall not be 
added to the covernent but should only be subordinated likewise to 
Rei ch mini s ter Frank (Iwow) .

The Reich Marshal thinks it was ri ht to incorporate into East Prussia 
several parts of the Baltic country, e.. the Forest of Bialystok.

The Fuehrer emphasizes that the entire Baltic country will have to be 
incorporated into Germany.

At the sane time the Crimea, including a considerable hinterland (situated 
north of the Crimea) should become Reich territory; the hinterland should 
be as large as possible.

Rosenberg objects to this because of the Ukrainians living there.
(Incidental question: It occurred to me several times that Rosenberg

has a soft spot for the Ukrainians; thus he 
desires to aggrandize the forner Ukraine to 
a. considerable extent.)

The Fuehrer emphasizes furthermore that the Volga Colony too will have 
to become Reich territory, also the district around Baku; the latter will 
have to become a German concession (Military colony).

Original page 6

The Finns wanted East Carelia, but the Kola Peninsula will be taken by 
Germany because of the large nickel mines there.

The annexation of Finland as a federated state should be prepared with 
caution. The area around Leningrad is wanted by the Finns; the Fuehrer 
will raze Leningrad to the ground and then hand it over to the Finns.
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There ensues a rather long discussion as to the qualifications of Gau 
Leader (Gauleiter) Lohse, who has been proposed by Rosenberg as 
Governor of the Baltic Country. Rosenberg reiterates that having approached 
Lohse already he would be in a difficult situnt ion in case Lohse were not 
appointed; for the Western part of the Baltic Country K u b e was to be 
appointed, but subordinated to Lohse; for the Ukraine Rosenberg proposes 
S a u c k e l.

The Reich Marshal, however, emphasized the most important points of view 
on which we oucht to base these appointments:
Securing of food supplies, and as far as necessary, of trade; securing of 
communications, etc.
The Reich Marshal emphasizes, either Koch should be appointed for the 
Baltic country because he knew this country very well, or Koch should 
receive the Ukraine becaus Koch was the person with the greatest initiative 
and with the best education.

The Fuehrer asked whether K u b e could not be appointed as commissioner 
for the district of Moscow; Rosenberg and the Reich Marshal both think 
that Kube was too old for this position .

Upon further representations Rosenberg replied he was afraid that Koch 
might soon refuse to obey his (Rosenberg's) instructions; by the way, 
Koch had predicted such conduct on his part.

Original page 7

The Reich Marshal replied it was indeed not desirable 
every step of the appointees, rather these people had 
quite independently.

that Rosenberg guide 
the duty of working

For the Caucasus area Rosenberg proposed his Chief of Staff .
Schickedanz; he reiterated that Schickedanz certainly would 
fulfil his task very well, a statement which is doubted by the Reich Marshal.

Rosenberg then stated Lutze had proposed to him to appoint several SA 
Leaders, namely S cheppmann for Kiev, - M a n t h e y - 
Dr. Benneck e -, Li t znann for Estonia, and Burgomaster 
Dr.Drexler for Latvia. The Fuehrer has no objections to the use 
of SA Leaders.

Rosenberg then states he had received a letter from Ribbentrop who desired 
the participation of the Foreign Office; but he (Rosenberg) asked the 
Fuehrer to determine that the internal formation of the newly acquired 
areas was no concern of the Foreign Office. The Fuehrer agrees with this 
conception. Until further notice it will be sufficient for the Foreign 
Office to -appoint a liaison officer to Reichsleiter Rosenberg,

The Fuehrer emphasizes that the Ukraine would undoubtedly be the most 
important district for the next three years. Therefore it would be best 
to appoint Koch there; ifSauckel were to be used, then it would 
be better to appoint him for the Baltic cc my.

Original page 8

Rosenberg continues, he intended to appoint Schmeer, Selzncr 
and M anderbachas Commissioners for the Moscow area. The Fuehrer 
desires that Holz be used too, and that the former Gauleiter F r a u e n~ 
f e l d should be placed in charge of administering the Crimea
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Rosenberg states he intended to use also Captain von Petersorff, owing 
to his special merits; general consternation, general rejection. The 
Fuehrer and the Reich marshal Loth emphasize there vas no doubt that von 
Petersdorf was insene.

Rosenberg states furthermore that the appointment of the Burgomaster of 
Stuttgart, Stroelin has been proposed to hin. There vere no 
objections.

Since Kubeis considered too old for the Moscow District by both the 
Reich Marshal and Rosenberg, K a s c h e is to take over this district.

(Meno for Party Comrade Klopfer:
Please ask Dr. Meyer at once for the files concerning 
the plans for the future orcanization and the intended 
appointments.)

The Reich Marshal emphasises he intended to appoint Gauleiter Terboven 
for the exploitation of the Kola Peninsula; the Fuehrer agrees.

The Fuehrer emphasizes that Lohse, provided he thinks himself equal 
to this task, should teke over the Baltic country X a s c h e Moskow, 
Koch the Ukriane, Frauenfeld the Crinea, Terboven Kola, 
and Schick eda. n z the Caucasus.

Criminal page 9

Reichsleiter Rosenberg then broached the question of securing the adminis
tration of the Eastern areas.

The Fuehrer tells the Reich Marshal and the Field Marshal he had always 
urged that Police Reci ents should be provided with armored cars; this 
has proved to be quite necessary for police operations within the newly 
occupied eastern territories, because a Police Re i lent equipped vith the 
appropriate number of arorel cars of course could perform many services. 
Otherwise though, the Fuehrer pointed out the prctection vras very slight. 
However, the Reich Marshal was oin to transfer all his training fields 
to the new territories, and if necessary even Junkers 52 could throw bombs 
in case of riots. Naturally this giant area would have to be pacified as 
quickly as possible; the best solution was to shoot anybody who looked 
sideways.

Field Marshal Keitel emphasizes the inhabitants themselves ought to be 
made responsible for their things because it vas of course i possible to 
put a sentry in front of every shed or railway station- The inhabitants 
had to understand that anybody who did not perform thoir duties properly 
would be shot, and that they would be held responsible for each offense.

Upon a question of Reichsleiter Rosenberg the Fuehrer replied newspapers 
also - e. g. for the Ukraine would heve to be reestablished, in order to 
obtain means of influencing the inhabitants.

After the interval the Fuehrer eu* ri.e "‘4 l: 1 to understand that the 
Europe of today was nothing but a csorraphcal term; in reality Asia, 
extended up to our previous frontiers.
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Reichsleiter Rosenberg then described the orranizational arrangenent he 
intended to establish; he did not intend to appoint a Permanent Deputy 
of the Reich Conissioner ahead of time, but always the most efficient 
of the General Commissioners would be called upon to deputize for the 
Reich Cormissioner.

Rosenberg will set up four departnents in the office of the Reich Commis- 
sioner: first for the eneral adinistration.

second for politics, 
third for economics, 
fourth for engineering and architecture

(Incidental remark: The Fuehrer enphasizes that activities 
on the part of the churches are out of 
the question. Fapen had sent him through 
the Foreign Office a long ne 0 randun in 
which it wes asserted now was the right 
moment to reintroduce the churches; but 
this was corpletely out of the question.)

The Reich Marshal will detail to the Re senter: Office Assistant Secretaries 
(Ministerialdirektoren) Schlotterer and R i e c k e .

Reichsleiter Rosenberg; applies for appropriate premises to house his 
administration; he applies for the premises of the Commercial Mission of 
the Soviet Union in Lietzenbercer Street; the Foreign Office, thouch, were 
of the opinion that these premises were extraterritorial. The Fuehrer 
replies that this was nonsense; Reich Minister Larners was charmed to 
inform the Foreien Office they were to hand over these premises to Rosen- 
berg at once and without any negotiations.

Rosenberg; then proposes to detail a liaison officer to the Fuehrer; his 
adjutant K o e p p e n was to be appointed; the Fuehrer agrees and adds 
that Koeppen would become the opposite number to Hewel.

Origin-1 name "10" (should be "ll11)

Reich Minister Er. Lam ers reads the drafts prepared by him (see enclosure).

A longer discussion takes place concerning the jurisdiction of Reich SS 
Fuehrer; obviously at the same time the participants have in mind the 
jurisdiction of the Reich Marshal.

The Fuehrer, the Reich Marshal and others reiterate that Himmler was to 
have no greater jurisdiction than he had in Germany proper; but this (much) 
was absolutely necessary.

The Fuehrer repeats emphatically this quarrel would soon subside in 
practice; he recalls the excellent collaboration between Army and Air 
Force at the front.

In conclusion it is decided to call the Baltic country "Ostland".

Enclosures
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Copy to Regional Leader
(of N.S. Deutschearbeiter Partei)

Extract of par. I to
DEGENHARD 15 April

SECRET

Documentary Memorandum for the Fuehrer

Concerning: Jewish Possessions in France

in compliance with the order of the Fuehrer (Fuehrerbefehl) for 
protection of Jevrish, cultural possessions, a great nunber of -evrish 
dwellings remained unguarded. Consequently, many furnishing 
dsamdred, because a guard could, naturally, not be posted. In the 
hsiePEAT, the administration has found terrible conditions of living 

Quarters and the chances of procurement are so limited that it is not 
guartes’ to procure any more. Therefore, I beg the FUEHRER to permit 
the seizure of all Jewish home furnishings of Jeus in. PARIS, who have 
fled or vi11 leave shortly, and that of Jews living in all parts of 
the Occupied VEST, to relieve the shortage of furnishings in the ad 
ministration in the EST.

2 A great number of leading Jews were, after a short examina
tion inpARIS, again released. The attempts on the lives of members 
of the armed forces have not stopped, on the contrary they continue. 
This reveals an unmistakable plan to disrupt the GERMAN-FRENCH co- ohemation; to force GERMANY to retaliate, and, with this, evoke a new 
defense on the part of the French against GERMIANY. I suggest to the 
FUEHRER that, instead of executing 100 Frenchmen, we substitute 100 
Jewish bankers, lawyers, etc. It is the Jews in LONDON and NE YORK 

who incite the French communists to commit acts of violence, and i 
seems only fair that the members of this race should pay for this. 
Tt is not' the little Jews, but the leading Jews in FRANCE, who should 

--------  That would tend to awaken the Anti-Jewish senti-be held responsible, 
ment (Anti judaismus) .

BERLIN IS Dec. 1941 
R/H signed: A. ROSENBERG

001-PS

- 1 -
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A short Report of the Activity of the Foreign Policy Office (APA) 
of the NSDAP (dated Oct.1939 in penciled entry7

The mission of the Foreign Policy Office (APA) of the National
Socialistic German Workers' Party (NSDAP) could not from its founding be 
considered a replica of the development of the Foreign Office, but is re
stricted in a very definite manner. From the entire foreign policy complex 
the following concrete problems have been selected:

The German-English Relationship, the North Eastern Region, the South 
Eastern Region (Danube Region) along ”’ith boundary peoples holding in
terests in these regions, and Soviet Russia,

With the realization that the entire present day foreign policy is 
tied together in the closest manner 1 ith the question of foreign trade, a 
definite division wras est blished to deal vith this subject. Thus the 
following divisions were set up in the A.P.a. :

England, the North, the South-East Region, the Near East, Foreign Trade, 
and the Press.

1. England: The attempts to find persons in England who had the desire 
to understand the German movement date back to 1929. Our English agent 
R. in Berlin made possible my first trip to London in 1931. There a ■ 
number of connections vere made which worked out well in a practical 
fashion to bring about " German-English understanding. Above all was 
Group Leader member of the Air General Staff, vho was firmly of the 
belief that Germ any and England must stand together in the defense against 
the Bolshevist danger. These different voicings of opinions had the re
sult thet the circle in the English Air Gonern1 Staff enlarged and the 
Flying Club became • center of German-English understanding. In 1934 Group 
Leader W. came to Germany -here he vas received by the Fuehrer (Hitler). 
The utterances of the Fuehrer had the result to further strengthen these 
lready favorably inclined policies, end since this time this cordiality 

has not been broken. The Air General Staff olvays inquired of us ’hat 
they could stote to refute the anti-German elements in London in a manner 
favorable to us. The German prguments wrere then applied in a corresponding 
manner. In contrast to certain English persons ’-ho vould speak out very 
fervently for Germany, only to soeak the contrary some months later, this 
staunch group, namely, the Air General Staff which -as run by the younger 
officers, hnd proven itself to be n solid ond conscious support in all 
changing situations. Not least in this influence was the great speech 
of Baldvin of the previous year in ’hich he promised Germany the right 
to air protection. The English periodical "The Airplane" which is printed 
under the guidance of the Air General Staff, began to express against 
Bolshevism in an always increasing sharper tone, and always declared, 
when there vras agitation against German militarism, that one could today 
feel well pleased if Germany had a strong air force to combat the Asiatic 
barbarism. The English ministers who did not vrish to adopt this point of 
view were sharply criticized. In the change of foreign ministers the 
pro-French candidate for foreign office was not selected, but rather the 
ex-Minister of Air, Samual Hoare, who till this day still keeps up his 
personal contacts with the Air Ministry. Upon his request a memorandum on 
the spiritual foundation of national socialism, inspired by us, was trans
mitted to him; it being his desire to understand our movement more fully.

During the reign of MacDonald this feeling of cordiality vras supported 
through the private secretary of MacDonald, Mr. Badlow whom I also met 
in 1933 end vith whom I had extensive discussions. Since this time he has 
constantly been informed through us, and has had more than one heated dif
ference of opinion ”lth Mac Donald over this subject.

H1225 -
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A resulting activity of this connection -ith the British Air General 
Staff ws the establishment of 9 liaison between our Air Ministry and the 
British fliers. Horever, before it vs possible for us to reveal our 
armament, • . revealed to me on official stationery of the British Air 
Ministry, a representative of the airolene motor factory • hich mes engased 
in producins motors for the British Air Force, end vhich said revresentative 
I later met here in Berlin. Since the Germon industry itself h-d ettained 
production capacity by nov, this nlmost official British offer for German 
air arming could not be fully accepted. However, the Chief of our England 
"Division (Kapitaenleutnont Obermueller, reserve) tock tvo representatives 
of the German Air Ministry to London and himself undertook several trips 
to London. He was the first German to receive an invitation from the vice
Air Marshal to view the British Air Force and British air strength. The 
APA had placed an automobile at the disposal of this same Air Marshal in which 
to tour Germany when he was in Germany last year. A firmer bond has also been 
accomplished between our English Division and Henry Deterding and his asso
ciates. Misunderstandings in matter of taxes pertaining to the German pos
sessions of Deterding could be removed, thus preventing a change of management 
in respect to Deterding and the Shell Works vhereby Germany would habe lost 
some large contracts.

At the close of last year we received the message that the King of England 
had expressed himself to be very dissatisfied over the official press agency. 
The visit of the Duke of Kent to Munich had made matters still worse pertaining 
to the King's views on the press agency. Consequently we one day received the 
request from London to make possible that our English agent take a trip to 
London in order to orient the Duke of Kent in every detail pertaining to 
national socialism in order to convey this information to the King. R. went 
with me to London exactly as requested and there had an over three hour long 
unobserved conference ’ith the Duke of Kent, ’-ho then conveyed this to the 
King of England. One can assume that this instruction hes served its pur
pose and exerted • def-nite strengthening pressure for change of cabinet 
and head it in • direction of closer cordiality for Germany.

A number of Englishmen - ere invited to the Party Day of 1934, of • hich 
some at least orotrayed a favorable attitude towards Germany. Above =11 vs 
Captain McCa , semi-official counsel of the English Ministry of Wor ond 
liaison man beteen other ministries. McC-v vns previously adjutant to Lord 
Kitchener, nd as we ascertained, hos • orked for • German—British underst-n- 
ding in official quarters. Besides, there wes also the truly enthusiastic 
adjutant of the Duke of Connaught (uncle of the English King), Archibold 
Boyle, ’"ho was called upon 11 matters of foreign policy by the Air Transport 
Ministry, and ’ho worked for the same purpose. To these important contacts 
may be added a great number of other connections with British politicians, 
officers, and members of Parliament.

It naturally is to be understood that other personalities of the Nazi Party 
(NSDAP) had important connections in England and have utilized them. In con
clusion I believe I can say that the England Division of the Foreign Policy 
Office (APA), in spite of many difficulties and counter-currents upon which 
I will not enter any further, has done its duty in the special purpose of 
helping to create a German-English understanding.

2, N orthern Division: The winning over of the Scandinavian countries to 
the side of Germany appears as a foregone necessity for future German foreign 
policy, but the necessity is also as great to prevent the Scandinavian coun
tries from making = clean entry into the circle of anti-German countries. 
The political possibilities towards these Marxist governments were extremely
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difficult. Trnde policies, according to my belief, hove suffered most through 
sins of omissions, hence the APA restricted its.If more to the cultural 
political field. For this purpose it expended the Nordic (Scandinsvi-n) 
Society. This formerly sma1] society has grown to be a decisive bond in 
the German-Scandin vian relationship since its support by the APA two years 
ago. The society’s leader. Lohse, is selected by the APA, The offices in all 
sections (Gau) are headed by corresponding section chiefs (Gauleiter).
Trade groups ’nd other organizations and branches of the party which have 
dealings with Scandinavia have come to agreement so that 'almost all of 
the traffic between Germeny and Scandinavia today passes through the hands 
of the Nordic Society. The society has to date celebrated in Germany all 
memorial days of great Nordic scientists and artists (Hamsun, Holberg, 
Heidenstam) -nd has brought a number of Nordic conductors to Germany, as 
well as having furthered Nordic literature. Through its periodical 
"The North" (Der Norden) thoughts have been exchanged. Finally, personal 
relations were increasingly favored through conventions. Especially was the 
Convention of 1935 3 complete success. This convention met under the sanc- 
tity of the Scandinavian ministers in Germany and the German ministers in 
Scnndinsvia, as far as it applied to the Nordic Husic Conclave as the main 
purnose of. the convention. The committee vas composed of the authoritative 
Nordic Music Society. Fourteen sold out concerts and over 200 Scandinavian 
visitors attest to the success of the convention.

Thereupon the First N-tion~l Finnish Art Exhibition come to Germany, 
followed by the request of the Finnish Government to the APA to hold a German 
exposition in Helsinki in March of 1936, These osycholocically valuable 
af filistions heve undoubtedly loosened the tension in mony circles and it 
would do '-ell for 7 clever trnde policy to moke use of this loosened tension, 
as for example, the trade treaties betveen England and Finland expire in 
1936. The Chief of the Northern Division is my private secretary Thilo 
von Troth?.. '

3».Southeast (Danube-Region): Since the Fuehrer (Hitler) has reserved 
Austria for his own, the APA has relayed on to the responsible places any 
reports from Austria, and has not dealt in Austrian politics. Relations with 
Hungary were immediately established. The .PA invited Premier Gombos to 
Berlin in 1933 for a private visit where he was presented to the Fuehrer. 
The Fuehrer took him along to Erfurt to observe a review of the S.n. Speci
fic discussions were undertaken with Hungary to convince her of the futi
lity of her demands for 100 percent revision of boundaries. Finally in 

ugust of 1935 I spoke with his excellence von Angian and made clear to 
him that although we well understood her own interests, the necessity that 
Hungary must decline its revision demands upon Yugoslavia and Rumania and 
address its demands to Czechoslovakia. One can assume that the Hungarians 
are novr ready to realize the necessity of the boundary revisions as pro
posed.

Exceptionally.long and dravm out discussions were in process with Rumania 
because definite measures were necessary, not because we did not wish to be 
intervening in Rumnninn affairs without being called, but because we had to 
avait the attitude of the Party as a result of the King of Rumania sending 
a friend to Berlin, Here on Rumanian soil a bitter battle was going on 
bet” een the pro- French Titulesco and Jewish elements on one side against 
the onti-Jeish elements on the other side. The King is vell emare of the 
fact thet in the end his suoport of Bolshevism may cost him his throne. 
However, he is so intimideted by the threats of France, so ns not to call 
for an election, and hopes only thot the powers of the neoole, • hich are 
mounting against Titulesco, are so strong that he can support himself unon 
the "ill of the people. In order to create unity of expression the ’.PA sug
gested formation of 3 lrne Gormen-Rumonion Chember of Commerce in Berlin.
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he profits of this business vere not to benefit any orivate associates, 
out "ere to 8o to those grouns that worked for a Germnn-Rumenian under_ 
stznding-Becouse of n false revort of Herr von Neurnth to the Fuehrer 
hitler) in hich it "AS stated as though the action "ere t-ken in the 
n me of the Fuehrer, the "ork aS delayed end hindered and finally 
Stopped, even though all of the ministers concerned h-d pereed to the olen 
through this mnny costly months -ere lost end the AP.'. vas forced to try 
other means. Since it v-s not vossible to -ork vith money, meny conferen
ces -ere arranged between the coming Premier Goge. Fin Uy, en arreement 
uich had been considered impossible, -as concluded between Goge end the 

anti-Semetic leader Cuza. Cuza, upon my vish, deleted several Doints from 
nis program, pfter "hich he informed us thet is ves necessary in the in_ 
merest of his fatherland (Rumania) ’nd a GermenRumoni-n understanding 
hat he comply - ith my • ish, as he had recognized in me an unyielding 

anti-Semite. I have informed the Fuehrer of the complicated later relation
ships in numerous reports. Germany is fighting France and Bolshevism in 
Rumania, and "hen affairs have progressed so as to warrant further dis
cussion, the King of Rumania will invite me to a visit to discuss the 
matter further.

Feelers have been sent out to Belgrade through Rumania. Here also 
exists the possibility of splitting the "lesser entente", but as far as I 
can ascertain, Yugoslavia is not considering vithdrawal from this alliance 
singly under certain guarantees, but will withdraw together with Rumania. 
The work in Rumania has to a part been undertaken by Herr Duckwitz, but * 
especially by Party-Member Schickedanz,

The Ne-r East? Next it was necessary that the position of the national 
socialistic movement be secured not only within the confines of the Party 
but "iso in public life. This vas the more so necessary since the old Rapal- 
lo Treaty "S constantly being discussed in the universities in numerous 
lectures. In relation ‘ith this -’s the Near Eost Ideology of Moeller van 
dem Brock -hich exerted its influence deep within the Party. The APA 
proceeded in the most tenacious foshion to orevent the proponents of 
the Rapnllo school from coming to the universities, elthough this vs 
not ’Lays possible. The APA prevented that instructional lectures of the 
School of Rpallo ’nd Moeller ven dem Brock • ere held within the Party 
and other societies. through the Reich Ministry for the Furtherence of 
German Liternture "ere issued many sherp criticisms over the eastern 
ideology of Koeller van dem Brock to ’ll government and party offices. 
Furthermore, Dr. Leibrandt, the Chief of the Neor East Division delivered 
several speeches on this matter to Porty Conventions, student societies 
’nd so forth. It " s this activity • hich caused the PA to make enemies' 
with many governmental offices until the Fuehrer in his speech of May 21 
set forth the authenticity of this -ork -nd forced a vithdraval of those 
•ho opposed this activity of the APA, From there on the Near E-st Division 
has pursued the entire current Russian political -activity, collected 
and examinedcurrent Russian reports, made an exact study of the minority 
feelings in Russia and contacted anti-Soviet circles, although only for 
purposes, of study. The Near East Division h s supplied other divisions 
namely the English Division with necessary material about Russia, as well 
as making available to the Press Division material for "Dem Voelkischen 
Beobachter" (official Nazi Party newspaper).

Foreign Trade; In all these political connections the question of 
foreign trade played an important part. Reluctantly one must say that 
it was .just in this field, according to my view, that much opportunity 
has been lost. First of all, the Manchuko Incident, which came to the atten.
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tion of the Fuehrer, "S • ithout question sabotaved in the ’orst 
fashion by the Foreign Offices in Berlin ond Tokio. Still, it is 
of significance that the form of the reciprocel trade treaties vhich 
vere vritten up by the Foreign Trede Division serve as models for 
many other governmental treaties. In many instances the division 
vaS oble to establish order "’hen thins had been greatly neglected, as 
the German-Finnish Discussions (for vhich the chief of the Foreign 
Trade Division received the Finnish decoration), the German-Norwegian 
Wal Agreement, nd a great number of other questions. Problems dealing 
vith the foreign trade of Germany and the middle east (Turkey and Iran) 
were also attacked. One may say today that a very cheerful cooperation 
has been established in this field betwreen the representatives of the 
Foreign Office nnd our Foreign Trade Division. The German-Rumanian 
question was tackled by our Fori g Trade Division, during all this -l.n 
time,-but unfortunately did not produce the desired results. The 
Foreign Trade Division produced a stimulus for German industry on the 
question of German-Russian credit. As things stood, greedy circles 
in heavy industry threatened the interests of the medium and small 
industries whom they were willing to sacrifice for the tempting Soviet 
business. Seventy million marks would have been lost in this deal 
because Russia would not accept the decisions of the Board of Ar
bitration, while heevy industry was willing to forego this sum. 
Through the intervention of the PA the situation was changed. Short
ly thereafter the Boord of Arbitration again met and acknowledged 
the claims of little and medium business, and divided among the several 
categories, thus saving the German Reich 70 million marks.

The Foreinn Trede Division "orked under the theory, that the 
Question of foreign trnde vould be a ranid development, end therefore 
formulated exact recommendations in the discussions. The recom
mended foreign trade drifts, as -"’ere recommended in these dis
cussions, vere not refuted by Waemann nor Josips Stamp in London. 
Ooposition, hovever, h-s arisen in th- Reich ‘ inistry of Commerce, 
"hich apparently, ho’ ever, hs not given the motter n very exact 
examination. Thus the matter rests, Ge man foreign trede hes not 
progressed, and the forced taxation by means of exvort duties of 
over 700 million marks for German industry in 1935 can only be 
considered en emergency measure ond not a fund-mental policy. Here 
again the PA recommends to the Fuehrer to give these proposals 
a trial.

Party Member Dsitzhe.s vorked vith initiative on Questions of 
foreign trade. Party Member alletke, who has proven himself to be 
a far-seeing associate, has conducted the daily administration and 
the examination of all problems.

The Press: The Press Division of the APA is comprised of persons 
who together master all the languages that are in use. Daily they 
examine approximately 300 newspapers and deliver to the Fuehrer, 
the deputy Fuehrer, and all other interested offices the conden
sations of the important trends of the intire world press. I know 
that these press revorts are highly praised by all who constantly 
follow them. The Press Division furthermore conducts an exact archives 
on the attitudes of the most important papers of the world and an 
exact archives on the most important journalists of the world. Many 
embarrassments during conferences in Germany could have been 
avoided had one consulted these archives (case of Leumas, Nuernberg 
1934; cese of Dorothy Thomoson; -nd others). Further, the Press 
Division was able to arronve a host of interviews as well as conduc
ting a great number of friendly foreign journalists to the various 

’■ - • l a • .. ■
r. ■ * ’’ ■ te nositi or • "a:: • -* • noli-, in hir
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official representatives of Germeny, Hearst then personally asked 
me to often ’"rite about the position of German foreign policy 
in his popers. This year five continuous articles under my nome 
have appeared in Hearst p pers 'll over the vorld. Since these 
articles, as Hearst personally informed me, presented vrell foun
ded arguments, he begged me to vrite further articles for his 
pevers.

The Press Division of the IPA vS able to step into a position of 
arbitration in the conflict ’-hich arose between the represen
tatives of the foreign press in Germany and the Office of Propa- 
gnde because of the general attack that the Minister of Propa- 
genda. Dr. Gnebbols had made upon the combined world press in 
July of 1934. Thus from the combined press representatives it was 
able to select and take care of those who were of a pro-German 
opinion, or at least conducted themselves in a neutral manner. 
Because of the willin szhess to cooperate, that the Press Division 
under the skillful guidance of Dr. Bomer showed the foreigners, 
the Press Division has won a position of honor, and can today 
claim to have a truly personal and factual knowledge of vorld 
journalism.

In general the PA has attempted in the last 1 2 years to estab
lish contact betvreen diplomacy and the world press in Germany. 
For this purpose the iPs held a Beer Party (Bierabend) each month. 
On each of these eveninns a orominent rerresentative of the party 
or government spoke about the vork of his division. The most pro
minent national socialists svoke at these gatherings (Goering, 
Rust, Todt, Schirach, Hierl, Dr.Gross, Frau Scholtz-Klinck, Frnk, 
Ley, '’nd others). These evenings trere constantly attended by 
the me jority of the diplomatic repres entotives. Te could always 
count on having at lesst 350 to 400 visitors. Since we invited a 
rrent number of representatives of the German ministries and 
party offices in the last year, a hefty traffic hes developed. 
Many items which later appeared in the nepers can be accredited 
to the oersonal clarification of • national socialistic party 
member who attended these evenings. The APA furthermore conducted 
a great number of foreigners to the labor battalions (Arbeits- 
dienst) or acquainted them with other establishments. That has 
been a bit of vork that has constantly been going on so that 
the APA here too has experience to onsver all cuestions which 
may arise.

The School of Instruction (Das Schulungshaus): The 2 y year work 
of all those active in the RPA has given them a very exact picture 
of the practical workings of foreign policy and foreign trade. 
It has also enabled them every bit of knowledge which can be 
obtained from a national socialistic point of view in order to 
accurately judge the questions of foreign policy at all. In order 
to also develop potential and interested capable powers arising 
from the people and develop them as successors in the movement 
of national socialism the Foreign Policy School of Instruction 
( Aussenpolitisches Schulungshous) was founded in Dahlem in 1935. 
Students from all over Germany who displayed an interest in foreign 
policy were assembled at this school. They were here instructed
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and schooled through lectures and cooperative vork similar to seminars. 
Into this school vrere drawn the Hitler youths, SS, and the plan exists 
to have persons wrho will later travel abroad as representatives of 
large German concerns undergo an extensive cours of instruction. 
Furthermore, the Foreign Policy School of Instruction should also 
examine those students which the Academic Student Exchange is sending 
abroad. Lectures at the school were given by a number of German 
economists, as well as the Japanese and Chinese military attaches.
The Chief of the PA himself lectured there.

The ndministration of the PA as well as the School of Instruction rest 
in the hends of Party Member Knauer, who in his youth was party to 
the March on Coburg,

In conclusion I may well say that these 2 J years wrere rich in expe
riences and have tested people in their capacity to perform work. These 
2 i years have led to the elimination of one or another incompetents, 
but at least a dozen people have become so enriched through experien
ce that they can be a great help to the Fuehrer in the field of their 
enterprise.

The lack of necessary and sufficient means naturally prevents a 
complete exploitstion of the entire activity, which surely would be 
desired. But in suite of this one can say that the most humanly 
possible ’as accomplished here ith sacrifice, sense of duty, and 
energy.

CERTIFICATE OF TR NFLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO 003-PS

19 November 1945

I, Fred NIEBERGLL, 2nd Lt Inf, 0-1335567, herby certify, that I am 
thoroughly conversant "ith the English and German languages; and 
that the above is a true and correct translation of Document
No. 003-PS.

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt inf 
0-1335567
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ihon cho foreign Affairs Euroau (AOSWPO-IICE 
Ag) wis Oscablishod 1 April 133 cho Fv chrordiroct od that it 
should not bo oxpandod to a largo bvronoratic agoncy, but should 
rachor dovolop itsoffoctivonoss through initiative and S13°3-lons

Corros ponding to cho oxtra ordi airily hoscilo atti- 
tudo adoptod by tho boviec Govornmont in Moscow from cho Dosiimir 
the novly-oscblishod bureau devoted particular attention to 
intornal’condicions in the bovicu Union, as well is tocho olloctu 
of Jorld Bolchovism primarily in other European countries. It 
entered into contact rich the most virincited groups inclining 
towards Ncional socialism and combatting Bolchovism, focussing 
its main Attention on Nations and states bordering on the Soviet 
Union. On the one e.nd those nations and scitos constituted an 

s-cin. Ring encircling the Bolchovist neighbor; on the other
hndthoy yrerctho lateral of ; rman living space E-110•-S---- 
7im doucschon Lobonsraum) and cook up 1 flankin position towards 
the ' woscorn Povors ( DLllgLi G.-1/ B 1‘.2NUEB,R DEd .S>.4TLA-CHLLN> 
ospocially Gron Bricnin. In 
by ono moans or anochor, the 
most varying mochods, takin

ord-" co
Euroau w

old cho desired influ onco 
compollod co use tho

diforont living condions, cho -1 
history of tho movomonts obsoTvod Dy

into consider ci on cho completely 
of blood, intellect and

ch. Bureau in C‘ OSO coontri oi

in scandinvia an ouispolconly pro-Anlo-Saxonatti- 
tudo, based on economic considerations, hid become progressively 
more dominanc after the world Bar of 114/1 1. the Bureau 
mt entire omhasis on influencing general cultural‘relations >with 
the Nordic 1c0j1os. For this puposo it cook t'-o Nordic bocioty 
(NORDILC 1 3SLLSCTAF1) ii LUEBECK under its protection.
ho Reich conventions of this society were attended by many 

outstanding personalities, especially from Fiinland, hila there 
roro no openings for nroly political cooperation in Svodon and 

Denmark, in assodcion based on rcQc r Herminie ideology was 
found in Norway. Very close relations were established with its 
founder, which led to further consoquoncos. (300 annex I for 
more deca ilod ox) osic ion).

$on th-Jas c orn Eunomo 3 dominated by the French 
post-war system of alli ancos.ho Counorios united in the Little 
Entente were aiming at a more favorable defence of the booty 
accumulated during the vrr. In ddicion each one of those countri 
sought to gain through this mutual—assistance pact saioty aainst 
a superior oppo a one : Czochoslovakia instormany; Yugoslavia 
against Italy; Romania against the boviot Union.
In Czochoslovakia a coupon hatred igainst ov ryhin Herman 
unitod choscillrcmaininz, partly an-olvic, Masonic and 
pro-Jowish tendencies. In Romania the fooling of insecurity and 
fair of the superior neighbor, from vhom she hid taken Bessarabia 
was groving. In Romania a primitive inti-oomitic group still 
existed. Its acadamici lliy doctrinaire attitude precluded large 
sea le political ofoccivonoss, but novoriholoss offered points 
of mutual incorosc, tho Foreign Afi lirs Bureau picked those up, 
developed them, instigated the formation of a now party and
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thoroby forced a decisive chanzo in cho.wholo.POliticnl situion 
in Rumania, which is still having itsoffoct to day
(See Annex II for moro detailed oxDOSioion)*

ynqar- and Bvlg ria alone, Allied nat ions of tho 
lor1a Jar Ihichhia formerly boon completely deprived ofsthoir 
rights, were attracted by the novly-formod contor f 2, VitY. in. the north Ihis attraction was nourished by the hope of obtaining 
an oxpansion of choir om povor chronzh cho incroasinsseronz or 
of Germany. However, Naciona l-socialism met a certain TeSo V° or °nip‘in Bulgria because of widespread concazion of cho conminisic blizhc. In Hungary it met similar reserve duo to tho 
still-fa Shionablo feudal loading dircles, vho arobolscorod,b} 3 j .111 it i ny race it may be mentioned here that the -2ysshroroignsuhlovisisafsor soizuroon. povor took D1aco 
through the mediation of the Foreign Afairs.BEcA- Juius. +ombos, who in 'former years had himself pursuodanvinsonitic
And ycia l tendencies, ha d reached eno Hn13--- T
chair 19. Bureau ma intainod a porsonl connection with him. In 
September 1 35 he paid a visit to Germany and was received by 
Sh. FOhror in Erfurt, /ith this visit the official cordon f 

sm was pierced for the 1irs- 
cho Fuehrer’s rocopcion ofisolation surroundin Ncional-Sociali 

time, his visit had been procoded by 
the Romanian poet and former minister 
Bureau’s mediation

Octavian Goga through the 
tho decisive exponent of

a political roproachmoat ith Bormany

active in 
romainod 
commorci a

in Yugosl ay ia other Corman Roich 
the same direction, so chit the 

in the background and shifted its
1 sphere. It initiated the first

agencies had become
Foreign Affairs Buroa u 
efforts to the purely 
contracts with Croatior

and sorbia n co-opora civos.

.ir Economy, the Bureau advocated 
the transfer of raw material purchases from ov orsuas to the areas 
accessible by overland traffic routes, i. o. primarily in-hacoa 

naturally insofar is practicable, At fuse little ni-d 
to the Bureau in those endeavors, but it later secured 
e sup ort oxpocially of the Food Estate (NA.135l-ND 

through its cooporicion, e. g. , on the subject of fruitnd.VA, 
table imports, a very substantial shift in the source of imports 
was atta inod, particularly through the cur”ontly inikiatod _ 
coopora cion with Croa tian and unzarian 
with commercial associations all over l°

Motivated by reasons of

Balkans 
I is paid

cooper civos as well as

was out of the Questionork in itily
because over since the days of our struggle for power ties of a 
persona 1 nature have existed, which ro cikon oyor by offi cinl 
institutions or cultivated by individual Porsonali 610S• 1 ork in 
Austria was also excluded, since a special »provincial Diroctorat 
f orAuScria» existed vichin the Nazi Party (N>DP)•

I’ho Bureau declined to concern itself ith questions of 
Q cial rIrmns (VO_KSDE[iISCI 3) abroad. For this phase of the 
prob on the ”Bacial ormans» Central Agency ( VOLKSDDCHE 1IleL 
SILLE) wa s later created.

H1225 -
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l’ovIrds _oSUorn nropoan .ptatos the Buroan limit od 
its activitios go simple observe cion of existin’ conditions, or 
to the oSlablishmont of rolacions, ospocilly of a commorciai 
nature, primarily in Bolzivm-. {ollad_nd Luxemburg.

In ccordanco wich the attitude on foreign police 
laid down by the Fuehrer, the Bureau endeavored to establish far- 
roa chins connections with ngland through continuous personal 
cant e cts with influential personalities of English political 
life. Eminent nglishmon were invited to thoannual Party Rallies.

Pursuant to its self-chosen task the Buron u 
devoted its attention to the Near East. iurloy, newly consolidated 
by Mustapha Kemal, adopted 1 hosicacntticudo of watchful waiting 
Ihis position was probably due to military impotence nagainsc 
Soviot Russia, clearly rocogniyod, on the one hand, and’also to 
hostility to Fascist Italy, alroa dy previously manifested, on 
the other hand. In lyan, however, the bureau’s initiative in the 
economic field co stimulate the mutual exchange of goods encoun
tered greatest nndorsc anding and the greatest readiness in carry- 
in’ it thronzh. ho Bureau’s initiative in developin’ with the he 
of commercial circles, entirely nov methods for the economic 
penetration of Iran found expression, in an extraordinarily 
favorable vaY, in reciprocal tra do relations. Naturally in Gor- 
ma ny, too, this initiative' at 1trt encountered a complotoly ne- 

iivoa cicudo and resistance on the part of the competent state 
authorities, an attitude that had’, first to be ovorcomo. In the 
course of a few years t c volume of trade with Iran 'was multiplik 
five-fold, and in 193 Iran’s trade turnover with Germany had 
attained lirst place. von Soviot Russia, the competitor who had I 
bisost and most dreaded previously, had been eliminated from the 
running. Concurrently with the activa cion of commercial relations 
the Bureau had also intensified cultural rolacions and had, in 
conjunction with groving commercial influence and in closest 
collaboration with the Iranian Govornmont , crested a series of 
cultural institutions headed and directed by ormans, in consoquor 
co the dominat French cultural influence in Iran has already been 
broken since the year 1936

rhe Bureau simultaneously attempted to also draw 
Afghanistan into its orbit. Relations established with loadin’ 
individual personalities led to the willin’ openin’ of this coun
try, vhich had formerly been rather nonloccod by Gormany. All the 
loadin’ personalities of Afghanistan wro guests of the Bureau.
ho Bureau favored the takinz part of rman oconomy in the indu

strial upbuildin, of the country; Gorman exports in all fields 
.'ore called to Afghanistan' in increasin’ numbers through the 
Bureau’s mediation, ho orman Colony became the dominant one in 
Afghanise a n. a’ho preparation for expansion of the Afghan army
aS in orman hands; carrying ic through was provoncod by the 

outbreak of ar. Even chough cho orman Colony had to leave Afgha- 
nisian later on. Afghanistan’s neutral position to-day is larqly 
due to the Bureau’s activity.

H1225 -
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rhc Arab question, too, bocamo part of the work 
of the Buronu, In spite of England’s tutelage of Iraq the Bureau 
established a series of connections co a number of leading 
personalities of tho Arab world, smoothing the way for strong bonds 
to Germany. In this connection, the growing influence of the Reich 
in Iran and Afghanistan did not fail to have repercussions in 
Arabia. All these relations took place on a purely economic ba sis 
a nd fostered the systematically directed advancement of German 
influence and proscigo in the domains reserved by the Western 
Powers for themselves. In this connoccion it may be mentioned in 
general that the internal peril to England’s preponderance in 
those a reas would ha vo boon considerably more pronounced, if 
the Bureau’s forosightod initiative, which took Oriental condi
tions very well into account, had not been forever ignored by 
official authorities.

fho Bureau foresaw the necessity of technical 
improvement of the Danube wauer route to facilitate traffic, be
cause of the shift in the in orcase of the exchange if goods, es
pecially in the Balkans and in the Orient. On its otm initiative 
it attempted to influence competent authorities (ospocia lly of th 
Ba varian Government), together with particularly interested pri
vate commercial circles, to enlarge our Danube shipping facilities 
(primarily the port of Regensburg). Although the Bureau throughout 
the years, asserted this necessity, which was becoming more and 
more urgent, and although the Bureau relentlessly maintained its 
initiative,its endeavors in this matter were unfortunately not 
crovnod by any success. Prosumalby all responsible authorities 
regret it bitterly to-day.

Among other projects due to cho Foreign Affairs 
Bureau’s iniciacivo, ondosvors to grow the rubbor-fiborod KOK 
baGYp plant in Germany deserve to bo omphasiged. This plant is 
being cultivated in the bovio Onion. In spite of efforts during 
many years, no success 18 attained in planting sizeable experi
mental crops, because of latent disunity among competent a uchoric: 
iho Bureau IAS compelled to resort to oxporimonc al fields in Greoc 
through its own connections in the Balkans.

Somewhat off the beaten path aS the Bureau’s 
undertaking in Br azil, which gr .T out of porsonl connections, 
large quantities of cotton (60000 tons) roro successfully brought 
COGormany undor a clearing agreement at a time when imports of 
t''is rav material ha d become v.ry critically short, already 
necessitating work outs. A Bureau roproso:cacivo ras twice the 
Brayilian Government’s guest.’ Brazil and Iran ■’era the only nation; 
from whom Germany could purchase this indispensable raw material 
for REICHSlARK, ‘ho Brazilian Mjniscor expressed his thanks for 
this initial step to the Hoad of the Bureau in an address deliver
ed at the occasion of an exposition.

About •O lecture Jvonings for diplomats and the 
foreign press should also be listed. I'hoy dealt with the construc
tion of the new Germany, and speakers included many loading perso
nalities of the Reich.

fho Bureau has carried out the initiating of all

H1225 -0044
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politica lly foasiblo projects, dith the outbroak of war it was 
ontitled to consider its task as terminated, iho exploitation of 
the many personal connections in many lands can be rosumod under 
a different giso.

(Signed) ROS CNBERG

2_Inclos! ires
I Norway

II Romania

H1225-0045
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AME-I to Briof report on Activicios of the Foreign Affairs 
Bureau of thc Nazi Party (A0S5BN-D_IlICTIE A" Ti DR NS DAP J 
-rom 1 33 5 0 1943.

phrinojtjcph.Pyoporasien,or.cho lilitary occupacionof Noruay— .... -t ------#—=2 =-2./=40•

... • AS pvieusly mentioned, of all politico 1
E, P nSS 1,1 scandinvi only »Nasjonei somlinga , lod in Noyty 
DY.ehaormor Minis, or of uar and Major of the Reserve Vidkun 
U1S-in8;dosorvod Scrions political attention. Phis was a fih- 
cins.Po-iiical gronp, possessed by the idea of a Creator Derma nic 
-onunivy. Nacurally 11 ruling powers were hostile and attempted 
.PpoVonl, by.a.nY moans, its success among the poyulacion.
-toBton1 maintained constant liaison rich ( visling and a tton- 
tivoly.2osorvod tho t*tcks ho conducted with tenacious energy on 
th- midelo.class hich aid been taken in tow by the English. From 
hoboginninz 10 Ap, rod probable that without revolutionary

^.^3, which would stir the population from their former attitude 
H of asjonal samling was to be expected.

. . ”/l 3 , ~isling was privately visited by a
Bureau. .hen the political situation in Europe

noad in —3 , Quisling mado an appearance at the con- 
the Nordic bociety (NORDSCIIEGBELLSCILAFI) In Luebeck 

OPound-chis conception of the situation, and his 
the ohonsionsconcnninz Mory. He emphatically drew attention to 
thon“oopoliica1ly dgcisivo in oroance of Norway in the scandna- 

h at ihe advantages chat would accrue to the power 
cdominnvingihoNonwginn coasc in caso or a conflict between the 
rents °TGorman Re ich.nd Gronu Britain. Assuming that his Stato- nonts.wru-d boo STocial interest to the Marshal of the Roich 
Gqoringfon.aoro-omaiszicnl ruasons, Quisling was referred to tpoSoerothryioiAlodJR.A.R) Koerner by the Bureau. Iho Star 
n fob rhJn LLiER) o1 cho Bureau handed the Chief of the 
Reich Chancellery a momorandy for -„"iqc;A, ,,1,

no S1 ccoss111 prog 
During the vintoy
mombor of 
ca me to a 
vontion of 
in Juno. He si cuation

T+ d , cih he . ° ------ U‘ UnC cnTCT.
Ldont,tish tho.sa no subject, still taking into account the 

an-'oli? Atiiqndo.ol dovio Russia. Art’r cho outbreak of 
-ci ndi sh.h103chlicios and of cho Soviet-Finnish war, tensions 
boa -ndinViQ bec-e noro sorinod and racilica cod cho ror1 
AuBlozxonpnovgzinda.Io bogan to appoar possible that, und to POto 1 0 Li istic.aid tO Finland, crane Britain might into

bloc-ad? in ory, d Perhaps Soden, co onnMoce cho anti-orman 
D-ocde m th North boa for all praccical TuyDosos and tn gain conforc able airplane bases nninat iirpany?Ao’alS would 
have been 1o drag cho Northern countries, too, i 
conflict with Goera ny. Apprehensive n1‘.. ‘.3

islins azoin 1Dpoa red in Berlin in December 1 
R-- S- all R Rosenberg and Grand Admiral ROdOr 
a report to the Fuehrer - - -

in 
of

about this dovolopmont
Ho visited

sation onco more 30 Nory 
inpot nco should ngland, 
prctox of aid to Pi nli nd 
the Norvogians; tacic cons 

ith Quisling and at his <

-in the course of 
P-l-LIiR Rosonborg curnod the convc 
• H; OSToci lly pointed to Norway’s 
to tighten her blockade and under the

to occupy cho country, with 
sis of his conversation 

Grand admiral Ra odor, too., “ .9 - eon too EbohTor. in consaquonco o1 those stons
Wsling Tas.srancod a porsona 1 ndionco ch Cho

edoneo noro on P Doconbor. In Uo courso S this
rur onphasizod ropoacodly hat ho porsona 11 —0,,, comvlotoly neutral attitudo or Noray as 1rol1 1s or tHo

DoCimber 
audi once

.holo of Scandinavia
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He did not intend go enlarge cho cheaters of Var and to drav 
still other nations into the conflict. Should the enemy attempt 
to spend the vrar, however, with cho aim of achieving further 
throttling and intimidation of the Groator Gorman Reich, he 

would be compelled co gird himself against such an undertaking.1 
In order to counterbalance increasing enemy propaganda activity, 
the promised Quisling financial support of his movement, which 
is based on rcacor Germa nic ideology. Military exploitation 
of the question now raised was assigned to the Special Military 
Staff, which cransmictcd special missions to Quisling. REICHSLSIIUP 
Rosenberg was to take ovor political exploitation. Financial 
expenses were to be defrayed by cho Ministry for Foreign Affaiis- 
t AlSi (AGRIIG C> alli), the Minister for Foreign Affairs being kept 
continuoualy by the Foreign Affairs Bureau.
Chief of Section ( a1oL II JR ) ochoidt was charged ith maintaining 
liaison with Quisling. In the course of further developments he 
was assigned to the Naval Attache in Oslo, Lt. Commander 
( KORVEIIENLaPII CN ) Schreiber. Orders were given that the whole 
matter be handled vith strictest secrecy.

Quisling’s reports, transmitted through his repre
sentative in Germany, Hagelin, and dealing with the possibility 
of intervention by the Western powers in Norway vith tacit consent 
of the Noruozia a government, became more urgent by January already 
Those increasingly better substantistod communications wore in 
sharpest contrast to the view of the German Legation in Oslo,which 
relied on the desire for neutrality of the then Norwegian Nygrds- 
void ca binot and was convinced of that government’s intention and 
readiness to defend Norway’s neutrality. No one in Norway know that 
Quisling’s ropresonta tivo for Germany maintained closest relations 
to him; he therefore succeeded in gaining a foothold within govern
mental circles of the Nygardsvold cabinet, and in listening to 
cabinet member’s true views. Hagelin transmitted rhat he had heard 
to the Bureau, which conveyed the news to the Fuehrer through 
REICHSLEIIER Rosenborg. During the night of 16 to 17 February 
English destroyers atcackod the German steamer ’’Altmark” in Jossing 
fjord. Iho Norwegian government’s reaction to chis question per
mit cod the conclusion that certain agreements had boon covertly 
arrived at between the Norwegian government and the Allies. Such 
assumption was confirmed by reports of Section (AMISLEII ER) Schoidt 
who in turn derived his information from Hagelin and Quisling. But; 
even after this incident cho German Legation in Oslo championed 
the opposite view, and went on record as believing in cho good 
intentions of the Norwegians.

Thanks to his connections in Norway as agent of 
the Norwogin Navy, Hagelin had succoodod, in the meantime, in 
being entrusted with the purchaso of German AA guns through the 
German Navy Ministry. Through those connections he gained more and 
more insight into the real views and intentions of the Norwegian 
Nygardsvold cabinet, and into the preparations already initisted 
by the Allies in Norway. At the occasion of his yrosonco in Berlin 
on 2o March to negotiate about delivery of Gorman AA guns ho 
mentioned that the Allies were now even examining Norwegian ports 
for loading and transportation facilities. The French KOITIANDANI 
entrusted with this mission was said to have revealed Allied 
intentions in confidential conversations with the commander of 
Narvik, and adherent of Quisling.
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Dronthonnonnnpsrhape toulondsnotorizod troops at st avanyer, 
Stavangor. Hagelin P5 q Air _ 0S Ar d 1O occupy Sola airdrome near 
secretly concluded ptrn 2nP Asizod his varnings about agreements 
according to which the NA.. , h °, Al-i0 and tho Norwegian government sololytith paporproostsTinzian.sovornnont.yould contont itsolr 
port cities by the 11 —I . . 21 - PSsiblo occupation of 
government had never intend ci pointod ou, that the Norwegian 
that it as playing a niondod S oriously oppose England, and 
tino Tor fait 3 Xccnpi1s. To odssmonzoha-tnany.sololy ‘o ?Un 
govornmont had boon informod by E-pnt- ? od. th at the Norogian 
lay a minefield from Jutland D- th. m d At Gormany intended to all th0 nA------ -n.2nd to the Norwegian coast. In view of 
longer stand by his adviccAo roxchodhim, Aisling could no 
a little while longe?; he wis aVi tn dovoloponts in Nomay for 
delay of the Gornan cbuntor-sconP ollod.vopoint t that any 
REICHSLEER RosoXg. o* tho Fuchror by
blow in proparacion choir AP--th, allies struck the first 
confirming these reports hoir in ondod.occupation of Norway, thus contrast to the MX hsddo b“islinsand his agonts, in 
Oslo and by tho export of tho -houpnd by.tho Gornan Legation in 
(AOSVIERLIGES"AMIP°r?5iho. Hinistry for Foreign Affairs 
were laid alongside the Nora he, -isht r on 7.to d April minefields 
Allied governments informed the world°of !. tho.alliod fleet, and th 
in accordance with indi clione r- d,0 ho stops thoy had takon. 
voly more tepid protests vimnsnziVon.bytho Bureau, only progrossi- 
Greater Germany cnntslitorc.nadeby Norway. By order of the Fuchr 
in the mornin- ?? ? Arm; after corresponding preparation, 
vogian sea ports and aPrronnd. occnpiod tho nost inpotant Nor-
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ANDEX II: Romnia (From tho ovorthrov of li tolosou co Marshal 
Ant onoscu )

In silC of almos comploto occupation by the 
Central Powers in the last lorld war, Romania wasindobtod to 
Versailles for her re-creation, thich tas offocto^partially even 
at the expense of her one-time Tascorn ally. A basically sound 
anti-somi tic tendency existed in this post-war country, which was 
torn asunder by dynastic squabbles and innumerable party fights. 
But in spite of repeated efforts this tendency had never risen 
above the limitations of a club, because of solely scientific 
doctrinaire leadership. What was lacking was the guiding leadership 
of a political personality. After manifold grouping trials the 
Bureau believed to have found such a personality - the former 
Minister, and poet, Octavian Goga. It as not difficult to convince 
this poet, pervaded by instinctive inspiration, that a Creator 
Romania, though it had to be created in opposition to Vienna, 
could be maintained only together with Berlin. Nor was it difficult 
to create in him the desire to link the fato of Romania with the 
future of the Na tional-Socialist Gorman Reich in good time. By 
bringing continuing influence to bear, the Bureau succoodod in 
inducing Octavian Coga as well as Professor Cuza to amalgamate the 
parties under their leadership on an Anti-Semitic basis. Thus they 
could carry on with united strength tho struggle for Romania’s 
renascence internally, and her affiliation (ANSCILUSb) with Gormany 
externally. Through the Bureau’s • initiative both parties, which 
had heretofore boon known by distinct names, were merged as the 
National-Christian Party, under Goga's leadership and with Cuza 
as Honorary President. The attempts concurrently undertaken by the 
Bureau to amalgamate this Party with tho much more youthful, but 

energetic- Iron Guar: movement were initially frustrated by the 
apparently insurmountable persona I imcompat ibility of Cuza and 
Codroanu. t any rate those attempts led to the secret esta blish- 
mont of good personal relations boovoon Coga and tho mystic
fanciful Codroanu.

In tho course of tho years after his return, 
tho king had succeeded in becoming tho country’s decisive fa ctor 
through era fty tactics in dealing with the dominant political 
parties. Had the Bureau also succeeded in merging the National- 
Christian Party with Codroana , Romania would have obtained sharply 
anti-Semitic leadership bosod on strong mass support. Such 
leadership sonld have attained its aims oven against the will of the 
king. However, surviving rivalries between the country’s a nti- 
Sonitic trends later enabled the king to use thorn sparately. for his 
planss, in order to destroy them as fa r as possible.

The sturggle for ro-ori entat i on of Romania’s 
foreign policy was taken up by Goga with bold olan. Ho had earlier 
succeeded in upsetting the position of Foreign Minister lituloscu, 
cho agent of Franco, of the Gonova League of Nations a nd of the 
Little Entonto. lituloscu was later overthrown. Among the numerous, 
Aot very significant splinter partios, the Young Liberals”, founded 
“y Boorge Bracianu, supported Goga’s campaign, without jouning ho 
anti-Somiti c trend. The Romanian front of Vaida Voovod, qnnhans 
go and fro among all camps, adopted a similar position fg65807» 
+i., {3 w
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Lhrpugh. intormodiari OS, tho Bur • au nai nt ilnod_C onstj nt con t act 
with both tondoncios, just like it constantly cibsultod iri thqoga, 
through Stafi Director (S1BSLBICR) schickodanz, about ta ctics
to be followed. I‘ho thold struggle was ccoloratod by Sovict 
Russia’s increasing pressure in the Bessarabian question, rand 
by the process of politica l r approach onont with Josco, which 
was supported by Paris and Prague. Following a long period of 
recurring political trials involving scandal and graft Romania’s 
internal struggle for the future make-up of the country, had boon 
Asra va ted by the coming to the front of the Christi n-Nati ona 2- 
list Party a nd of the Iron Guard. ihis struggle ra s being fought 
with increasing bitterness, iho king’s attitude towards the 
nationa l movement was procrastinating and underhanded, fho 
movement wa s agreeable to him for eliminating the two parties 
which, by tradition, took turns in the government. But he intended 
to prevent the unequivocal victory of anti-Semitic aid .’racial 
(VOELKISCH) principles, influenced by growing Nationalism, in 
the country. fhat is hy the Nationalists’ foreign policy, secret
ly projected by Germany, did not fit into his plans.' Because . 
he was in possession of the police and of the army, ho romainod 
the decisive factor in the country. After repeated postponement
of the elections, which wore legally duo, the king decided to 
hold an election, fho decision vas based on a very reliable report 
of his then Prime Minister

the Liberal Party would Qga in 
machina cions customary in 
campaign the Liberal party

fatoroscu was convinced that' 
70 of all votes, through the

suffered painful defeat, fho opposition
National Povomont had achieved indisputable victory in spite of 
all chicanery and machinations by their opponents, fho Iron Guard 
received about 1o % of the total veto, the National-Christ ian
Party Ooga-Cuza about 11 0, the government party about 35 7
rest ol the votes were scattered. After some 
tancy, the king appointed Goga Prime Minister
with a binding promiso that Parliament

vacillation and hosi- 
on 27 Docombor 193 7

vould be desmiss and
new elections held within the legally prescribed time limit.
In spite of warnings by the Bureau Goga believed the promise given 
by the king. But the king was only attempting to gain time.

LhnS_A. Socond soVormont on racial (VO^KISCH) 
and antiSemiti c foundations. had_appoar od in > i¥ o p a Y" Tn' "a" c o i in try 
in vhi ch. s.P-Qh an .event had been c ons i d er od c enplat ply impossible, 
fho government immodiat ly made known its intention to proceed 
aga inst Jewish predominance in the country and declared repeated- 
ly that it would have to subject Romania’s previous foreign policy 
to ro-examination and reform. In the meantime the Judaic-Masnic 
and liberal op osition did not lose time. fissions roro inflamed 
and bocano increasingly more envenomed. It looked like a hot and 
bloody election campaign. fho proapocis of Goga’s Chriscian- 
Nationa list Party pointed to a big victory with sure cortainty, 
oxPeciallY since, ith the Bureau’s cooporation he had on thesly 

made a secret agroonont with Codroanu, fo bo sure, Goga did not 
act on the Bureau’s advice to immediately develop his party cadres, 
to expand his party machine all over the country and to pormoito 
the police and gondarnorio. Goga postponed the execution of orga- 
nizational reform, vhich he also intended, until after the oloctior 
He considered hinsol to be under obligation to the king not to 
undertake anything until the electoral decisions had boon rendered, 
but to take stops all the more incisively after legally 'attaining 
the majority. 3
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In innumerable interviens the opposition must have succeeded in 
convincing the king that an electoral victory of goga wrould 
react most acutely against the king himself. In that case he 
wrould no longer be able to get rid of the ghosts he had called in 
if Goga attained a tto-thirds majority, he, the king, would 
beoga’s capcive, lhese expostulations, and the uncontrollable 
Judaic influences of the Jewish clique at the Romanian court, 
plus the pressure of the French and British Ministers led to a 
change in the king’s attitude, assuming that this change had not 
already been anticipated by him at the time of Goga's appoint
ment. ihe king decided to prevent the elections. Goga resisted. 
Whereupon the king offered Goga the formation of an authoritarian 
government, i. e. , a government created solely by virtue of raoyal 
sovereignty, What meant a coup d’etat. Goza declined. Whereupon 
the king informed Goga that he vould accept the cabinet’s resig
nation, which, hovevor, had not even been offered to him. Goga 
realized too late that the strength at his disposal was entirely 
inadequate to thwart the king’s plans. He resigned.

But the course once embarked upon forced even 
the king to pay heed to the mood that had been created in the 
country, also, a return to the disrupted foreign-policy ties was 
no longer possible, although an an t horit rian system had been 
built up, Romania found horsolf without her former backing. Who 
French security system had boon ruptured and could not be re
established, if only in viev of Yugoslavia’s attitude in the 
south-East, where relations osablishod by other german agencies 
had simultaneously loosened the cohesiveness of the Little 
Entente. What, at any rate, vras the goga government’s success.

In his last great speech to the Romanian Academy, 
shortly before his death, goga welcomed Austria’s affiliation with 

ormany, and affirmed for the last time his belief in adherence 
to now greater german Rcich and to Fascist Italy, a belief he 
had struggled for.

NOV the king’s war of extermination against the 
Iron guard began. Codroanu was arrested with his closest xolla- 
borators, to face a specially convoked court-martial. Sole basis 
for the prosecution was an alleged commnicacion from Codroanu 
to the Fuehrer, which was proved to be a forgery, nd a tele- 
gran addressed to the Fuehrer. On the basis of those orocords» 
he was sentenced to tonyoars’ hard labor. In vain did the Bureaua 
attempt to bring about an intorvontion of the Ministry for Foreign 
affairs ( ailW.e1 j j aTi) in this episode, which diminished the 
whole prestige of the german Roich. It did not prevail aga inst 
the official agencies, vhich condemned the entire project of the 
Buroau in Romania, because the official german delegation 
expected their sole salvation from the tticudo of the king and 
his creatures. Logically, the acceptance without dissent of 
this challenge vas interpreted in Bucharest as rancing carte 
bla cho .and Codroanu was shot with his closest collaborators 
ostblishmont of the first personal contact bottroon the King and 
the Fuehrer.

his appeared' to doom the iron uard, too, goga’s 
party, dovrivod of his leadership, was submerged into insignifi
cance. But goga loft behind a personal hoir, who is now Marshal 
antonoscu. against the king’s wish, goga had appointed this 
politically insignificant provincial general,with whom the king 
was on bad terms, as his Minister of /ar. at first completely pro "-noh in o1t2ook Anteneno AAnn? 1 v nNomen n a:ee--om1 vi

s
m
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pro French in utLoo’-, Antooscn rr dne71 ~dontod - difforont 
viov under Comn’s inftuonco ftor Gogo’s rocimmetion, Antonoscu

still romninod in tho 1-ing‘s cohinot nt Come’s "ri sh Ho "Iso 
mnintoinod continuod mint loris H’ith t,ho Tron Snord Thorobv the 
possibilitv of oliminotinr tho ‘-inr tteG nt h-nd " 'nd "I- s oxnloi- 
tod. Antonoscu’s to-dov npnoors in orectico eS oxoc1tor of the 
horitogo boquonthod to him bv Goma , ttho hidlod him from politi- 
C l insigniftcemco into tho nolitic l oronn Throhv " chenmo to 
Gormanv’s Lil-ine hod hocomo nosihlo in Romrnin

( Si r od ) R0 S,BRG .
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1/ FRTD NIBRGALL/ ?nd Lt Inf, 0-75567/ horohu cortif’ th-t
I nm thoronchlv convorsont vrith tho "nclish rnd ormon ?onmnmos 
nnd that tho nhvo is - truo on onrroct trenelniion of 
Documont 007-ps
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The Deputy for the 4 Year Plan
The General Plenipotentiary for
Labor liobilization

G B A
. Berlin li 3, 24 4pril 14?

liohrens tr a s se S5
(:huringia/House)

Phone: 12S571

Bureau of ; inistry (ilini s terburo ) 
received 27.April 1942,10.0837

Min. 2 3/v

Dr.Y.P. has been informed

Very esteemed and dear Far ty-member Rosenberg.’

Enclosed please find my program for the mobilization of 
labor. Please ezcvse the fact that this copy still contains a 
few corrections.

Heil Hitler 1

Your

signed: Fritz Sauclel

5 copies

copie for Dr. Wittenbacher

signed; WACHS
70x

’ Chancellory 1 May 1942
: (Fanzlei) : 

Hi schke
read: ILFL/IS 45.42 :

: fildd: 1 - 5, 5/5 42 PE

he "Reichsminister"
for the Occupied Territories of the bast, 
Far y-ilember Rosenberg

Berl in
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The •Deputy for the Four Year Plan . .
she Plenipotentiary for Jabor-ilobilization

20 April 1942

ScH. /e,

The Labor-Mobilizetion Program

On the occasion of the Hero/emorial Day, in 1742, the hardest 
and most gigantic comini tment of German soldiefy in all history 
wras announced to the German people by the Fuehrer. Besides the 
heroic and victorious conduct against an enemy of an anhcard 
of' superiority in number and material, and fighting with the 
courage of utter despair and beastly brutality, stands the endu 
rance of hardships unparalleled in history of severest winter of 
cold, ice, snow and story since 14o years. The conquest of the 
unbelievable difficulties arising from such a climate and terrib 
le weather conditions elevates our soldiers of the Last Front, by 
comparison vrich the human and soldierly efforts of all times up 
to now, without exaggeration, to supermen.

It is now the duty of the Home Front towards those soldiers 
to summon all its strength for an equally gigantic effort to 
enable- them to win complete, final and most rapid victory.

All the burdens and further necessary restrictions, even in 
the field of nutrition, must be end red with proud dctermination 
in consideration of the shining example of the soldiers.

Our Armod Forces of Greater Germany surpassed themselves in 
heroism, resistance and endurance at the Front of the East, in 
Africa, in the air and on-the sea. To insure their victory in 
any case, it is necessary now to produce more and better toap, 
materiel and ammunition through another increased of ort and 
endeavors of uhe entire German people, that is, all the produ 
cing workers, intellectual and manual, the women and the entire 
German ' outh.

In this mann r will the German Homo Front contribute docisiz 
vol" to the frustration of the hopes of our enemies to acain 
escape their complete and final defeat.

The aim of this new, gigantic labor mobilization is to use 
all the rich and tremendous sources, conquered and secured for 
us by our fighting racd trees under the leadership of .doli^ i6 
ler, for the armament of the Irmed Forces and also for the nutrit 
tion of the Homeland. he raw-materials as well as the fertilit. 
of the conquered territories and their human labor PoW- r are to 
be used completely and conscientiously to the profit of Germany 
and their allies.

In spite of the fact that most of the (orman people capable to 
do so have already made a most commendable of for t for the war 
economy, more considerable reserves must be found and made 
available under any circumstances.

H1225 -0054
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The decisive measure to realize this is in the uniformly regulated an 
directed Labor-mobilizabion of the n- ton in the vrar.

To reach this goal, the 1ol iomin pcinciples must be worked out and 
executed:
A. All important Production Prograns., actually in progress, mus‘ 

under no circumstances be distuzocd by the ncw measures. On 
the contrary, they should even be ncrcasod,

B. All orders of tho Fuchror. Roichc-Fioldmarshal of the Great 
German Reich and the "Minis tor" for ammunition and armament 
are to be carried out as quiclry as possible. Labor supply 
necessary for that purpose must be freed and made available 
cither in Germany or in chc occupied territories,

C. The task concurring the seed and harvest of German peasantry 
and all the territories under German control with the view 
to secure the largest production is just as urgent. The 
lacking laborers must be made available as quickly as possih7 
le.

i

D. A supply system for the vitally necessary materials for th 
German people trill be assured.

The realization of those principles for labor-mobilization 
requires:

1. The co-opcration of all the forces of the party, economy 
and the state under co-ordinatod leadership.

2. The best will of all the German people.

3, The most far-rcaching measures to mbucall. the employed 
German workmen and ■■•'■omen with the highest confidence in the 
justice of the consideration of their own pcrsonalwolforc 
and their salaries as wo1l as the best possible care for 
thcir health ano shelter under the actual war circumstance-.

4, The quickest and best solution of the question of the use 
of women and youth labor.

To reach the goal determined by the Fuehrer the simultanoo 3 
and quickest use of numerous different measures of unified purpose 
are absolutely necessary. An any one of those must not intern -re 
with the others, but rather complement them, it is also absolt 2. 
necessary that all the offices (Dionststollen) in the Reich, ? 
territories and communities, in party, staw an6 economy, parti 
cipeting in this decisive task act according to co" o r dinato d, 
synchronized directives.

Thus, the labor-msbilization -of the nation contributes extra 
ordinarily to the quickest and victorious termina tion of the war. 
It requires every effort of the German people on the Home . f r o h t. _ 
it is for that German people, fortheir preservation, their free 
dom, happiness and amelioration of their nutrition and standards 
of living that this war is being fought.

-IV
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BASIC PRINCIPLES

In the districts (Gaue), it is the task of the district 
chief (Gau]citor) to take in his hands the propaganda and 
orientation of the Gorman people ccncorning the necessity 
of labor"mooilizatjom and to carry out important measures 
for the care of the employed youth and tromon as vroll as to 
supervise the condition of campe and shelters.

They also assure themselves of the closes and friendliest
cooperation of all the parti ipabing i ns ti tu tione s.

II, Tt is not only the most distinguished duty of the General 
Plenipotentiary, but a condition sine qua non for the succc 
of his o.sl-, co assure himself of the utmostcooporatjon and 
understanding of all the hjchost Rei chs"Bureaus (Rcichs-
stcllcn), csp.cjallv those cfficcs ‘Dionststollon) of the 
Armed Forces who sc department are concerned with his task.

III. Equally necessary is the mutual understanding of all the 
Roichs-londcrs 'Rd chsle 4 ter) of the party, especially 
the coopcraton of the German labor Front 'Deutsche Arbcits 
front) and the institutions of economy.

IV. The General Plon potentiary for 1abor"mobili za tion will 
therefore usc Ir th the help of the smallest, personal staff 
of assistants th. oxsting party, state and cconomic instin 
tucons and assure the qu-ckcst succcs of his measure ri th 
the good wrill and the cooperation of all concerned.

V, 3 he General P]cnipot for labor-mobil i zation has therefore, 
with the consent of the Fuehrer and the knowledge of the 
Reichsmarshal of Greater Germany and the director 'Leiter) 
of the Party Chancellory 'Reichskanzlei) appointed all 
the di strict-chicf s /’Gauleiter) as his plenipotentiaries 
in the German Districts of the National Socialist Party.

VI. The plenipotentiaries for labor-mobi l i zati on are using of 
the offices ' Die n s t s to 11 on) of the Party in their distric 
The chiefs (Loiter) of the highest offices (Dionsstollol 
of the State and economy of their districts will assist no 
advise the Di s tr i c t" chic f s 'Gauleiters) in all matters con 
corning the labor-mobili zati on.

he most important for that purpose would be the following:

The President of the Land-Labor Office Pracsident des 
Lande serbci tsamte s)

The t rustcoc for Labor, ( Ircuhaonder dor Arbcit), 
The leader of the Peasants ( Lando sbou, rnf uc hr c r ) , 
The cconomi c"advi ser of the di strict Gcuvi rtschai oS 

berater) 
ho District-supcrintondant of the German Labor Front 

‘Gnuobmann der Dcutschon Arbeitsfrent), 
The leader of the womanhood of the district (Gaufroucn 

schaftslci terin),
The leader of the Hitler Youth of the region ‘Gcbiots 

fuehrer der Hi tier"Jugand),
The highest representative of the interior and general 
administration, and of the office for Agriculture der 

hocchsto Vortrotur der Innoron and Alleemoinen Vo 
wa l tun g b z w. des Lande srirtschaftsamtos).
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(Should the confines (Bezirk) of a Land-Labor Office comprise 
several Districts !Geuo), it gsene gvissb]a that the Presi ont of 
the Land-Labor-Ctine inquastior should moto avai.et1o i.h: 
District-Chiefs {‘au)eitcr), is "v):oso tiirtri t cpite L hete 3 no 
Land-Labor-Office ns s?ocest ond most opcbe coaisbet:s 1: cuca 
away that also in those c-:e0s ..h cotinnous indurmeiion tn0 in
struction of the disoricichifs c.out : 1 1 ite masures concelnins 
the lebor-mobilizniion vernis: essulci,

VIT. The most ai siinguishe end irportant task of the district
chiefs ‘Gaslciter) of th. atioc. Cooialist Party in their capacity 
as plenipotenticies ir. thetr atniets consists in assurinc the bust 
under star. Jing and cooczeltonoi n!1 che offices (Dienststellen) of 
their districts partiineting in che Labormobilisation.

Nevertheless, it musi be strictly observed that the dignitaries 
of the party and the offices (Dionet gte11 ca) of the national Coc:u- 
list Party, its orgeniznrions, -i.-doision and .:: sciio d iosujtcoions 
do not assume functions contny onder the jmslition of bn Ebuzes 
The Armed Forces or economis ins . tutonsand for ini.ch only these 
authorities are responsible; they tr<- 1100 to interfere with official 
business not comin: under their jurisdiction, acooriin to the wish 
of the Fuehrer.

Should we succeed with the help of the Party to convince all 
the German intellectual and ranual workers of the great in portance 
of the labor-nobilization for the oucore of the war, and ucoced 
to take good care of and keep dp the norale of all the men. v.".en. 
and the Ge man youths who work within the l.abor-robilizs bion prorcm 
under extraordinarily strenuous c:rcuustanses, as? ar as thej r physi - 
cal and mental capabilities of endurance are concerned and sould we 
fur hexore be able, also with the heip of the pariy, to use the 
prisoners of war as well as civilian worken and vomen of foreign 
bloo not only without harm to our own people but to th? greatest 
advantage to our war and nutrition industries, then we will have 
accomplished the most difficult part of the labor mobilization pro
ran.

The Task and its Solution

(No figures are mentioned because of secturity reasons. I can 
assure you, nevertheless, that we are concerned with the greatest 
labor-problem of all times, especially with regard to figures.)

A. The Task:

1. The conscription of new soldiers to a gigantic extent for all 
branches and services of the Armed Forces has been rendered 
necessary by the present war-situation.

This means:

a. The removal of workers from all professional enterprises, 
especially of C great number of trained personnel from art 
ment producing war industries.

b. Also the removal of especially non essential personnel froi. 
the war nutrition industry.
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2. The var situation also necessitates the continuation of. 
the tremendously increased and improved armament programs as ° 
red by the Fuehrer.

3. The most essential commodities for the German people must 
continue to be produced for minimum requirements.

4. The German housewife’s health, particularly the health of 
those on the farms, must not be endangered in their Iua-ity.CS 
mothers by the war. On the contrary, they must be relieved in 
every possible way.

B. The Solution:

1 All skilled workers removed from defense plants through 
induction into the Armed Forces must absolutely and immedictnl!. 
be replaced in such a way that no bot*lo"ncck or decrease in tic 
production of the war product results. Tt is the rosponsibilit 
of all the authorities for the lobormobilizetion to mal° sr° 
that this directive is considered in each case.

the 
the 
the

The most capable worhe 
serves of discontinued

d i s c o n t i n e d 
enterprises

must,"therefore, be removed from

tucton industry and be
installations, and
m ado ava i l ab 1 C to

from vrhi ch spe alists are being called
Armed Forces, 8 wools before th-il 
enable them to instruct and fami l j 
their work,

actual induction, in
into the 
order to

n t wi th

2 , vorvmen or vromen available because oi dostruction.or.d 
of their installations must just as quickly be nade available i 
incorporated again in the war industry.

3 . The Lrmament and Nutrition tasks make 
not only to include the entire German labor 
on foreign labor.

it vitally necessary, 
power but also to Ci l

Consequently, I immediately tripled the transport program whi-a 
I found when I took charge of ny mission.

The main effort of that transport has been advanced into th. 
months of May-June inorder to assure in time and under any cireu - 
stances the availability of foreign labor power from the occuPi... 
territories for an increased production, in.view of comino ,°P- M-. 
of the army, as well as agricultural labor in the sector ol -- 
man Nutrition Industry.

All prisoners of war, from the territories of the West as "eh-, 
of the East, actually in Germany, must be completely incorprom^u 
into the German armament and nutrition industries. Their produet- 
must be brought to the highest possible level.

It must be emphasized, however, that an additional tremendous 
number of foreign labor has to be found f or. the Reich Ine 8r:“ 
pool for that purpose are the occupied territories of the —-st*

Consequently, it is an immediate necessity to use the hunan re
serves of the conquered Soviet territory to the fullest extent. 
Should we not succed in obtaining the necessary amount of labor on 
voluntary basis, we must irnediately institute conscription or or 
ced labor.
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Apart from the prisoners of war still in the occupied territo
ries, we must, therefore, requisition skilled or unskilled male and 
female labor from the Soviet territory from the age of 15 up for thu 
labor-mobilization.

On the other hand, one quarter of the total need of foreign into 
can be procured in Europe’e occupied territories West of Germany, 
according to existing possibilit.es.

The procurement of labo: fom friendly and also neutral countri . 
can only cover a smeit pero of the uwtal need, Practically only skil
led workers and speciaists can be considered in this case.

4. In order to relieve considerably the German housife, espe
cially the mother with many chilre, enu the extremely busy fsrin- 
woman and in order bo AvDiN any further danger to their hniih, the 
Fuehrer also charged me witn the prcorensnu of 400,000-500,005 
selected, healthy and strong girls from the territories of the East 
for Germany.

5. The spring cultivation of the fields (Fruehjahrsbestellung) 
will be assured by the use of the Geraan youth in class- formation, 
together with their teachers according to an agreement with Rechs- 
Youth-Leader (Reichs jugendfuehrer) and the responsible, highest 
Reichs-Luthorities.

6. The labor mobilization of the German women is of very great 
importance.

Examining this very difficult problem and after getting tho
roughly acquainted with the fundamental opinion of the Fuehrer as 
well as of the Tcichsmershal of Lhe Greater German Reich and ny own 
most careful inquiries and their results, I must absolutely reject 
the possibility of having an obligatory service decreed by the Stat 
for all German women and girls for the German War and Nutrition 
industry.

Although, at the beginning, I myself, and probably the majority 
of the leading personalities of the party and of the vomanhood 
(Frauenschaf t) with me, believed that for certain reasons an obliga
tory service for women shou).d be decreed, I am of bne opinion that 
all responsible men and women in party, state and economy should 
accept with the greatest veneration and gratitude the judgment of 
our Fuehrer Adolf Hitler, whose greatest concern has always been 
the ‘health of the Geron women and girls; in other words, the pre
sent and future mothers of our nation.

.I. cannot ermerate all the reasons which made me come to that 
decision.. I only ask for confidence in me as an old fanatical 
district chief (Gauleiter) of the National Socialist party and to 
believe that this could be the ohly possible decision.

We all agree th at this decision might appear unjust towards 
millions of wonen who are engaged in defense and nutrition industries 
under the most strenuous condition but we also realize that an evil 
cannot be remedied by spreading it to the utmost.
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The only possibility to eliminate the existing injustices and 
hardships consists in winning the var in order to enable J.S to re
move all women and girls engaged from jobs unsuitab} e for women, 
namely endangering their health, the birth-rate of our nation, and 
family and national Jfe.

We must also conser the difference, wether a women or girl 
has been used to work .n the field cr in a factory since her young 
age and whether already she proven to be able to stand this kind of 
work or not.

Aside from plii a. herm, the German women 
circumstances m.ei; he proreeled Trom moral and 
ding to the wisn o oh Fuchzer .

and girl s under any 
m er teL b arm encor-

It is doubtful thet those Pi: 1 13 on3 could be fulfilled in the 
case of mass-conscriptico end omoicywent it is iupossible co compe- 
re the German Woman with the German soldier in this case, because 
of the existing fundamental nat artal and racial differerces between 
man and woman.

We cannot accept the responsibility for the dangers threatening 
the life of the nation resltirg from such a measure in the field 
of women labor mobi] izati on, in view Ol uhe count],ess men on the 
fighting front our dean soldiers.

The many millions of women, however, faithfully and industrious
ly engaged in the Germen economy, and especially now, in war time, 
rendering valuable services, deserve the best possible care and 
consideration. They, as well as the soldiers and workren, deserve 
the greatest gratitude of our nation. They usi D€ treated il the 
best possible way by the later offices t d isbor avtholitias and 
their economic and health necessities rust be generously or sidered. 
The Fuehrer as well as the Reichanarsnc]. of the Crenber Gon ar Rsi.ch 
attach the greatest value to those measures. For insturce, it would 
be completely wrong to threaten pregnunt women with puni shrent and 
court procedures, as has happened already, if they miss a day of 
work because of troubles resulting fran their condi tion during the 
usual period of precaution (Schonungsperiode). Nevertheless, it must 
and will be possible to maintain the necessary work discipline.

7- A last, but also important reserve consists in the possibility 
of the Persons], increased production of each Cermas vror:e:, It will 

be be tbst d istingui she. tasc of the party end the German labor 
fron it achieve that increased production. There is no doubt that 
the Cerran intellectua) and mental worker will accomplish it, no 
matter we re he works and in spine of the difficult conditions of 
our present nutrition.

This will be the best way for the German worker on the home 
front to ezpress his gratitude towards the soldier en the fighting 
front vho oears the rest gigent c and terribie terdships in this 
severe winter, thus remaining victorious over our enemies.

It is also the task of the party. State and economy in coopera
tion to improve the sick rate by 1 percent throcgh the adequate coo
peration ol health insurance instittjoLs ( Erenkenltasse) and appro
ved doctors ( Vertrauensarzt) . This was accomplished in the district 
(Gau) of Thuringia. Such an improvement of the sick rate throughout 
the Reich would mean the gain of 200,000 new workers.
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The severest neasures 
not allow those parasites 
struggle of our people at

must be used against loafers, as We Cud. 
to shiint their duties in this deoisive 
the cost o:. the otaers.

I tried to determine the ente ricr solution of the task concer- 
ning the labor mobisizaiior, .S cond itioned. by the present war 
situation, under paragtagh B. 1 * 7.

It is only nateal that all the possibilities contained in that 
paragraph wil.l be ccmpleiely exhnuste. he rcjectior of a general, 
consor iption of al. th 3 worat and girls doss rot neur that T ccndern 
absolutely to use vTO n ana girls ho are in a position to nske 
themselves avail ab.e for c siitaole job wteroner they cen ba useful 
to the war industry without violating the psircioles oi th fuehrer 
This will be done in olosesi conenetLon ion the competeni offices 
(Dienststellen) of the party, stste, the Iumed Forces and the econoz

The labor mobilization program as laid down in paragraph 1 - 7 
constitutes not only the greatest labor mobilization of a oeople u 
also in history.

Adolf Hitler, however, made it clear through his icsa of Natio 
Socialism that figures are not the decisive factor in the li*e of 
nations. Besides the tremendous figure of the employed labor forc.s 
stands their productive capacity, hi s productiva capacity depens 
not only on the amount of calories, hich I put at theix i esal 
in the form of nourishment, but also on their more.2 and neus.) co - 
dition.

This makes it necessary to cosder besides the gizuntio, ot, - 
nizational question, the questions o’ nutrition, shelor, olenta- 
tion, propaganda, and spiritual gidence.

Measures to be Taken to Assure the Well-Being 
of German workmen and lloren

There must be no doubt for the German producing people that they 
out-do b3 . fur all the other workers of the world through their 
conscientlou work a their readiness to accept the most stremuous 
tasks Undez proper political and philosophical guidance.

The Cstaiet Cha 3"3 (Gaul si ter) will at this decisive stage of 
the We. 15-c i - with one help of all the institutions and organizati
ons O th Po37 the Dest political and ideological care ever known 
in the.history of lebor and humanity in wartime, for the German 
producing deople in their districts.

. I. - oonvi need in my qunlity of general plenipotentiary for it do 
mobil 76tlo thlb everyihing vi 11 be done by the party to maintain 
within or withouc the planvs the attitude and morale of the German 
workers on thigh lee. throuch the use of allmeans of propaganda 
and oxicidtion, meetings and ppeels, as the only way to make the 
home front vorth of the fihtil front and the only possibility to 
accomplish this gigantic task and to win the war.
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I will constantly see to it, that the authorities for labor 
nobilization as well as the managers of the plants assist the 
party and prinarily the German labor front in its decisive and 
great task in this field.

Even Workmen and women eriployed in war plants in their hoile 
towns and living and eating with their families must be properly 
looked after. I mention only: Provisions of coal and potatoes, 
consideration of their possibility to get to their place of work. 
The lack of spring vegetables and other troubles caused by war 
conditions and affecting the nerves and health of our people must 
be offset by the strength and satisfaction gathered by the reali
zation of the National Socialist principles of folks community 
( Volksgemeinschaft) social justic and the necessity to hold out 
together and the belief and the confidence in our Fuehrer.

This task becomes much more complicated in the case of those 
millions of workren and women who have been conscripted for labor 
far from their homes in jobs they are not used to. This is a 
necessity of war.

Such utilization of labor power can neither be restricted nor 
can the hardships connected with it be reduced.

The aim is to make life for our folks comrades ( Volkskameru- 
den) as agreeable as possible and to facilitate the conditions 
of their utilization. All these German people must be assisted 
by billeting ther, if possible, in decently furnished rooms under 
as decent conditions, by encouraging companionship during their 
free time through the party and to assure prompt issue of ration 
tickets and other such things.

In this connection the Politeness-Drive (Aktion "Hoeflich- 
keit") introduced by Reichs-Dircctor ( Reichsleiter) party member 
Dr. Goebbels will be binding to the utmost for all labor offices 
and all offices ofeconony and nutrition.

All camps ’..’here German producing people, men or women, are to 
be quartered, must be perfect examples of German cleanliness, 
order and hygiene.

The German plants and the German economy must not hesitate to 
do everything in their power to make life far from their own 
homes and families tolerable for conscripted folks comrades 
( Volksgenossen) men or women quartered in those camps. As there 
is a complete order guaranteed in a way for the German soldier 
of theArred Forces in his company for his external requirements 
as well as for his character, which elevates hir far above the 
soldiers of other nations, so should this also be made possible 
in adequately applied from for the producing men within the labo- 
riobilization program.

The necessary measures for the care of the producing German 
people within the labor mobilization program should therefore 
carried out to the fullest extent by the German labor front.

In case of more extensive commitment of women and girls away 
from their hometowns and families, the rules for shelter and car 
as applied by the women’s labor service (weiblichen Arbeitsdien- 
stes) must fundamentally be respected.
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Prisoners of War and Foreign Workers.

The conplete etploynent of all prisoners of war as well as the 
use of a gigantic number of new foreign civilian workers, ren and 
women, has beconmc an undisputable necessity for the solution of 
the mobilization of labor prograr in this war.

All the men nust be fed, sheltered and treated in such a wiy as 
to exploit then to the hichist possible at the lovest conce.rebe 
degreesof expenditure.

It has always been natural for us Gernans to refral toce orvelty 
and mean chicaneries towards the beaten enemy, ever ■ no a. pro- 
ven himself the nost bestial and most inplacable adv 6: ury, aod to 
treat him correctly and humanly, even when we expect 130/. work of

As long as the German defense industry didn’t Lcks • absolute
ly necessary, we refrained under any circunstances from the use of 
Soviet prisoners of war as well as of civilian workers . _en or wo- 
men, from the Soviet territories. This has now becene impossible 
and the labor power of these people must now be exploited to the 
greatest extent.

Consequently, I arranged my first measures concerning the food, 
shelter and treatment of those foreign laborers with the hichist 
competent Reichs-uuthorities and with the conson" of the Fuehrer 
and the Reichs arshsl of the Greater Gerlan Reic h in such a way 
that a top performance be demanded and will be obtained.

It must be reenbered, though, that even the effort of a machi
ne is conditioned by the amount of fuel,skil and care given to it. 
How many more conditions must be considered in the case of nen, 
even of low kind and race, than in the case of a machine !

I could not accept the responsibility towards the German peopl , 
if after having brought such a tremendous nunber of men to Germany 
these men would one day become a burden for the German people or 
even endanger their health, instead of doing very necessary and use
ful work, because of mistakes made in their nutrition, shelter and 
treatment.

The principles of German cleanliness, order and hygiene must 
therefore also be carefully applied to Russian camps.

Only in such a way will it be possible to exploit that labor 
to the highest benefit of arms production for the fightin front 
and for the war nutrition program, without any trace of false sen
timentalism.

The necessary instructions concerning the food, shelter and 
treatment of the people from the East have been communicated to 
the competent authorities of the police, defense and nutrition 
bureaus; beyond that, I turn to the district-chiefs (Gauleiter) 
of the National Socialist Party with the request to assist me also 
in this field to the best of their abilities, in order to avoid any 
harm that might result from the use of that kind of labor to the 
German people.

The subjects of blood reldted, allied and friendly nations are 
to be treated with particular care and consideration.
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unnecessartiynunsking.the,stay.and work in Gernany nore difficult ; 
restr;,+6--m--D-. Ior Uhle LOreign workers and exceedin th 
depend to e lar%herdsnipsninposud by the war must be avoided" w

---3 extent on their &ood will and their production.

nany’asisethevsfore onlyLogicoltonake their stay ana work in c.e.
P°sS-D-5 - without denying anything to oursclvss

no and ponbomretlized,for instanqe, by Facilitating their natio. 
ter, and or “Aim?™ ly°kstuerlich) habits concerning food, Shel- 
conditionsendltntion.of.thsir evenings after work, ito,. as fur as- un tae consideration of our own people per.il t.

it is very possible that, if the 
lization, the general and interior 
front cooperate incloc_ harmony in 
Worknen and women, the tremendous , 
connitnont of millions of prisoners 

working men and women for the Gem ' 
mey.be supplemented by an equal suc 
national socialist Great German Reich 
the world.

uthorities for

this mobilization of f 
dvantage resultin fc

wrur and n.

nd for its pre

and labor 
oeign

throughout

sult°iftthc°™™ hand the createst harn for our war industry may r__
those problems are not fzfessosuF-a -a cU

Thcrsfore inclosing 1 woula ask you to observe tne following

.. 1: • 211 technical and administrative natters for the labor
th izetion.cone exclusively under the authority ndrr.tpnsiborsnybir 
bo? Wicos Plenipotentiary for Labor-lObilizsion, UhS°Ndtion-i-La 
Dor.-Lfices (Landesarbsitsaemter) and the Labor Offices (ArDeits_

2bseryetl11 duestionsand tasks concerning propaanda orientation, 

Inthxsiador-nDbiitzationonroguanges and core (or People engugecomle under the jurisdiction of:

b
The party, if outside of the plant

The Gernan Labor Front for manufacturing plants, the 
Bursau,forFarn. Politics (-nt fuer ngrarplitik) for 
agricultural, enterprises.

3. The,gon-+ issue.of food and clothing ration cards, 
lgnitissipndurelief (uscleichs- und UnulDluelzlgszunlung, co.e 
institutions “orercthonjurisdiction or the cor.petent duthoritles or

financial in-
und Unterstuetzungszahlun_) co.

Jartv the.district.chiefs (Gauleiter) of the National Socialist 
ern‘t.os, y-ptenipotentiories, to assure a smooth cooperation bet- 
utn.thosenvariousburesus,os well as the best possible harmony and u-ua- eomP-ete exchange of information.
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4. The solution of the task concerning the war mobilization of 
labor is of such decisive importance that even the most important 
local or regional interests concerning most vital peace tasks must 
not interfere with it. Whoever violates that rule must be made respo 
sible if the German soldier in his decisive struggle for the fate or 
our nution lacks arms and ammunition, synthetic gasoline or rubber, 
vehicles or airplanes.

Therefore, I want to deeply impress upon al] the men and women 
who participate decisively in this war in the labor robilization 
program with insistence to comply with all those necessities, deci
sions and measures, according to the old National Socialist prin
ciple :

Nothing for us, everything for the Fuehrer and his work 
that is, for the future of our Nation 1

signed: Fritz Sauckel

(Stamp)

(The Deputy for the 4 year plan 
The General Plenipotentiary for 
labor mobilization)

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLTIOI OF.
DOCUMENT NO. 016-PS

3 November 1945

I, Gerard Schaefer, 2nd Lt., Inf., 01332102, hereby certify 
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German 
languages; and that the above is a true and correct trans
lation od Document No. 016-PS.

Gerard Schaefer, 
2nd Lt., Inf., 
01332102.



TR.NSLTION OF DOCUI ENT 017 PS ‘
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL

Copy /T

The Deputy for the Four Year Plan
The General Deputy for the lobilization 

of Labor
Va. Nr. 5780,28/4265

Berlin SlI 11, 3 Oct 1942
Saarlandstrasse 96
(Reich Labor ministry)
Phone of the linistry 11 00 28
Postal Check account
Pay Llastor Berlin 10019

Urgent Lail

To the Reichsminister for 
the Occupied Eastern Territories 
c/o Gauleiter Heyer
Berlin ! .35

B-StV
5 Oct. 1942 
Nr. 904 1/42

Dear Party Fellow member HeyerJ

The Fuehrer has worked out new and most urgent plans for the armament 
which require the quick mobilization of two (?) morc million foreign labor 
forces. The Fuehrer therefore has granted me, for the cxcocution of my decree 
of 21 Harch 1942, new powers for my new duties, an'. has especially authorized 
me to take whatever measures I think arennecessary in the Reich, the Pro
tectorate, the General Gouvernement, as wolll as in the occupied territories, 
in orcor to assure at all costs an orderly mobilization of Labor for the 
German armament industry. The additional required labor forces vail have 
to be crafted for the majority from the recently occupied eastern territories 
especially from the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. Therefore the Reichskommiss- 
ariat Ukraine must furnish

225000 labor forces by 31 December 1942 and 
225000 more by 1 lay 1942.

I ask you to inform Reichskormissar Gauleiter party fellow member KOCH about 
the new situation and requirements and especially to scc to it that he will 
support personally in any possible way the execution of this now requirement.

I have the intention to visit Party member KOCH shortly, and I would 
be grateful to you if you could inform me as to where and when I could 
meet him for a personal discussion.

Right now though, I ask that the procurement be takcn up at once with 
every possible pressure and the commitment of all powers especially ~1so of 
the experts of the Labor offices. ..11 the directives which had limited 
temporarily the procurement of Eastern Laborers are annulled. The Reichs 
procurement for the next months must be given priority over all other measures.

I do not ignore the difficulties vhich exist for the execution of 
this new/ requirement, but I rm convinced that with the ruthless commitment of 
all resources, and 'ith the full cooperation of all those interested, the 
execution of tho new demands can bo accomplished for the fixed date. I have 
already communicated the new demands torthe’Reichskommissar Ukraine via mail.

In reference to our long distance phone call of today, I will send you 
the text of the Fuehrer's decree at the beginning of next week.

Heil Hitler!

Your devoted

signed FRITZ S..UCKEL

(stamp) Certified conform to the 
original

(signed) ACKERUINN
clerk-
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thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the 
above is a true and correct translation of Document No. 017 PS.

FRED NIEBERGLL 
2nd Lt. Inf., 
0-1335567



TR.NSLTION OF DOCUIENT 017 PS
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL

Copy /T

The Deputy for the Four Year Plan
The General Deputy for the lobilization 

of Labor
Va. Nr. 5780,28/4265

Berlin SIT 11, 3 Oct 1942
Saarlandstrasse 96
(Reich Labor llinistry)
Phone of the Ministry 11 00 23
Postal Check account
Pay Liastor Berlin 10019

Urgent Lail

To the Reichsminister for
the Occupied Eastern Territories 
c/o Gauleiter Heyer
Berlin 1.35

B-StV
5 Oct. 1942 
Nr. 904 2/42

Dear Party Fellow member Lcyer!

The Fuehrer has worked out nevr and most urgent plans for the armament 
which require the quick mobilization of two (?) more million foreign labor 
forces. The Fuehrer therefore has granted me, for the execution of my decree 
of 21 March 1942, new powers for my ncvr duties, an', has especially authorized 
me to take wh tever measures I think arennecossary in the Reich, the Pro
tectorate, the General Gouvernemcnt, as well as in the occupied territories, 
in orc.er to assure at all costs an orderly mobilization of labor for the 
German armament industry. The additional required labor forces vill have 
to be drafted for the majority from the recently occupied eastern territories 
especially from the Reichskonmissariat Ukraine. Therefore the Reichskommiss- 
ariat Ukraine must furnish

225000 labor forces by 31 December 1942 and 
225000 more by 1 lay 1942.

I ask youto inform Reichskonmissar Gauleiter party fellow member KOCH about 
the new situation and requirements and especially to see to it that he will 
support personally in any possible way the execution of this now requirement.

I have the intention to visit Party member KOCH shortly, and I would 
be grateful to you if you could inform me as to where and when I could 
meet him for a personal discussion.

Right now though, I ask that the procurement be taken up at once with 
every possible pressure and the commitment of all powers especially -Iso of 
the experts of the labor offices. ..11 the directives which had limited 
temporarily the procurement of Eastern laborers arc annulled. The Reichs 
procurement for the nuxt months must be given priority over all other measures.

I do not ignore the difficulties which exist for the execution of 
this new requirement, but I am convinced that vith the ruthless commitment of 
all resources, and ith the full cooperation of all those interested, the 
execution of the new demands can bo accomplished for the fixed date. I have 
already communicated the nw demands to rtheReichskommissar Ukraine via ma-i l.

In reference to our long distance phone call of today, I will send you 
the text of the Fuehrer's decree at the beginning of next wcek.

Heil Hitler!

Your devoted

signed FRITZ S.UCKEL

(stamp) Certified conform 
original

(signed) ACKERLNN
clerk-

to the

H1225 - 0068
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The Reichsminister ......-- • • 
for the Occupied Eastern Territories

21 December 1942 
Nr. 02926/42

To
Gauleiter Fritz S/.UCKEL
General deputy for labor deployment
Berlin W 8
Lohrenstrasse 65

Dear party member Sauckel:

I thank you very much for your report on the execution of the great 
task given to you, and I an glad to hear that in carrying out your mission 
you have always found the necessary support, even on the part of the civilian 
authorities in the occupied Eastern territorics. For myself and the officials 
under my com and this collaboration was and is self-evident, especially since 
both you and I have, with regard to the solution of the labor problem in the 
East, represented the same view-points from the beginning. For political as 
well as efficiency reasons, you have devoted your attention, above all, to the 
care of the Eastern workers, employed in the Reich, and in the same sense 
I also have striven toward an ovorll satisfactory solution, by the establish- 
mentof special posts, collaborating vith the welfare organizations (Betre 
uungsorganisationcn) .

If there is now complete agreement between your and my conception of 
the matter, I nevertheless find it necessary on the grounds of several occur
rences during the last months, to point out with reference to the enclosure, 
the methods applied byu your agencies and collaborators. I thereby do not 
disregard the fa.ct that considering the scope and urgency of the task to be 
accomplished, difficulties "nd hardships, yes even false measures by the 
executing branches, can in the long run not be avoided. But it seems necessary 
to me, to follow up these occurrences insofar as they touch the conduct of 
war and the interests of the Reich. This would always be the case, whore 
the acquisition of new laborers is undertaken in a wy which intimidates 
the population. The report I have received show, that the increase of the 
guerilla bands in the occupied Eastern regions is Largely due to the fact 
that the methods used for procuring lnborerssin these regions are felt to 
be forced measures of mass-deportation, so that the endangered persons, 
prefer to escape thvir fate by withcrewing iato the woods or going over to 
the guerilla bands. c.d to the occasionally anfavo rable news regarding the 
trectment of the Eastern Laborers in the Reich, that experiences with the 
labor procurement authorities, then the result can only be a strengthening 
of the number and fighting spirit of the hostile troops. This development 
is further aided by the return of tens of thousands of useless Eastern workers 
from the Reich (sick, cripplcs, etc.).

To this point I should like to add that my repeated plea to establish 
sick-camps in the regioncl labor office districts, instead of the mass 
deportation of the Easterners viho 're incapable of work, has so far not bcen 
answered. Hence I found it necessary to contact the Roichskommissar ( 
(Commissioner) for health and sanitation on this matter. In the session of 
the propaganda department called by State Counselor, Professor BOERGR on 
th- 17th of this month, the negative repercussions which vail be caused in 
the native provinces by the recently planned returh transports were referrod 
to not only by the representatives of my agency, but particularly by tho 
representative of the economic staff East, since such events interfere with 
the demands for labor and production in the rear military zones. 1casures 
such as conscription, return of the sick or similar things not only impair 
the procurement end the legal validity of the executive orders of the com
pulsory-labor order released by me on Dec 19.41, but moreover endanger all 
the important war vork in the occupied Eastern territories. This goes as 
well for the urban as for the rural procurement districts, where so far, 
thanks to the self-sacrificing activity of the leaders of the economic land 
bases, an atmosphere permitting productive work was created between the German 
administration and the native population, which now threatens to become lost. 
Even if I do not close my eyes to the necessity that the humbers demanded 
by the Rcichs minister for weapons and ommunition as well as by the agricul
tural economy justify unusual and hard mensurs, I have to ask, ( due to the
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(cont.)

responsibility for the occupied Eastern territories which lies 
upon me, that in the accomplishmentssof ordered tascs such measures 
be excluded, the toleration and prosecution of which will some day 
be held against ne, and ny collaborators. In order to achieve this, 
and to brin • into agrecnent the requirenents given by the peculiar 
political situation of the Eastern territories with the measures 
of the comissions and the staffs of your agencies, I have empowered 
the Reichs commissioner for the Ukraine insofar as necessary to 
na’e use of his right, and to see to it that methods which run 
contrary to the interest of the conduct of the war and war economy 
in the occupied East be abolished.

It appears strange to me, that in numerous cases which should 
have been discussed with the civil authorities, we only receive 
information through the police and other agencies. I am referring 
in this connection to the note of y steady (staendig) represen
tative of Nov. 11.42. -
III /i 5 - 1231 - 3587 - in which I asked for a discussion con
cerning the mutual cooperation, and especially on the position of 
your delegates, to which I have infortunately never received an 
ansver from you. dith consultation of our mutual wishes, which 
you personally will ucrtainly understand, it is unfortunately 
impossible for no to accept a co-responsibility for the consequences 
which result from the recounted state of affairs.

I should not like to have informed you of this, without ex
pressing my hope that in the interests of both of us, this Condition 
'./ill be terminated with the coming of the new year. I am personally 
ccnvinced that you, dear forty member S.UC.L, have the same desire. 
I assume that there will be an opportunity for discussion of this 
in the conference prompted by ae on Jan. 11.43.

I am gratefully looking forward to your reports in this connec
tion.

Yours, 

signed: . ROSENBLRG
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.Continued

Extracts rom the Secret Report on liornle by the Foreign lail Censorship 
Post Berlin.
(Reg. No. 7328/42 secret Group VIII)
Selected letters from the occupied Eastern regions regarding the time from 
Sep. 11 to Nov. 10, 1942.

In the letters from the Ukraine a further sharp decline in the morale 
is pictured, end under the impact of an increased requisition of labor forces 
for the Reich, the Ukrainian population has been seized by a terrible fear.

Horrifying picturizations of compulsory measures by the administrative 
authorities for the seizure of Easterh laborers, form a major part of the news 
from home to their relatives working in Germany. The disinclination to 
answer the call to work in the Reich has evidently grown steadily, not only 
due to the reports of Eastern workers, which fled home and their workshops 
or have been dismissed. In order to secure the required number for the labor 
transport, men and women including youngsters from 15 years on up, are 
allegedly picked upon the street, from the markct places and village festi
vals, and c rried off. •‘he inhabitants therefore hide themselves in fear 
and avoid any appearance in public. after public beatings during the month 
of October, so avail ble letters state, come the burning down of homesteads, 
and of whole villages • s retribution for failure to comply with the demand 
for the appropriation of labor forces directed to the communities. The 
Execution of the latter measures is being reported from various villages.

0072
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Parts from Two Letters

"it our place, new things have happened. People are being takcn to 
Germany. On Dec. 5, some people from the Kowkuski district were scheduled 
to go, but they didn’t want to and the village was set afire. They threatene d 
to do the same thing in Borowytschi, as not all who were scheduled to depart 
wanted to go. Thereupon 3 trucks loads of Germans arrived and set fire to 
their houses. In Wrasnytschi 12 houses and in Borowytschi 3 houses were 
burned.

"On Oct. 1 a new conscription of labor forces took place. From what 
has happened, I will describe the most important to you. You can not imagine 
the bestiality. You probably remember vihat we werc told about the Soviets 
during the rule of the Polcs. t that time we did not believe it and now it 
seems just as incredible. The order crme to supply 25 workers, but no one 
reported. All had fled. Then the German militia came and began to ignite 
the houses of those who had fled. The fire became vury violent, since 
it had not rained for 2 months. In addition the grain stacks were in the 
farm yards. You can imagine what took place. The people who had hurried to 
the scene were forbidden to extinguish the flames, beaten and arrested, so 
that 7 homester ds burned down. The policemen meanwhilc ignited other houses. 
The people fall on their knees and kiss their hands, but the policemen beat 
them vith rubber trunchions and threaten to turn down the whole village. 
I don't knov hovr this would h: vc ended if I Sapurkany had not intervened. 
He promised that there would be laborers by morning. During the fire the 
militia went through the adjoining villages, siized the laborers, andy l-tained 
brought them under arrest. Uhercver they Idid notcfrnd.any laborers, they 
detained the parents, until the children appeared. That is hovr they raged 
throughout the night in Bielosirka. The workers which had not yet appeared 
till then, were to be shot. All schools were closed and the married teachers 
wore sent to work here, while the unmarried ones go to work in Germany. 
They are now catching humans like the dog-catchers used to catch dogs. They 
are already hunting for one weck and have not yet enough. The imprisoned 
workers are locked in at the schoolhousc. They cannot even go out to per
form their natural functions, but have to do it like pigs in the same room. 
People from many villages went on a cert in day to a pilgrimage to the 
monastery Potschaew.. They were all arrested, locked in, and will be sent to 
work. Among them there are l me, blind and aged people".

CERTIFICATE OF TRhNSLTION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 018 PS

22 November 1945

1, FRED NIEBERG.LL, 2nd Lt., Inf., 0-1335567, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant vith thu English and German language^; and that the 
above is a true and correct translation of Document No. 013 PS

FRED NIEBERG.LL 
2nd Lt., Inf., 
0-1335547
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The Commissioner for the 
Four Yer Plan

The Denuty Generl Por 
_____ Lbor. Supply............ .. ...
No. 171 5780.11138

H1225 -0074

Berlin sw 11, L7 nI rch 1943 
SarLnistr ese 06 (Reich's Minis 

for L bor )
Tel. of the RAM 
Post-] Checking

1L 00 28 
{ccount of

the RA", Brnch: Borlin L00 19
Coies:
1) Gauleiter
2) III W 5
3) Sue ci xl Denuty for the Ristern

Labor Sunn1y

Receint stom 03487
Ate 18 Porch 19}3

PersonL!
me Re i ~h smini ster for the Ocounied Tnstern Territories. 
Att. "Ir. Reichsminister ROSNBTRG, Berlin

SUBJECT: Dr-ft of Workers from the Tst

Dear Pnrty Member Rosnberg:
After " nrotr"Cted i"1ness mv Denuty f r L br Sunlv in, 

oounied T-stern Territories, St- e Councillor FTUC TRT, is ming th 
to recul te the l ibor sunnlv bot for Germ ny n0 t3e territories th 
slve s.

I gk you sincerely, de r rty member ROSFBRG, to ssi 
him to vow utmost on account of vhe nressine urgency of PUCKRT’S 
mission. Alrendv now I may thank you f r the hitherto 00 recention 
accordra to PTUC!RT. He himself his been ch rred b" me with the al 
lute nn copLetely unreserved coovrition with -’ll bureaus of the F 
ern Territories.

Especially the Lbor sunnlv f r the Qernn griculture , 
likewise for the moct nrcent armament production nrORTS ordered by 
the FUFIBTR mnlre the fastest importotion of n-roximntely 1 million 
and men from the Eostern Territories within the next 4 months a must 
Strtine 15 "[-rch the doily shipment must have reched 50 female a 
mLe workers respectively, while becinninp of Avril t is number has 
bestenmen un to 1000. This ic a renuisite of the mont ureent nrAgT 
and the snring tilnge, on other gricnlturl t sks re not to Su* 
for the detriment of the nutrition and of the armed fOTces.

I h ve f ore sen the allotment ° che dr oft quotas for the 
individual territories in agreement with vour exnerts for the 1 bor 
cimnnly as follows:

Daily -uot starting 15 I-reh 19 3: 
from General Comissrit White Ruthenia

Economic Inspection CENTER
Reich’s Commissariat UKR.INR
Economic Insvection S)UTH

TTAL
Strtinm 1 April 19 3 the daily quota is 

corresponding to the doubling of the entire quota.

500 peoDl•
5)0) people

300 neovle
1000_neop1 e
5) 0 people

to be doubled

I hone to visit versonlly the Eastern Territories towr 
the end of the aonth, and ask you once more for vour kind support.

IRIL HITLER.’
signed: SAUCKL
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(cont.)

Starting 1 April 1943 the daily quota is to be doubled corresponding to the doubt . 
ling of the entire quota.

I hope to visit personally the Eastern Territories towards the end of the month, 
and ask you once more for your kind support.

HEIL hitler:
signed: SAUCKEL

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
OF DOCUMENT NO. 1164-PS

2 November 1945

I, FRED NIEBZRG..LL, 2nd Lt. Inf 0-133 55 67 hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German languages; and that the above is a true 
and correct translation of Document No. 019-PS

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt. Inf. 
0-133? 55 67
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The Chief of the Political Directing Staff 
- personal referee -

p 612 a/44g

Berlin, 14 June 1944

SECRET

Re: "Heu-Aktion"

1. Annotation

The Obergruppenfuehrer (U S Army equivalent: Lt General) 
has given his consent to again submit the matter "Heu-Akiton" to 
the Minister, with the aim to bring about a reversal of his 
decision. This was done on this day. The Minister has approved 
the execution of the "Heu-Aktion" in the Army Territories, under 
the conditions and provisions arrived at in talks with Army Group 
Center (Heerosgruppe Mitte).

2. Write via radio to: Urgent t

Army Group "Center"
Att: Councillor in the Ministry 

(Marginal
note) Re: "Heu-Aktion"
Radio sta- "Heu-Aktion" approved under 

tion 2 complied. arrived at in conference. 
14 June 44
(signed)

TESMER

conditions and provisions

By order of,
The Reichsminister for 
the Occupied Eastern 
Territories

signed: BRANDENBERG

(Marginal 
note) 
complied 
15 June 44 
signed: Sg

3. Copies to:

a) SS-Obergruppenfuehrer BERGER, 
Chief of the Political Directing Staff 

respectfully submitted for information
b) Chief Labor Bureau 

for information

4. Matter p5 for information. Please return.

5. File
(Marginal notes) returned from P5

without acknowledgement on
June 14, 44 August 25, 44
(Initials) signed: Bz 24 Aug

P OK by Dr. Strcube (?)

H1225 -0076
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Chief of the Political Directing Staff 
- personal referee -

H1225 -0077
Berlin, 12 June 1944

TOP SECRET:

Copy No. 1 of 2 copies

Re; Evacuation of youths from the territory of Army Group "Center” 
(HeuAktion) .

1) Memorandum:

The Army Group "Center” has the intention to apprehend. 
40-50,000 youths at the ages of 10 to 14 who are in the Army 
Territories, and to transport them to the Reich. This measure was 
originally proposed by the 9th Army. These youths cause consider
able inconvenience in the Theatre of Operations. To the greater 
part these youths are without supervision of their parents since 
men and women in the theatres ofoperations have been and will be 
conscripted into labor battalions to be used in the construction 
of fortifications. Therefore Children’s Villages are to be es
tablished behind the front, for the younger age groups, and under 
native supervision. To collect adequate experiences the 9th Army 
has already established such a Children’s Village and has achieved 
good results also from the political viewpoint. Army Group further 
emphasizes that these youth’s must not be allowed to fall into the 
hands of the Bolsheviks in case of a withdrawal since that would 
amount to reinforcing the enemy’s potential war strength. This 
measure is to be strongly fortified by propaganda under the slogan: 
Care of the Reich for White-Ruthenian Children, Protection against 
Brigandry. The action has already started in the 5 kilometer zone. 
The Youth Bureau has already had preliminary talks with the Organi
zation TODT and with the JUNKERS works. It is intended to allot 
these juveniles primarily to the German trades as apprentices to be 
used as skilled workers after 2 years* training. This is to be 
arranged through the Organization TODT which is especially equipped 
for such a task through its technical and other set-ups. This 
action is being greatly welcomed by the German trade since it repre- 
sants a decisive measure for the alleviation of the shortage of 
apprentices.

The Chief of the Political Directing Staff, SS~Obergruppen- 
fuehrer BERGER, submitted the action to the Minister on the 10th of 
the month. The Minister feared that the action would have most un
favorable political consequences, that it would be regarded as 
abudetien of children, and that the juveniles did not represent a . 
real asset to the enemy’s military strength anyhow. The Minister 
would like to see the action confined to the 15-17 year olds.

Following are the arguments against this decision of the 
Minister:
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1. This action is not only aimed at preventing a direct re- 
inforcement of the enemy’s military strength but also at a reduction 
of his biological potentialities as viewed from the perspective of 
the future. These ideas have been voiced not only by the Reichs- 
fuehrer of the SS but also by the Fuehrer. Corresponding orders 
were given during last year’s withdrawals in the souther sector...

2. A similar action is being conducted at the present ti ma 
in the territory of the Army Group Ukraine-North (General Field 
Marshal Model). Even in this politically especially preferred 0 liu 
Galizian territory recruiting measures were being taken with the 
aim to collect 135,000 laborers to be organized in battalions for 
the construction of fortifications. The youths over 17 were to be 
detailed to the SS Division and those under 17 to the SS auxiliary. 
This action which has been going on for several weeks has not led 
to any political disturbances. While it is true that the population 
has to be recruited by force, they do show a certain understanding, 
later on, for this measure of purely military necessity. Provided, 
of course,, that they receive correct treatment, good food and 
lodgings, etc.

The unified organization of parents in labor battalions 
makes it possible to extract this group as a whole in the case of 
withdrawals which are quite conceivable in the case of Army Groups 
’’Center” and South. The children already transported into the Reich 
would serve as a suitable incentive.

3. As to Arry Group ’’Center” this measure is to be initiated 
in Army Territories, that is to say in those territories not under € 
civil administration. During a conference with the Chief of Staff 
of the 9th Army I gained the impression that the action will be 
executed, if necessary, even without the consent of the Reich 
Ministry for the Occupied Territories of the East.

4. If the Ministry for the East should not support or execute 
this action, it is expected that the procurement will be undertaken 
by the GBA (Generalbevollmeschtiger fuer den Arbeitseinsatz - 
General Deputy for the Mobilization of Labor). Army Group ’’Center” 
and especially 9th lrmy thought it of greatest importance not to 
let the children be put to work in the Reich through the General 
Deputy for the Mobilization of Labor. They preferred the offices 
of the Reichs-minister for the Occupied Territories of the East 
(R.M.f.d.b.O.). Only through these offices did they believe to have 
a guarantee for correct and proper treatment. This desire of the 
Army Group is a particular expression of confidence towards the 
Ministry for the East. Army Group desires that the action be 
accomplished under the most loyal conditions, as had been done 
previously in the case of recruiting for the SS Auxiliary. They 
further desired special arrangements regarding care, mail exchange 
with parents etc. As far as possible the children are to remain in 
groups according to their village communities, then be collected in 
small Bamps in the Reich where they would be at the disposal of 
trade establishments. These technical matters have already been 
discussed. They can be accomplished with the help of the offices 
of the HITLER YOUTH (HI) through the Youth Bureau of the Ministry. 
Thus the Ministry is also able to exercise political guidance over 
the juveniles and has them at its disposal at all times. - If I 
should re-ocoupy the territory the Ministry of the East could return 
the juveniles in the proper manner. Together with their parents 
they would then most likely represent a positive political element 
during the reconstruction of the territory.

- 2 -



2) To the Chief of the Political Directing Staff, 
SS-Obergruppenfuehrer BERGER, H1225 -0079

respectfully submitted with the request to re-submit 
the contents of this memorandun to the minister with 
view to reconsideration of the Minister’s decision.

signed: BRANDENBERG

(Note in ink)

regarding the above-Obergruppenfuehrer BERGER received 
the memorandum on June 14. Consequently the Reichs
minister has approved the Action.

signed: Str. June 16

CERTIFICATE OF TRNSLTION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 9931-PS 16 November 1945

J; Ge prd Schaefer. 2d Lt Inf, 0-1332102, hereby certify 
that I ci tn roughly bonversent with the English and German 
languagges ; und that ths cbove is a true and correct translation of 
Document No. 031-PS.

Gerard Schaefer, 

2d Lt, Inf
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OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL

The Reichminister

For The Occupied Eastern Territories

The Representative at the Army Sector B•

C.P., 7 October 1942

L 12/10

To the
Reich Ministry
for the Occupied Eastern Territories
Chief Section 1,

BERLIN
Unter den”Linden 63.

Reprint to Captain Lorenz Hq. of the High Command of the ^rayr 

Subject: Treatment of Ukrainian Specialists.

Enclosures: -2-
attached I send you the copy of a report made by the Commandant of the 

Collecting Center for Specialists at Charkow. (report submitted t the end 
of September 1942) as well as the cony of a letter from April 1942.

I have discussed

Relative to the treatment of Ukrainian specialists in the Reich I was 
asked by the Chief of Staff of the Commander in Chief to attend to the matter 
most emphatically since the complaints here never cease. I have discussed 
it thoroughly with the chief of section VII at the Commanderin hief 5: 
I went to see Captain Schmid and visited the camp. S synopsis of the dis
cussions with the gentlemen and reading of reports the following can be
established in general: .
a) With some few exceptions the Ukrainians employed individually in the 
Reich e.g. at small trade plants, as agricultural laborers, as domestic 
helps etc. are very satisfied with their conditions, .
b) The Ukrainians sheltered in the community camps, however, complain very

The enclosed report of Captain Schmid reports these matters in detail, .
The question of treatment of the Ukrainians, transportec to the Reich 

as workers of the East worries the bureaus of the army concerned, gret deal. 
The Commander in Chief urged me, to visit some of the camps in the Reich 
myself as soon as possible and to report to the proper authorities in order 
to bring about immediate relief. The Army zone is by no means satisfied.

of discontent contribute more and more.to more people 
otherAll the circumstances

joining the bands or Wandering away to the c mp 
groups hostile to us.

f the Bandera resp.

Fast 
treatment 
make in

The 'best propaganda of all would be to treat the workers of the 
well; great demands are not made by the Ukrainians anyhow. If their 
will only be some what better and humanely decent, these people, who 
part a good impression, will be more than satisfied, these people after all 
name to’the Greater German Reich-at least at the beginning of the employment 
ot workers of the East in the Reich- of their own free will and full of hope. 
The unsuitable treatment described in the reports is hardly propafand. and 
is not profitable for us. After all, we are not at war with the Ukrainian 
population and certainly not with people who by their voluntaTy enlistment
for labor, help us to win the war.

It also would serve out purposes definitely better to utilize the 
specialist in his specialty.

(signed) Theurer

(Theurer)
1st Lieutenant.

H1225 -
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------Copy of Copy------

Collecting Center for Skilled Workers at Charkow,

Captain Schmid, Commandant.

To the
Commander of the Army Sector E. , Section VII

CHARKOW.

Subject; Abuses in the treatment of Ukrainian skilled workers.

By reason of my capacity as commandant of the Collecting Center for 
Skilled workers and the transport of skilled workers to the Reich 
connedted with it and thereby being in touch with the various groups 
of the Ukrainian population, I am informed of the morale of the Ukrainians 
in the extended surroundings of the Eastern Ukraine. Resulting from this 
knowledge I have to state that an atmosphere of animosity has taken the 
place of the original attitude toward the Reich, This sudden change of mood 
is connected partly with the scarcity of food for the civilian population 
caused by the war and intensified by the measures for centralizationThe 
more ..important motive- the extreme abuses which have taken place at various 
times in the treatment of skilled workers shipped to Germany.

.Since a prosperous economic cooperation with the 35 million people 
of the Ukraine lies within the interest of our coming generations and since 
the Ukrainians themselves are organically healthy, very capable of development 
and rich in valuable and willing constructive forces, it is necessary to pre*: 
vent in time an estrangement starting at the roots and to recognize the beg
innings of a disastrous development before it is too late, and to take 
effective countermeasures.

I, Abuses in recruiting.

AT the beginning of the action the recruiting worked on the basis of vol
untary enlistment. Later on a certain pressure had to be put on to reach 
certain minimum quotas. This however did not give a license to the starosts 
and to their militia, entrusted with the drafting, to the brutalities mentioned 
in the following.

The starosts resp. village elders are frequently corruntable, they 
continue to have the skilled workers, whom they drafted, dragged from their 
beds at night to be locked up in cellars until they are shinned . Since 
the mal and female workers often are not given any time to pack their lugg
age etc., many skilea workers arrive at the Collecting Center for Skilled 
Workers with equipment entirely insufficient(without shoes, only two dresses, 
no eating and drinking utensils, .no blankets etc,). In particularly extreme 
Cases new arrivals therefore have to be sent back again immediately to get 
the things most necessary for them. If people do not come -long at once, t 
threatening and beating of skilled workers by the above mentioned militia 
is a daily occurence and is reported from most of the communities. In some 
cases women were beaten unitl they could no longer march. One bar case in 
particular was reported by me to the commander of the civil nolice here 
(colonel Samek) for severe punishment (place Sozolinkow, district Dergatschi). 
The encroachments of the starosts and the militia are of a particularly grave 
nature because they usually justfy themselves by claiming that all that is 
done in the name of the German Armed Forces. In reality the latter have con
ducted themselves almost throughout in a highly understanding manner toward 
the skilled workers -nd the Ukrainian population. The same, however, can not 
be said of some of the administrative agencies. To illustrate this be it 
mentioned, that a woman once arrived being dressed with barely more than a 
shirt.

Particularly distressing is the fact that, on account of issued ordnances 
to prevent smuggling, all food! acquired by the skilled workers and the rest 
of the population by buying or bartering household utensils etc. is being 
taken away by the militia on the way. This is not rarely accompanied by 
beatings(without regard to objections or given circumstances).
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JIt happened that skilled workers who Came to Germany had

> s id or bartered their own belongines partly or completely in that way,thus 
thuy. owned neither thousehold furniture etc., nor any otner goods or food.
By combatting smuggling in that manner, unfortunately only too often very poor 
people are being affected and robbed of their last property, while the real 
smugglers arethard to catch. Furthermore food has disappeared from the market 
due to a freezing of prices.

Family members left behind and formerly supported by those who went 
to Germany get social care. This, however, is only the case in the city of 
Charkow, not in the case of people on the country (note-.used to be the Cuse, 
now all get special food distrubution, the hardship thus is removed) . The 
taking away of food resp. the sale of goods mentioned above often results in 
considerable hardshins for these left behind and has sometimes strong effects, 
since neither communal nor recitrocal assistance exist here.

Very depressing for the morale of the skilled workers and the population 
is the effect of those persons shipped back from Germany for having become 
disabled or not having been fit for labor commitment from the very beginning. 
Several times already transports of skilled workers on their way to Germany 
have crossed returning transports of such disabled persons and have stood 
on2the tracks alongside oof each other for a longer period of time. These 
returning transports are insufficiently cared for. Nothing but sick, injured 
or weak people , mostly 50-60 to a car, are usually escorted by 3-4 men. 
There is neither sufficient cure or food. The returnees made frequently 
unfavorable-but surely exaggerated-statements relative to their treatment 
in Germany and on the way. As a result of all this and of what the people 
could see with their own eyes, a psychosis of fear was evoked among the sp
ecialist workers resp. the whole transport to Germany. Several transport 

leaders- of the 62nd and the 63rd in particular-reported hereto in detail. 
In one case the leader of the transport of skilled workers observed with own 
eyes how a person who died of hunger was unloaded from a returning transport 

on the side track.(1st Lt. Hofmann of the 63rd transport, Station Darniza). 
Another time it was reported that 3 dead had to be deposited by the side of 
the tracks on the way and had to be left behind unburied by the escort. 
It is also regrettable that these disabled persons arrive here without any 
identification . According to the reports of the transport commanders one- 
gets the impression that these persons unable to work are assembled, 
penned into the wagons and are sent off provided only by a few men escort, 
and without special care for food and medical or other attendunce. The Labor 
Office at the place of arrival as well as the transport commanders confirm 
this impression.

II. Deficiencies on Transport.

During the transport to Germany provisions should be made for food, 
water and drinks, answering the call of nature, medical care, orderly, 
transportation, avoidance of maltreatment, delousing accordir g to regulation, 
and supervision. To take Care of all this a military escort is detailed 
consisting of 1 car commander for each car, I train guard for every 6 cars, 
1 supply man for every 5 c_rs, and I control staff for every 3 cars. This 
is the minimum strength required according to corresponding reports of all 
transport scommanders. With less than that orderly care and transportation 
of specialists is no longer secured. It has been often confirmed that in
sufficient and unistructed escorts caused fatal accidents, insufficient 
food and cur escape of hundreds of workers, most brutal maltreatment with 
consequent disorder and confusion. Unfortunately the escorts were depleted 
on the way in various manners by Army details resp. by commanders for the 
supervision of furloughs or after the transports were taken over by the police. 
This always affected the transports unfavorably. The transports commanders 
are instructed to secure the interests of the transports by all possible means 
against encroachments of all kind. They are of vital importance for the Great 
German Reich.

Recently the practice started of handing the transports over to new
escorts in Przemysl. These escorts are under the command of a delegate 
of the German Labor Front or the Ministry of Labor. This practice is 
clearly against the regulations and rules of the Reich Marshal and the Deputy 
General for Labor Supply. Taking a good management of the transoort by the
delegates for granted, incoming reports here list the following deficiencies:
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The EThe escorts are understaffed which causes in part lack of care and 
food and rough treatment; Doctors and released female domestic helpers are 
detained in camps without authority for want of suppkemantary identification 
papers, Social Cure is lacking. A verbal report at hand relates in detail 
and with the witnesses the irresponsibility and indecent conduct of delegate, 
Albert Nuessen who took over the 62nd transport. The transfer to the camp 
is made as fast as possible and not perfect. The railroad offices are of course 
directed to support the transport commanderss Unfortunately, howefer, some 
of the office chiefs of the railroad treat the transports of specialists 
often as very immaterial. The chief of transportation in FRomodan e.g. statedd 
th a transport commander that these transports are not important. Yet the 
Feuhrer himself ordered these transports, and the problem of work power was 
declared to be the most important and urgent in order to increase the 
potential of armament’

The food situation of the transports is now somewhat improved after 
giving right notice ahead of time. Previously some of the food stations 
failed grossly. However, it happens again and again that in spite of giving 
advunce notice of the transports strength in time, no Warm or cold fooed is 
ready or available. Sometimes this is due to military or hospital transports 
which passed through before. This cin be easily understood. Sometimes, 
however, the notice was not passed on or smply nothing at all was done. 
In the Reich it is generally better. Of course it harnens when trains are 
detoured a great deal 1 of.the specialists go hungry for days. The iron ration 
is always taken along and also used. It mostly depends on the transport 
commander and the office chief for socual Care how unforseen food difficulties 
are overcome. The Army offices cshovsalways gre test understanding for 
supplying these transports, the deputies of the labor front most of the time 
fulfill their oppointments well, however some of the deputies of the attendance 

service have completely failed in their duties. The transport commanders 
are instructed to give exact n.mes and conditions in the future. The red 
cross which at times is overburdened helps with the supr lying; unfortunately, 
however, the attitude .nd behavior of many female red cross workers toward 
the specialists is basd often on uncomprehension of the Fuehrer's great 
action in regard to Eastern workers; and they treat especially the female 
workers in an outrageous manner. Food also has been refused at times with 
the reference that these Wre"Russian swine". Nobody pays attention to the 

fact that these are Ukrainians, because there is a lack of information to 
that effect. In reference to this , attention is called to the fact that 
it has happened on several occasions that people have broken opt of the cars 
after several days of hungering, hurried into the nearby villages, sold 
“heir goods and acquired food. In such cases of course, it is not to be 
expected that they all come back. Such gross incidents of the transports o 
of the first months have not, to our knowledge been repeated in the summer. 
However, it has been reported that about 500 workers escaped along the route 
out of a transport which started from Kiev, accompanied by only a few police
men, supposedly 5 in all,(and without medical personel) an which convoy 
was budly supplied and taken care of.

To understand the supply problem, it is important to know that often 
only a short time is being alloted for the feeding of the many hundred people 
by the train commander or the railway station officer. Therefore all the 
workers can only be fed before the departure of the train if there is a suf
ficient amount of accompanying pand attendance personnel and if the £66d 
is handed out quickly at several distrubuting noints; in addition close 
cooperation of the workersis needed. Because the transports must often ston 
-,3.Km outside of the stations it still happens frequently that small part 
of the workers remain without rations because the engineers in suite of agree
ments, the stationmaster let the trains take off without warning. On the 
basis of reported incidents, attention must be called to the fact that is 
irresponsible to keep the workers locked in the cars for many hours sb that 
tpey cannot even take Cure of the calls oofnnature. It is evident that 
the people of a transport must be given an opportunity from time to time in 
order to get drinking water, to wash, and in order to relieve themselves. 
Cars have been showed in which people had made holes so that they could take 
care of the calls of nature.
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When nearing bigger stations persons should, if possible relieve them
selves far from these stations.

The following abuses were reported from the delousing stations;

in the womens and girl's shower rooms, services was partly nerformed 
by men or men would mingle around or even helped with the soaping! ; 
and vice versa, there was female personnel in the men's shower rooms; 
men also for some time were taking photogranhs in the women's shower 
rooms. Since mainly Ukrainian peasants were transported in the last 
months as far as the female portion of these are concerned they are 
mostl’oranigh inoral standard and used to strict decency, they must have 

considered such a treatment as a national degradation. The above ment
ioned abuses have been, according to our knowledge, settled by the inter 
vent ion of the transport commanders. The reports of the photogranhine 
were made from HALLE;the reports about the former were made from Kiewerce:, 
Such incidents in complete discard with the honor and respect of the red 
German Reich may still occur again here or there.

ITT, abuses inside Germany.

Undoubtedly the higher authorities in the Reich do everything, 
to attend - in the best manner to the workers from the East, especially 
from the Ukraine, who have been Culled to Germany. In most of the 
enterprises,too, in the countries and in households, one is not only 
satisfied most of the time with the Ukrainian women and girls as hen 
but they are also treated with a happy solicitude and with understanding 
for their position and for our relations to the Ukraine.

Here too, unfortunately voices are heard that tell of bad treatment 
in the collecting as well as other camns. Ji the time do people tell 
about beatings and thrashings but constantly also do they write about 
them. It seems that especially these men who have functions ertaining 
to order and security violate sometimes very much, the limits of acmiss-. 
ability and identify the Ukrainians as Bolshevics while they have actually 
€orydecades opposed themselves to Bolshevism aS its natural enemies.. . 

The camp commanders also, usually show no unddrstanding for the Ukrainians* 
The treatment in the camps is described as beirs bad and very brutal.

With regard to food, it is be ing felt in Germany that in a war for 
life and death, it is but natural to umpose harsh restrictions in the 
first place on foreigners who have been up to the present in the enemy's 
camp. No doubt the Reich and the businesses make efforts to keep the 
workers who were brought in, in good health and working condition. If 
abuses take place here, it is harmful to ourselves and should be remedies 
in each single case.

Disadvantageous also is the fact that a great portion of the German 
population considers the Ukrainian labor forces as their worst enemies . 
and as Russian Bolshevists and treat them accordingly. A definite.C ar. 
fication is urgently needed here. In the face of such an ttitude ° 
the Ukraine.;it will be completely impossible to have for decades arid 
centuries a successful and durable solution for the great economical 
and political problem of the East especially of the Southern part.

Until recently yet, the postal communication problem of the special
ists with their country Was not fully solved and gave cause to ill 
roumor -nd depression, nt present an improvement is being planned.

Here in the Ukraine thousands of recruiting notices and placards
1 . . . a « n .2.c.+) emfrom the people and urging them 

to reort to the Reich with the assurance of best treatment. Therefore, 
onsiderin, this and also the above mentioned abuses, it would seem to 

be of interest to the Reich, and necessary for the security of our Tut 
ure race and to prevent a later evil, to prevent by all means an alie nution 
of the Ukraine with its precious territories and population by settling 
vicious abuses and by a clarification of the situation.

have been put out to get cooperution

-5-
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Certified True Copy
C.P., 5 Oct 1942 
illegible signature
Hntre, one
At the V.O. of the Reichs Ministry for the occupied territories of the East.
Deputy with Army, Territory B.
Official seal

----- Copy of Copy------

Copy of a letter of a graduate engineer 
given to the Specialist Collecting Camp.

T(Translated from the ordinal in the Specialist 
27 April 42
Camp Dabendorf

Berlin
Reich Railway direction.

Collecting Camp.)

Mister Franz H. Ergard and H. Nester:

Good Day.’

aS I have told you in my letter of 20 Apr. 42, we have been 
transported to the GRINEWALD Railroad Car repair factories. In the first 
week I have worked as a jmanual laborer in the main warehouse of the works. 
I have unloaded coal, have dug the ground anc have stacked lumber. This 
is supposed to be the ’’employment of Specialists" in their own line of 
work. The question constantly arises, why did I go to Germany, maybe 

that I who volunteered as a specialist (graduate engineer) for Germany, 
am to be transformed into a banned prisoner? I wonder why? '.hat 
misdeeds have I committed against Germany? On the contrary, I have bel
ieved all those who spoke in Charkow about the worker^s life in Germany. 
My attitude toward Germany has remained kind and friendly, I want to 
work, but I do not wantttobe led astray, to be treated as a civilian 
prisoner and without uny care, or as a forgotten man who can find 
nowhere and receives from nobocy, care and moral backing. I had hoped 
that we would be treated humanely and quite differently. It should - 
be clear that I did not come to Germany to beg for charity. I had 
a job in Charkow and a decent working place; this I have renounced 
for the good of Germany and sacrificed for the improvment of the 
condition of my family. It was clear to me that I had to help that state 
that delivered me from the Bolshevist yoke, frbm this yoke under which 

I had to live for 24 years. Now I had expected a better future for 
myself. Our food ration consists of : at 4 o'clock in the morning 3/4, 
of a liter of tea, in the evening at 6 o'clock 3/4 of a liter of soup 
and 250 grams of bread a day. That is all. With such food we have to 
dig the ground and great requiremants are made from us just like from 
manual laborers. On account of the undernorishment and the heavy work 
I am weak and exhausted today and I don't know if I can endure and survive 
this much longer. To what conditions thoughtlessness can drive a man! 
into a condition which will problably not be pleasant to anybody.

I beg you all, deliver me, help that I can go back to my family! 
If this is impossible, case my condition otherwise I may commit a stupid
ity, escape or suicide.

There is no possibility to continue to live like this.

Your,

Grigori.

P.S. : Expect with impatience to hear from you. What is the possib
ility of sending me a work suit which in my stupidity I have not 
taken along.
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Certified copy of Original

5 Oct. 42

“amperl

employee

( _t the V.O. of the Reich Ministry of the occupied territories of the East, 
Deputy with Army , territory B.)

Certificate of TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUENT NO. 054-pS

Nov 19, 1945.

1 , ERNST W. COHN, Pfc, 33 92 57 38, herebyycertify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the Germa; and English languages; and that the above is 
a true and correct translation of document ( 20.54P.S

ERNSTW, COHN, 
Pfc.
33 92 57 38
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TFSL/TIOI OF DOCUeIIT 064-PS
OFFICE 01' U S CHILF OF COUISEL

Letterhead - NSDA.P

The Deputy of the Fuehrer 
Chief of Staff

at present in Berlin,27 Sept 40
Bo-/n

Rubier stamp:
Chancellery Rosenberg
Received No.2565. 1 Oct 1940

To
Reichsleluer A. ROSLITBERG
Berlin W 55
ilargarctenstr . 17

Dear party member Rosenberg:

I an sending you a photostatic copy of a letter from Gau
leiter FLORIAN dated 23 Sept 1940 and I request you to take action 
on it.

Enclosure

Heil Hitler I

Yours very respectfully

signed: A. BOR.IILII
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Letterhead of the NSD..P

Gauleitung Duesseldorf

Subject: Lecture of Major General 
Our file: Fl./V.
Departrent: The- Gauleiter

Duesseldorf 23 Sept 1940 
von R:.BEIIU

Personal Receipt stamp
Deputy of the Fuehrer 
27 Sept 1940

To tna Deputy of the Fuehrer
Party miember
Rudolf HLSS
Munich

Photocopy 
(penciled)

Dear Party enber Hess:

A parphlet entitled ”The Spirit and Soul of the Soldiers” 
written by Major General Dr. h.c. (doctor, honorus causa) von 
R-I-U has appeared in the publications section of the NSD:P. 
Group I: Gorman ilitary light, published by the Central Publishing 
Co. of the NSD.P, Successors to Franz Sher Inc. Ltd. (G. m.b.H.) 
Berlin.

I cannot but point out this spiritual outpouring as a digres
sion, at least as inadequate. It is on the sane order as the many 
lectures which General von R/EENLU gave to officers before the 
present war and its tendencies are directed against the concept 
of the German soldier which was born with the national-socialistic 
revolution, even if this tendency is cleverly kept to a minimun in 
this case. Just as in his lectures, R-bEN.U uses the method of 
arbitrary juggling with philosophic learning, which on one hand 
displays a widespread knowledge, and on the other consciously 
holds back fron the clarity for which We strive with the national- 
socialistic worl philosophy. (Weltanschauung) .

Rs I have reported before in conversation with you, General 
von RBLN.U gave a lecture in Aachen some time before this war to 
a group of some 60 to 70 younger officers and about 15 leaders 
of the party who were invited, and among whor l chanced to be, 
about the development of the people’s army. According to RBEU, 
the present people's arny began about 1813 during the wars of Li
beration (Napoleonic) and developed in the decades which followed 
to its present size, thanks to the great German qualities of soldie
ry which reached their zenith in the arny of one hundred thousand 
ren. The national-socialistic revolution which created the popular 
will for solulery, and with it the developments for the establish- 
nent of the first German people’s army is not mentioned in any way, 
much less, in the role of being the dynamic creative force. RBEM.U 
contented hinsel with presenting only a few quotations from the 
Fuehrer’s ”Mein Kanpf". The politically ignorant officers got the 
impression, as R/BEN-U knew how to talk vividly and convincingly, 
that the size of the present day people’s army was an accomplish
ment of the old military forces, and in their later thinking they 
will ask themselves: ”Why is there so much emphasis on the Party? 
Why invite the Party fuehrers ? This is an affair for soldiers.”
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When I asked a question after the lecture, which unfortunately 
did not offer a discussion period, and explained to hin that ne was 
in no wise justified by history, that he had denied the nother of 
the people’s army, the Revolution, the Party, he overbore me in 
the arrogant nenner which is peculiar to hin with references to 
Indian, Chinese, French, English and German philosophies in order 
to prove to me in front of several listeners that his lecture pre- 
sentation was correct, I replied with the philosophic ideas which 
I have won in the practical struggle of life, and insisted on the 
correctness of my concept. Ho professes not to be able to allow 
ry contentions because they were not scientifically based. Accor
ding to all appearances only those philosophic ideas are scienti
fically based, for hin, which were developed before the national- 
socialistic revolution.

The inadequacy of RAbEHAU made itself clear at the close of 
this conversation, when the church came into the debate as the 
educational factor (Erziehungsfuktor) . After he had affirmed the 
necessity of the churches, R-BEIV-U said with emphasized self assu
rance something like the following, ’’Dear Gauleiter, the Party is 
making mistake after mistake in the business with the churches. 
Obtain for ne me necessary powers from the Fuehrer, and I guarantee 
that I shall succeed in a few months in establishing peace with 
the churches for all times”. Lfter this catastrophic ignorance 1 _ave 
up the conversation about the importance of philosophic ideas for 
our ordinary life (Volksleben) .

Dear Porty Humber HESS: Thu reading of General von R-DLN.U's 
pamphlet ’’Spirit and Soul of the Soldier" has reminded me again of 
this. In this brochure, just as at that tine, R.baU.U affirms the 
necessity of the church, streightforward and clearly, even if it is 
prudently careful. He writes on page 28:

’’There could be more examples, they would suffice t: 
show that soldier in this world can scarcely get 
along without thoughts about the next one.”

Because Generalvon R-bELIU is falsely based spiritually, I con
sider his activities as an educator in spiritual affairs as dange
rous, and I am of the opinion that his aducational writings are to 
be dispensed with absolutely, and that the publications section of 
the NSD.P can and must renounce these writings.

If such spiritual educational work should be done, in the 
interests of the German armed forces, then ths Publications Section 
of the NSDI.P can be permitted to accept for publication only bro
chures about ’’Spirit and Soul of the Soldier” which point out most 
strongly the permanent danger for ’’Spirit and Soul of the Soldier”. 
The churches with their Christianity are this danger against which 
the struggle must always be carried on.
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I considered it 
Genorol von R.BEN.U, 
Publications Section

ny duty to tell you aguin of ay concept of 
as well as to convoy ny criticisr of the 
of the NSDP.

Heil Hitler

signed: FLORI/I
Gauleiter

official seal of
Gauleiter
Gau Duesseldorf

enclosure.

CERTIFICATE OF TRINSLLTION
Of DOCUiENT 064-PS

1, Fred Nicbergall, 2nd Lt. Inf. 0-1335567, hereby certify that I an 
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages: and 
that the above is a true and correct transl: tion of the indicated 
excerpt fror. Document Nr. 064-PS

Fred Niebergcll, 
2nd Lt.Inf.
0-1335567
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Copy to
Party member 
Scheller
5 April 41 
complied

Dr. Stoll- 
brecht 
stang 
complied 
6 April

TlOSLATfcN CF'DOCUMENT 07?-PS- 
CFFIOE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL

nation:! socialist GET1. N TTORKERS F RTY

The Deputy of the Fuehrer 
Staff,

To the
Fuehrer's Commissioner f r the 
Supervision of the entire mental 
and. world-philosophical training 
and education / f the NSD/P

Berling U 35
Marcarctenstrasse 17

Munich 33, April 25, 1941
The Brown House 
III D - Schwr 
1180/0

Chancellory Rosenberg
Receipt No 4746 Urg 5 May 41 
Submitted to the RL on
May 6 •

H

Subject: Nations], Socialist School Services

We are inducing schools more and more to reduce and 
abolish religious morning services. Similarly, the confessional 
and general prayers in several parts of the Reich havo alrcacy 
been replaced by national socialist mAttos. I would be grate
ful to know your opinion on a future national socialist morning 
service instead of the present confessional morning services 
which are usually conducted once per week.
Should those services be held at designated times, that is once 
per week or once every other week, or should they only be held 
at special occasions? I would further appreciate your advice 
on whether you have prepared concrete suggestions for the 
arrangement of such national socialist school services. If so 
I would be grateful to receive them.

Heil HitlerJ

signed: KRUEGIR (?)?

CERTIFICATE OF TR.NSL TION
OF DOCUMENT NO, 070 FS

12 November 1945

I, FTED NILBERGLL, 2nd. Lt., Inf., 0-1335567, hereby certify that I am 
thorouchly conversant vith the English and Gorman lan u gcs; and that the 
above is a turo nd correct translation of Document No. 70 FS.

FRED NIEBERGALL, 
2nd Lt., Inf., 
0-1335567
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NATIONAL SOCIALIST

The Deputy of the Fuhrer 
Staff Commander

To Mr.
Reichsloiter Alfred Rosenberg

Berlin V 35
Margaretenstr.17

TRANSLATION OF DOCUTTT0/2-3S 
OFFICE OF US CHIEF OF COUNSEL

GERMIN WORKERS PARTY

Fhrer Headquarters 19 April 1941
Fuhrer Bureau (Bo/Fu)
Chancellory Rosenberg
No 4609 H, 21 April 41
Shown to the Reichsloiter 
on the 22. 4

(rubber stamp)

Cony to 
Utikal

Bear party member Rosenberg!

in connection with 
I attended, as ordered, 
HEYBRICH. The latter ca 
the sentence. “In the c 
be undertaken in the Reich 
logical opponents, the som 
regulation which has so fa: 
would for the fi 
decree-draft. Mo 
leitungen) are n

r, the regional 
allowed to carry

the received draft of the decree 
a speech made by SS Bric gen 

m-n 1 I I • --

ctions undertaken, or to 
ea, of the property of edeo- 
ules ap-ly“, anticipates a 
ot been introduced and 
a precedent through this 

o ut c o n fi sca t i o ns

Grupponfihror HEYDRICH further no Anted out thet he 
could under no circumstancos recognize the atem-tod 
regulation in the final sentence of your decree-draft. 
Since there existed some objections to it. The scientific 
treatment of the ideological opposition could onybe 
done in conjunction with the political police work. Only 
the material should be handed over to you. ana the semi— 
nar.reszcctively. a speedier treatment through yovr 
O1-1ce is necessary, duplicates and nhotocopics should 
oe put at your disposal. " "

The Threr emphasized that in th 
your oxperts would not be necessary. Balkans the use of
rt-object to be confiscated

since no
lection of Prince Paul
to him complotoly 
etc. would"be srJ

istod,
in Belgrade only the col- 

vhich vould be r turned

HEYBRICH

mainine material of the lodges, 
cizod by the organs of Gruppenfuhror

The libraries and 
confiscated'in the Ro

r6 objects of th
ich,

monasteries
were to remain for the
, insofar

time
S the Gauleiter

examination of
circumstances

the stock could
th

howovei

After the war, 
be undertaken

libraries be und
rejected this suggestion

should a centre 
con, the Fuhrer

careful
Under no

T

$

9

s ignod: M. BORT T A]TN

CERTIFICATE OF RANSTAHTON
OF BOCUMENT 072-PS

12 November 1945

t I am_,kn "TSBiRG-LI , 2nd Lt.Inf., 013'55567, here 
th orougly conversant vith the English and Germ 
thet the above is a true and co---,+ +--1,- - ' --coir^ct tr nS-ction of Document 072-PS

PREB N ITBER GAIT 
2nd Lt.Inf.
01335567
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T{ NSL TION 01' POCUiI NO 08+- 
Office of U.S. Chief of Counsel,

Central Office (Zuntralstell?) 
for

Members of Eastern Nationals*
In(Zo)

Berlin NV 7, The 30 Sept

Hegelplatz 2

Concerning:Present Status of the question of 
Eastern Laborers.

The commitment and treatment of foreign laborers, who havesbeen 
brought into the Reich from occupied Eastern territories, depicts 
^proceeding which will not only be of sirnificant the
German war production and the securing of food,but algo for Soviet 
carrying out of German administrative interests in a former Slyet 
ared. Two large fields of action are effected by the way in whic 
the prblems connected with the inclusion of millions ° d 
nationals in the Rcich are solved:

1) Development of the vzur situation
2) The enforcement of the Cr rr- claim to leadership in the 

East after the war. .
When the call for labor in Germany was increased in January, 

omong the occupied Eastern territories, this set up a situation 
among those classes of Russian end Ukrainian civilians concerned wh. 
^d by all moans the appearance of a risk. Ivenifonegeroup.’theer 
volunteers) set excessive hopes on the journey int the, (forced 
the impression of irresponsible promises while the other ‘rcsmee 
laborers) left their homes reluctantly or at leost with niSei Vings 
ogcus, of memories of former Bolshevist deportations as well as 
planted anti-German runors, the fact renaita that, thestrip toGerng 
had to be felt as journey into the unknown not only by the tWA -one ned but also by"thoserelativos whoremainsd behind because of the 
isolation of the USSR from Europe for decades. Tha public judgement 
Of the Reich and its leadership would just asdependent.upan. the. 
outcome of this measure taken by the “ernan military and civilian 
authorities in the occupied Eastern territories. The employment in. 
Gerheny offered an unusual opportunity to learn to know by P rsanal 
experience, which no propaganda could replace. TheerettereGesan.n 
Reich was ruch slander by the Soviet press uud.the,"stiznaleSoomsa 
tic position to the working class ana tnus to gain • D1SlS m2? 
tsonPtS the corresponding Communistic doctrines and nethodse This.m 
nt no nore nor less, than that the draft of Eastern.laborers would : 
of invortance in the development of policticul opinions anons the 
Eastern nations1sttowards*the*power which was presently occupying 
the region which we uld aid measures taken to accomplish the recruit 
the CE-itrent, the heusins etc in the Reich which shoula.hovebe 
taken into consideration from the start,,since in view o1 the hecce 
itv t. keen the aid of the native inhabitants in the huge areas De- 
hind the front, it is especially that factors which cannot be contr 
oiled bv -rul’tions or orders, namely the f r emo o f. .mind, wh i c a -

instead of taking consiacrationfo this the drftine.6 called 
employment as well as the housing, treatment ^tc. ofthe,S°,cd --1_ 
Eastern laborers has so far been taken care of excluS iyekyac with 
ing to labor technical and the security police points of View, with 
thf result that the hcadquertes responsible for this were able to 
report the due numerical fulfilment of the program as well as the 
security of the German nationality and of the busiinesses• •.t the S 
time, however, facts had to be hushed which could have been folded 
not only in the interests of German prestige and to the Satisfaet ° 
of the occupied Eastern territories but which even today cost the 
HvS OF -thousands of Gernan Soldiers by their efforts. These fact, 
which up to the Fall of 1942, he ve undergone only part or inconplet 
changes, among others, the following.
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he odcupie territories1) The concept of the workers f
of the USSR wrus narrowed down to the la--- -------- here-
"Eastern Laborers". A itbor condition among "Foreie ners" , hAs" by created in a segregated "Employment under Special Conditions 
which had to be looked upon by those effected; as degr din*

2) The drafting of Eastern workers und women werkersoften 
occurred without the necessary extnin: tion .of the copuhi children 
those concerned, so that 5-10 out of a hundred sick .nd chlnrrd’ 
were transported clong. On the other hand, in those pK Ces"hgrent 
no volunteers were obtoincd, instead of using the .lewful enP-nx54" 
obligations coercive measures were used by the plice (Impr isonment 
penal expedition, ..nd similer net sure s.)

3) The Employment in businesses was not undertaken by consid
ering the occupation and previous training but according to the 
chance assignment of the individual to the respective transports 
or transient comps.

4) The Li dieting did not follow the policies v
which the other forecners ere overned, but just As-fSr c?yilin 
prisoners in cemps which were fenced in with barbed wire an We 
heavily guarded, from which no existWaS permittee.

5) The Treatment br the guards was on the -verte 
intelligence and cruel so that the Russian and Ukraini an
in enterprises with 
were exposed to the 
things.

foreign laborers of ( 
scornof the Poles one

orkers 
ities,

lng other

6)The food end core
conns for the Eastern Laborers bein

d and insufficient in the 
mployea in the industry
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endin the mines that the good average cap 
members dropped down shortly and many sick 
place.

ach
7) Paynant was carried out in the form. of a ruling in which 

the industrial worker would keep on the average 2 or 3 R 1 
week and the farm laborers erven less, so that the transfer 
to their hones became illusory, not to mention the fuct where had 
been no satisfactory procedure developed for this.

8) The postal service with their farilies wus not feasible 
for months because of the lack of a precautionary ruling., so that 
instead of factual reports, wild rumors arrived in thier countries, 
among other means by means of emigration.

9) The promises which had been made time and tine Sccin 
in the areas of enlistment stood in contradiction with those 
facts mentioned under 3-8.

Apart from the natural impairment of the frame .of .mind • and., 
capabilities which these measures, as well as conditions, DT-uont 
vrith them, the result wes that the Soviet propaganda took over 
the matter and eve lusted it carefully. Not only trie Ectual condit 
ticns and the letters which reached the country, inespit-- tne 
initial blockade, as well as the stories of fugitives ani such, 
but also the clumsy publicatic ns in the Germen press at the e8s. 
rulings relative to the nstter cove them enouch tO mcnipulitt ai n. 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs Molotov in his note te .the enemy 
powers referred already in April 1942 to this, especially in 
para. Ill of this document in which among others it is Steted: • 

”The German administration i o treading under .its 
feet the long recognized laws and customs governing War, in that 
it has civen the orders to the troups to ttke into captivity .11 
male civilians and in many places even the women, : nd to uSe 
against them those measures which the Hitlerites h: ve introduced 
towards prisoners of war. This does not only mean slave.1-o.r— 
for the captured peaceful inhabitants but in most ce ses it also 
means inescaptble starvation or letth thr .ugh sickness, corporal 
punishmants, end organized mess murders.”

”The deportation of peaceful inabituntS to the rear,
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urmy, begins 
direct rul-

. are e spec-
which has been widely prectice by the German-! ascist 
to take on a mass character. It is carried out under 
ines of the German High 6onmend (OK.i) and itS effecte, t of the 
idily cruel in the immediate rear arees during Gretrest and with 
German army. In a series of do cunents, .vhichhaveshrenttve to the 
the staffs of destroyed German uni S,,thre i8 Dec. 1942 which 
order of the High-Command under Nir 297 4/41°f.°.n Stcuria 
directs that all grown men ore to be deported, ro the order to the 
o-uleted points into prisoner of WEI camps Erom 1 -15 nAe,P92H Infontry Re, inent of the 6th Division of 2 Dec., 1941 .und 
thelhendingvAbcut the deportation a
can be decuced that for the period-frefi the 4 to.thet:n of 7 vil- 
capture-und .forceful for whichleges to the German rear areas 
worked out pion was proposed.
the n"Sowerittsrniiukyerronsthsirztanilis ar qotharsoveracsepu 
rated from thier children. Only the smallest number C itheshe. 
deported neoplc have been cblo to return to their ho il.j* These returnees report terricledersdstisns,hocviest-foreedn—

—---------------------------------------------- ' ’ • -.nts because

i

labor, abundant de 
and to rturm, and

n; mi
f all th

f star 
e weak

tion 5

woundcd, ■ nd sick.”
Further, there 

newspapers as well 
ers which might hav

are een today ann a: 
us rdio ebout the t" nt

power to resist in the Red Further there is mentioned
the text of a letter which 
a Russian girl and which W

arrived in ORDSHO.IIIDSEG D from

the police administration of 
army under the heading of "A . 
in connection with it an effe 
the "Fascist Forced Laborers” 

”Do you know”-, it goes

the Nort

D

in a "iroc-aU--- 
Western Front of the Red 
rl in Cologne", attaching 
aganda viewpoint about

"that every one o1 us "-lI e 
Selesnewa! Do:.

Germany.
t the end of the proclemstion 

Germany will meet the stme
+h, the Garman nonster

will make each and every orof you, wim has remained "‘li. 
slave on your own soil or drag you to eternal ^-rch-^l^^i. in 
Germany! Dear brothers and sisters... Gu to the partisan. 4 
tachments! Injure the German occupants at every step. hit t no 
Hitler thieves everyvhere and continucusly • -he Russ-an S-- 
ehrll become their graves!"

The effects of this large scale documentary proven radio- 
press-una leaflet propaganda, operating even into Germen - 
ministered territories, must be considered cS.one -f.the.-uin 
reasons for this year’s stiffening of the Soviet .resistance 
as well as the threatening increase of guerilla bands up 5° he
borders of the General Government. .

In the meantime, after a betterment of
the E-.stern L;b..rcrs had been insisted upon not,on-Lp-otdU.iea 
main off ice for politics in the Keichs ministry for the ccP-ed 
Eastern Territories, which hasbeen able,to findsupportin the 
repeated requests by the High Command of the Arned Eorpes but

- V, +Ig" -tnn charged with the responsibility for ll
ployment as well as the Department of Labor P--y--n- 

German Labor Lcvement, which hus the suporvisi n 0. the 
Laborers—those previously existin; 1Cc 1 snd P--1CkK.

rulings have beenmiticeted na ne.- ".0.1. ,
comps in the Reich have, on the whole, “ e n imp°e ’t-bl°s .e these fixed wrages, wnich hrve veen deterlilned DY the t-D-eS oi 
reSonpensation in’n ruling of the C unoil of Ministers, upon 
which deductions were ncde upto 75/0, huve buen re placed.by

f an East-

in the

new tariffs. The
accordine 
ern Lab oi

tc and the t 
v the own

cs were 
of the

n

of Ministers for the Delens 
many nenths of negotistions 
Econoric Lank in RCJNO, a s

f the Reich of 30/°/42• 
with tho cooperation of t 

lory transfer, in the f- rr

ling of Council 
after
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saving stamp 
Reichs Chief 
been dropped 
tire, in exc

pro Cedure

ptional cases
uards, of

their own s 
special del

to wh.
as the prisoners of wur

regulated. Thus, the ruling of the 
/2742 prescribing barbed wire has

roups wre permitted to go out 
it has even been permitted under

The food supply was adjusted by a 
of the Reichs Food minister dated 
re the "Soviet Civilian Laborer”, as well 
received g uniform ration* This was still

net enough compared to the normal amount of foodcizento tvse 
employed in the industry and in the mines, besides. it.W8S. St 1-_ 
much less, and worse than that for the Poles,, but it Wasanim,

' cnt however, compared to former conditions, rurthemine- {e "postal communication h s been adjusted for those Eastern 
who come from the civilian a dr mistered as well as those 

from the regions directly to the rear of the urmy,- 
theortically,-. On account of the burden placed on 

the censorship office for foreign countries the ich Coriand 
of the Armed Forces has recently asked again for a reduction --

who

this measure.
, In spite of the impro 

which in many cases can be 
tion of the Deputy General 
ation of the Eastern Labor 
still be considered unsati 
to the differences in the

nts mentioned as well as other
traced

bor Enp. cMent ., 
pling date: 1 Oct 
ry. namely, not o

sonal interven- 
the total situ- 
cb er 1942) must

und in the
States and enterprises. On tae av 
407 of the lodgings for Eastern la

workers and 
different 
still about

requirements even if all the 
Among those are a frightenin 
are such as to destroy the s 

■ relationship and the corresp

ers which would not meet the 
restrictions were considered.

the marking OST (Ec 
is being felt as de 
ances and prob] ems_ 
now. Only the full

number of cunps whose conditions 
cess of the attempt of improving 
ding radiating uplift of the morale 
. Not tven-to mention the fact that 
tification ordered by the police, 
re remains such a quantity of . ;riev-

that it would be impossible to relate th

f German
Parentae n lab

Several obsorvetio 
office to inspect camps 
them, show that persons 
against regulstions, - a 
recognized people of Ge

mission from the central
11

gung", they are, 
ren names, as Mr 
Lerlin. It is t

however persons of
Tiddelhauve could

IlUCit- VV—-— ------ $ -iii — 
ers. Even if they are not 
according to the RKFesti - 
rman descent and with Gore 
tublish in,a curip noar 
branch offices of the sub

ified help WLlo could
n Foreign countries had enough qual 
te these persons capable of becomin

Germans

trans from

-Cin,
2) Enlist ing and Employing as Eastern Lauorers 

theCrimes. _ •
To increase the fighting num 

would be ind i spenseble to_return al 
employed in the Reich as Eastern La

the

hores before
the conin'

turn is

f winter; a Sinils 
sides climatical r 
ntnsify the wine

-F - ■ 
ons

N ft

by xperienced help and at the s +
bulgarian planters and

al with other Tartun P

Crimea 
invasionprevent the 

J To prepare 
oblens a com 
by the. "ZO".turn 1s well as t 

namely a Crimean 
meantime, difficulties huve arisen because el the.uii~ct - •ne 
furloughinj <f Tartan Eastern Laborers for participation in the 
Mchermedan festival during the 4th and 5/10/42 as well S tne 
procurement of the rsat and nillet supply needed for this occasion, 
he authority in these nnd siriler matters will have to be voiced, 
at the time of their return, by those Mhite Ruthunjan Turth-s Who

bsen installed in the
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have been selected for resettlement 
3) Enlisting and. Employin,; a S st^rn L:.borers of Ukrainii-ns

ronprrrngignrinspectien of the canps for munition workers at ehirrtcitov) into which the Centrei.offics.vsssindunadthat
because an escape vhich becune kncun to - en, t.' 1942
the Eastern Laborers employed tlefanggtonprtcroruth huiings 

ted 30/6/42, under the cctegorY., 
but will huve to be termed, because of the 

' Iransnistrian" was placed in the FS-- 
abers 01 the

in Odessa. They do not comc, 
of the Council of Ministers d
of Eastern Laborers
fact that the State of
of 1941 under Ru ahian sovereignty, 
in-nom of Rurenian To C]sril Y, this
ticns have been made with the GB 
as the Feldzeu zinspektion of the 
the High-C orrand of the Army.

4) Er---loymcnt of Skilled

int for all timS, ne6-i 
he Foreign Office as well 
for General Affairs in

nborers in Oceupa
so their skills'"■S’until rJovntly petitions hsve continually cone to the 
publishers of carp newspapers to the Reichs
Cccupiea Eastern territories

nistry for the 
rkers Front and in

reign nationals in the Rcicherror A lt0n 1h,risgastxsn the ra in- ooeuoat1 -ng" 0 —- ■ 
ror, sgiis‘0. inferior to their skill’, ’“it..out the transfur 
theirS - Aieh " to -orovld by the central office ns well 
is'by other offices, having led to success--zccptinraretzses• 
Guleiter Sauckel, who has repeately disc1Se), tuc
"inner arrengenent" of the cccupetionulenplyuantweuadarut 
next point on the prograr, does not seen to bcin+ore. 0 -due1_ v ich doctors, engincers, tuachersa du- 

nioyod as unskilled workers, 
industrial workers. In any

the real conditions in
ified skilled laborers and such
mechanics 
case, one ssociuteS, the .GauamtS 
received the information about this which WIS 
THILLL, in accordance with instructions of th- 
unusual interest.

iven hi.
tit-l

f fanilyThe. repeated. separation -l -cu-> -------
the Reichees Eastern Laborers and Eastern wonen. w°rKers -a. -- 
ccunles parents . brothers and sisters, and children) Ses-S 
utterly contrary to the usual customs c'vernin othur ven : 1ay"er 
of foreigners. The bringing together of those relttiVeS ! bav b^S mistakenly separated durin the transport is princi-n_ 

nejiy desired just as much as isithetemploymentb f-ui-- —-l. 
Bers'inthe sare locdtion. It levs however in practiqe enoqpnter 
some difficulties. In order to make posoiblo 6t lesttht pruns 
for of information from both parties , the Reichs “ inistry f-r 
the occupied Eastern territories in August 1942, in cenjuncti on 
with the Reich Main office and Reinh Security Service has inf or- 
the limited publication of encoded advertisements seeking inior 
ration. Besides this an gr-enent has been r 
1942 between the Central Office and the G- rr n Red Cross in accor-
dance with which thi
ti on between thcso 
keeping the place

6) Dior-.

stern Laborers
of employm
;ardin the

nt secret
ated in th 
vever .

colmniunics- 
eich.

Notionality in Enployr4--.nt .nd Willet-
in

The plan of th rr Re ichsmar shall t: special "Enter-
prises for the Russiens" cculd not bi. 
account of reasons of wartime •cc non, 
employment by the numbers of Eastern 
to" their racial backgroundCi aid not

The 
tion

demands for a joint

to any great degree. -n.-ddltlgn t 
usual variegated ccnpc sitic n of.th 
gront realms of the Reichs ConmiSS 
basically, a regrouping according 
possible after completion of an ex

be c: rriod out 
the reasons of

in practice 
business, the

e $Fhemev8s coming fron the 
criate Ukraine opposed it. 
to racial manbersnip nicht ve 

ination of this rembership
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which would have to be made in conjunction with the issuance of employment 
permits for Eastern Laborers, especially when a group of foremen has Den_-- 
found among the Eastern Laborers based on partial pre-training. inderenden tly 
of the solution to this question, the commissions from the Central Office Wil 
be striving to effect a rough sifting of the camps according to racial 
membership, and to house them accordingly in special barracks:. The supply 
ing of experienced interpreters for this job and than systematic instruction 
has been begun.

7) Distinctive, Mostly Insufficient Food R- -ions.

The inadequate food ration for Eastern Laborers is important not only 
in the matter of performance but also politically, since the majority o 
the help coming from the occupied Eastern territories were previously 
accustomed to better rations. After using up all the food supplies which 
had been brought along, a general lowering of the ability to work and of 
the morale was noticeable. Tne written request to the Herr Reichs Food- 
Minister on the matter, to examine the food quotas in respect to the fact 
that the Eastern Laborer was in a worse position in the matter of nourish
ment than the Poles, was answered by a telephone communication from tne 
respective Chief of Section, that to his knowledge the Russians were better 
off than the Poles. With this ignorance of the condition decisive measures 
could hardly be expected on the part of the Reichs Food Ministry. Never
theless Gauleiter Sauckel has declared, in Weimar as a part of his program, 
that the feeding of the German as well as the foreign laborer inside of 
Germany would be shortly adapted to the requirements in accordance with 
their performance - here he supported his program on an utterance of the 
Fuehrer - . In connection with this a conference took place in the Reichs 
Food Ministry on . 29/9/42 in which an improved food quota of the East
ern Laborer was decided upon. The decree which is being co-signed by the 
High Command of the Armed Forces and the GBA,( , upon which the "Special 
Delivery Letter" of the 17/1/42 will be nullified, provides for laborers 
of all types an additional 1750 grams of potatoes, for workers in heavy 
industry an additional 200 grams, and for the group, to be newly instituted, 
of "overtime" and "night" workers a weekly 2600 grams of bread, 300 of meat, 
and 150 of fat. Besides this, instead of the tasteless bread made of turn- 
ins the usual kind will be delivered in the future. Even though a complete 
equality of food rationing with the ocher foreigners should be apirec te, 
this new measure, whose enforcement is immnent, will counteract the in
testinal deseases and swelling c the stomach, as well as the sen ng. 01 
bread from relative? in the Ukraine, which can not be hindered on political 
grounds.

8) Partly insufficient, and Unjust Payii-nt oi rag<-s.

The wage adjustments for Eastern laborers and Eastern women workers 
must still be considered unsatisfactory even after the new wage scales, y 
the ruling of the Council of Ministers dated 30/6/42, as well as the lower 
evaluation of those agricultural workers who are quartered end fed free 
The determining factor in keeping the net salary down is the necessity even 
today of maintaining the natural lower social level as compared to the Ger
man laborer, and to protect the German produce market as well as - in he 
case of transfer accounts - the enterprises in the domain of the Reichs . 
Commissariate from an accumulation of surplus purchasing power.. The Centra. 
Office took the viewpoint, in the conferences concerned with this mat ter, 
that it is far better to keep the wage level. as such, doVi than later to 
lower a nominally higher net salary to about half by means .of tne forced 
savings plan, p.oposo by the Ecichs Finance Minister. The 
change of the hourly pey soole, as wel] as pay on convrccte and pay by means 
of premiums i, therefre chosoly onnccvod wjuh tho succoss of the voluntary 
stamp savings plan, w.ch was installed in Septomber 1.942. This on the othel 
hand will depend upon the fact that the saved m.ynv, Whiich has been sent 
to the respective home banks of the -olctirus n the fm of savinss books , 
a system which has fie2.-y noon inovoncod ty ihe Herr B 3 ---8 S“ -
the Ukraine - will at lsist be recocnoblo in ash to half of the amount 
shown, even if no interest is paid on it at the time. A change in

i.
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untsquestion of wuges, considering thatthis 
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prises would requisition the needed clothing for the merman workers 
and would offer those to the Lastern Laborers,-unfortunately n-. 
ever, deducting it from their Waces from time to time. The senuing 
of clothing, boats and shoes by the families of E-tern -Dor:.s 
by means of individual shipment can not be carried out without 
further directives on account of the necessity of dellusing tne 
arments at the border, wherefore a measure was proposed after 
previous no otiati ns of the Central office with the deputy ol 
the GeneralarbcitsfMhrcr IRR.F3Ch X at the GLA under the direction
of the Reichs Ministry for the occupied Eastern territories;

in accordance with this measure collective addresses will De sent 
to the occupied territories by the 
with the censorship office and spe
there. 1l
During the

suceess of this acti n nust remla
ction offices set up 
in in oubt at present.

s then ennounced that from

mat rial which 
would look ba

uniform work clothes will be nade of cellulose 
hovever, will not be of very cod qus ltiy.and 

■ after a short wear. Independently of this
creation of work clot 
a costuro or uniform, 
tasks to help with th

the Central Office I
naturally can not be considered

increased
rinimur the expected orale

and c of freezing.
lolInsufficient Supervision of the eastern Laborers

S
i

According to rulin5 Nr. 4 of the Deputy General for Labor 
of 7 May 1942, the supervision of those Eastern workers nd. . 
women workers employed in agriculture is delegated to the miichs 
Food Adninistration(Reichsnhrstan). Practical supervision in 
the rural areas by this state-regional and local autnoritieS of 
the Reichs Peasant Leader must be considered as illusory with 
respect to the lack of knowledge and to the insufficient 
knowledge of those people as well as to the fact.tlE.t the Seizin 
of Eastern Laborers in the midst of all the forsion workers in 
the rural areas is only possible to carry cut with difficulty. 
Tw inform at least the rural superintendent of the principles which 
govern the treatment of the Eastern laborers, the publication de- 
partrent of the Roichs Food Administration has, in accord with 
the Reichs Minister for occupied Eastern territories sent out 
guiding instructions for the present enlightenment cempsisn durino 
the Fall quarter. No objections can so far be made against a 
strict observance of these guiding instructions since, on account 
of the shortage of labor in the rural areas during the past 
months, a pampering of the Eastern workers and women workers 
was noticed, which was not only a threat towards the temporary 
transfer of 200,000 agricultural workers intc industry but .also 
in respoct to the damage of a lack of migration into other areas. 
T, intensify the supervision in the rural nterprises, a policy 
forming meeting. took place in August 1942 with the representatives 
of the Reichs Food Administration during which among other things 
the sending of interpreters by the Reichs ministry for the occu
pied Eastern Territory to the Reichs Peasant leader was taken into 
consideration. Since the Reichs Food Adi ini strati on was only 
willing to approve in the later part of September, the taking over 
of the payment of special supervision with a knowledge of the 
languagein spite of exemption from payment of contributions on 
the part of Eastern laborers, and since there is still at.the 
present time no clear settlement of the number and conditions for 
this it will be necessary to balance the lack of activity of 
the Reichs Food Administration with an appropriate initiative 
ration on the part of the Central Office of the Reichs ministry 
for the occupied Eastern territories.

11) Insufficient Recreation
In spite, of repeated efforts for a satisfactory and meaning

ful organization of the recreation period for the Eastern laborer 
the German Arbeitsfro nt has still not been able to create and 
carry out a satisfactory recreational procram. while the enterprises 
have organized excursions in groups because of necessity, the 
recreational program in the camps hevc sofar lacked a uniform 
outline. The shewing of moving pictures often runs into difficul
ties since the theaters, which have been created for ahis purpose, 
are only accosscble to German workers and the Eostern laborer
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could not enter because of the dsncer of c^n v vhich 
The daily radio. program in Russian ana Ukrsini n laneHhee W 
in the beginning was proposed by the Reichssinister.of Enlichten 
rent and Propaganda has still not been carried put.besause.o 
sev-ral reasons* The performance of several artists is niy. 
possible in exceptional cases anon the Justern races bccause.c 
Pr the existin' travel difficulties. What drawbacles anddifficul 
ties are connected with this can be shown in the circunstences. 
under which a Ukrainian group of artist, t re now stut innid, I 
in the Reich after an agrcement as r.ed- betueen Goulei t e r.Sauese 
and the Commissioner General of Kiew,are Perforin:, fter .this, 
group was barely sufficiently housed in an stern Labor C -AP nnar 
Halle for a period of two weeks, a meetin- finelly topk Plsciin.t 
the R/M in which it was decided uDon a SU666Sti-n oy -he —-£r 
ative of the Reicns ministry aid send three
organizational trustees, 
and Propaganda three pr.

Rcichs Ministry for Enlightennent 
da trustees, and the Keichs ministry

for the Occupied s sturn Territories three political trustees,
le. by the conbinod efforts 
possible to erploy the jr up 
Le separate eroups, in sever

f these trustees it
of artists, who

Te.S fi- 
lade up

States(Gaue), during 
netters, soon went t

. the nanajement 
member of the L

r_anizational

sent by the Central Office of the Ruichs inist4r rXc
Eastern territory. Until 30/9/42, on which day the Centra:" 11 - 
Lerlin s.nsored an afternoon reception for the 38 Ukrainian 
artists, the Reichs minister for Enlichtennnt and Propaganda had 
still not decided upen the arount -f wages, which hud 
because of the performances,still less who was to pay 
that a temporary solution by using on asent Who Weu-c Farry . . 
the bare essential down payment had to be f und• becuuse if.tni . 
lack of clarity, the wish cf the Deputy General far Me rbeitseins tz 
retain the group in the Reich durin the winter Ltonths o.n not ce

ccrued

at

in

supported.
12)Return under Unworth

vno
The carelessness during the enlistment an reception .of. . 

millions of Eastern laborers and women laborers has resulted in 
the fact that,-acco rding to a careful estimate,-about five Per. 
cent of the persons transported into the Reich have prove not to 
be capable of wrork. That means nothing less than that A2ut 
80 to 100,000 returnees will streem int tm occuzied —stzrn 
territories in the coming days. The dangers included in this 
returning process can be seen in the fact, that this deals Nit 

mothers-to-be, as well as such persons whom the
8 to reluct and who bec use of tict are nl-t D-lusick, cripple 

enterprises a 
taken care of 
to be anti-Ge

The mood of these returnees is temporarily forced
and nothing has b of reported

ns in the Rcichs Labor ministry tc reconcile the returnees 
ing thewith at least a few favorsble impressions of Germany .

letter part of September 1942, a collecting cump in -erlin--inKent 
felde, which w: s quartered with Eastern laborers wh: Wer- destined 
for r’turn, was inspected upon the instiguti n of the.Central 
Office by a commission c nsisting of different uuth oritie s, at 
which time revolting conditions wuru met. Mnon6 other onins.G
shot was fired by the guard at an Easturn luo Ter who W-- curing 
for his natural needs without the President of the.States Employ
ment Office who was present making my protest against it. n-- 
of the camp immstes gave an impression of nslect• Since the 
returning of these 1600 persons as well as a further 4400 re- 
turnees from other camps, could not be reconciled politically with 
respect to the danger of'contaminating their native districts 
with reports of horror, and since the postponement of a necessary
re-quartering of the CLi 
(in the j man time) the chief

ing comps Cjul no 1 
f the brunch cfficos
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-ice- Vice- couns cl in retirement Miller - Dr. of Law Boywidt and lirs.
iller were sent at the same time to Brest-Litowsk, to stop the transport 

least at this point and to carry out according to the situation a
unrentining of the people or, belatedly to take care of them. How necessar 
is interference was is shovm by the fact that this train with returning

a' orers had stopped at the same place where a train with newly recruited 
astern laborers had stopped. Because of the corpses in the trainload 
f returning laborers, a catastrophe might have been precipitated had it 
0t been for the mediation of lrs. hiller. In this train women cave birth 

bo babies who vrere thrown out of the windows during the journey, people 
having tuberculosis and veneral diseases rode in the same car, cying people 
l y in freight cares without straw, and one of the dead vas thrown on the 
railway enibankment. The sam. must have occurred in other returning 
transports. To end these terrible conditions, it is intended to create 
special transient camps in the Reich area for returning workers vhere those
no contracted diseases in the Reich will be separated from the chronically 
ick. They will be sent to an organization caring for the sick. Those 
inlly chosen to return would receive medical and psychological treatment

Lor at lenst a week. The chief of the Reich health program an. his chief 
f liaison with the GBA, resp., have approved this central office plan 
f giving’aid to returning vrokrers, which aid should also be extended 
uring transport. The directorate of the German red cross wants to share 
i the execution of this plan by making available trained personnel, among 
..her thinps. The first of these transient camps for returnees could be

-steblished at Bad Frankenhausen in Thuringin. vhere, nccording to the 
utement of the local mayor, suitable area is available.

To solve these and numerous other problems, as wrell as the removal 
the described difficulties and abuses, two things are advised.

I Consultation of the Reich minister vdth the Fuehrer with the purpose 
eskinc him for personal energetic intervention; this conference will have 

- include nmong others the followin'- requests as laid down in the note 
L l f 5 of 6/7/42:

1) Treatment by the police The Fuehrer should beseech the Rcichs 
-•'.dor of the 38 in a personal consultation, to repcnl the General Ro- 
ilctions of 20/2/42 including the supplementary Decree of 9/4/42. that 

s Section A of the General ^c/ualtions.
Laborers from the former Soviet Russian territory and to replace them 

a among other things tith new rogul: tions which are to be voted upon in 
- n junction vdth the GBA (2) and the Rcichs Ministry for the occupied East- 
an territory.

2) (Direction of n conic) The Fuehrer should direct tho Chancellor 
the party as well as the Reich propaganda office of NSDIP to adjust 

uitable urgent measures in agreement with the Reich linistry M.G.A.B. 
nd respectively with the J.O. to enlighten those party members vho are 
ndling the supervision of the relations between Germans and foreigners 

bout the scope of the employment of the Eastern laborcrs and furthermore 
inform the entire Gorman population of the political mission vhich 

istory has bestowed upon them by the taking in of millions of former Soviet 
: Ltizons.

3) (The competences of the R.U.GdBo) The Fuehrer should inform the 
reme authorities of the Reich, if possible through the Reich Minister 

L the chief of the Rcichs chanc.llory that not only those measures of 
cirs, which concern themselves vdth occupied Eastern territ orics but 

iso those that affect the lnbr from these territories employed in the 
cich may only be decided in cvery action vdth the Reich ministries for 
10 occupied Eastern territories.

II Further expansion of the Central Office for member

H1225-0102
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Condt :

Races, so that an extended arm ot theRom-Gdbooonuphea Eastern 
qepritontet UrikiM genPqORdRLSpergLgcts instructed intet 
alts . The following would be essentin) for,t "ointment od a specie 

(1) Commitment_ofa,special-Cormmisionero.Thea“PPth spediricauthorit: 
commisioner for the fteich ministerigs central office, should serve 

the 1

a personal contact with Gauleitorsaucksdn. commisions which serve .

aFrrgcsranasenosebtrugtsssorsehe au whonzoFkudann. nonourary
capacity, the chief of the commissions .nedu a uniform.

(3) . Heinrorcing thesuctiong. The four sectionsuofatheupentrsion 
(Mdttrsor organization legal andinformatimnssrtly HIM by at 
aid and psychological trainingnoed.to, th'- Asnimrehe of problems least six representatives. On occountnoL shionssremaii 1 otherwise unse 
brought to the Central Office urseu- 11. : n I;, of the twelve . 
Ive d and hundreds of transactions unse ed.in work, as well. Of wha 
hour day and sometimes sev eral hour .0 it that a polictical use is 
far reaching importance it is to set to i tntlsborers in th Reich 
made of the stay of several milkion Easter 17:7>7OOO is slower as 
on 8/9/42 their mimbors alrendy emouot-"tn present condition og

German censorus figures in spite of al icornrontea by increas 
and re Germanize people who are unforrunetply wnnn moasured gainst 
war casulties the future of.the. orm.n.Pr eth other is charectoris 
the breadth of age levels placsd. on.toPaoi.te from the biologically 
by a population pyramid whose nutlinosrdsithe prosent curve.or the 
normal picture of a el12 41, ns.sohP curves of the Eastern peoples 
future professionals with the Si 11 01,11/ during the decisive
it will be frighteninc ipp-renterhot GSPman people of the Harz areas 

normal udministrative deV 
'the willingnes and cooperation of membe 

herewith an unavoidable necessity, where- 
■ an army of millions of eastern laborers.

the viewpoint of over coming the 
used to create a reliable 
after its return home will 

, German fate in the

the

eemoor

fter this werdecades — ------ . ..
in the East which will be required jor 
lopment will not be on hand 
of the Eastern peoples is 
fore the yaars of commit ing 
in the heich are not only Seen iron 
orobLems concerned but actively must b 

grmy, propoganda army which 
day will be just as decisive for the

last which

propoganda 
perhaps one 
East as the victory of our weapons.

signed.
Dr Gutkelch.

GERTIEACTE OF TRSNSLATION 
OF DOCUMLNT 084-PS

24 October 1945

EVANS SKIDMOREI, WILLARD_____________ _ _
thoroughly conversant with me 
correct and true translation o

:g) 291500 , hereby certify that I.an
"Gerren “nd "English that the above is 
B Document 004-PS.

WILLRD EViNS SKIDMOR 
LT (jg) USNR 
291590.
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NTION..L SOCL.LIST GERLIN VORKERS PRTY

Tho Deputy of the Fuehrer 
Chief of Stuff

Chancellory Roscnb.rg 
Receipt Nr 715. 14 Mar 40

Munich 33
Brovwn House
at present Berlin w8
March 8, 1940
Vilholnstr. 64
III-Dr K1/Gf

Porsonal
To Mr.
Rcichslcitor Rosenberg
Berlin V 35
Margarctonstr. 17

Concerns: Confessional writing

letter of
In the enclosure I Im sending you a carbon copy of ny 
today to Rcichslcitor A/NN for recognition.

signed: M BRLNN
Enclosure

the Deputy of the Fuehrer 
Chief of staff

national SOCLLIST GERLN WORKERS Party

to Mr.
Rcichslcitor Anann
Munich
Thicrschstr. 11

Munich 33
Brovn House
at present Bcrlinv8
March 8,1940 
wilholnstr. 64 
Ill-Dr K1/Gf

Personal

Co ncerns: Confess i on 1]. ur i t ing.
I ol referring to the discussion of ny expert, party 

ncnbor Dr. KLOPFER, with party nmbor Dr. RIENHIRDT, and inforn 
you once noro of the fact that according to a report I have rce 
ccivcd, only 10% of the over 3000 protestant periodicals in Gcr= 
nany, such as sunday papers etc. have ceased publication for 
reason of paper saving. Party mcnbor Dr. RIENHIRDT has already 
infomed ny export that at present the distribution of any paper 
whatsoever for such periodicals was barred.

I urge you to see to it in any redistribution of paper 
to be considered later that the confessional writing, which ac = 
cording to experiences so far gathered possesses very doubtful 
value for strengthening the povor of resistance of the people 
toward the external foe, receives still sharper restrictions in 
favor of literature, politically and ideologically noro valuable.

Without doubt the draft of an order "for fulfillront of 
the organizational duty by the production of writings”, presents 
cd upon your roqucst, will be a suitable ncins for this purpose.

signed: M BORMaNN
CERTIFICATE OF TR.NSLTEON 

OF EXCERPT. EROT 089-PS. ___
I, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt Inf 01335567, hereby certify that I 
on thoroughly conversant with the English and Ceman languages; 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of the in= 
dicated excerpt fror Document No. 089-PS.

FRED NIEBERGLL 2nd Lt Inf 0-1335567
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NATIONAL SOCIALIST GERMAN LABOR PARTY
Munich, 33,
Bromn house
at prosent Berlin, 22 Feb 40

Deputy of the Fuehrer 
Staff Leader
Mr. Reich leader Alfred Ro senb or Chancellory Rosonborg

Borlin 5
Margareton Str, 17

rec.No. 555 
copy AR 
and Urban St

24 Fob 40

Subject: Directions for the administration of classosin roliaion

Dear party momber Rosonborg:

Tho deputy of the Fuehrer has heard from different sources,
that Reich Bishop Mueller tells ovoryuhore, that he received a 
commission from you to work out directions for forulating the 
teaching of roliqion for the schools.

I have not been able to examine the sttom mts of Reich
Bishop Mueller as to their correctness. The question, having con 6 
up for discussion ngin by the statonents of Reich Bishop Mueller, 
is however in my mind of such fundamental importance for the future 
ideological position of the party, that I find it necessary, alrea
dy nov to point out to you tho serious objections I have in regard 
to silch a commission.

The ministry for education of the Reich has repeatedly
indicated its desire in the course of the past few years for now 
directions for f ormulat ing tho tonchin of religion , which would 
also bo acceptable to the NSDAP.

!ith your ngroomont, this request has repeatedly boon re
fused by the Fuehrer's deputy. Just as your ministry did, so the 
deputy of the Fuehrer took the position based on the assumption, 
that it could not be tho task of the party to givo directions for 
the instruction of the teachings of Christian religions.

Christianitv and National Socialism are phenomena which
originated from entirely different basic causes. Both differ fun
damentally so strongly, that it will not be possible to construct 
a Christian teaching vhich would be completely compatible with 
tho point of view of the national socialist ideology; just as the 
communities of Christian faith vould never be able to stand by the 
idoolony of national socialism in its entirety. The issuing of na
tional socialist directions for the teaching of religious classes 
would however be based on a synthesis of national socialism and 
Christianity which I find impossible.

Tf the directions should really be permeated by the spirit
of national socialism, some very fundamental articles of faith of 
the Christian teachings could not be recognized. I am referring 
here only to the position of the Christian churches to the race 

question,’to the question of hindrance or destruction of life not 
valuable, its position to narrigo, which speaks for the celibacy 
of priests and tho toleration and furtherance of orders for monks 
and nuns , the teaching, contradictory to Goman fooling, of the 
immaculate conception of nary, etc.
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No mnttor how those direction nay be fomnulatoC, in no case 
wrill thoy over simultanoously find the approval of the church and 
the party.

Tn addition to this, the religions thonsolVos cannot Agrco 
on the contents of the Christian teachings; is far as the Pro- 
t ostantsthoms olvos are concerned , there ro not only the follo- 

vrors of the confessional church in the Reich and'the Ceman 
Christians, but also the adherents of a teaching, which is ondon- 
voring to create a new Lutheran Christendom of a particular kind 
aprroximtoly in the'shape which seems desirable to the Reich 
Minister of churches, party mombor Terri. The porty thus would 
have to decide first which of those directions of faith it would 
qivo preference, or if it should even decide for a fourth. I do 
not think it entirely inpossiblo that the Reich Bishop nay take 
this latter road, since according to his last publication he hin- 
self has already turned sharply my fror conceptions which up 
to now have boon part of the faith of the Ceman Christians,

But if directions for the instruction of. roligin should 
over be worked out, it will not be onough, to ny mind, to make 
then for Protestants only; respective directions should also be 
worked out for Catholics. To work out directions for instructions’ 
of Catholic faith, the Reich Bishop is hardly the suitable person, 
and one'would probably have to choose a Catholic. Of course the' 
directions for both faiths vrould differ in fundanontal questions, 
each, however would lay clnin to the fact that it really con
tained the truly a thontic intorprottion of article 24 of the 
part” progran.

By issuing directions nothing -would therefore be inprovod 
in the present situation in the field of the churches. The fizht 
between the faiths would be carried on in the old form and spread 
into the lines of the party,'Yes, all faiths and Christian groups 
would attack state and party, because thcy had nssunod to encroach 
up on their ovm territory, that of teaching the Christian faith 
and to try to reform it.

The churches cannot be conquered by a compromiso between 
national socialism and Christian teachings, but only through a 
now ideology, whose comin you yourself have announced in your 
writings. Because of this conviction we have almys boon careful, 
not to exert a rofoming influence on the Christian dogma in any 
shape nor to exert anyinfleoneo on the church directives for 
religion teachings. Tn couplet a mutual agreement tro have rejected 
the intention of tho Reich Ministor for churches who, against the 
objection of the party, almys tried nouto ronou tho church life 
in the frame of national socialist spirit, in searching for a 
compromise botwoon Christian teachings and the ideology of natio
nal socialism.

Should ,'however, anyone personality emanating from the life 
of the church, be chargod no. to work out directions for the teach
ing of the Christian religion, the party -would thereby basically 
approve and accept for itself tho position of the Reich Minister 
for the churches previously opposed by itas there is no basic 
difference between a position which wants to reform and reorganize 
the church life in its entirety, and one which aims at this goal 
solely in the realm of the education of youth.
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So far we have a1Uys boon in accord , that by taking such 
n step the party would leave the soil on which it is firnly plan
ted and would step on the swaying ground of the controversial 
Christian doctrines. It would enter into the domnin of the inter
pretation of the teachings of Josus, and there would doubtless be 
subordinate to those who for centuries have done nothin? but inter
pret and rewrite the words and deeds of Josus of Nazareth as writ
ten in the old books about the actual wording of which the scien
tists icht even today. When in later decades nd centuries the 
Ceman people’s soul liboratod by national socialism should once 
a^am be choked and crippled by Christian doctrines, it cold be 
possible that it may have been caused by today’s attempt to effect 
a synthesis between national socialism and Christianity.

On the other hand , of course I an also of the opinion that 
it is not possible to eliminate the religious instruction in 
schools without replacing it with something better for the moral 
education of youth.

Religious instruction as givon in schools today does not • 
only comprise the instruction in the Christian doctrines of faith, 
the tonchines of the creation of the world and of the life there
after; besides, the children receive also instructions in the tom 
connndnonts , which for most comrades of the nooplo to this day 
still are the only directives for their moral behavior and for an 
orderly collective life in the people’s cormunity, if this in
struction is taken from the children without roplacine it with 
somethin? better, the objection can be made - in my estimation not 
without reason , that, as many contend, the present degradation 
of youth is in part caused by the lack of religious instruction 
in schools.

What, in my opinion, is therefore nocossary is the prepara
tion of a short directive about a national socilist lir c foruln- 
tion. Wo need for the work of education in the party, especially 
also in the Hitler Youth a short resume in which the ethical prin
ciples are documented , to respect thich each orman boy and qirl 
who at one time will be representatives of the national socialistic 
Jornany , must be educated. In such a directive for instance belongs 
tie LV of bravery, the law ninst comrdoss, the commandment of 
love for the soulfull nature in which hod makes hinsolr apparent 
also in the animal and the plant, a commandment to keep the blood 
pure; many principles also bolon? hero vhich are for instancc also 
contained in the docloquc of the Old Testament, as far as thoy can 
be regarded as morn principles of all people’s life.

The publication of such a directive can and must only come 
out of our national socialist conduct of life. Its condnonts of 
customs need to be explained by reference to any doctrines of faith 
about the creation of life and about life of the soul after death.

They can and must originate beyond any confessional dis
cussions .

I take'the publication of such a directive to be of ut
most inportanco, because the "orman boys and girls must once be 
told what they can and must do, and what is forbidden for them to 
do. I don’t even think it necessary to introduce this directive 
inrod lately into the schools as a text; it would be sufficient if 
for the tinoboins it 'would be introducod into the party and its

-3-
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affiliations. Ltor it could also be t ikon over by tho schools just 
as the little Catochism also is not created by tho school boards, 
but first touqht bv the Church and later taken over by the schools.*

As far as the religious instructions in the schools is con
cerned, I do not think that anything has to bo changed in tho pre
sent situation. TTo fault can be found with any national socialist 
toachor, who after the unnistakonly clear instructions of the Fueh
rer’s deputy, is ready to givo school instructions in the Christian 
religion. For tho contents of this instruction, however, the diroc- 
tivos should still bo binding which have in former years been undo 
by the churches thons elves. In the circular of the Fuehrer’s deputy 
No. 3/39 of 4 Jan 1939 it is stated explicitly that the teachers 
chargod with religious instruction are not to choose fron the nato- 
rial on biblical history at their own discretion, but have the obli- 
nation to teach the entire biblical instruct ion notorial. interpre
tations, explanations and separations in tho sense of several 
ttonpts of particular church directions have to be onittod. The 

pupils nust bo givon tho entire picture of the biblical instruction 
material.

-Jovovor, the teachers have the right to present this ntorial 
as property of biblical thought and not as that of "ormany or natio
nal ocilisn, if thus in sone cases corprison will be drawn, 
this, according to the circular, corresponds only to the duties 
of the educator. Against such instruction of religion the churches 
cannot have any object ions, 

/hon,sonotino later, the proposed directive for a new’ ormn 
conduct of life first to be used in the oducntinl work of the 
party, will have founded entry into the schools, it shall in no 
way supplant classes in religion. It nay perhaps be used as a foun- 
dtin for sone classes in orn and nust have vlidy for all pu
pils, without cons idoration of their religious affiliations.Against 
such educational prododuro the churches could not object, either 
because it would really be a natter of additional education, vh'mh 
would take place next to the religious instruction and without any 
connection with it. On the contrary, the churches would have reason 
to be thankful to the state because it is not' satisfied with the ro- 
ligious instruction according to the vory insufficient norldu- 
cation based on the ten co1 unndmonts , but that it is ivine youth 
an additional Education, vhich nakos nuch higher donnnds on its 
moral conduct.

Parallel to that the desire of the parents for the instruction 
in the doctrines of faith nay thus well o on. The stronger and 
oro fertile our Bositiv.o educational work in the schools trill be 
fornulntod, howovor the noro certain it is that instruction of

r olinions will be loosi .g in inportanco.

If the youth which is now 
laws will later have to decide 
children brought up in the far 
decision ’./ill in nost cases be

boing educated ccording to our morL 
if it is still willing to havo its 
inferior Christian doctrines, the 
nogat ive.

I would think that today, seven years after taking over the 
povor, it should be possible to set up principles for a national 
socialist conduct of life. They have lone; been apparent to the 
people fro11 tho numerous early fightors for the national socialist 
id on .

-4-
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continued

As long as Wo do not mastor this task, howovor, it will 1- 
mys bo pointed out from various sides, nd rightly so, that 
children, not taking part in religious instruction, are no lon- 
gor taught even the nost sinplo noral laws which arc a standard 
for the conunal life of all nations.

The Fuehrer’s deputy finds it necessary thnt all those 
questions should be thoroughly discussed in the near future in 
the presence of the Reich leaders, who are especially effected 
by then. I would appreciate it vory nuch if you would let no kmow 
your position in this natter before the discussion.

Hell Hitler

/s/ D. Bornnnn

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF.DOC UMITT 09 8 -PS

I, GERARD SCILEFTR , 2nd Lt., 01332102, hereby certify that I an 
thoroughly conversant with the English and Goman languages; and 
that the above is a true and correct translation of Document 
Nr. 098-PS

GJRARD SCHAEFER 
2nd Lt.
01332102
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lntionlsoc1nlistGormenlorkcrsiPorty.
iunich 35, 
the Erovn House

The Deputy 1 the
St-ff Director

L.t ere sent, Berlin ! 8
17 Jnn, IS 40

’ I L ihcl ms trn sso 6 4
III - Dr. 11/Gf

Ro sonbo rC Chancollory 
Entry ho 137 - ?? 18 Jan 20

ioich Director nosinborg
-bhovm 189
-Copy ! ?

To
Keich Director Portj iic bor

HoSunboru
Perlin 55
1 or, are constr . 17

Honrly nil the districts report to me rogularly, thnt the * 
Churchos of both confessions Ar. Cministcring spiritunlly to mem
bers of the -rmod lcrcos. This ndministrng finds its expression 
-speCinlJy in the 1 ct tht soldiers rc boin sent religious pub- 
licnticns by tho spiritual leaders of the home congro tions . These 
public -tions oro in p rt v.ry cleverly composed. I havo repeated 
reports thr t th- publicetions nr. buing read by the troops and 
thereby OXorcisc a coronn influence on the morec.

I have in the D t sought by somding out the General Field 
—rehnll, tho Hich Con .nd of the rud Forccs and Party Licmbor 
Roich Director -men, to rusorict considerably the production and 
shipment of publications of this typo . The result of thoso efforts 
remnin unsatisfactory. --S Roich Director (R3ICISLSITL.) L.m nn has 
ropoctodly informed mo, the restriction of these pamphlets by means 
of the printins paper rntionin has not boon achieved because the 
paper usee. for tho product... on of thcso vri tings is being pure ha sad 
on, tho open m rkct. Publications can onl3 be conf iscotod by special 
police 110 euros because thoy are dosigncc to weaken the morale of 
•he troops, ouch police measures are really unsatisfactory and in 
their final execution very much disputed.

Lilowiso, the prior censorship of all writings by the High 
Command of the armo Porcos which takes plncc t tho distribution 
points of the ArmoC. Forces service bureau, is net sufficient in my 
opinion, to guarantee th t the soldiers ro not given an unde sired 
influonc. by the Churchos . 1 publication, the contents of vhich aro 
clearly tied to the Christian Cogn and vhich do not contain attack 
AJnins Party, citato or the .riic Forces, can not in general be re
fused permission by this examining commission.

If the influond ng of the soldiers by the Church is to be 
effectively combatted, this will only be accomplished, in my opinio 
by producing many good publications n the shortest time possible 
under the uuporvision of the Party. Those publications should be so 
composed that the soldiers will really prefer to rond them, and at 
tnc s .me timo, indoctrin.tc the © iciiors with - Mnticnn1 socialist
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World philosophy, not the Christian viewpoint.

Thus nt the Inst m- tn of the deputy G"ulc 16 - rs complnints 
wcre uttered on this mnsocr to the cff.ct that n concidcrablc 
quantity of such publicot.cns nru n- t nvniloblc . This is the roasor 
I boliovu, th't the publicnticn by your expert, Office Director 
(ToLIEr) Party lcmbcr Zioglcr, "toIdler Belief - Soicier Honor’ 
(SO DiTEIGLAUBI - SO D.TE1 LI) has had sc gront n selc in n short 
tir.iv .

I maintain thnt it is necessary that in oho nocr future we 
transmit to the forty >cTVICC (ff1ccs down to loci group directors 
(Onn>GUFEALIT) n list of additional public tic ns of this sort 
which should be sent to our soldiers by the locn1 groups (CsGRUP- 
PEl.), Party militory units (57U..2) or their adherents nnd friends 
in the field. I should not r.u rd it as nocussary or cvon good if 
the majority of thosc pubiicnticns should hevo n spiritual or philc 
sophicnl ch ractor. mother I should r.g rd it as much preferable if 
these public-'tions in their finished form were styled in ns v riod 
n manner ns possible, thus nnvin nn nppc 1 to all members of the 
Armed Forces, regardless f their ocountionnl or professional 
achievements, regardless of their interests .nd their background.

I should be very nppr.cintvc if you would devote your very 
spocinl attention to this t-sk, in thc ne-r future.. iy export, 
Pnrty lmbur Dr. KUFLR, is vil-bl to you for consultation about 
the material on hand hor. which is at your dis osal ,t any tinu upc 
your call.

As the procuction of these pulcnt ns ( hi ch at the moment 
are not in existence) will talc a certain amount of time, -nd As, 
on the other hand, I b.licv that the supplyin of the troops with 
good public-tions ought not to b. delayed a day, I shold be indeb
ted to you if you would trnsnit to me - list of the already oxi- 
sting publications which the deputy of thc Fuehrer con recommend 
to the Party bcrvico Cffic.s as suitable for dispatch to the -rmod 
Forces .

Hell ill tie ri

isigncc) i . BORINN

CdT.FIC..21 OF TiLTICl
CF D( CU..I.T I C . 101-PS

I, FuD liLBE-G-L, 2nd Lt., Inf., 1335567, hereby certify that 
I I1 thcrcucnly conversant uosnl.sh C. German languages; and 
thnt the above is . true onC correct translnt.on of the indicated 
CXC.rpt from Document io. 101-Pb.

FRED NI j E• .i G: .LI 
2nd Lt., Inf . 
01335067
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NATIOIAL SOCIALI T GLaN WCTCENS FAR-

Deputy of the Fuchrer 
Chief of staff (Rubber stamp) - 

receipt rosonbers

lunich, 17 April
Brovn House

Chancellory 2- Apr 39

h
1939

•i
2 f

To the
Officinl appointec
for the Supervision of spirit 
and philosophical Schoe-in~ — 
Cduction of the IiSDAP Attention of office dircctor 
KERKSIEK or his deputy in -h-

by the Fuehrer
III/16 -The 
3230/0/15
270 S

(ubber stamp) : 
SECRET

office .
(handwritten nc to : sub 
mitt cd to Pg Brodmann 
for comment - R)

Berlin W 35
argaretenstrasse 1‘ *

subject: Theological faculties.
I send you tho enclosed photostotis2.CnPX na tPaing ,rr 

sted by the Rcichs lumnister fpr vithuatoquost for your cog-
the combining of theological faculties " 
nizance and prompt action.

Heil Hitler’

enclosure
signed■ h. BORANN

SYNOPSIS OF DOCd-H'T

Letterhocd of
Roichs Innister of 
science, Education 
na Training

Berlin ;7 3, 6 April 1939

The plan which I expect tc put into 
ing of the winter somestor 1939/10 pro son s

operation at 
the folkwing

the begm- 
picturo .

In the East the following faculties
, Breunsborg (Catholic

will be maintained:
ocnigsberg (Evangelic), Braunshore.’cotnonc) ihsveunirondyordcrd
ho comintion of the Catholic faculty in TDoth rKcultics.
rill remain the only place in Austr-n vita

In Bavaraa fter closing the lunich facuntythoracuity nt 
nin the Catholic faculty nt urzbur ondothent but the Pive state 
rinngen.Thoncontinuptirnga.thcnshcun"bo roducod to throo. 1 a.sk 
0U°t0OsugGGSt the two to be closed.

T , + Cc removal of the Evan—
in the Southwest rogiqns I SnG6n8-nd of tho Catholic faculty 

olicnl faculty in Ioidolherg to.Tuorsid. An exchange between iurt- 
mupinson ^don^’o^ Camilo prodominancc In Baden and 
/angelic predominance in urttemn-r6-
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In ost Gormany a similar oxchange botwccn Bonn 
P roposod. but vhich shall bo dcsgnntca Catholic or 
difficult question. A C

nd lunstor is
, .. . ~ ------------- Evangolic is a
Cecision I should like to postpone a little

A similar question 
culty from Giessen to Marburg proposed transfer of the fa-

incc the closing
faculty nt Giessen this university las not many 
S01 oLErensfer is perhaps the solution but that 
this time because of the ncwIy ormens-ca T.c-31,4

of the forestry 
tudonts. The rovor- 
is not feasible at

Scionco. Professor FRICK vho s to" head this irstitut "Egg8n-HS. , gut.thot.his transfer From ro1iglous to phiicsophitutochasnporntmd, 
viewed AS a tendency against religion. I hnvc suggested « r. - 

dunltrensfer of activity and consider the final time of transfer 
to be the propitious moment for such a tr-nsfc. of th .-nens, focuityof.the University of Marburg to tha^cf thethnivvrnstyio. 
Bon: I nt il that time it will be best to maintain the faculty .t ottingon since its influence in the Anglican world is erdt‘

in the central German regions I proposc . +-Igg. p , 
faculty,totho University of Halle. The small faculty at thnaFepz16 

ould liac to maintain because of its German-Christian stand.

of
In north Gormen regions a combination of 
Kostock and Kiel at Kiel is planned. the Evangelic faculties

Finally I should like to conbin 
Grief swald in Greifswald the faculties of B

, , - A double purpose would be -chserca K.;weld's veok enrollment would be improved end the Berlin fruity wot>L 
in the new university city of Berlin. I am 
rouse the Berlin faculty but believe I can

not have to be included
sure this proposal will 
handle that problem.

To recapitulate 
theological faculti 
fer of the faculty 
lie focultios .

this plan would 
es at Innsbruck, 
of Graz to Vicnn

include the complete closing of 
nl zburg and Munich , the trans- 

a and the vanishing of four Cetho-

Closing of three Catholic the 
Schools and of four Evangelic 
muster 1939/40.

or Higher 
winter sc-

b) Closing of. ono further Catholic and of three furor Ly-n_ 8--1c facultios in the nocr future.

1 Asl your comments at your earliest opportuni 
give the Ministry of Churches this information I propose then

By direction:

ZSCHINTIZSCH

Authenticated
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CERTIFICATE OF TTANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 122-P5

I, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt. Inf., 013355S7, hereby certifity that 
I am thoroughly conversant vith the English and German languages; 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of the- indi
cated excerpt from Document ne. 122-PS.

Fi ED NIEBERGALL 
2nd. Lt. Inf. 
01335567
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Reichslinistry for the • Berlin 11 July 1944
Occupied East

C c r r e s p o n cl e n C e

To the
General Deputy for the Labor Erployrent 
Gauleiter S..UC.I

Berlin SW 11

I just learned that refugee cunps for the .hite Russians 
in Bialystok, Krcjewo and Olitai were closed for the recruitin 

for the var Einsatz Comrand mile. I cull your attention to the 
following:

1. That the war enploynent corxena (Krie,seinsatzke..undo) 
forrely stationed in Minsk rust continue un.r 'll circust: ces 
the callins in of youn3 white Ruthenian uno Russian a npover for 
military cnaploynent in the Reich. In addition, the com.and h" s 
the mission to trin3 youn; boys of 10-14 years of u c to the 
Reich.

2. It deals here vith a nilitury elploy.nt abprevec by the 
Fuehrer, the me. sures of which wrill be increased in 1 newly re
leased directive by the Fuehrer. Such tlilit ry rissions east f^re o 
all others.

3. Nothin changes these relative missions by the evac- 
nation of those provinces in which the rocruitin originally took 
place. The recruiting orc.er does not pertain to certain territories 
but to the people livin in these territories.

4. I must reject every responsibility for the consequences 
arising from the closing -f the Rcfugce Camp .nd am compelled 
upon further closing of carps, to ..qu si i. edistley a Fuehrer 
decision.

The same principle must prevail in the rocruitin of Air 
Corps helpers in Estonia and Luthuanic. I carefully point to 
this fact should similar situ: tic ns occur there.

For.

Signed Alfred il.Y.R
Copies to:

Gauleiter bureau
Chief roup leader Berber
Dr. Braeutigom
Chief bennfuehrer Niekel
Ministry director Beil.

CERTIFICATE OF TR..NSLTIOi!
OF DOCNMmIT AC. 199-PS

10 Novezber 1945

1, FR.D NIIbRG.LL, 2nd Lt, Inf, 0-1335567 hereby certify that 
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languucs; 
and that the above is a true and correct translation -f

Document No. 199-PS.

FRLD IIiBIRG.-LL 
2nd Lt, Inf H1225-0115
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Directions
for th handling of the Jewish question

1) In General
V5The competency of the Chief >f the Security 

Service, who is charged with the misson of solving t 
question, extends even to the occupied eastern provinces 
the. offices under the Security Police for the purpose or 
Jewish question in the occupied eastern provinces are qu 
present sphere of activity.

and Security 
pean Jewish 
ccordingly, 

ing the
for their

In the individual Reichs commisscriates, and within these, in 
the General commissariates, Jewry represents a portion of the population 
which is very varied in strength. For example, millions of Jews live in 
White Russia and in the Ukrainc who have lived here for generations1011 10-" 1" -C -Kraane wno nave lived here for generations. In 
the central province of the USSR however, the Jews have moved in for by 
far the greatest part, during Bolshevistic times. Those Russian’Jews who 
followed in the wake of the invading Red Army of 1939 and 1940 to East 
Poland, vest Ukraine, West White Russia, the Baltic lands, Bessarabia and 
Buchenland are one particular group. ‘

All measures for the Jewish question in the occupied eastern 
provinces must be met vith the point of view that the whole Jewish question 
will be solved in general for all of Europe after the war at the latest. 
They are therefore to be instituted as preparatory partial measures and 
must be in agreement with those decisions which mey otherwise be met in 
this field. This is especially true for the working of at least temporary 
reception possibilities for Jews out of the Reichs province.

An eventual act by the civilian population against the Jews is 
not to be prevented as long as this is compatible with the maintenance 
of order and security in the rear of the fighting troops. Nercly re- 
talitory measures, are to be allowed against the Jews who come into the 
provinces which were newly occupied kythe Red Army in the last few years 
However, strict measures are to be taken against street mobs and other 
evil elements for whom it concerns only plunder of Jewish stores and 
stealing Jewish property for their own personal gain.

2) Definition of the term "Jew"

. The peaceful settlement of the Jewish question requires the 
previous determining as to who is to be considered a Jew in the occupied 
Eastern provinces. In reference to the solving of tho European Jewish 
question and to the strong influence which Jewry had upon the remaining 
Russian population until the invasion of German troops, and which it still 
exercises at present, it appears necessary from a political, as well as from 
a popular point of view, for the purpose of avoiding a later regaining cf 
strength of the Jews, to grasp the term "Jew" in the most far-reaching sense.

Therefore, he is a Jew, who belongs- to the Jewish religion, or has 
been recognized as Jewish by other circumstances; he who has aper’nt who' 
is a Jew in accordance with the above sentence is also a Jew.

. E.3) Comprehension, mark of recognition, suspen^ci^of the rights of freedom 
and segregation. '— ------------- •-----

-1-
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The first main goal of the Germnn measures must be strict segre
gation of Jewry from the rest of the population. in the execution of this, 
first of all is the seizing of the Jewish populce • by the introduction of a 
registration order and similar appropriate measures. Sovict Jcvry has, 
constantly, attempted, since the Bolshevistic Revolution, to disguise itself 
in order to unobtrusively move into loadins positions, especially in the 
grain regions of the USSR. For this purpose many Jews have dropped their 
Jewish names and have taken Russian family names and Russian surnames. It is 
to be decreed, that the person who must register must report all changes of 
name by Jews durin his lifetime, or as far as he knows during the time of 
his forefathers, to his superior and to malcc them retrogressive. The saae 
goes for previous departure from the religious congreg: tion and acceptance 
of other faiths (other manifold). The erasure of the Jewish deception will 
be easier in the Reich commissariatc Eastland and Ukraine, where the larger 
part of the Jews have been living for generations than in the other Keichs 
commissariates. The Soviet archive material, insofar as it is prcscived, is 
to be brought to use for this.

Then immediately, the wcaring of the recognition sign consisting 
of a yellow Jewish star is to be brought about and all rights of freedom 
for Jcws are to be withdrawn. They are to be placed in Ghettos and at the 
same time are to be separated according to sexes. The presence of many 
more or less closed Jewish settlements in Vhite Ruthenia and in the Ukraine 
makes this mission easier. Loreover, places are to be chosen which make 
possible the full use of the Jewish manpover in case labor needs arc 
present. These Ghettos can be placed under the supervision of a Jewish 
self-government with Jewish officials. The guarding of the boundaries 
between the Ghettos and the outer world is, however, the duty of the police.

Also in the cases in which a Ghetto could not yet be established, 
care is to be taken through strict prohibitions and similar suitable 
measures that a further intermingling of blood of the Jews and the rest of 
the populace does not continue.

4) Removal of the Jewish influence in political, economical, cultural and 
social fields.

Relative with the measures to segregate the Jews physically 
from the rest of the pupulace, everything necessary is to be used in order 
to eliminate every influence of the Jcwry upon the Russian people. This 
is to happen immediately in political and cultural fields, whereas in all 
other cases consideration is to be taken that the common interests are not 
impaired. This is especially true for the economic missions which are 
important duo to the demands of the war and those which concern the 
national economy.

An entire reconversion of Jcwish professional life must be 
brought about insofar as it does not deal with manual laborers. The 
group of State employees in the Russian government along with the strongest 
Jewish professional groups shall vanish ontirely. Likcwise, similar 
professional groups are to be divorced from the public life, whereby, how- 
ever, the tempo of these measures must correspond with the general economical 
and social need.
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The entire Jewish property is to be seized cnd confiscated with 
exception of that vrhich is necessary for a bare existence, i.s for as the 
economical situation permits, the power of disposal of their property is 
to be taken from the Jews as soon as possible through orders and other 
measures given by the commissariatc, so that the moving of property will 
quickly cease.

Any cultural activity will be completely forbidden, to the Jew. 
This includes the outlawing of the Jewish press, the Jewish theatres and 
schools.

The slaughtering of animals according to Jewish rites is also to 
be prohibited.

5) Forced Labor.

The present manpower shortage in the occupied eastern territories 
as well as ideological-political considerations make the demand appear 
of basic significance to introduce forced labor committment in the 
strictest form. This will have to take place move by move by the elimina
tion of the Jews from their professional life although they are to be per
mitted to work in their own occupations if they fall within the scope of 
the labor committment. Moreover, the Jewish manpower is to be used for 
heavy manual labor.

The standing rule for the Jewish labor employment is the complete 
and unyielding use of Jewish manpower regardless of age in the reconstruction 
of the occupied eastern territories. The missions, which arc to be given 
to the Jews in their labor cmployment, are especially the highway, rail- 
road and canal construction, as far as ameliorations, etc. are considered. 
Also, it seems that agricultural employment above all, will be brought 
about under strict supervision. Nothing is to be done against the en- 
ployment of the Jews in the cutting of wood, production of straw shoes, 
brooms and brushes within the Ghettos.

In the employment of the Jews, care is to be taken that Jewish 
labor is only so used in those productions which will later suffer no 
noticeable interruption in case of a rapid withdrawal of these labor forces, 
and which exclude; a' specialization of Jewish workers. It is to be avoided 
in every case that Jewish workers become indispensable in essential produc
tion.

6) Violations

Violations against German measures, especially against the 
forced la.bor regulations, are to be punishable by death to the Jews. ..11 
violations are to be dealt with by court smartial.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 212-PS

I, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt Inf, 0-1335567, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the 
above is a correct and true translation of Document No. 212-PS.

FRED NIEBERGLL 
2nd Lt Inf 
0-1335567
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Reichsminister for the occupied Eastern territories.
II Pers c - 1 - Raab Berlin, Jun 29 th 1945.

i Secret

To the P.rungsgrupa Pl, 
Snecicunil-Gotnndn x

Concerning; 1 Burning of houses in the Uassilkow district.
Reference: “our letter from Lay 24th 1944 - P 26 a/44 geh -.

Enclosd I am sending you a copy of the point of view of Nachwurchsfuhrer 
Paul Raab.

I don't see any reasons, for taking mcasurcs of any kind against Raab.

By order:

Signed Jennes

Paul Raab
achwuch s f Uhr or

COPY
To the Reichsminister for the occupied 
Eastern territories.

Certified Schrader 
Ada employee.

Grambus ch 7.6.44

Secret

■Sorlin W 35, 
KurfUrstendamm 134

Concerning: Letter from June 2nd 1944 - II- Pers cl- Raab

Diary # 81/g

According to a charge by the supreme command of the armed forces I 
burned down a few houses in the territory of wassilkow/Ukr, belonging to 
insubordinate people ordered for work-duty (Irbcitscinsatzpflichtigen). 
This accusation is true.

I was committed as district commissioner in the information service in the 
territory of assikow from ilay 5th 1942 up to December 28th 1944. Besides 
many work districts, I was made fully responsible by district commissioner 
Dhrer to completely fill the district quota of workers to be delivered to 
Germeny. ilthough the task wasn't agreeable to me, I carried it out con- 
cientously, with skill, and where it was necessary with sterness. Up 
until the penetration of the Soviet Armies, this territory delivered more 
than 31,000 workers to Germany.

During the year of 1.942 the conscription of workers was accomplished by wray 
of propaganda. Only very rarely was force necessary. Only in August 1942, 
measures had to be taken against 2 families in the villages Glcwenka and 
Salisny-Chutter, each of which were to supply one person for labor. Both 
were requested in June for the first time, but didn’t obey although request
ed repeatedly. They had to be brought up by force, but succeeded twice to 
escape from the collecting camp, or when being on transport. Before the 
second arrest, the fathers of both of the men were taken into custody, to be 
kept as hostages and to be released only when their sons would show up. 
’hen, after the second escape, rearrest of both the fathers and boys was 
ordered, the police patrols ordered to do so, found the houses to be empty.

That time I decided to take measures to show the increasingly rebellious 
Ukrenian youth that our orders have to be followed. I ordered the burnin.

-1-
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down of the houses of the fugitives. The result vas. that in the future 
people obeyed willingly, orders conccrnng labor obligations. However, the 
measure of burning houses has not become ’xw., for the first tine y 
actions, but was suggested in a secret letvor frcm the commissioner for the 
committment of labor as a forced masuro, in case other measures onould fail, 
This hard punishnont was accco od. oy tho populaticn with.satisfat1e , -
vious to the. measures, because both fanilies ridicul.ed all the other duty 
anxious femsaes, which sent their children partly voluntarily to tne labor-
committment e

The year 1943 brought about a new regulation concerning the committment of 
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after the start of the first cox script 0 P‘ 
received a local commander in the Porson, 0 
caused already great quarrels in the d-r-- 
account of his ary agent behaviour, ah eree 
between the armed forces and the c. il adrLl

o.:, the cistricts cf Vassilkow 
olur Griene, Tris officer, who 
ci Lo.ivize and Gadjarsch on

ICU in Ikow
uo to then unkncwn

First of all he took care of the lioor-comn-t-ment and not Oi} 
measures taken by me, but reccive also at any time ever 
ian, and promised them help agaist the office of the d-s

ccnp.<.
crtit ized 
ining Ukran
ocn sloner 
omlLationUp to then I didn’t have to tak serious measures 

was fairly willing. Only a fe* ugibives had to 
money came in, I had secured rre or less of their proper J according to the 
security of the case. The pi-ished paid their penalties without encopticn 
and had their property returled to them. But before they got around to do 
so one part complained to J local commander, who didn’t by any chance 
re’rsch+sg porie. buton the contrary, took care of all the interests 
of those E 
voice, to 
the task, 
job was 1r 
the Toca‘.

lui

in frontf - me, and sometimes ordered me with a commanding 
• my meires. I didn't let it scare me, but carried out 
ch I ys responsible, according to my judgement. But the

0W since it became known to the population, that 
complints against the district commissioner.

AfLo- -ha initin sscCesses, c. Peasve resitance of the population started, 
whicL cin-1. —occ c te start again on making arrests, confiscations, and 
rsecns Laboemps, After a while a transport cf people, obliged to 

wore overra. clice in che railroad station in „assilkow and escaped.
I saw errn the ccessi ty for strict noaovros, A few ring leaders, which 
of ccu Le cssag before they were found in PLisrcukoje and in ilnitza. 
Af+.e. .... o,., d. iemnts to gei a holo. cf hen, their ho"ses were burned down, 
mg-cu-n m:tnry police were sonl to the villagas by tho local commander 
and ex'e-is-, brrogations, concerning this affair wore made by him.
Beic ,c -n,: 2) i‘0 voung Ukranienrs as voluntary helpers, which wore fug- 
iti. f-e aneient caunp. Therefore, every work was made impossible 
f o r me. uhi s s oci o e •

It is nr rcosjble foz me, to give the exact dates of the mentioned happen- 
ings a 00, because after I was last committed in the district of Gaissin, 
Tgoto u Sovet eribush in 1944 near Stanislau, I could only hide 
my are cns end Cad ho buzml my whole baggage including my diary.

In '.elusion, I want to point out the following:

- I had the responsibility within the territory of Wassilkowr for the con
scripting of the local workers for the Reich. The choice of means, which 
were used to execute my task, was to be left to me.

2.) I worked with the utmost patience and only reverted to stricter punish
ments, when the success accomplished was in no comparison to the time
used.

- 2 -
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3 .) Strict measures, like the burning down of houses, wero only tsed. in a 
few cases. By this means, it was accomplished - at lease i.r .•2 - 
that the recruiting of workers didn’t tie down to many police cnces, 
who because of other functions, couldn’t be used for that pzronsc all 
the time.

4 .) I was entitled to use such measures by the secret labor - directive for 
labor committment staff in the district of Kiew. They, therefore, don!: 
display by any means, any individual actions.

5 .) The delivery of 31,000 workers to the Reich is definitely important to 
the war effort. Stern measures are definitely justified in order to 
prevent a failure of this action.

6 .) My measures were . thought to be just by the biggest part of the popu
lation. They only caused displeasure with the Germans, who had only 
small tasks to perform in the Ukraine, and therefore had to much time 
for philosophy.

7 .) My actions against fugitive people obliged to work (Arbeitseinsatz- 
pflichtige), were always reported to district commissioner Dohrer, in 
office in Wassilkow, and to the general-commissioner (Generalkommissar) 
in Kiew. Both of them know the circumstances and agreed with my meas
ures, because of their success.

Heil Hitler’

Signed - Paul Raab

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 254-PS

29 October 1945.

I, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt., Inf., 0-133 55 67, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the German and English languages; and that the 
above is a correct and true translation of Document No. 254-PS.

FRED NIEBERGALL, 
2nd Lt., Inf., 
0-133 55 67.
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The employees of the civil administration in the General District 
of Shitomir have, aside from their administrative work, been charged. with the 
following special tasks:

Agricultural production and collection
Recruiting of workers for Germany and management of forests and 

timber.

The above-mentioned tasks became virtually a problem due to the 
fact that the general district of Shitomir is particularly "blessed" with 
bands. Regarding the agriculture, it should be primarily interesting to note 
that, in the year of 192, altogether 289 establishments were declared as 
agricultural cooperatives. In 1913 altogether 501 establishments were, 
respectively will be, proclaimed agricultural cooperatives. The allotment of 
farmland amounted in 19-12 to 18%, in 1943, so far, to 10.1% ctcb additional 
10% are expected in the fall.

As a consequence of the strong activity of bands, only about 40% 
of the acreage of the general district remain, at present, for the regular 
production and collection? approximatoly 60% are under the control of the 
bands. Those actually supply the population, in part, with seed and have the 
fields cultivated by their order and naturally have the intentien to take 
possession of the crop in the fall.

In consequence of the activity of the bands we have access to 
only 36% of the cattle, 41% of the pigs and 28% of the sheen out of the 
total stock. As we have to supply particularly the front with meat, vre are 
therefore forced to a certain waste of our cattle stocks. Due to the strong 
drainage on the substance, there can be no more regular breeding. And too,
only 42% of the milk total and 51% of the eggs could be salvaged. The spring
cultivation has been performed thoroughly. It was amazine, nonetheless, that 
in spite of the strong drainage of labor forces into the Reich the tilling was
executed with a rapidity which could not have been taken for granted. To
judge by the present condition and the weather, an average crop can be ex
pected. However, the securing and salvage of the crop gives much reason to 
worry. It must be avoided under all circumstances, that the bands get hold 
rf considerable parts of the crop, respectively destroy the farm products which- 
have been brought to collecting points. Sufficient protection for the various 
collecting points is not provided, the previous experiences do not promise 
favorable results.

The leaders of agriculture deserve particular praise for their 
self-sacrificing and dangerous work. In many cases they are only able to 
fulfill their duties by risking their lives daily. Thoy mr.de numerous sacri
fices in blood, in particular lately. Nonetheless, they refuse to be pre
vented from fulfilling their duty. The present situation is best illuminated 
by the fact that at this time the agricultural leaders can only work at full, 
or approximately full, capacity in 5 out of 18 localaroas. In all the other 
areas, we have been forced to withdraw the leaders of the strong points, and 
rally them at the local or district farmers. From there, they are in most , 
cases only able to perform their work under strong protection of the police 
or army.

The symptoms created by the recruiting of workers are, no doubt, wrell 
known to the Reichs Minister through reports and his owm observations. There
fore, I shall not report them. It is certain that a recruitment of labor, 
in the sense of the word, can hardly be spoken of. In most cases, it is 
nowadays a matter of actual conscription by force. The population has been 
stirred up to a large extent and viewrs the transports to the Reich as a
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, eneasure which does in no way differ from tho former exile to Siberia, during 
the Czarist and Bolshevist systems.

young
in the foreground stands, at the moment, 

classes of 1923 and 1925. To accomplish this
the mobilization of the

, the active propaganda
on our part was used to an extent previously unimown. Therefore, it can be
stated that tho action had been particularly well prepared and consolidated. 
In spite of that it did not load to the desired success. It has to be 
added that, in the course of the action, the desired cotingonts had been 
raised by the Chief Plenipotoniary for the mobilization of labor. I could 
not confine myself thoroforo to the classes of 1923 and 1925 alone, but also 
called up the class of 1922. Beyond that, oven other sections of the popu
lation which originally should have been spared had to be included. TTith 
this our propaganda became for_tho reator part illusory. But as the Chief 
Plenipotentiary for the mobilization of labor explained to us the gravity of 
the situation, we had no other device. I consequently have authorized the 
commissioners of the areas to apply the severest measures in order to achieve 
the imposed quota. The deterioration of morale in conjunction with this 
does not necessitate any further proof. It is nevertheless essential, to win 
the war on this front too. Ino problem of labor mobilization cannot be 
handled with gloves.

H
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Up-to-date, almost 170,000 male and female workers have been sent 
to the Reich from the general district Shitomir. It can be taken for granted 
that, during the month of June, this number is going to rise to approximate- 
ly 200,000.

lanagement of forests and timber is also one of the principal 
worries. The general district of Shitomir is very rich in woods. As an 
average, the wooded area amounts to 26% of the total acreage. In the north, 
large sections of the country are covered 10036 with woods. But this great 
abundance in woods is also the cause of tho many bands. About 1,400,000 
hectar of wood, that is 80% of the total, are controlled by bands, Like in 
the agricultural sector, only a relatively snail part of tho wood remains for 
use. Our yearly production potential in timber amounts to 1,300,000 cubic 
meter. Presumably 1,000,000 cubic meter can be cut. The yearly potential 
in firewood amounts to 900,000 cubic meter. TTe hone to achieve this. I may 
point out that the supoly of wood for mines, R R ties, construction and 
heating purposes is especially important. The activity of the bands 2srass 
us at present to cut, on a larger scale, only in the more southern scantily 
wooded regions. Consequently, the old stock of wood there is being con
sumed rapidly. The final result, if no change in the conditions occurs, 
will be the careless cutting dovm of woods, which is going to result in ex
tensive waste land. The fact that we are cutting down wood on a larger 
scele only in the south, brought strong impetus to the timber industry in the 
region of TTinniza. The time can be foreseen wrhen this period of prosperity 
will end, and the timber industry in the south will succumb. Thethor then 
a removal of the timber industry into the northern part will be possible 
depends on the circumstances which at present cannot completely be foreseen.

Regarding the activity of the bands I would like to refer to the 
numerous reports laid before the Reichs minister. There can be said hardly 
anything else on this subject except that the situation is becoming more un- 
favorable day by day. The situation can be judged host by the fact that at 
present only one of the larger roads in the general district, the one 
leading from Shitomir to TTinniza, can housed without convoy. Becauso the 
activity of the bands is now also growing daily in the south, it is not 
sure that we shall not be obliged to introduce, sooner, or later, the convoy 
system here too. Till other roads of the country are at present passable in 
convoy only wrhen rifles or machine pistols are held ready to shoot. The 
sacrifices brought to date in battle with bandits are very groat. In about 
one year’s time, the losses through fighting with them in the general district 
of Shitomir on the Gorman and allied side, including the natives in German 
service, amount up to now to 2568 persons. The number of missing could not 
be ascertained exactly, because among them are also people who havo joined 
the bands voluntarily or have been recruited forcibly. Their mumber amounts 
to an estimated 2,000 persons. Experience shows that those missing persons 
all die miserably, so the total number of deaths in battle vrith the bands 
in the course of the year can be given as about 4,500. Opposing this is the 
following two demands: 1) Constant transfer of army units into those areas 
threatened respectively occupied by the bands; 2) Unity of command. The 
demand to transfer units of the armed forces into the areas controlled by
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the "bands, is supported by special instructions of the OIIT (Hich Command of 
the Armed Forces) in order to fight the hands. It is regrettable that too 
frequently the opinion from the respective branches of the armed forces that 
this demand cannot be executed on account of technical reasons concerning 
training. That this objection is always and everyvhore true, does not seem 
credible to me. Frequent violations against the unity of command have been 
committed. The need for prestige, the quest for power, vanity, etc. have 
not become extinct as yet. I have to say vrith regret that so far I found 
the least understanding for the necessity of our common struggle in the 
armed. forces. At any rate, I have the impression that under the pressure of 
conditions they arrived at the conclusion, that one cannot take the 
responsibility anymore to lead an existence alone, but that the collection 
of all forces alone could only bring us victory.

The struggle which has to be carried on, is hard and full of 
sacrifices. Put it will and must be carried through. Vast psychic forces 
have been awakened in the members of the civil administration anew daily. 
The successes, which they were able to achieve so far are impressive 
particularly with regard to the resistance, lay I therefore be permitted 
at the conclusion of this report to thank all my co—workers for their 
excellent work. They mowr that they are practically on the front. I can 
promise your excellency, that vre all shall do our duty now, and in the 
future, as our Fuehrer has ordered—.

signed: LEYSER

CERTIFICATE OF TRNSLTIOI 
OF DOCUT N0.265-FS.

24 September 1945

I, FRSD IEBERGALL, 2nd Lt Inf, 0-1335567, hereby certify that I 
am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages) and that 
the above is a true and correct translation of Document 265-PS,

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt Inf 
0-1335567
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Leadership Staff Politics 
Unter den Linden 63

Berlin 12 Nov 1943

Secret
(pencilled nate illegible)

SEC R E TJ
Chief of Leadership

Subject: Enroachment by District Commissioncr Government Councillor 
Fritz Mucller in connection vith the national campaign for 
the utilization of labor.

Reference;Your letter of 22 July 1943 - I 1006/43 g.

In connection with my letter of 27 Sep. 1943 - II Pers, Journal No. 
322 - I am sending you enclosed a copy of the teletype of RKU of 29 Oct. 
1943 - 1 7252 Journal No. 637/43 goh, for your information.

According to the explanations of RIU, the conduct of government 
Councillor Mueller, is no cause for disciplinary action against him, I 
therefor consider the case as closed.

Your files are herewith returned.

1) RKU wants to transfer district By order
Commissioner Mueller for reasons 
which he will bring later. signed Jonnes
Await report.

Rubberstamp Official
Ministry for occupied Kreis
eastern territories Employees

2) Suspend until 10 Jan.

Signatures illegible

COPY

■SECRET

RKU Rovmo 13-929 29 Oct. 1943 - 1700 -

Ministry of Eastern affairs Berlin

Subject; Alleged encroachment of district commissioner government coun
cillor Mueller in Kremiancz in connection with the national 
campaign for the utilization of labor.

Reference: Decree of 27 Sep 1943 - II Pers. c Journal No. 322 -

For various reasons which I will report later, it is contemplated 
to replace government councillor Mueller as district commissioner in 
Kromiancz in the n .• r future.

The case on hand is by no means fit to be used for official actions 
against District Cor missionor liuollcr. First of all, in 1y opinion.*- 
Vuollor is not to be considered guilty in this case. It cannot be estab
lished, either by the letter from the village Bilosorlca, which letter 
caused this investigation, nor by the conduct of district commissioner 
luollor, hi is c if, that he was present at the happenings in Bilosorka. 
He therefor cannot be held personally responsible. Put even if Mueller

H1225-0125
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had bocn present at the burning of houses in connection with the national 
conscription in Biloserka, this should by no me ns lend to the relief of 
l’ucllor from office. It is mentioned specifically in a directive of the 
Comu issioncr Gene r l in Lusk of 2.1 Sep 1942, rcforing to the extreme 
urgency of the national conscription.

"Estates of those who refuse to work are to be burned, their rela
tives cre to be arrested as hostages and to be brought to forced labor 
camps." It is obvious that this decree was merely directive in nature 
nd was not a binding order of the individual comnissionor to decide 

according to his own descretion, when the interest of the conscription, 
such severe measures were to be applied.

I request therefor to consider the case closed.

Reich Commissioner Rovmo I 7252 Journal No. 637/43 geh.

my order signed Paltzo

to P i 755/439 (in pencil)

CERTIFICATE OF TR NSL.TION
OF DOCUT:iNT NO. 290-PS

13 November 3.945

1, FRED NEEPERGLL, 2nd Lt., Inf., 0-1335567, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant ith the English and German languages; and 
that the above is a correct and true translation of Document No. 290-PS.

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt., Inf., 
0-1335567.
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Ncmorandum -------- - - . -- T

In the East, Germany is carrying on a ‘threefold war: a war for 
the destruction of Bolshevism., a war for the destruction of the greater 
Russian Empire, and finally a wor for the acquisition of colonial territory 
for colonising purposes and economic exploitation.

This threefold mission of the Eastern campaign has brought about 
the enormous resistance of the Eastern peoples. Tcre the war being con
ducted only for the smashing of Bolshevism, then it would have been decided 
long ago in our favor, for, as all experiences of this war have confirmed, 
Bolshevism is hated to the utmost by the Eastern peoples, above all by the 
great mass of peasants. Also the dissolution of the greater Russian Empire 
into its national components would not have provoked the resistance which 
we meet now. As the mmerous prisoner interrogations and other experiences 
show the shrewd Russians have a comolete understanding that this war will 
end in territorial losses for them, and the non-Russian peonies will break 
out from the confinement within which Russia has forced them. The reduction 
of the power of resistance of the Red Army is the major portion of the third 
goal of our campaign. Hith the inherent instinct of the Eastern peoples 
the primitive man soon found out also that for Germany the slogans "Libera
tion from Bolshevism" was only a pretext to enslave tho Eastern peoples 
according to her own methods. In order that there exist no doubt at all 
on the Gorman wr aim, hovrover, German publicity refers openly to this in
tention in increasing measure. The conquered territory is claimed publicly 
not only for Germany as a colonisation area, but even for Germany’s em
bittered enemies, the Dutch, Norwegians, and others. The economic ex
ploitation is proclaimed verbally and in print, and carried out writh 
almost complete elimination of the demands of the indigenous population, 
even with the greatest lack of consideration.

The populace has more of an understanding of the measures and 
duties necessitated by war than the conquered peoples. of the Test. But the 
laborer and peasant, vho were educated to the highest degree of self
consciousness by Bolshevism, soon perceived that Germany did not regard 
them as partners of equal rights, but considered them only as the objective 
of her political and economic aims. That disillusioned them unspealably, 
all the more since they had placed colossal hopes on Germany.

The main department for politics of the Reich Ministry for the 
Occupied Eastern territories claims that it has been quite avare of this 
situation from the beginning. It wras soon apparent that the wrar could 
not be decided in a short time by arms alone, because of the vast areas 
and the enemy’s inexhaustible reserves of manpower and materiel, but that 
nS in all great wars of recent times a spiritual disintegration would have 
to come and the war would have to be changed at the final conclusion to 
a civil war, all the more since the German Tehrmacht does not intend to 
occupy completely the territory of the Soviet Union. The Russian collapse 
of 1917 and the German breakdow of 1918 were actually not brought abeut 
by weapons alone, but primarily by political disintegration. What Lenin 
achieved in Russia, the 14 points of Tilson and the undermining effect of 
Parxism accomplished in Germany. In the Soviet Union we found on our 
arrival a population wcary of Bolshevism, which waited longingly for new 
slogans, holding out the prospect of a better future to them. It was 
Germany’s duty to find such slogans, but they remained unuttored. The 
population greeted us with joy as liberators, and placed themselves at our 
disposal willingly and freely with body and life. Wherever Ukrainians, 
Russians, Thite Ruthenians and members of the Baltic peoples were enlisted 
in the German Tchrmacht or in the police they have proved themselves and 
fought excellently almost without exception. The Main Department for 
Politics tried every means of keeping this vast capital that had fallen into
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our lap, and of utilizing it for our purposes, To this purpose it was 
necessary that National Socialism separate itself from Bolshevism vrith a 
sharp line of distinction and open to the populace prospects of a now better 
life. All measures vrhich the Main Dopartment for Politics sugrosted wore 
directed toward this one goal of preserving this capital. They have boon 
many times attacked as the expression of a weak sentimental humanitarian 
attitude, of a form of German sentimentalism, and they were in reality only 
the expression of completely coarse material politics. For nothing else 
wras contemplated than to preserve the mass millions of the Eastern area in 
the adjustment to us which was encountered with, in order to draw from it 
the greatest possible use for Germany both militaristically, politically and 
economically. Should this political policy succeed, the greatest reactions 
on the enemy troops vrore to be expected. For years the masses of the S. Ue 
(Soviet Union) were stirred up against the surrounding world by the most 
efficient propaganda machine that has over existed. Until 1939 National 
Socialism had been the target of the most spiteful attacks. Day after 
day it was hammered into the laborers and peasants that the active masses 
in Germany wore a sacrifice to the most terrible exploitation. TTith ex
treme tension workers and peasants looked forvrard to the German administra
tion, To be sure they had not completely trusted the Bolshevist propa
ganda, but in spite of that they met the new masters with a certain feeling 
of doubt.

- As we all know, the peoples of the S.U. (Soviet Union) have gone 
through the hardest times. Consequently, they are of a simplicity in
conceivable to us, even in the political sphere. A form of government which 
was not intent only on plundering and exploitation end which put aside the 
Bolshevist methods, would have kindled the greatest enthusiasm and putrat 
our disposal a mass of millions. And the enthusiasm in the occupied Eostern 
territories would have had its reaction on the force of resistance of the 
Red Army. It would have been easily attainable to have the Red Army man 
say to himself: "I fight for a system that is throughout worse than that 
which awaits me in the case of a defeat. I will be better off in every 
respect among the Germans than I have been until now." If the Red Army 
man had become convinced of his general well-being, the war would have boon 
at an end very soon.

Inovring this the Main Department for Politics believed it to be 
its primary duty to assist our combat troops vrith all their power by a 
propaganda campaign aimed at crippling the power of resistance of the Fed 
Army and to shorten the war in this way. For the attainment of this goal 
there are, among the measures proposed, two of the utmost impertences The 
Agrarian Law and Religious Freedom, which is essentially distinct from that 
of the Bolshevists,

Considering the exoovtionally great significance which approaches 
the Agrarian question in the Soviet Union, the Main Department for Politics 
was demanding even before the beginning of the Pastern campaign, that the 

olchos be dissolved end an individual Agrarian economy be introduced again. 
This proposal was turned down by the Four Year Pan with the remark that 
organic changes wrore not to be considered during the war. Not until 
August of last year was an increase of the farmland successfully put through.

Before the realization could be carried out, hovevor, the Four 
Year Plan had recognized that the impetuous pressure of the whole peasant 
population for the dissolution of the collective would have to be reckoned 
with in some way in the interest of production itself. The proposal of 
the Fain Department for Politics for the dissolution of the collective found 
its defeat in the new Agrarian decree, A fevr months had been sufficient 
to make clear, not only to all Wehrmacht units down to the younrest 
lieutenant in the line fartheso forward, but also to the units in the home 
country and the civil administration in the occupied Fastern territories, 
the need of reform in the Kolchos constitution. The only exceptions in 
this knowledge were the two Reich Commissars, whose disagreement unfortunate
ly caused a delay of several weeks. The novr Agrarian Decree came out 
shortly before the spring planting and was greatly played up in the 
territories by tho ess and Propaganda Dopt ox ’ ain Department I, Its 
direct success was a hitherto inconceivable piece of work of the populace 
in the spring planting, which was able to be carried out in spite of un
favorable preliminary conditions. In spite of this no lasting effect on tho 
enemy has appeared so far. Naturally, tho enemy propaganda countered our
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Agrarian decree vith every means. Their main argument was that in this it 
w.s only a matter of a promise which had as its purpose a momentary tactical 
successes, that moreover Germany intended to make use of the land later for 
her ovm purposos. This argument found support in the, very slow execution 
of the Agrarian decree, which is to be attributed in part to objective 
reasons (lack of surveyors, land registration, surveying instruments and 
so forth.)

It had been foreseen that in 1912 in the Ukraine 20% of the general 
economy wras to be changed to agriculture cooperatives. The increasing of 
the farmland, which forms the main criterion of the general economy and are 
carried through everywhere immediately, has still not been achieved to the 
extent of 10% of the general economy, although it was docreed, as has been 
mentioned, in August 1941. The transformation to agricultural cooperatives 
has generally begun only a short time ago, and according to the directives of 
the farmer’s loader IOERER is not to reach more than 10% by the end of 
August of this year. In this state of affairs it is understandable that 
great sections of the Ukrainian peasantry arc under the control of enemy 
propaganda and have lost belief in the earnestness of our intentions.

The religious freedom was likewise to call forth a great propa
ganda effect. After momhs-lone negotiations, it was eventually decided 
not to announce the freedom of religion ceremoniously, but to let it come 
into existence as quietly as possible. The propaganda effect consequently 
slipped from the picture.

TThen tho ’nin Department for Politics noticed the hesitation of 
decision in the church question, it searched for a substitute in another 
means of propaganda, in the question of returning property rights of the 
individual. In this the vrhole world could be clearly shown that National 
Socialism contrasts distinctly with the Bolshevist expropriation measures 
and a new property law would be ushered in. The first display of this 
slogan for propaganda use vrould have been the immediate raising of the 
expropriation measures in the Baltic states, which Bolshevism had not yet 
controlled for a year, and consequently it vrould have been possible to 
resume the former property situation writhout further ado. To tho unbounded 
astonishment of the populace, however, the German administration marched 
forward to play the role of receiver om the goods stolen by the Bolshevists. 
The necessity for the restoration of private ovmership for the psychological 
treatment of the populace was referred to by all the General Commissioners 
in the Baltic states; this population, as everybody knows, ought to be won 
for German patriotism. Even after the Four Year .Plan gave up its old ideas 
in recognition that a further protraction of the restoration of private 
ownership would damage even the German economic interests. The fundamental 
profession of the reinstallation of the pre-Bolshevist property law did not 
follow, though it was against every political judgment and based only on 
the unfounded opposition of the R©ichs Commissar.

Again a real weapon for the disintegration of the enemy front had 
been tvristod out of our hand, a weapon whose effect may not be undervalued.
For the unrecomponsod expropriation of private property by the Bolshevists 
had aroused at the time not only the terror of Russian bourgeois circles 
including the more prosperous peasants, but also of the entire civilized 
vrorld. The world, including the laborers and peasants in the Soviet Union 
who were disillusioned by Bolshevism, awaited now a clear policy in this 
question on the part of Germany. This silence on the part of Germany 
obviously made itself of use to the enemy propaganda, which could reliably 
persuade the Soviet masses that Germany plans no restoration of individual 
ownership.

The Fain Department for Politics furthermore has always em
phasized that the Eastern peoples must be told something concrete about their 
future. The Department refers to the fact that in case we should not oppose 
the propaganda of Stalin, the peoples would have to succumb to this propa
ganda, that is to say, they would believe in their ovm enslavement by 
Germany. The ain Department for politics has accordingly often directed the 
attention of TTohrmacht units to the expediency of having the Slavic Eastern 
peoples receive calming assurances regarding their future from the 
authoritative German quarters. As the best means, the establishment of 
a sort of counter—regime to Stalin with a captured Rod general was indicated; 
of, if tho word government should be avoided, then just a rebellious general
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somowhat after the model of de Gaullo, who should bocome the point of 
crystallization for all the Red soldiers who are dissatisfied vrith Stalin. 

The correctness of this conception has been confirmed in the time follovring 
its inception by countless statements of prisoner s-of-wer, who .have all 
stated independently that the silence of Germany rogarding the future of 
Russia allows the worst to be feared. any would like to desert, but they 
did not lmow to whom they should o. Under the banner of a recognized 
counter-revolutionary leader they would gladly and bravely fight against 
the Bolshevist regime.

All the suggestions concorning this were rejectod in their 
essentials. Permission for front-line duty was effected only for groups 
of Turkish and Caucasian peoples and finally after several refusals also for 
the Estonians. Because of the difficulty of recruiting troops, the unit 
generally came to the point of impressing civilians and prisoners-of-war 
into their ranks, in the first line of rear-ocholon services. But even in 
the foremost lino they found employment and fought well. Only in the last 
few weeks under tho pressure of danger from the partisans was the formation 

of native units allovred and that only for combat with the bandits. But 
even this measure will remain ineffective as far as propaganda is concerned 
if a combat unit is not activated and a personality with a resounding name 
is not put at its head.

The min Department for Politics was compellod, for the sake of 
attaining the above-outlined goal, to rescind or at least greatly change 
measures from German quarters which would strengthen the onemoy’s power 
of resistance.

Of primary importance, the treatment of prisoners-of-war should 
be named. It is no longer a secret from friend or foe that hundreds of 
thousands of them literally have died of hunger or cold in our camps. 
Allegedly there were not enough food supplies on hand for them. It is 
especially peculiar that the food supplies are deficient only for prisoners- 
of-tor from the Soviet Unions, while complaints about the treatment of other 
prisoners-of-war, Polish, Serbian, French and English, have not become 
loud. It is obvious that nothing is so suitable for strengthenin'' the 
powrer of resistance of the Red Army as the kmowledge that in German captivity 
a slow miserable death is to be met. To be sure the lsain Department for 
Politics has succeeded here by unceasing efforts in bringing about a. 
material improvement of the fate of the prisoners-of-war. However this 
improvement is not to be ascribed-to political acumen, but to the sudden 
realization that our labor market must be supplied with laborers at once. 
Te now experienced the grotesque picture of having to recruit millions of 
laborers from the occupied Eastern territories, after prisoners of war 
have died of hunger like flics, in order te fill the gups that have formed 
within Germany. Nov the food question no longer existed. In the prevailing 
limitless abuse of the Slavic humanity, "recruiting" methods wero used 
which probably have their origin only in the blackest periods of the slave 
trade. A regular manhunt was inaugurated, Tithout consideration of health 
or age the people were shipped to Germany, where it turned out imnedintely 
that for more than 100,000 had to be sent back because of serious illnesses 
and other incapabilities for work. This system in no way considered that 
these methods would of necessity have their effect on the power of 
resistance of the Red Army, since these methods were used only in the 
Soviet Union of course, and in no way remotely resembling this form in 
enemy countries like Holland or Norway. .ctually we have made it quite 
easy for Soviet propaganda to augment the hate for Germany and the national 
Socialist system. The Soviet soldier fights more and more bravely in spite 
of the efforts of our politicians to find another name for this bravery. 
Valuable German blood must flow more and more, in order to break the 
resistance of the Rod Arny. Obviously the lain Department for Politics has 
struggled unceasingly to plce the methods of acquiring workers and their 
treatment within Germany on a rational foundation. Originally it was thought 
in all earnestness to demand the utmost efforts at a minimum cost of the 
workers sont to Germany. Here also not political acumen but only orimttiro 
biological kmovledge has led to an improvement. Now 400,000 female household 
workers from the Ukraine tre to come to Germany, and already the German 
press announces publicly that these people have no right to free time and 
may not visit theaters, movies, restaurants, etc. and may leave the house 
at the most throe hours a week apart from exceptions concering duty.
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In addition there is the treatment of the Ukrainians in the Reichs 

Cam- issariato itself. With a prosumotion unequalled vro put aside all political 
movrledgo and to the gad surprise of all the colored world treat the peoples 
of the occupied Eastern territories as whites of Class 2, who apparently have 
only the task of serving as slaves for Germany and Europe. Only the most 
-imitod education is suitable for them, no solicitude can be given them, Their 
sustenance interests us only insofar as they are still capable of labor, and 
in every respect they are given to understand that we regard them as of the 
most minute value,

in these circumstances the following can be determined;

1) The resistance power of the Red Army and the strength of the 
partisan movement has mounted in the same degree as the population realized 
our true enlistment for them. The feats of arms of our noble army have been 
neutralized exactly as in 1918 by an inadequate political policy. Our 
political policy has forced both Bolshevists and Russian nationals into a 
common front against us. The Russian fights today with exceptional bravery 
and self-sacrifice for nothing more or less than recognition of his human 
dignity,

2) Our political policy of utilizing the Ukraine as a counter- 
weight against mighty Russia, against Roland and the Balkans, and as a bridge 
to the Caucasus, has suffered complete shin-wreck, Tho AO million Ukrainians 
who joyfully greeted us as liberators, are today indifferent to us and 
already begin to swing into the enemy camp. Should we not succeed in checking 
this situation in the last moment, then we run the danger from day to day 
of having a partisan movement in the Ukraine, which not only eliminates the 
Ukrane as a furnisher of food, but also ties up the reinforcements of the 
German army, endangers its existence and accordingly involves the danger of a 
German defeat.

If this danger which threatens the German people is to be pre
vented in the last moment, then the following is necessary.

1 - For the Ukraine an absolutely positive political policy must 
be carried out in every respect. The Ukraine must not be merely an objective 
of exploitation to us, but the populace must sincerely feel that Germany is 
its friend and liberator. The German economic agencies must be responsible 
for assuring the populace a minimum on which they can exist. A compulsory 
conscription of labor in the occupied Eastern territories must be restrained 
immediately. The treatment of Ukrainians and other Eastern peoples within 
the Reich must be fair and humane. In publicity, both oral and written, 
cverything must be avoided that is in any way cognizant of the fact hat we 
regard this territory as an objective of exploitation. The Russian people 
must be told something concrete about their future, particularly because 
Germany does not have the intention nor the povrer to oocupy the whole Russian 
area.

2 - The policy of the officials of the Reichs Commissar for the 
Ukraine is in general the exponent for the above described policy, which has 
not recognized the role of the Ukraine in world politics, and has succeded in 
throwing away the friendship of 40 million veople; and which is guilty in this 
way of strengthening the power of resistance of the Red irmy and prolonging 
the war with all its consequences. Those officials see their only mission 
as the economic exploitation of the country. The longer the war lasts, 
however, the more political forces must be interposed. Therefore it would 
be opportune to place at the head of the Reich Commissariat a personality who 
also possesses sufficient political ability.

If we do not accomplish this change of course at once, then one 
can say with certainty that the power of resistance of the Red Army and of the 
whole Russian people will mount still more, and Germany must continue to 
sacrifice her best blood. Yes, it must be openly stated that the possibility 
of a German defeat approaches in a tangible proximity; all the more so if the
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partisan movement for which Stalin is striving with every moans, should 
spread over a greater part of the Ukraine. One should protest that in the 
South Ukraine such a danger does not exist because of the lack of swamps 
and forests. The bandit leader lachino needs to be remembered, he who for 
about 2 years terrorized the Ukraine and mew how to avoid all prosooutions» 
One should also not place his hopes on the economic collapse of the Soviet 
Union. Certainly the losses in fertile land, raw materials and industrial 
projects are very significant. On the other hand the Soviet Union still 
has the Ural territory, fabulously rich in raw materials of all kinds, 
which for fourteen years has been industrially developed with all povers, 
as wrell as rich Siberia. Finally we knovr that the Soviets have systematical
ly carried on an-economic policy of hoarding reserves, and we cannot com
pletely tie up the Enrlish-Imerican r eservos.

However, if we accomplish the proposed change in policy, then it 
can be believed certain that the decomposition of the Red Army will also 
succeed. For the povrer of resistance of the Red Army man is broken the 

moment that he becomes convinced that Germany brings him a better life than 
he has led under the Soviets, and that Germany has a small bit of con
sideration for his national qualities, in other words does not inten to 
rob him of his soul.

The problem- is too serious to be allowed to remain undecided. 
Here it is a question of the future of the German race, under circumstances 
concerning even its existence or non-existence. The permanent thesis of 
the Main Department for Politics has proved itself true, that a quick 
victory cannot bo attained entirely by the aid of arms, but only in con
junction with tho applioation of a great political offensive. That the ad
ministration of the occupied Eastern territories is composed almost en
tirely of personnel not acquainted with Russia is probably one of the 
reasons why this thesis has not been carried out. The gentlemen slowly 
grope their way into the problem, for which the majority still require inter
preters. Nevertheless it is today already confirmed that vride circles 
of the lower administrative chiefs in the Ukraine are plainly frightened 
of the policy commanded by the higher echelon. However, they are not in a 
position to have their way. So much the more reason one should trust the 
interpretation of the Main Department for Politics based on the best 
technical and social knowledge; the Department is even today convinced of a 
speedy victorious conclusion of the war, insofar as its political directives 
are followed.

Perlin, 25 October 1942

simeds BREUT IGAI I

CERTIFICATE OF TRNSLAT ION
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24 September 1945

I, WILLARD EVANS SKIDMORE, Lt (jg) USNR, 391590, hereby certify 
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and 
that the above is a true and correct tranultion of pocument 294-PS.

TTILLARD EVANS SID)TORE

Lt (jg) USNR 
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Secret

Berlin, 17 October 1944

To: The Chief of the Party Chancellory 
Reich Leader Martin Bormann 
Berlin W 8
Wilhelmstr. 63/64,

Political liain Staff :
st , m : J ournal N o. P1011 a/ 4g:

• Received 18 Oct. 1944 :
:  encl.:

Subject: Actions against civilians in rear echelons.
Your circular Ho. 309/44 of 9 Oct. 1944.

Dear Party comrade Bormann: -

In order to prevent difficulties and delay -which is of course not desired 
by you- in the liquidation of the companies under my supervision, I have to-day 
dispatched the following telegram to the Gau Leaders because of the particular 
urgency:

"In order not to delay the liquidation of companies urider my supervision, 
I beg to point out that the companies concerned are not private firms
but business enterprises of the Reich so that also actions with regard 
to them just as with regard to government offices are reserved to the 
highest authorities of the Reich. I supervise the following companies:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Zentralhandelsgesselschaft Ost fuer lendwirtschaftlichen Absatz 
und Bedarf m.b.H. (Zo). (Central Trading Company East for Agri- 
cultural Marketing and Requirements Limited) 
Landbewirtschaftungsgessollschaft Ostland und Ukraine 
(Agricultural Development Company Eastern Territories and Ukraine) 
Beschaffungsgcssellschaft Ost m.b.H.
(Supply Company East Limited.) 
Pharm. - Ost G.m.b.H.
(Pharmaceutics - East Company Limited)

The following banks under my supervision are also not private firms:

(e) Zentralnotenbank Ukraine
(Central Exchange Bank Ukraine)

(f) Notenbank OstJand
(Exchange Benk Eastern Territories)

(g) Zentralvirtschaftsbank Ukraine.
(Central Commercial Bank Ukraine)

(a) Verband der Wirtschaftsbanken in dur Ukraine.
(Association of Cornmerci'’.]. Banks in the Ukraine)

(i) Gemcirschaftsbank Ostland und Weissruthenien.
(Cooperative Bank Eastern Territories and White Ruthenia}

The Liqui.dation of these companies and banks has been discussed with 
the Reich Plenipotentiary for total war effort and will be brought to 
a close not later than by the end of this year. Assets suitable for 
restitution of the companies have already been earmarked for the armed 
forces and war economy. Therefore, any intervention with regard to 
stocks and personnel does not only impede the liquidation of business 
which is inevitably necessary but also delays the supply of goods to

' the armed forces and war industry. For this reason I beg, to refrain 
from any intervention.

The Chief of the Party Chancellory has a copy hereof."
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Enclosed I am sending you a copy of my letter of to-day to the Reich 
Plenipotentiary for total war effort from which you will note that the liqui
dation of the companies under my supervision has been agreed upon with the 
Reich Plenipotentiary and will be concluded at a relatively close date consi
dering the vast operations which are indispensable for the liquidation in the 
interest of an orderly war economy. Restored properly not yet surrendered 
has already been earmarked for the armed forces and war economy, so that any 
delay of the liquidation or perhaps even independent confiscation of the pro
perty by the Gau Loaders would impair or destroy an organized plan, something 
that should not be done without a compelling reason in the interest of war 
economy. In order to give you an idea of the past and present problems of 
these companies, I am attaching enclosed a corresponding survey.

I beg you to acknowledge receipt of the telegram to the Gau Leaders.

Finally, I want to point out also that in my mind it is not correct to 
simply order the Gau Leaders under the heading "actions against civilians in 
rear echelons" to press the speeding up of the liquidation of offices and es
tablishments which have been brought back from the occupied territories. 
Without doubt cases have occurred where such pressure was warranted by all 
means. On the other hand, it has been proven that, for instance, thousands of 
decent men and women as well as firms, who h ve done their duty under the most 
difficult conditions there, have been brought back from the occupied territories 
and have recognized the need of the hour immediately, but can simply not com
plete their work still necessary for the liquidation at present from one day 
to the other. As far as the Eastern territories are concerned, the above applies 
to the majority of the people assigned, so that I am obliged to regret that 
you also associate those people with the most ill-reputed term of rear-echelon.

Heil Hitler
Yours

Signed A. Rosenberg
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(1) . ZentralhandelsgessellschaftOstfuerlandwirtschaftlichenbsatzund
Budarf m.b.H, (2.0,^?
(Central Trading Company East for Agricultural Marketing and Requirements 
Limited).

The following has been the missi 11 of the Z.O. as a monopoly company 
for the Eastern Territories:
(a) Collection of all agricultural products as well as commercial mar

keting and transportation thereof. (Delivery to armed forces and 
the Reich),

(b) Trusteeship of enterprises dealing with food supplies,
(c) Providing enterprises dealing with food supplies with special equip

ment, supplying the agriculture with means of production and the 
rural population with commodities (premium goods).
The following is the present mission of the Z.O.:

(aa) Winding up of transactions relative to commodities and finances, 
particularly utilization of evacuated goods brought back from the 
Eastern Territories and goods which did not come into use there any 
more,

(bb) Collection of goods brought back from the agriculture and food in
dustry of other occupied territories (General Government West),

(cc) Remaining current business,
(a) Fulfillment of the original assignments in the remainder of the 

Eastern Territories,
(b) Inter-territorial exchange of machines for the agriculture as 

well as for the dairy industry and inter-territorial exchange 
of seeds according to directives of the Plenipotentiary for the 
Four Year Plan - business section food.

The actual significance of the Z.O. and the volume of its tran
sactions can be seen from the followig:
(1) 30 offices with 200 agencies were subordinated to each main office 

for the Eastern Territories, the Central District and the Ukraine,
(2) 11 subsidiary companies of the food industry with 130 branches were 

founded in the Ukraine,
(3) The Z.O. including its subsidiary companies employed at the peak of 

its business during the summer of 1943 about 7000 German party mem
bers of the Reich and in addition has setup about 250 German firms 
of the Reich.

(4) The total turn-over of the Z.O. amounted to about 5.6 milliard 
Reichsmark, from its foundation until the 31st of March 1944.

(5) During this period, the Z.O. together with its subsidiaries has 
collected:
Grain
Meat and meat products
Lindseed
Butter
Sugar
Fodder
Potatoes
Seeds
Other agricultural products
Eggs

9,200,000 tons
622,000 "
950,000 "
208,000 "
400,000 "

2,500,000 "
3,200,000 "

141,000 "
1,200,000 "

1,075 million eggs

The following was required for transportation:
1,418,000 railroad box cars and 472,000 tons of boat shipping 
space.
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(6) A total of 32,900 box cars of evacuated goods has been brought back 
by the Z.O. of which

22,400 are grain, lindseed and other seeds, etc., 
9,000 are agricultural machines, other machines, etc., and 
1,500 are goods for supply and consumption.

' While the utilization of the evacuated agricultural products, has been 
completed in the main part in spite of all difficulties by means of trans
fer to the Reich Agencies, it has not been possible to effect the utili
zation of the remaining goods (machines, furniture, supply goods etc.) 
in the same time and with as little friction, The utilization of those 
goods is being effected with the cooperation of the Corissioncr for 
utilization of goods, Dr. Kemna, for the Reich Minister of Economy and 
the Reich Minister for Armament and War Production. Moreover, part of 
these goods which are composed of thousands of types of different goods 
must first be overhauled and repaired.

The number of personnel of the Z.O. and its subsidiary companies has 
already been reduced from 7000 to 681 employees, exclusive 50 workers who 
are still working in the Eastern Territories.

(2). Landbewirtschaftungsgessellschaft Ukraine.
(Agricultural Development Company, Ukraine)

The Landbewirtschaftungsgessellschaft Ukraine (LBGU) had the following 
missions (Figures according to status of 1st July 1943):
(a) Supervisory management of almost 31,000 collective farms and agri

cultural cooperatives (former Kolhoze) with 1.7 million farms, of 
almost 540,000 individual farms with an area used for cultivation of 
maximum 38 million hektars- (93.9 million acres) - 24.5 million hectars 
(60.5 million acres) during summer 1943“,

(b) Managing trusteeship of 1875 state—owned estates with an area used 
for agriculture of 2.8 million hectare (6.9 million acres),

(c) Managing trusteeship of 72 breeding stations with an area of 124,000 
hectars (306,400 acres), seed reproducing area of 424,000 hectars 
(1,047,700 acres),

Trustee management of 17 offices for distribution of seeds of 
270 seed distribution points and of 619 seed depots with a seed 
capacity of 192,000 tons.

(d) Managing trusteeship of 900 machine and tractor stations (MTS) with 
49,600 tractors.

The LBGU maintained 1 central business office, 6 district offices 
(with 5 branches offices), 114 regional offices, 431 county offices, 2870 
base offices and 400 supervisory bodies.

The LBGU has already completed the liquidation of the following 
affairs:
(1) Management of the general enterprises (see above under a),
(2) Management of the state— owned estates (see above under b),
(3) Sheep-breeders association Ukraine,
(4) Financial liquidation (balance-sheet of liquidation as of 1st July 

1944 will be completed on 20th Oct. 1944).
At present the LBGU still attends to the following matters:
(aa) Utilization of still remaining 5400 tons of highly valuable, evacuated 

seeds (a total of 98,000 tons have been brought back), most of which 
will be transferred to the Landbau-Gesellschaft m.b.H. (Land Develop
ment Company Limited) founded recently by the Commissioner for the 
Four Year Plan, - termination by the end of this year-,
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(bb) Utilization of the rolling stock, parts of equipment and similar 
matters confiscated by the armed forces.

(cc) Realization of the MTS evacuation depots and work shops. The 
personnel used in connection with this (90 civilians, 34 military 
personnel) occupied mainly with new problems regarding the em
ployment of agricultural machines and the repair thereof. The 
transfer of these machines to the above mentioned Landoau-Gese 11- 
schaft has been projected in the near future.

The number of personnel employed by the LBGU has been reduced from 
4500 German and Dutch workers as of 30 June 1943 to 410 as of 1st Oct. 
1944.

Of these latter 248 were made available for other important war jobs, 
especially in the general government, by way of orders and leaves from 
present jobs, 28 employees are assy d to supervise 50,000 Ukrainian 
workers in key-positions and skilled laborers of the LBGU. Another 90, 
as mentioned, are employed for the problems of utilizing agricultural 
machines and for the repair thereof (see above cc). Consequently, only 
44 persons are employed to wind up the remainding affairs.

(3) . Beschaffungsgesellschaft Ost mob,H. (BGC). 
(Supply Company Fast Limited)

The BGO has been founded with the purpose to procure machines and 
other investment goods for the economy of the Eastern Territories as 
well as to perform special assignments.

Today, it has the following assignments:
(a) Winding-up of concluded business-contracts (50 mill. Reichsmark of a 

total procurement in the value of 115 mill Reichsmark), according to 
which deliveries will be made within the next 9 months;

(b) procurement of machine tools .and wood-working machines by order of 
the Reich Minister for Armament and War production.

(c) Collection and utilization at economic assets evacuated from the 
Eastern Territories and the General Government whereby the BGO acts 
as an executive company for Dr. Kemna, the Commissioner for the 
utilization of goods for the Reich Minister for Economy and the Reich 
Minister for Armament and War-production (see Annex (1) and (2)).

(d) Liquidation of the Steine und Erden Ost G.m,b.H. (Stone and Soil East 
Company Limited).

To (a): According to orders by the Reich Minister for Armament and War pro
duction the machines which are being delivered in agreement with 
current business contracts are being transferred particularly to 
German industries damaged by bombing. The other deliveries are 
being disposed of in accordance with orders of the OKH/Chef H Ruest 
u.BdH. (Supreme Command Army) as well as of the economic administra
tive agencies and of the Planning Commissioners.

To (b): This procurement is also done for the German industry.
To (c): The execution of these assignments is in full swing, and the work 

connected with it is steadily increasing. So far the BGO has col
lected about 1000 carloads of evacuated goods. One part of these is 
directed by the B.G.O. to agencies charged with their utilization 
which operate under its management. Another part - particularly 
machines and investment goods - are stored in own depots, repaired, 
catalogued and catalogue submitted to the Office of Armament Supplies 
as well as to Special Agencies (Sonderringe)* and apportioned accor
ding to their directions to the Armament Industry.
The number of personnel employed at present by the BGO is 118 employ
ees of whom 55 are male employees.
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(4). Pharm-Ost G,m.b.H. .
(Pharmace ut ic s—East Company Limited)

A

The company had the assignment to supply t oFasternTe ritor: ■ 
with medicines and other drugs within the range of human andaycterm 
medicines as well as with all equip.ut for medical and veterinar 
requirements, hospital requirements, etc.

The company had the assignment to

Apart from supplying the reminder of the Eastern Torritoricbetde 
company’s main assignment at present is essentially to . - icuu,
ated goods to other consumers, the armed forces in particular, its stoct8 
and those goods Which are to be deliverod according to business contract, 

already concluded, while observing the necessary financial tiguidetio 
procedure.

Translators note:
Committees of industrialists and engineers set up by Speer 
to organize the production of corponent parts fox* the ar

mament industry.

CERTIFICATE OF TRINSJM.TION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 327 -PS

25 October’ 1945.

I FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt Inf, 0-133 5 hereby certify, that 
conversant v;ith the English and German langu-xg^s; and hat he 
correct and true translation of Document No. 3R7-PS•

I am thoroughly 
above is a

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt Inf 
0-1335567.
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Reichs Commissioner
for the East (Oakland)

Sect. II h

Directions concerning the Treatment of Jewish Property in the Reich Com- 
missariate Ostland

of 13 Oct bcr 1941

Par. 1

The total, movable and immovable properties of the Jewish popu
lation in the territories suverned by oho Reich’s Connission.r for Eastern 
areas are placed under confiscati n by the adninistration for the comuission 
and the seizure according to the followin; regulations.

Par. 2

Property is efined as movable and immovable objects along with 
all accessories, claims, comrissions, rights and interests of all types.

Par. 3

1) The confiscation will be carried out by the Reich is com
missi ner for the East (Ostland) or those offices vno have been authorized 
by him. It can be carried out by lir ctives to individual persons or in 
general by a proclamation end can be limi.te.l to in lividunl objects of wealth.

2) The Collowing shall be excluded frum confiscation:

a) That part of the h usehold furniture vhich will take care 
of the base essentials of life.

b) Cash, oonl ind sovings credit, as ’."oil as bonds, up to a 
total value cf ore hundred Reichsm rks.

Par. 4

1) With the confiscahion the previous omar loses all rights to 
dispose of the confascebcl propsty,,

2) Whevven has confiscated property in possession or custod, 
will adminis to it until further notic. The chenginc or disposal of the 
property or of is profits will only be alloved inside thc bounds of 
orderly manacen: rt AL other measuroa take* beyond thic wi.l peen the 
approval of t Hsiehs cornissioner for the East (usu. 11) or these 
agencies auth viz d by ni,

Pu, 5
1) The property that is placed under confiscation can be brought 

under the administration of the comission, sofar ,s it is necessary for 
orderly management.

2) The assuming of cootrol by the administrative commission will 
at the same time be ooked upon a.s confiscation.

3) The Reichs commission for the East (Ostland) will issue 
directives about the arrangement and management of this administration.

' Far. 6

1) Confiscated property cm be called in by the Reichs com- 
missioner for the East (Ostland) or by the agencies authorized by him.

2) The disposal of the confiscated property will be left to the 
authorized agencies.

9 •-° - - - , " * • L ‘. 2- .t :
t,*-,1 ...... -* . v...... .. •
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3) These agencies will decide with finality, using administrative 
means, on the debts which belong to the confiscated property. The re- 
sponsibility will be linited to the sales value of the confiscated property.

Par. 7

Bids for the purchase of the property which comes under confis
cation can be publicly advertised.

Par* 8

The responsible authorities can demand information from everyone 
to carry out their tasko

Par. 9

1) The following will bo punished with a prison sentence and 
monetary fine or one of those punishmentse

a) Those vrho will undertak to withdraw an object of value 
from the offices of the civil authorities or th: se installed with the 
authority for disposal, or in any other manner to thwart, to evade, or to 
impair the action of confiscation.

b) Those who intentionally or carJessly do not fulfill in due 
time or completely onc of th se disuctivs imposed upon him such as an 
order of execution or other directive of execuvion, and the report and 
information obligations concerning it.

2) In severe cases the pmishmrnt is penal servitude. If the 
accused is charg v h villful dincbedi nco o. shotlc it be any other 
especially sevra"e, c:3c no death suntenc. Is c,horized.

Par. 10

The Reichs commissioner r the cast (stland) will issue the 
necessary me.sccs *o carry at thisa dimoctives.

Par. 12

The directive will go ince eff-ct on the day of its 0bica- 
tion.

Fge, te 2 "rtoh :
The L ci. 1 s . c issior c for the East 

(Ostland)

signed: LOIISE
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H1225-0141

NOVe 23, 1939, 1200 hours. Conferenco with the Fuehrer, to which all Supremo
-omendors aro ordered. The Fuehrer gives the followirg speoch:

The purpose of this conference it to give you an idea of the world 
01 mY thouchts, which takes charro of me, in the face of future verts, and to 
tell you my decisions. The bnilding up of our armed forces was only possible 
in connection vith the ideological (weltanschavich) education of the German 
people by the Forty Whon t started my political task in 1919, my strong 
01ief in final success was basod on a thorough obsorvotion of the events of the 

uay and the study of the reasons for their occurrence. Therefore, I never lost 
my bolief in the midst of sot—Tacks which were not spared me during my period 

Strusrlo• Trovidenco has had the last word and brought mo success. On top 
os, 1 hod A clear recognition of the probably courso of historical events, 
and the firm will to make brutal decisions. The first decision was in 1919 
when I after lons internal conflict became a politician and took un +ho struegle 
Asainet my onemios: That was the hardest of all decisions. I had, however/the 
firm belief thnt.I would arrive at my conl. First of nil, I desired a new 
SV stem of selection. I wanted to oducnto a minority which would take over the 
-odorshipa After 15 yonrs, I arrived at my gonl, after strenuous struggles 
and many set-bneko when I cne to porer in 1933, a period of the most difficult 
Struesle lay behind me, Eerything czi sting before that had collapsed. I had 
to reorganize everything hocinnins with the mass of the people and extending it 
to the armed forces. First reorganization of the interior, abolishment of 
appenrancos of docay and defeat 3 st ideas, education to heroism, Thile re
organizing the interior, I undertook the second tasks to release Germany from 
its ireornotionnl ties. Two particular characteristics are to be pointed out, 
secession from the League of Nations and denunciation of the disarmament conference 
It WaS a hard decisiono The number of prophets who predicted +hnt it would 
lead to the occupation of the Ehinoland mas large, the number of believers was 
very small. I was supported by the nation, which stood firmly behind me, when 
I carried out my intentions. After that the order for rearmament. Hore again 
there were numerous promhets who predicted misfortunes, and only a few bo-' 
lievers. In 1935 the introduction of compulsory armod servico. After that 

112tarization of tho Rhinoland, again a process believed to be impossible at 
that time. The number of people vrho put trust in mo, was very small. Then 
the beginning of the fortirluatton or the wole country specially in the wort.

.,Ono yoor later, Austria come, this stop also was considerod doubtful, 
it . rousht about a considerhle reinforcement of the Reioh, The next stop was 
Bohemia, Moravin and Polondo This sbop aiso vras not possible to accomplish in 
one oanpnigne First of all, the western fortification had to be finished, it 

) Wosnot possible to reach the goal in one effort, it was clear to me from the 
first moment that I could not be satisfied with tho Sudeten-German territory. 
WoS only a partial solution. The decision to march into Bohemia was mode. 
Then followed the erection of the Protectorato rend with that the basisFor the 
artion against Poland was laid, but I vasn?t qhte ccor ot that timo whether 
- shoudekert first against tho cart and then in the west or vice-versa,
o-tke often made the same calculations in his time. Under pressure the 

decis ion.ceme.to firht with Polond first, Ono might accuso Mo of wanting to .
. 1i ht arc fisht again. In struggle I see the fate of all beings.' Nobody 

can avoid a struggle if he does not want to lose out. The increasing nubor 
of people requires a larger living space (Lebensraum), Ny gon was to create 
a logical relation betweon tho number of people and the 37x100 for thorn to 
-ive,in• The strugelo must start hore. No poovle can get away from the 
solution of this task or else it must, .cld nn gradually dic out. That is 
taught oy hisbory• First migration of peoples to the southwort, then 
adaptation of the number of people to tho small space by emigration. In tho 
last years, adaptation of tho people to insufficient space, by reducing the 

.... 3o This would lead to tho death and weakening of the blood of
, if a people chooses that course all their wreaJmosses are mobilized
ne.Yields t0 bhe force of tho outside and uses this force against onots self 

by killing of the child. This moans the greatest comrdice, decimation of the 
number, ane less of value. I decided a different way: adaptation of the 
living space to the number of people. One acknowledgemont is important.
The state has a mennins; only if it supports the maintenance of its population 
posontiale in our case 82 millions of people were concerned. That means the

That

number of births
the people.
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not test, rospon sibility.. Ho who does not want to-assume this rosponsiblity is 
to worthy Q belongins to the mass of the people. That guve me the strongh 
10-126It is one eternal problem to brine the number of Germans to a 
relationship to the amailable space. Security of the needed smce. 
eulated cleverness is of any help, solution only with tho sword. A 
pneb10 to produce the strength for fight, must withdraw. Strur-les 
iorpn.than those, of 100 yoars nro, Todny vre can speak of a racial fight, 
wo-fishh.f or cilfields, rubber, treasures of tho earth, otc. AfEor the penco of 
westPhqlin. Gorary, disinterratod, Disintegrntion, inpotence of th. Cernan Reich 
of etormin A by decroc. This Gorman impobonca romoted by tho creation

Reich whon,Frussic ronlized tor tart. Then the opnosition betwoen 
L., R? Eniglond becne Since 1870 England has hoon afainst us. Bismarck 

...nd Moltke were certnin that there would have to be
tim VaE of.a two-front war. Moltko was at times in favor of a preventive 

war To take advantage of the slow progross of tho - - ----- •
armed nicht was not fully employed. Insufficient sternness of tho londine 
personalities. The bosic thought of Moltke was the offensive. He never thought 

,7? defense. Many opportunities were missdd after Moltke’s death. The 
so ution was only possible by attacking a country at a favorable moment, 
mo-itical.and militnry leadership always declared thet it was not yet ready. 
- 1214 there omo the war on sevoral fronts. It did not bring tho solution 
2. . oSe problosz Tocn the second act of this eromn is being written. For the 
first time in 6/ years it must bo male clear that wro 
war to wage. That which has been dosirod since 1870 and <
of achievement has come to pnssc For the first time inhisbory vre have to fight 
, only one.fronta the other front is at present free. But no one can know hw 
7° 2 that J111 remain So I have doubted for a ion- time whether I should strike 
in the east and then in the vocta Basically T did not organize the armed forces

l ho decision to stri.’ro wa z always in me. Earlier orin order not to strik
later I wantod to solve the prohlom 
east was to bo attacked

one more action

No ccI 
pooplo 
are dir

proper

Today

The danger

Russian mobilization. German

o not havo a tvro- front
consi dorod as impossible

Under prossvro it was decided that the
first. Tf the Polish War was won so quickly, it was 

our armed forces. Tho most gorions apnearanoe Jn
,,,0. : Unexpoctodly smailpendituros of men and materiel. Now the eastern 

' “ he d by only a few divisions, it is a situation which we viewed
previougtya8 unachievbQo Now the situation is an follos; The opponent in 
the." est.1ies behind hin fortificotions. There is no possibility or coming to
rips.with him Tho Cocisvo question is: how 1ong can we enduro this 

situation? Russia is at present not dangerous. It is vrenl-onoa by many in
cidents today. Moreover, we have a-pact -- - -
held as long as thoy serve tho puryoso.

due to the superiority
history.

ith Russia. Facbs, howrever, are only 
18sia will hold herself to it only

so long as Russia considers it to be to her benefit 
Lot one think of the pact bo assure cur Lack, n 
above all the strongthoning of her position'in + 
only when we are free in the Tecto Further Russia is striving to increase her 
influence on the Balkans and is strivine toward the Persian Gulf. That is also 
the 6001.of our,forcim policy. Russia will do that which she considers to 
oeneiit her. At the present moment it has retired from internationalism. In 
ca6e.sho ronounces this, she will proccd to Pan-SIaviem. It is difficult to 

© .int° the lucurc. It is a fact that at the present time the Russian army is 
Inl3tt1e "orth• For the next one or two years tho present situation will

w
• ven Bismarek thought so. 
ussia lias far reaching gonls 
clic. VTo can oproso Russia

.. uch depends on Italy, above all on Mussolini, whose death could
nlter eyorythine: Itoly hns a great goal for the consolidation of her empire 
Th oEe.who,carry this idea aro fascism and the Duce, personally. The court
is opposed to that 
Italy will sol ze e

As long as the Duco live then it car bo calculated that
imporinlistic goalo However, 

icin in the battle before Germanyit is too much to ask of Italy, that .i n1 ale
hos seizedthe.offensive in the Jucr 80 Rusaia dja not attnck until we
hod. with ed.into Polande Othorwise Italy will think that France has onlv to 
12. W- ih Italy, since Germany is sitting bohind. its Test trail. Italy will not 
attaekuntin.gormnyhas tnken the ofPensive against France. Just as the 
dath oL.Stnlin 80 the doath of tho Duco can bring danger us. Just how 
mnsily the deoth of a statesman can come I myself have experienced rooontly. 

T - imei must be used to the full, othorvriso one will suddenly find himself 
faced with a new situation. As long as Italy maintains-this position then no 
danger ron Jucoslovia is to be foarod. Just so is the neutrality of Rumania 
achievad by the position of Russia. Scandinavia is hostile to us because of 
Rarxistie influences, but is neutral now. America is still not dnneoroie to us 
bocnuse of its neutrality laws. Tho sronpthenini cf our oplononts by idea
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is st nil not important. The position of Japan is still unoertnin, it is not 
yet certain whether sho will join ogainst England.

Everything is determined by the fact that the moment is favorable 
now, in 6 months it might not be so anymore.

As the last factor I must name my own person in all modesty: ir- 
replaceable, Neither a military nor a civil person could replace me. 
Assassination attempts may bo-repoated. I am convinced of the poors of my 
intellect and of decision. Wors are always ended only by the destruction of 
the opponent. Everyone who believes differently is irresponsible. Time is 
working for our adversary, Now there is a relationship of forces which can 
nover be more propitious, but can only deteriorate for us. The enemy will not 
make peace when the relationship of forces is unfavorable for us. No oom
promise. Sternness against ourselves. I shall strike and not capitulate. The 
fate of the Reich depends only on mo. I shall deal accordingly. Today we 
have a superiority such as we have never had before. After 1914 our 
oppononts disarmed themselves of their own accord. England disregarded the 
construction of her fleet. The fleet is no longer sufficiently large to safe
guard the shipping lanes. Only two modern new constructions: Rodney and 
Nelson. New construction activity only in tho cruisers of the Tashington class, 
which wore, however, an unsatisfactory type. The new measures can become 
effective only in 104 1. In the Abyssinian war England Hid not have enough . 
strength to occupy choen Sea, At Malta, Gibrnltar and London little anti
aircraft prctoctjon. Since 1937. renewal of roormmonto At present however, 
only a small number of divisions, which must form the nuclous of new 
divisions. Material for the army being patherod together from all over tho 
world, Not before next sumer is a positive action tobe expected. The 
British army has only a symbolic meaning, Roarmeinent in the air is pro- 
coeding. The first phase will end in the spring o2 1940, Anti-aircraft has 
only guns from the last war. A German flyer is safe from English anti
aircraft fire at 6000 motors altitude. The navy will not bo fully rozrmod 
before onq to two years (1-2 Jahren). I have the greatest experience in 
rearmament and I know the difficulties which mu st be overcome therein.

After 1914 Franco reduced the length of service* After 1914 de 
crease of military might, Cnly in some special branches nro we inferior. 
Only the French Navy was modernizoda in the time after
army deteriorated 
her demands.

the war the French 
rearmed and announcedThere were no changes

In summary: 1225-0143

1) The number of active organizations in Germany is greatest.
2) Superiority of the Lufiwaffo.
3) Anti-aircraft beyond all competition.
4) Tank corps
5) Large number of anti-tehk guns, five times as many as 1914 machine

guns ,
6) German artillozy has great superiority because of the 10.5 gun.
7) Fronch superiority in howitzers and mortars does not exist.

Numerical superiority, but also the value of the individual soldier 
is greater than for the others. I am most deeply pained when I hear the 
opinion that the Gorman army is not individually as valuable as it should 
bo. The infantry in Polane did not accomplish what one should have oxpocted 
from it. Lax discipline. I believe that the soldiers must be judged in 
their relative value in comparison it she -tsoncto Thore is no doubt that 
our armod forces are the bost, Eyo . nac.n nunoryman is better than the 
French, Not tho oxhiliration of pai-lovism but tough • determination, I am 
told that the troops will only advance if the officers lead the way. In 1914 
that was also the case, I am told that wb were better trained then. In 
reality we vrere only better trained on the drill field, but not for the vrar. 
I must pay the present leadership the compliment that it is better than it was 
in 1914. Mention of the collapse while storming Liege. There was nothing 
like this in the campai en in Poland.

Five million Germans have been called to tho colors. Of whet im
portance if a few of them collapse. Daring in the army, navy and Luftwaffe. 
I can not bear it when one says the army is not in good shape. Everything lies
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In the hands of the military loader. I can do anything vith the German soldior 
if he is well lod. We have succeodod with our small navy in clenring the 
North Sea of the British, Recognition of the small navy, ospecially the Hicgh 
Common of the Novy.

Wo have a Luftwaffe which has succeeded in snfeguarding the ontiro 
living spoco of the Gormans e

The land army achiovod outstondin- thinps in Poland. Even in the 
West it was not shown that the Goran soldier is inferior to the French,

Rovolution from within is impossible, Ve are superior to the enomy 
numoricolly in tho Tost, Behind the Army stands the stroncest armaments 
industry of tho world.

I am disturbed by the stronger and stronger apponrance of the English 
Tho English are a tourh onomy. Above all on defence. There is no doult that 
England will be very much represented in France at the latest in six to oisht 
months.

We have an Achillas heels The Ruhr. The vrogress of tho war deponds 
on the possession of the Ruhro If England and France push through Belgium and
Holland into the Ruhir, we shall bo in the crontost danror. That could lead to
tho parolizing of tho Gorman power of resistanco, Evory hope of compromise is
childish: Victory or defeat: Tho question 5 s not the fate of a national-
socialistic Germany, but who is to dominate Europe in the future. The question 
is worthy of tho greatose efforts. Certainly England and Fronce will assume 
the offensive against Germany vrhon they are armed, Enelnnd and Franco have 
means of pressure to bring Belcium nd Holland to request English and French help. 
In Belgium and Holland the sympathies are all for France and England. Mention 
of the incident at Vonlo: The man who was shot was not an Englishman, but a 
Dutch Genoral Staff officer. This wos krept silent in the press. The Dutch 
government asked that the body of the Dutch officer ho pivon up. This is one of 
their greatest stupiities. The Dubch press does not even mention the incident 
anymore. At a given time I shall use that to motivate rpr action. If the French 
army marches into Belgium in order to attack us, it will be too late for us. We 
must anticipate them. One more thing. U-1 onto Pinos, and Luftwaffe (also for 
Minos) can strike England offoccively, if we have a better starting point. Now 
a flight to England demands so much fuel that sufficient bomb loads cannot be 
carried. The invention of a now type mine is of greatest importonbo for the 
HTavy. Aircraft wrill be the chief mine layers now. Wo shall sow the English 
oocst with mines which cannot be cleared. This mine warfare with the Luftwaffe 
demands a different startine point. Engl- nd cannot live without its imports. 
We can feed ourselves. The permanent sowing of minos on the English coasts 
will bring England to her kmeos. However, this can only occur if we have occupiod 
Belgium and Holland. It is a difficult decision for me. Nono has over achieved 
what I have achieved. Tfy life is of no importance in all this. I have led the 
German people to a great height, even if the world does hate us now. I am 
sotting this work on a gamble. I have to choose be’veon victory or dostruction. 
I choose victory. Greatest historical choice, to be compared with the decision 
of Friedrich the Great before the first Silesian war. Frussia owres its rise 
to the heroism of one man. Evon there the closest advisers woro disposed to 
capitulation. Everything depended on Friorich the Great. Even the decisions 
of Bismarck in 1866 and 1870 wore no less rreat. Ny docision is unchangeable.
I shall attack France and Enclend at the most favoroblo and quickest moment. 
Breach of the neutrality of Belcium and Holland is meaningless. No one will 
question that when wo have won. Wo shall not bring about the breach of 
neutrality as idiotically as it was ir 1P11, 72 ora do not break tho neutrality, 
then England and France will. Without :uC .ok uno war is not to be ended 
victoriously. I consider it as possi! Ie to end the war only by moans of an 
attack. The question as to whether the nttack will be successful no one can 
answer. Everything depends upon the favorable instant. The military conditions • 
are favorable. A prerequisite however, is thrt the leadership must give an 
example of fanatical unity from abovo, Thoro would not ho any failures if the 
lenders always had the courage a rifleman must have.

Individual acknowlodgomonts: The enomy must be beaten only by 
attack. Chances are different today than during the offensive of 1918.
Numerically we can use more than 100 divisions. With reapect to mon, reserves
can be supplied. The material situation is good. Moreover that which is not

H1225-0144
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ready today must be ready tomorrow. The whole thing means the end of the 
Vorld War, not just of .a single action. It concerns not just a single 
question but the existence or non-exsistence of the nation.

I ask you to pass on the spirit of determination to the lower 
echelons

1) The decision is irrevocable, •
2) The only prospect for success, if the whole armed forces are 
determined.

The spirit of the great men of our history must hearten us 
all. Fate demans from us no more than from the great men of German 
history. As long as I live I shall think only of the victory of my peonle. 
I shall shrink from nothing and shall destroy everyono who is opposed to me. 
I have decir’od to live my life so that I can st' nd unshamod if I havo 
to die. I wont to destroy the enemy. Behind me stands the German nconle, 
whose morale can onJ.y grovr worsc. Only he who struggles with destiny 
can have a good intuition. In the last years I have experienced many 
examples of intuition. Even in the nresent develonmont I see the pronhecy.

if we come through this struggle victoriously - and we shall 
come-through victoriously - our time will enter into the history of our 
people. I shall stand or fall in this strug 1c. I shall never' survive 
the defeat of my pooplo. No capitulation to the outside forces, no 
revolution from the interior forces.

C3PTIFICTT OF T.PSL..TION

_OEDOCUT/07e9-PS_

3 October 1945

I,PRSD PIBBSICLL, 2nd Lt Inf, 0-1335567, hereby certify that I am 
th or ou hly conversant with ths Inlish -nd German languages; and that the 
above1 is a true and correct translation of document 789.

FRSD SR..LL
2nd Lt Inf 
0-1335567
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I name Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg as my Commissioner 
for the central control of questions connected with the East-European 
Region.

An office, which is to be established in accordance with his orders, 
is at the disposal of Reichsleiter Rosenberg for the carrying out of the 
duties therely entrusted to him.

The necessary money for this office is to be taken out of the Reich 
Chancellory Treasury in a lump sum.

Fuehrer’s Headquarters 2oth April 1941.

The Fuehrer
si med Adolf Hitler.

Reich Minister and Head of Reich Chancellory 
signed Dr. Lammers,

The Reich linister and the Head- of the 
Reich Chancellory Berlin W8 21st April 

1941
Vossstrasse 6
At present Fuehrer 
Headquarters, mail 
without exception to 
be sent to the Berlin 
address.

To:
The Chief of the Supreme Command 

of the Armed Forces.
General Field marshal Keitel . TOP SECRET

Personal. By curier.

My dear General Field Narshal.
Herewith I am sending you a copy of the Fuehrer's Decree 

by which the Fuehrer appointed Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg as his 
Commissioner for the central control connected with the East European 
Region. In this capacity Reichsleiter Rosenberg is to make the necessary 
prevarations for the probbable emergency with all speed. The Fuehrer 
wishes that Rosenberg shall be authorized for this ourpose to obtain 
the closest coopration of the highest Reich authorities, receive 
information from them, -and summon the representatives of the Highest 
Reich Authorities . to conferehces. In order to guarantee the necessary 
secrecy of the commission and the measures to be undertaken, for the 
time being only those of the highest Reich Authorities should be informed, 
on whose co-oneration Reichsleiter Rosenberg will primarily depend. 
There are: the Commissioner for the Four Year plan, the Reich linister 
of Economies and you yourself.

Therefore may I ask you, in accordance with the Fuehrer’s 
wishes, to place your co-operation at the disposal of Reichsleiter 
Rosenberg, in the carrying out of the task imposed upon him.

It is recommended in the interests of secrecy, that you name 
a representative in your office, with whom the office of the Reichsleiter 
can communicate and who in addition to your usual reputy should be 
the only one to whom you should communicate the contents of this letter, 

I should be obliged if you would acknowledge the receipt of this 
letter.

Heil Hitler, Yours very sincerely 
Dr. Lammers,
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The Chief of the Supreme • 25, April 1941.
Command of the Armed Forces.

lost Secret*
By curier..

To:
The Head of the Reich Chancollory, 
Reich Minister Dr. Lammers.

Personal.

Dear Reich Minister,.
I acknovlede receipt of the cony of the Fuehrer’s 

Decree in which the Fuehrer aopointor Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg 
as his Commissioner for the central control of questions connected 
with'the Enst Euronean Region. I have named General of the .artillery 
Jodi, Head of the Armed Forces Operntionnl Staff as my permanent 
Deputy and lajor General Tarlimont as his Deputy.

Heil Hitler.
Yours very sincerely

K.
25/4.

The Chief of the Supreme 
Command of the Armed Forces.

25th April 1941.

To:
Reichsleiter Rosenber 

Personal.

Lost Secret.
By curler.

Dear Reichsleiter,
The Head bf the Reich Chancellory has sent me a copy 

of the Fuehrer’s Decree, by which he has appointed you his Commissioner 
for the central control of questions connected with the East Eurpean 
Rezion. I have charged General of the Artillery Jodi, Head of the 
Armed Forces Operational Staff and his Deputy, ljor General Warlimont 
with the solving of these questions, as far as they concern the 
Supreme Command of the Armed Forces. Now I ask you, as far as 
your Office is concerned, to deal with him only.

Heil Hitler, 
Yours very sincerely 

K. 25/4.

CERTIFICATE OF TRNS.TION 
OF DOCUMENT 865-PS

November 23, 1945.

I, EVE GLAZIER, P/0, T.R.N.S., 37371, hereby certify that I am
thorouchly conversant with the English and Genman Ian unges; and that the 
above is a true and correct translation of Document 865-PS.

EVE GLAZIER, P/0, T.R.N,S., 37371.
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OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF CF COUNSEL

SPECIAL STAFF FOR PICTORIAL ART

Report of work during the period from October 1940 to July 1944

On the basis of the decree of the Fuehrer of 1? September 1940 relative to --2 
seizure of omerloss vorks of art formerly possessed by Jews in the occupied 
I/ESTERN territories, the special staff for pictorial art commenced at the begi - ir 
of October 1940 in PI.RILS tith the s izurc of the works of art abandoned by tho 
internationally lnovm Jevish ROTHSCHILD family, which was also famous as the 
possessor of great art collcctions. It v.s not possible for the various membcrs 
of the Jcwish ROTHSCHILD family, nor for many other rich French Jew?, to take 
any considerable part of their part possessions to England and imcrica in their 
precipitous flight before the Gorman occupation. The staff h: s not only scizcd 
very great parts of the art treasures abandoned in the Paris City Palaces of the 
ROTHSCHILDS, but it also systematically secrchod the country-seats of the individt 
members of the ROTHSCHILD fanily, such as the famous LOIRE castlos, for art 
treasures and thereby safeguarode for the Reich very important parts of the vorl 
famous ROTHSCHILD art collection. The art possessions of the ROTHSCHILD'S vrer- 
traced not only to cleverly hidden places in the individual castles but also 
to depots and warchousos, as for cxampl.. in BORDISAU and ether coastal cities, 
vhorc those art treasures had rlrondy been pock.d for transport to Amcrica. In 
this same manner the art possessions of other French •cvrs famous as art collie ;c 
such as KANN, DIVID-LIL, Lovy de BENZION rnd SELIG IAIUI were traced by the stof. 
and seized in their entirety.

Iftur the seizure of the most famous Jewish art collections in P.RIS, all 
abandoned dwellings of the wealthy Parisian Jcvs, as well as the warehouses of al' 
shipping firs nnc many other art. depots of emigrated Jews, which were very often 
camouflaged by French gentiles, were systematically searched by the special staff 
for pictorial art and vcry considerable art treasures found in this mannor. Thost 
seizures vorc carried out on the basis of preliminary exhaustive investigations 
into the address lists of the Frenchpolico authorities, on the basis of Jewish 
handbooks, warehouse inventories and order books of French shipping firms as WoL 
as on the basis of French art and collection catalogs. The clearly established 
Jewish origin of the individual overs was proved in Oi ch case in cooperation "ith 
the French police authorities and the Sicherheitsdienst (Security Service), as 
well as on the basis of the political secure material c the staff itself.

According to the samo system, the seizure of ownerless Jewish works of - art 
was gradally extended over the whole French territory. The investigations of tho 
special staff for pictorial art vrer. often mace extraordinarily difficult by 
proven sabotage by French authorities, as vroll as by camouflaging of Jewish 
possessions by trusteeship of French Gentiles covering up for the Jcws. In spite 
of this, Jewish art possessions in the occupied French territories was seized 
to such an extent as to justify the assumption that, in spite of all oppositi n 
and camouflnging, the most important part of the art possessions vhich had beun 
in the hands of Jews in France, insofar as these had not already been removed 
before the occupation, was safeguarded by the staff. The wholesale removal of 
irreplaceable European art values ;.’a s t he ruby prevented and the highest irtiotir 
products of all European nations assur-.d f:.r Europe.

In the course of this art scizrure 
territories, the following vrero seized

by the staff in the occupied ESTLRI 
from 203 locations (collections).

21903 art objects of all types, as counted and inventoried up to now.

.. seizure record was made for each location, recording the origin of the 
objects with exact individual data. All seized art treasures were first taken to 
a collection varchouso at the former Jeu de Pauro luscand then to rooms of the 
LOUVRE tthich had been placed at their disposal. They wore scientically invent ri. 
and photographed by scientific art workors of the special staff for pictorial 
arc and carefully packed there by experts for transport to the Reich. These jobs 
were especially difficult, since the majority of the collections nd individual 
art objects werc taken over "ithout any inventories or indications of origin, 
and the scientific cataloguing had to be carried ou by the scientific art workers 
of the staff.

'ng of 29/9
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Since the beginning of 1943, art seizures of the staff have been extender 
include also furniture seizures of the E.ST linistry, whereby a great nuniber o. 
individual valuable art verks could be seized from individual dwellings -.nd 
warehouses.

During the period from -arch 1941 to July 1944, the special staff for pictcn.a 
■ rt brought into the Reich:

29 large shipments including
137 -cugh .3 with

4171 4: ‘ s - i 0 'lj "O rks.
These shipments were taken to 6 shelters in the Reich, unpacked and stored 

with observation of all conservation, air raid and fire protection precautions. 
At tho shelters the inventories, thich had served in PARIS only for identif icati n. 
wrerc supplemented according to scientific vie u- points, and the'results of the 
scientific cataloguing were recorded on inventory lists and thoroughly indexed. 
Hith this scientific inventory of a naterinl unique in its scope and irportanc 
and of a value hitherto unknom to art roserrch, the special staff for pictorial 
art has conducted a work importont to the entire field of art. This inventory 
work wil fora the hhnsis of an a' l -in c]usive scientific catalog, in which should 
be recorded history, .v-v't_ nnae • 2 n/dfat. and yo'i.i.tical significance of this 
historically unique a.-i s>. ■_ m.U.

A restoration work shop nipped with all technical aids was established by 
the special staff at ono of the shelters, and has b-en occupied vith the care and 
restoration of seized articles of ttistic valuc, as well as vith thcir permanent 
observation at the shelters. Several hundreds of th. works of art that had been 
neglected by thcir Jewish owners or had earlier been inexpertly restored vere 
restored in this rorkshop and thcir preservation assured.

In addition, all scizud articles of ortistic value were photographed by the 
photography workshop of the special staff and included in a filin library. Ther.bg 
not only the identity of -ach individual art ork was recorded, but t iso maturic... 
of perunent value for study nnd publication in the field of art was created.

Up to 15 July 1944 the following had been scientifically inventoried:
21 903 art works

■ paintings, pastels,, watcr.colors, drawings
684 ininte .&. _A.t c_and_onunel ), 1 “ • • es. bocks and manuscripts
5d] picsjco. tcr-cots modggijone o.: ■ plnouos

2L(rcicLesolivromsc f rius to art hi s - y
533 textiles (Gobolins . ugs, c.Didorics, Copoic materials)

5 325 hand-mad^ art vrks (porcolins, bronzes, fninencc , majolica, caranics, 
jewelry, coins, are objects mhado with precious stones)

1 236 East Asiatic et; o.-a (bronzes, plastics, procelains, paintings, folding 
screens; we apens;

259artvrkcoirnciuuby (sculptures, bronzes, vases, jevrolry, bowls, 
cut stones, teru-cotbas) .

These figures ill bu increased, since seizures in the WEST are not yet 
conplcted, and it has not been possible to make a scientific inventory of part of 
the seized objects because of the lack of experts.

The cxhraordingcyy artistic ' nd material value of the seized art vorks 
cannot be cprossed in figures. The paintings, period furniture of the 17th and 
13th centuries, the Gobolins, the .antiques and renaissance jewrelry of the ROTHS- 
CHILD'S are objects of soh o nniquc character that their evaluation is impossible, 
since no coparnb.e v lives hrve so far appeared on the art market.

A short report, moreever, con only hint at the rtistic worth of the coll oct iex 
Among the seized ]uiniings, pastels and dravnings there are several hundred works 
of the fir ou quality, nascorpiscos of Diropoan act, which co.d talto 1irs3 place 
in any rusconl Irclidod therein are absolutely authenticated signed works of 
REBRNDI van RIJN, RUBENS, Frans H.LS, Verncer van DELFT, VELSQU3Z, URILIO, 
GOYA, Sebastiano del PIO: BO, Palma VECCHIO, etc.

H12250149
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Of first importance among the seized paintings are the vorks of the fa U 
French po. inters cf the 18th century, with masterpieces of BOUCHER, WATTEIU, 
ALG..UD, LRGIELJIERE, KATTIER, FR.CONARD, PATER, D NLOUX and de TRCY.

This collection can compare with those of the best European museums. It 
includes many vorks of the foremost French masters, who up to now have been only 
inadequately represented in the best German museums. Very important also is the 
representation of nestcrpicces of the Dutch painters of the 17th and 18th centuric 
First of al should be mentioned the works of van DYCK, Salomon and Jacob RUISDIL 
UIOUVERL.NN, TERBORCH, Jan WEENIX, Gabriel 10TSU, ..drian van OSTADE, David TLNIEERS, 
Pieter de HOOCH, !lillom von dor V LD , etc.

Of foremost importance also are the reprasented vorks of English paintings of 
the 18th and 19th centuries, with mastcrpieces of Reynolds RORLY and GLNSBORCUGH. 
CRIN..CH and AIBBLRGER, among the Gorrn masters, should be mentioned.

The collection of French furniture of the 17th and 18th centuries is perhaps 
even mere highly to be cvaluctcd. This contains hundreds of the bost preserved 
and, for the most part, signod vorks of the best known cabinet-makers from the 
period between LOULS X].V to IOUIS IVI. Since Cerran cabinet-makers played an 
important part in this golden ago cf Trench cabinetry, new recognized fez the 
first time in the field of art, this collection is of paramourt importance.

The collection of Gobelins and Porsien tapestries contains numerous world 
famous objects. The coll oction of handicraft works and the ROTHSCHILD collection 
of renaissance jenclry is valuable beyond comparison.

Very many works of art were seized by the staff from the luggage of Jewish 
emigrants in Holland as vrell. as in the occupied territories of French and Belgium.

?fork in the EASTERN tcrriterios.

The activity of the spocinl staff for pictorial art was limited in tho occupioc 
ESTERN t orritor ies to a scientific and ph 5c graphic recording of public colloctio 
and their safoguardi.rg and car. in cooperation vith the military and civil servic. 
In the course of the evacuation of the territory several hundred most valuable 
Russian Ikons, several hundred Russian paintings of th- 18th and ©th centuries 
individual articles of furniture and furniture from castles were saved in cooper
ation with the individual army groups, and brought to a shelter in the Reich.

A collection of degenerate Bolshevist art, as well as a collection of degen
erate .EST.RI rrt, was 'iso mde for politicnl study purposes. In addition, a 
rich collection of material cnccunin, Sorict a-.hatccturc was made.

25 poroljos OL pL-cs vich tha most valuable works of the art collections 
seized in the ’ 1ST wor> presented to the Fuchrcr on 20 April 1913, together vith 
three volumes of . proviclnsi catalog of paintings and an interim progress report. 
Additional portfolios of picthres are in preparation.

Robert SCHOLZ

Beroichsleiter
Chief of the Special Staff 
for Pictorial Art.

CERTIFICATE OF TP.NSLTION 
OF NO. 1015 B

7 November 1945

I, FRED NIEBERGIIL, 2nd Lt., Inf., 0-1335567, hereby certiy that I an 
thoroughiy co* verbant vith the English and Gorman langunges; an.: that the above 
is a correct and true traislation of Document No. 10x5 B.

FRED NIEBERGALL, 
2nd Lt., Inf., 
0-1335567
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T/NSLATIN OF DOCUMENT 1017- 
OFFICE OF U S CHIEF OF COUNSEL _

Handwritten note 1. Memorandum

3.4.41

Subject: The USSR. H1225-0151

gLg;, Russia, just as the one-tire Czarist Russia, is a conglom 
orotzon of peoples of very airkersittydes, whchhassconqaanty alien cheructer, 
the annexation of states of a related or even of an 5ssnte

A aaatory contict with the USSR. will result in on extrecrdinerily 
tzortont s 8y t .

not so many rilitary as adrinistrative and. eonomie dirmleu 
the first question:

Is the occupation to be detertined by purely nilitary andlor,_ 
econarde needs, or astheleyingzotpautteonarcndutiepstheroccupttron shall 
nPz the

is to be attained, for it will, without d ubt, also have "-----------  
operations.

an effect on military

If the iclitical overthrow of the 
condition it would be at the tine, is set as the 
one may conclude that:

1) The occupation must comprise

Eastern 
goal of

Empire, in the weak 
military operations,

arena of vast proportions;

individual sec-trestment ofFrom the very beginning, the -----
lion. of territory should, « r’eras darinistretion • “ well a8.oq0nordes ond2)

ideology, be adapted to the PO litical ends we are striving to ttain;

these vast areas,3) Agnin, extraordinary questions concerninc .

and the great directives for the completely separate arees, 
dealt with all together in one place.

it Should ecain be stressed here that, in addition, all the areunents 
which follow of curs niy21 gcatcnbsnrhsnsupopresorconttnuenoe“orthe 
occupied, which are essential to Greater —5 e- 
have been assured.

Anyone who knows the East, sees in a map of Russia’s population the 
following national or geographical units:

a) Greater Russia with Moscow as its centre.

b) White Russia with Minsk or Smolensk as its capital.

c) ‘Esthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.

d) The Ukraine end the Crimea with Kiev as its centre.

e) The Lon area with Rostov as its capital.

f) The area of the Ccuecsus.

g) Russian Central Asin or Russian Turkestan.
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT 1017-1S
(cont.)

(

A» Greater Russia

After the rule of the Tartars, the Russien Empire, Czarist in character 
developed out of the Grand Duchy of Moscow. Tais nucleus area possesses even 
today the greatest driving power. The political aim of operations against the 
USSR, therefore, would be the permanent weakening of this area, in order to 
secure possibilities of expansion for the other areas. By means of a temporary 
occupation of this area, this weakening could be brought about in a way com
prising the three following measures:

1) the total destruction of the Jewish Bolshevik state admin
istration, without helping to set up a new and comprehensive state system;

2) very extensive utilisation of econonic resources, such as 
the rermoval of all non-essential stocks, mechanical installntions, and, in 
particular, of any available moans of transport, small river craft etc. etc.;

3) the allocation of considerable sections of this Russian 
nucleus territory to the fresh edministretive units which are to be formed, as, 
in particular, to White Russia, the Ukraine, end the Don territory.

In this way all other areas would be offered at the seme time the 
possibility of making extensive use of that pert of Russia controlled by Moscow 
as a dur,pi ground for undesirable elements of the population.

' r

B. White Russia

White Russia comprises a part of the USSR which is very backward 
culturally as well as economically. At the same time it contains the second 
largest Jewish community in the USSR, with towns which are completely Jewish, 
such as Bjalostok, Minsk, Tolodzk, Vitebsk, and others besides.

The awakening of an independent life, and the, setting up of a living 
state system must be considered as an extremely tedious and difficult under
taking. White Russia is far more backward in culture than, for instance, Lithu
ania, and more exploited by the Jews than Poland. Nevertheless, having regard 
to the necessity of weakening the Russian nucleus area, such an attempt should 
be advocated.

The USSR has confined White Russia to the area between the Polish 
North-West frontier and approximately es far as the lronja. But the real 
capital of the whole area would be Smolensk. The half administrative district 
of the same name and also a section of the administrative district of Kalinin 
(formerly Twer) could count, by population, as belonging to it, or could be 
added' to it for administration purposes. In this way the frontier of White 
Russia would be moved forward to within about 250 kilometres of Moscow.

If the creation of independent political life is considered desirable, 
it would not be advisable to carve up this area to the benefit of the General- 
gouvernerent of Poland.

0. Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania

In the case of these areas the question arises, whether they should 
be allotted the special task of becoming a German settlement area of the future, 
the racially most suitable elements being assimilated.

If this is set up as an aim, the areas also require very special 
treatment in the general task.

The necessary removal f considerable sections of the intelligentsia 
particulary Latvian ones - to the Russian nucleus area would have to be organ
ised. The settlement of a German rural population in considerable quantities'

- 2 -
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( cont •)

would have to be started - peseibly a large contingent of German settlers suit
able for this purpose could be taken from among the Volga Germans, after the 
undesirable elements have been eliminated. There might also be the possibility 
of the settlement of Danes, Norwegians, Dutch and - after the war has been brough 
to a victorious end - of Englishmen too, so that, in the course of one or two 
generations, this area can be joined up with the German nucleus area as a new 
Germanised country.

In this case we should also not have to neglect to deport consider
able groups of racially inferior sections of the population from Lithuania.

D. The Ukraine (Border territory)

Kiev became the main centre of the Varangian state with its super
imposed Scandinavian character. But even after the rule of the Tartars Kiev 
was for a lang time diametrically opposed to Moscow. Its independent national 
life is based, contrary to the assertions of Muscovite historians, whose ideas 
also dominated the ’whole of European learning, on a tradition which is really 
almost unbroken. ,

As far as this area is concerned, the political task would be the 
encouragement of independent national life until, possibly, an independent 
state could be created, with the object, alone or in conjunction with the Don 
area and the Caucasus as a Black Sea Union, of holding Moscow constantly in 
check and ensuring Lebensroum for Greater Germany to the East. In the economic 
field, however, this area would at the same time, have the task of forming a 
powerful base for raw materials and a supplementary nutrition centre for the 
Greater Germa, n Reich.

Strips of border territory from the Russian nucleus area, too, would 
have to be added to that part which'is regarded by the USSR as purely Ukrainian - 
es has already been mentioned - in order to weaken this nucleus area and at 
the same time to keep alive constant opposition to it. In this matter, parts 
of the administrative districts of Kursk and Voronesch might be possibilities.

The administrative and economic handling of the whole area would then 
have to be directed towards the attainment of this political aim.

E. The Don area

It is inhabited by the Don Cossacks. As a nation they are far less 
independent than the Ukrainians, culturally they are saturated with Moscow 
ideology, and politically they tend chiefly towards Moscow, but are more de
veloped than the White Russians. The task in this area would be similar to 
that in White Russia.

Similarly, it would be desirable to extend this area Northwards up 
to the Administrative Districts of Szaratow in order to link up its admini
stration with that of the territory of the Volga Germans.

F. The Caucasus

The Caucasus is inhabited by sections of the population which are, 
reciollly, entirely different, and also by national units. The river plain 
of the Kuban and Terek, and the present Admi.nis tretive Districts of Krasnodar 
and Ordschjonokidze are inhabited by Cossacks-, the majority of whom consider 
themselves to be Ukrainians, The most advanced nation as regards culture is 
the Georgians. between the Great and Lesser Caucasus, who can point to a 
centuries old cultural tradition and independence of their own. Then comes 
Aserbeidschan, peopled by Muselmen of Ugrotatcrian origin, with its centre 
at Baku. The Armenians live in adjacent territory to the South, while the 
Northern mountain slopes are inhabitd by quite a number of mountain peoples 
of the most varied origins.
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(cont.)

The area is Russie’s oil centre. The ma teri cl output, endindeete 
the existence of the other meinly ogriculturc1 to USsRrtsun extentUkroine, the Don-Kuban, end the Terek district, and 4190 tp.8 ^production, 
the Russian nucleus area, largely depend on keepi 6 1 n.m on
Owing to the introduction of the Bolshevik system of running v11l0ge .qn, 
communal lines without individual ownership, and of Kolehos 581 Ena
farms) with mechanical cultivation of the soil, the production. c result 

s’txs apotnenressnsussazportneeuEnt"crttaese # te 
nmthecshir, very unevenly distributed, eny strenult tion of the 011.8uPP ly 
numtrlcpart’rromthe msintenance of the motor repcir depots and the holding 
Heedy of the necessary servicing personnel for this, - tends to femdne*

G, Russian Central Asia or Russian Turkestan

We can assume that, after the military collapse of the Soviets 
in Europe very small forces would be needed to dispose of the Moscow tyranny 
in EurqPe: ery This area too, is inhabited by peoples of very different types, 
reinly TolohLMongoloia, ena wh ero followers of Mohemmed: They .feclther- 
selves to be in lng-st’nding reciel gnd religious opposition to the Soviets, 
5 at the same time to the Russian people too, without being able, for th 

time being, to throw off the Russian yoke by their own efforts. This.should 
not be considered too difficult to c rry out, however, with German help, 
in view of the confusion which would arise among the 5oViets:

The area is Russia’s cotton ,store, with an annual production, eq
cording to Bolshevik figures, of 4 - 500,000 tons of cotton.

Thu entry of German’s into Central Mic would menn powerful renr. 
sunnort for Iren end rghenistun. It is e matter for conjecture whether these 
SHPReswbunanot possibly be impelled by this neens t undertrke qoreacttve, any such intention, - in the event --

The threat to the
states would not possibly be 
operations against India, - if there is. 
m.rey too having altered her attitude by that time.Nitish lines of communication to India thus acquires rer l signiricence, ‘ n 
will, without doubt, compel Britain to deploy greater forces in this area, 
which she would have to take from Europe or elsewhere.

General Questions f Economy from the Leg; 1 i>ngle

The acquiring of the oil, mainly in the Caucasus, immediately brings 
with it the^question of its transport, in order to maintain agricultural Pro 
Witt. I in the occupied areas. The question f transport, however, which is 
du decisive importance to the cuitivtion r the soil, is bound up getin w 
the settling of the coal problem. At the same time, the question of finance . 
in these areas appears of primary importance.

A question which likewise affects all areas is that of the almost 
complete abolition, under the Soviet system, of private property. It is not 
improbable that this question will have practical consequences irmedicttly 
the area is occupied. Spontaneous action taken by e completely uneducated 
rural population^ if and when they dissolve the Kolch.ses by their own efforts, 

• cpula result in untold materiel harm.

For this reson these problems require t be settled, not regionally, 
but as extraordinary matters for all areas, and local variations, and per aps 

action could easily be combined with this.also differing tactical
Summery

The following systematic constructional plan is evolved from the 
points briefly utlined here:

1) the creation of a central department for the occupied areas

H1225-0154



of the USSR, to be confined more or less to war-time. '•0155

Working in agreement with the higher end supreme Reich tuthcritics, 
it would be the task of this department -

c) to issue binding political instructions to. the separate
admini stretion areas, hrving in mind the situation existing at the time end the 
goal which is to be achieved.

b) to secure for the Reich supplies essential to the wer from 
all the occupied areas.

c) to make prepare ti -ns for, and to supervise the carrying
out, in main outline, of the primarily important questions for all areas, as 
for instance, those of finance and funds, transport, and the production of oil, 
coal and food;

2) the carrying out of sharply defined decentralisation in
the separate udministre tion areas, grouped together by race or by reason f 
political economy, for the carrying out of the totally dissimilar tasks as
signed to them.

As against this, an administrative department, regulating matters
in principle, and to be set up on a purely ec nmic basis, as is tt present 
envisaged, might very soon prove to be in/deqw te, and fail in its purpose. 
Such a central office would be compelled to carry out a corm n policy for all 
areas, dictated only by economic considerations, and this might impede the 
carrying out of the politic?I task and, in view of its being run on purely 
bureaucratic lines, might possibly even prevent it.

The question therefore erises , whether the opinions which have bet n
set forth should not, purely for reasons of expediency, be taken into consid
eration from the very beginning when organising the dministr tion of the 
territory on a basis of war economy. In view of the vast spaces and the diffi
culties of administration which arise from that alone, and also in view of the 
living conditions created by Bolshevism, which are totally different from those 
of Western Europe, the whole question of the USSR would require different treat
ment from that which has been applied in the individual countries of Western 
Europe.

2.4.41

CERTIFICATE OF TRhsLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO 1017-p3

25 October 1945

I, PETER FRASER, Capt. K.R.R.C. , 76538, hereby certify that I em
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the 
above is a true and correct translation of Document 1017-ps.

PETER FRASER 
Cept, K.R.R.O, 
76538
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TRA-NSL/TION OF DOCUMENT 10 24-PS
Office of U.S. Chief of Counsel

29 gril 1941.
General organization and tasks of our office for the 

genercl handling of problens in the Eastern territories.

The Chief of this office under when a personal Expert plus 
the necessary office staff is to be placed, is to be assisted in 
all general problens of the office by his permanently assigned 
representative (Gauleiter Dr. Meyer) . The permanent representative 
heads a main office which organizes the whole interior service 
as well as a number of departrents which have to work on special
pr oh lens

1) P.. liticc.l department H1225-0156

This department is charged with the task of further workin out 
the steked-cut political soals in the several projected five areas, 
and to sun up the historic 1 reasons for the new partitioning of the 
whole east European area. It nust result from this work, that the 
proposed districts shall not be of a haphazard nature, but are due 
rather to the historicsl and national developrents, and thus rep
resent a political necessity for the future. The substantial treat- 
ment of those problens is closely coniacted with the history and na
ture of the several nationalities in the East, which also will heve 
to be treated. To this is to be ad. ed the appraisal of the individ- 
ualisms of these nationalities which live within or of Europe for 
the purpose of a later outside conmittment in the" projected adinis- 
trative districts. •

A general troatment is required for the Jewish probler for 
which a terporary solution will have to deternined( forced labor 
for the Jews, creation of Ghettos etc.) The church problens of the 
whole E_st are of a varying nautre (character) and require an in
tensive trestrent in relation to the past, to the now existing 
laws and to the interested future relationship.

While the work itself is being done, there will arise a great 
nurber of speictl problens out of the whole of the general problems. 
With the present state of the work, one should not anticipate the 
special problems.

Hank of the Chief and his representative: Ministerialdirector 
and Ministerialdirigent. Proposed as the Chief of this office: 
Reichsamtleiter Dr. Geers Leiblrandt. THis representative: Consul 
general Dr. Brantigar.

2) Ec:nomic-Political C rSinc.ti^n

Until further final dfcisjnss have been reached about the sub
stantial treatment of economy, technics, traffic, Postal service, 
nichway dept, 1. tor service, this dept , has no immediate pertinent 
tasks to solve, such as the political Dept. The main task of the 
Dept of eccnoric-political coordination will consist rather of 
coordinating the different above mentioned territories in their de

mands and their utilization so that the known political coal can 
be attained as quickly as possible in the five large districts by 
the use of the psychological possibilities.

The top priority of the demands of the occupational force is 
the Assured supplying of the Germans with raw materials and fDod. 
In the lone run in cert in districts this goal may be attained with 
less force, throuh an understanding, special treatment of the indi- 
vidual nationalities rather than by this national and politiool.situ 
ation, the solution of this problem is forced by means of the mili
tary or police strength.

The Chief of this Dept, of economic-political coordination will 
have the task to coordinate the orders of the plenipotentiary of the 
Four Year Plan with the wishes of the economical and financial re
sources by cooperation with the representatives of the highway dept, 
and labor dept, in order to assure the utmost safety and by using 
the existing files of the people who know Russia to secure the 
biccest possible assistance in all these economic-political necessi
ties. Connected with this is the contingency of all the desired 
amounts of raw materials and food, namely in this respect that those
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districts, in which a political autonorny and a lasting cooperation 
is projected are to be considered more than other ones for which such 
a possibility does not seem indicated for the future. Onew must 
proceed in the same way to solve the currency question. After a 
certain period of transition, it must be decided where national 
currency issuing banks will have to be created in connection with 
the overall political solution, and where this is not deemed necess- 
ary. The same holds true for postace stamps and other questions, 
which will arise in concrete forms, in connection with the course 
of this work.

According to the deciosions of the Reichsmarshall, the economy 
is to be coordinated under the authority of one person. Consequently, 
the representatives of the brandes for food, the currency and finan
cial questions, the industrial economy and the question of utiliza- 
tion of labor are subordinated to the plenipotentiary for the 
whole economy. Therefore, the Deputy of the Four-year plan represents 
al1of the economic branch in discussion about economic-political 1 
coordination, while the representatives of the other mentioned Depts 
will enter the conferences under his direction. In other words the 
head of the department of economic-political coordination has to 
bring about a combinstion(Gesamtheit) with the political goal of

1.) Safeguarding of the German War Effort and 
supplies,

l 2.)Attaining of political goals in. the East.
The conferences will take place, if necessary, under the leadership 
of the permanent representative of the Chief, or in. the form of a 
round table discussion of the participants under the presidency of 
the head of the economic-political coordination dept.

Position(Rank): inisterialdirector. Representative: 
Ministerialdir igent.

Proposed as the head of the Dept. for economical-political coordi
nation: Rei chsamtle iter Walter Mallet-ke. Representative.
Reichshamptstellenleiter Hermann Freiherr von Harder. In addition, 
a small number of permanent assistants and the necessary office are 
envisaged.

The supreme headquarters of the Armed Forces has appointed as 
representative to the director of this office the Chief of the 
Armed Forces operational staff.(Wehrmachts fuehrungstab)General 
of the Artillery Jodi, and as his representative Brigasier General 
Werlinont. General Jcdl or Brig. Gen. Warlimont are to be included 
in conferences of the political dept, and the dept. of econonic- 
political coordination, held under the chairmanship of the director 
or his representative, during which military matters are bein 
discussed, " 

3,) Le -a l De pt,

It is the task of the Legal Dept to prepare those drafts for 
laws which are deemed necessary for the governing of the Eastern 
terkitories, with due consideration to general directives of the 
director or his representative. If called for, a representative 
of the -eca- Dept is to sit in on the conferences of the Political 
Dept and the dept of economic-political-coordination in order to 
keep abreast with the problem arising from this subject matter and 
accordingly to make the draft for the necessary decrees or, other
wise, to formulate the presented drafts of the various Depts, in 
accordance with the general goals and future donstitutionsl demands. 
The orai nances for the execution of the decrees of the director of 
the office are to be ..greed upon in advance with the head of the 
-e8a1 Dept; these (decrees) are to be brought before the representa
tive of the director in case no agreement can be reached.
Rank of the head of the Dept: Ministerialdirector ’ Representative: 
uinisteri aldiricent. Proposed for the Job; proposal is asked of the 
Reichsminister^and Chief of the Chancellory. Experts of the const!- 
tuionel conditions in the East should be consulted as advisors, first 
of all Staatsr.t Freiherr von Freitagh Lorringhoven(other proposal: 
Regie rungspre sind ent Dr. Runte-from Brusberg) '
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4 .) for Culture rind Science

The work of this Dept, does not seemsas pressing as the politi
cal, econonric political and legal-political problems. “owever, now 
is the time to project the installation of these cultural and edu- 
caticnal institutions for those territories that are in need of 
special care on the part of Germany. The task would be to further 
thos national sciences and history of literature and universities 
which conform with the political (zoal. Rank of the director: muinis- 
terialdirector. Representative; Ministerialdirigent. The director 
has not been proposed as yet.

5 .) Enlightment and Press.

It is the task of this dept, in an active manner, to publicize 
the substancially worked out decission of the several Depts. for 
all of those circles for which these decisions are meant. Further
more, to maintain the entire connections with the Reichs ministry 
for the Enlightanrent of the People and Propaganda and to employ 
the facilities of this ministry in the fields of radio, Public 
Address systems, films, etc. in order to obtain the policical coals 
in the Eastern European area. Furthermore, the enlightenment of the 
whole German people and the army is to be promoted in such a way 
as is deemed necessary by the hand of this office. During press 
conferences, the representative of the dept, for enlightenment and 
press has to acquaint Germany’s newspapers and ma&izines with the 
necessary instructions, and to make statements fo the foreign 
press, if deemed necessary. This task to be carried out in agreement 
with the Chief of the German press. It is furthermore the task of 
the head of this dept, to establish the fastest possible connection 
for communication between the main office and the future adrinistra- 
tive offices of the Eastern European area. The additional influence 
upon the foreign nationalities should be the presentation of the 
aims of National Socialist Germany., civen in the individual lang
uages of the various people.

Rank of the head of the Dept.:idinisterial-director. Representa
tive: Ministerialdirigent. A number of necessary officials and expert 
and usual staff. Proposed; General commissioner Fritz Schmidt den 
Haag. Experts Dr. Karl Neuscheler, at the present in Meuskan, and 
Dr. Gmber, at present in belgrad(DB) At present further necessities 
cannot be foreseen and if necessary an enlargement upon the work 
will be contemplated with new demands.

The representative of the Fuehrer is to be contacted(asked) 
whether or not he desires to be represented at the director of the 
dept, or his representative. Furthermore, it is deemed necessary 
that the Reichsfuchrer SS and Chief of the German police appoints 
a permanent representative to this office with whom administrative 
decrees concerning safeguarding by police forces are to be discussed. 
The representative of the Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of the German 
Police ern be consulted in all conferences pertaining to the secur
ity of the Eastern territories.

The Reichs commissioner for the solidification of the Germanic 
National Characteristic will also appoint his representative, who, 
at the proper time, will take over the task on orders of the head 
of the administrative district, the tasks in those administrative 
districts where this employment is deemed nacesssry.

Communications to the Administrative districts in the East.

Each administrative district in the Eastern European aret will 
establish a representative *in Berlin, which is to be immeliately sub- 
ordinated to the permanent representative of the director of the 
office. These representatives have the task to regulate all ques
tions of entering and knowing their respective areas and to recieve 
and work out all wishes of the various Reichs Offices of party and 
state, which pertain to the represented administrative aress.

The directives to the heads of the adninistrativedistrict s will 
originate only from the head of the office. This representative will 
ten all the other pending negotiations.
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The adrinistrative districts in the East European areas will 
be organized according to the needs of the main office, so that in 
general, one section of the office in Berlin corresponds to an 
office in the administrative districts. This is a process throuih 
which will require a ruch higher speializacion.

CERTIFICATE OF TRINSLATION
OF DOCUMENT 1024-PS

5 October, 1945.

I, FRED NIEBERBALL , 2nd Lt. Inf. 0-133 55 67, hereby certify that 
I an thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of Document 
1024-PS.

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt Inf. 
0-133 55 67.
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Translation of Only Typewritten Llaterial

After the customary removal of Jews from all public offices, the Jewish 
question will have to have a decisive solution; through the institution of 
Ghettos. In so far as the Jews have not been driven out by the Ukrainians 
themselves, the small communities must be lodged in large camps, in order to 
be kept busy by means of forced labor, in the same way as it has already been 
the practice in Letzmanorstadt (Lodz).

Translation of Paragraph, Excluding all crossed out Words

After the customary removal of Jews from all public offices, the Jewish 
question will have to undergo a decisive solution through the institution of 
ghettos or labor batallions. Forced labor is to be introduced.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
OF DOCUITNNT NO. 1028-PS

12 Oct. 1945.

1, FRED KIEBERGhoL, 2nd Lt, INF 0-1335567, hereby certify that I am thor
oughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the above 
is a true and correct translation of Document no. 1028-PS.

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt, INF 
0-1335567.
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OFFICE OFW S CHIEF OF COUNSEL

i I act motion

for e Reich Conrser in the Baltic Countries end White Russia (Ostland)

Instruktion

fr einen Reichskommisser im Ostlen

l
All the regions between Nerwe end Tilsit have constantly been in close 

relationship with the Gernhn people. A 700 year-old history has moulded the inner 
Sympathies of the rsjority of the races living there in a European direction, 
end has added this region to the living space of Greater Germany.

The a in of a Reich Cornissar for Esthonis, Latvia, Lithuania and 
White Rgssin (lest 2 words added in pencil) must be to strive to achieve the form 
of a German Protectorate, and then transforn the region into part of the Greater 
Gernan Rech by geruanising racially possible elenents, colonising Gernanic 
races and banishing undesirable elements. The Baltic Sea must becone a Germanic 
inland sea under the guardianship of Greater Germany.

For certain tattle-raising products, the Baltic region was a land of 
surplus, and the Reich Cormissor rust endeavour to make this surplus once more 
Avo1bable to the German people, and, if possible, to incresse it. With regard 
to the process of gernenising or resettling, the Esthonien people are strongly 
gezmanised to the extent of 50% by Danish, German and Swedish blood and can 
be considered as a kndred nation. In Latvia, the section capable of being as- 
striated is considerably smaller that in Esthonia. In this country, stronger 
resistance will have to be reckoned with, and banishrent on a larger scale will 
have to.be envisegede 4 similar developrent may have to be reckoned with in 
Lithuania, for here too the emigration of racial Germans is called for in order 
to promote very intensive Germanisation (on the East Prussian border).

White Russie is directly joined to these three territories. For e 
long time, White Russa had a strong Separatist movement, but presumably Bolshevisr 
has succeeded in supiressing it. In any case, White Russia will first of all 
have the difficult tank of admitting some of those elements who are expelled from 
Esthonia, Latvia end Lithyania and from the Polish section of the Warthe ter
ritory. It seems expedient not to accomodate the Poles in the Generslgouvernerent. 
but. in the East of Whte Russia (Smolensk District) and to form there a buffer 
against Russisnism. In addition, the Commissar-General in White Russia would 
have the task of rou^ng this country, which cannot be considered as a land of 
surplus, to productive activity by employment of labour on a vast scale. /

The task of a Reich Commissar with his seat of office in 
Riga 11 therefore largely be an extraordinarily positive one. A 
country which 700 years 86o was captured by German Knights, built 
up by |he Hanseatic League, and by reason of a constant influx of 
German blood, together with Swedish elements, was a predominantly 
Germanised land, is to be esteblished as e nighty. German border
land. The preliminary cultural conditions are available everywhere 
and thg German Reich will be able to guarantee the right to a later* 
emigration to all those who have distinguished themselves in this

to the descendants of those who gave their lives during the war and 
all who fought in the Baltic campaign, never once lost courage, fought on 
hour of despair and dlivered Baltic civilisation from Bolshevism.

omous White 
Russian were- 
ness ageinst 
Russia is to 
be encouraged. 
(Marginal note
in pencil)

war,
al so to 
in the

For 
question, but 
*heq Jneg -

the rest, the solution of the colonisation problem is not a Baltic 
one -hideohperhe Grester Germany, and it must be settled on
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cont. )

The Reich Conmissar, together with the other Reich Corrissers, nust 
strive to introduce the irproverent of watev-wny nomtni.c t.on between the Black 
Sea and the Baltic, i.er start the consioncti.on o: the "vua-Tepo Ccnal: In 
this way the circulation of a toeu Errcopetn ocruorio sylen 1 be "ovJeted, 
which will guoreutee the 2ke hutga >1 20"s an rend. , . luloponicnt of , 
any overseas blockade, Thus ha lt:ch com osar ‘n the alic lenls have 
great problens to solve in The rali 52 e.conomios, and paz .cuar -y in the domain 
of racial politi.cso

CFRTFTG/.TN OF TFL..TTO
0- 2/0Uw3T N) 06 32:
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3'. October 1945

I, PETER FRS.R. Capt. K P.R C.. 76530, letuhy certify that I an 
thoroughly conversant wii.h the Bugj*s 62 Gez-mna on 063: and. that the 
above is t true and correct cnensle.on of D-cuzeni: 2.0.9 .S,

PTTR HLABTRF 

(«p K 3 R.C. 
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OFFICE OF U S CHIEF OF COUNSEL

8th May 41

General Instructions for all Reichcommisars in the occupied 
Eastern Territories.

The contingency, that the German Reich may find herself confronted by 
Soviet Russian policy of aggression and of anti-German alliances, makes it 
obligatory to have a clear conception about the political aims of a German 
counterblow.

The only possible political goal of war can be the aim to free the German 
Reich from Pan-Slavic (grossrussisch) pressure for centuries to come. This 
does not only correspond with German interests, but also with historical jus
tice, for Russian Imperialism was in a position to accomplish its policy of 
conquest and oppression almost unopposed, whilst it threatened Germany again 
and again. Therefore, the German Reich has to beware of starting a campaign 
against Russia with a historical injustice, meaning the reconstruction of a 
Great Russian Empire, no matter of what kind. On the contrary, all historical 
struggles of the various nationalities against Moscow and Petersburg have to 
be scrutinized for their bearing on the situation today. This has been done 
on the part of the National Socialist movement to correspond to the Leader’s 
political testament as laid down in his book, that now the military and poli
tical threat, from the East shall be eliminated forever.

Therefore this huge area must be divided according to its historical and 
racial conditions into Reichs-Commissariats, each of which bears wi thin it
self a different political aim. The Reich Commissariat Eastland (Ostland) 
including White-Ruthenia will have the task, to prepare, by way of development 
into a Germanized Protectorate, a progressively closer cohesion with Germany. 
The Ukraine shall become an independent state in alliance with Germany and 
Caucasia with the contiguous Northern Territories a Federal State with a 
German plenipotentiary. Russia proper must put her own house in order for the 
future. These general viewpoints are explnined in the following instructions 
for each.Reich Commissar. Beyond that there are still a few general considera
tions which possess validity for all Reich Commissars.

As far as currency policy is concerned, a transitional state similar to 
that in other occupied territories shall be provided for, but with an early 
beginning of a new orientation, which has to correspond to the political 
goal to be achieved. In the Reich Commissariat Eastland (Ostland), we will 
have to introduce as currency German marks, in the Reich Commissariat Ukraine 
a national "KARROWANEZ." currency (Ukrainian National bank), in the Reich 
Commissariat Caucasia a national currency too for the future Federal State.

.. The German people has achieved, in course of centuries, tremendous accom- 
P-shments in the Eastern European area. Nearly its entire real estate pro- 
party WaS confiscated without indemnification, hundreds of thousands (in the 
outh, on the Volga) starved or were deported or, like in the Baltic terri- 

to- S “ere chegted out of the fruits of their cultural work during the past
Y ars he German Reich will now have to proclaim the principle, that 

21 er the occup tion of the Eastern Territories, the former German assets 
IV5 ecome property of the people of Greater Germany, irrespective of the 

consent of the former individual proprietors where the German Reich may reserve 
e right (assuming that it has not already been done during resettlement) to 

arrange a just settlement. The manner of compensation and restitution of this 
na -ona property, will be subject to different treatment by each Reich 
Commiss ariat.

. The moment for declarations of this kind will be determined by the Reich 
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern territories. (This sentence was added in
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From the point of view of cultural policy, the German Reich is in a 
position to promote and direct national culture and science in many fields. 
It will be necessary, that in some territories an uprooting and resettlement 
of various racial stocks (Vlkerschaften) will have to be effected.

CERTIFICATE OF PARTIAL TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 1030-PS

26 November 1945

I, PaUL ft. FREEDMAN, S/Sgt., aUS, 33799122, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German languages and that the above is a 
true and correct pc rtial translation of Document No. 1030-PS,

PAUL ft. FREEDMAN 
S/Sgt., 33799122
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(Continue) 
OTICE OF T.S.CIIITF OT COTNSI 

jftor notificotion of the Rcich foreign minister, the letter 
sppointed Gcheimrrt Gros kopf as pcrmenont licison nnn to my 
offico. For the. rcouc stod re prcsont - tion in the politicsl 
doperthont of my offico (hcrdc1 by Rc ichsamtslcit r Dr, 
Soibbrendt) the roroinn ministry rclcescd fcnorel Counsel Dr. 
Brec ntiqem, who is knovrn to me for for meny years, sneaks 
Rssien, and rorLc 1 for ycers in Pssia, Ncrotistions vrich if 
ncccsserv will be placed before the Thrcr erc under wry vith 
the foreign office rcyrrdiny its wishes for the. essicnmont of 
its rcprcsentetivcs to the futnro Rcich commissioners.

The propornde ministrv rppointcd Steto Secretary Guttcrer 
as pc rmonc nt Lisison nen, and p complete. arrocmcnt was reached 
to the effect that the decisions on rLL politicel and other 
cssevs, speeches, proclems tions, etc. would bc mec in my 
of ice; a ncot n mbe r of subst: ntisL works for propraonde 
wo id bo dclivcrcd rnd the. papers prcparcd by the. proprmrndr 
ministry won1 be modified here if ncccsserv. The whole, 
precticel e mpLoymc nt of propaganda vill nndisputcdly be subject 
to the Reich ministry of public ontihtcnmcnt end proprrndn. 
For the sake of closer coopcretion the propomonda ministry 
ossinns yet mother person ircctly to my dopertment 
’’Enlightenment and Press« (!nfklrne n Prosso) and in rddibi 
eppoints r pormrncnt press liaison man. ’ll these activitics hrv 
been moine on for some time, and without ettractin ettontion i° 
my office in my wry, this arrocment on contents and tcrminolom 
takes plecc continually cvcry dry.

Thorough discussions took piece with Reichsminister 
Ohncsorrc concernin'* fntnro transmission of communicr tion rnd 
setting up of all technical necessities in fturo oc 1vic 
terri torric s; with Reichsminister Solitc on the supply of labor 
forces, with Rcichsministc r Prick (state. Secretary Stuckert) 
in detailed form on the assignment of nnmcrous neccs FI 
officials for the commi ssa ri at s. ccorline to the present c ti- 
mate there, ill be four Reichs Kommi ss rists, as rporovc by the. 
FDhror, I shall propose to the. F"uhrcr for political and other 
reasons to set np a suitable numhcr of Rcnorel Comissrricts 
(24) Main Commissariats (about 80) and Regional (Gobict) Commis- 
serists (over 900). ! Gcnorel Commissariat would correspond to 
p former Rcncrr lovcrnmc nt, a Thin Commissariat to a Tirin- 
Rovcrnmcnt. j Ronion~l Comisserist contains 3 or 4 Districts 
(Krciso). In view of the hunc spaces that is the minimum nmor 
which appears ncccsserv for a future. civil government and/or 
administration. I portion of the officials has already been 
re nue st c1 on the basis of the above, named command of the Chief 0‘ 
the OKV.

In the same manner confc rcncos hevo taken'place with the. 
Rcich Physicirns Leader (Rui chsrztcfhrc r) Dr. Conti, the 
Inspector of tho irmy Veterinary Service, and all specialists 
bclonqini thereto, Tho difficulties of medical and veterinary 
supply were thoroughly discussed nA the mcssircs were 
provi otod, in order to insure well-prepared employment of the fo 
ces mentioned after the end of the operations, j conference. wi ' h 
Reichsminister Dr. Todt resulted in the assignment first of rll 
of 4 higher leaders of tho Construction Service, whereupon 
Dr. Todt proposed to nitc administratively nndcr one leader
ship the rholc Construction Service.

Discussions took place with Reich Lcrdor /menn and his 
chief of staff Ricnherit regardin'* the publication of four 
Rcrnen notrspapors in the. Rcich Commissariats to start with. 
Furthermore a nnmbor of'newspapers in the prospective native 
tonoucs were, consi 1c rod, jccordine to the latest information 
the technical forces, for this work are already at the. border and 
may be. committed at any time to determine whether the 
proroqui sites for printin'* shops arc. present.
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( Cont, )
Discussions rre Plso under VIFV with CorpslcrAcr 

( Korpsfc hrcr) II’chnlcin on rith thc Bcich vouth lcmor 
ship to rssuro a ncccssnry end suitoble moboli ze tion, 
intensive balks Pl so tool plrcc with the Chief of St' ff 
(Stebschof) of the SA. He wes asked. to moke eveil.lo
r numbor of the most rolisblc SA lcnRors for this ~i-
entic tozritorry, which he erroed to do. The personncl 

surostions together with other su-costions will be
submitted to the Fuehrer. The. same eerecment hes been vccchci
with the Rcich orrnizetionnl londor (Rcichsorrenisetions- 
loiter), who hes inst: ctc the comendor of Krocssinsoc, 
Cohdes, to cerry out the swelling chenncllinm of rcciucsted
Pcrsons, to amt them into LrO CS si nsec for schoolin ond 
instruction on the whole problom enA prcprro them in the 
best monncr for comitmc nt. On the orders of Dr. Ley perty 
me mbo i. -a । • enbreh was bhcn employed in ordc r to teko ovc r 
tlrendy now the Lcndorship of Russirn lebor unions'in con- 
111 notion ith the. /ohrmecht. Thrt rpncercd Fs an eminently 
importrnt problem, Da rti culorly a1co in connection with the 
economic LcrdcrshiD, occruso the. Lebor unions ndoubichly 
hrvc be.on r powerful support of the. Soviets and ospecis1Ly 
hsvo the. co i i tic nt of the Ricymen Labor Front Apnecpc A
noclSsTV under certain conditions 

Lonmthlv discussions rcmerding
Police to the
tpin propored cheno

new orcT in the.
the re Letionship of the. 
t have. taken plecc Cer

on his order by Prppcnfichrcr (

comp’etc. pnthority of the.
appear

He
documents of

uppoptabLc to
J U

rector F
of Brooder stinq CL
out 
the

rnen Rich rovcrment in thc 
this problem will have to be 
deci sion.

n( otiations I received the.
the entire propovende, 
cho, Ambesseor Schmidt

• into detail

1 i ni s
Re i ch 3upc ri nt end c n t

Gzothc OKVI, and others 
icel objectives I inst

:bovc-nemod persons in confidence abolt
etvltldo, ith 
of the cress, •

the nocos3
l tne Tooucs to tone down the whole, tcminolomy 
without issuing any statements

ntiel cove
tion prepared lonn ~~o appeared 
over to*the propom-nAe deputies 
thcrcof. These pemphlcts, '-hi ch

oo of the nue

ond oro nniza tion of the TISSR, A-A IL --- t 7

in my office, which I turned 
I enclose a few samples

ma” LntcT be turned over to 
with the whole, structure.

the. economic no
t u, work of the. 
Union since 193 
t' c crmens in
Canersus

of the Soviet Tnion
-omint( rn since 1889, the Jews in the. Sovict 
• b/etistical results of the poll

the history of the Ukraine
taken c 
of the

I .--Sxan, Extensive works are in preparation 
uhdetion.of loyal edmi nistretion: German law in the 
crman art in the. Ukraine influence. of the A-me.Ukrr ino

Irnr rno on thc Ukrainian 
viewpoint of the. Hermans. L., 
D-inn, PT nar.d in Russian in 
on Li nc ning the pcop]c of the 
d1tions in Gcrmeny. The

nm the
a d d ition a nu mb er of

ovi
articles

ri C S, in a 11 y articles in the.

vhich have the. purpose 
t Union about truc con 

arc. also suitable as th

c 7.
or

newly occupied territor
the

printed in nrort number 
This mep can be used as

most recent

dories in the
end 
the

j an cthno Loni C' l mop of 
trtistical reports lias* b

e avpilsblc to
north as well 

for fixine the.
bi sis of cvontuel fiyine of boun 
rs in tho south, and offcrs poin 
bounderics of the. future Rich

confere ncos. , conducted for the. most
0 o n 11 m 10 u s consnltetio nParthy.mysclf, continuous consultation end opreni p-;o-, I r- 

PI f ■ 7 s under, voy through my office and--through those 01h 
-ic-son Te- dclcgatcd from" the other offices of the. Perty end
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‘ me spy thrt Pl thc vrork, inosmoch as it is rt-rH. possiblt 
unor prcscnt condition, is in nl‘ sinm, *side- from the Ocner - 
' 3 Chief comisserints more than 00 ccionrl Comisshrirts me 
Denncd, hich must r1 ‘ bo mennod by political lcadors, roprcSC nte - 
tivos of'the dcpartmcut an officials of the. Reich inistrv of th. 
Interior, The. rork in the Erst differs brsicrl y from the 
conditions in the 'c t.Vhorcss Wc can count on every tochnicsl 
instsllntion -nd r clturc populetion here in the bic cities, 
thrt is not the. case. in the Erst. There litoral y everything 
"ii.L hvc to be Droper -i rnd taken alone, itional y for the
picentic speCoS - not only en auto park biit r rroet numbey of

1 CvTi t ( rs, office material, ebov C al medical supplies and m F 
020 dom to the bed sheets. It docs not appear possible to 
nccoish such a proic.ct suddenly in 14 devs, therefor all those 
rrenncincnts hed to be s( u in full motion already nov on my 
osponsibility on thu basis of the T hrer’s decree.

The strctorc of my officc itself is temporarily ozmrnizc -s 
ollos in carrying out the Fuehrer’s order. I have request'd

Leiter -nd Rcichsststtheltor Dr, ikyer rs mv pormencni 
prosentstivo. He hrs n Po ti a t c-T personally end thoron ~hly, throv~] 

he wholc time, vith all pertinent offices, in order to dcve ion
-11 aspects dov to the details. ; political department has been 

onndcd 1r the execution o the substenticel work, under my co- 
orker of many years Dr. Soibbrrndt (deputy Ccnorel Consul Dr 
Teclbinnm), vho prepares the various books and pamphlets for* 

information. ‘ vrert number of propaganda leaflets have been 
composed by him hich will then have be scatte re d over the Russian 

Tont in hT0 n”mbc,rs by c-he armed forces. /Iso for a specific ti 
iher.Lcsftcts ero_rcndy vhich are add res-cd directly to the.

individual races. I do not care/ to decide. on this date for mysele, 
and will lay these, originals before the Fuehrer at tho first' 

ortnity with the request to check the contents mi determine 
t .tilc of the eventually approved appeals. The. political dcpert- 
.nt is also nd -takilc a thorough investigation of all those 
ith thc exception of Russians, who cvcntnrlly can be used rs 
'visors for the. administration of the. various nrtionaliti (s,

C ntinuovs discussions about this subic cl are. unde r wav -rith 
uprcscntstives of the OKW, the propaganda 1 inisirv, etc. Sccondly 

a lcparimcnt of economic - pol ibicol coopt ration has been found 
uncr direction of Obcrborcichslcitcr Mellctko, / dcoertient of 

/, Finance., • nd d mi ni strotion has bee n taken Ov: r by %, mic — 
nsprncsident Pntc. j department for Culture rnd Science is

F Y( unoccupied“ since the. development of this question does 
05 appear rcnt. /Iso the dcprrtment Enliqhte nmcnt and p-css;
-bie oc ennie 1 by haior of the /ir Force Carl Crenz, deputy'Job 
‘1 .rmrnn, Intcnn t. C here are co-workers tho command the Russia 

nininn, and othei lonencs. The ishe s of the Reich Press Chi * 
ichsprcssochof) for setting up onc press chief for each Rcichs-

1 iSSeT are under discussion in order to decide. +hcm in th,, sc, 
if possible.

Thug I hope, that when, after preliminary conclusion of the 
m-itery action the Fuehrer has the. possibility for , report from 
- , I Shn be- blo to report to tha Fnchrcr for reaching 
'T! urrations, up to those. points of special and personal nature 
aich the Pnchrtr alone can decile,

CRTITICTJ OF TR’IIS/TION .
OF DOCTPNT NO. 103°-PS 9 November 1945

, I, ’^FG/LG T. TIIORUIT, M/SPT, 3377920, hereby cortif, 
Ull 1 11 thoroughly conversant ith the nelish and German 
-i nUenc a; and that the. above is a true and correct translation
. Doc171ct 1039-PS

THORU/ NN 
7779426
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TR.IISLITION OF DCCU.INT NO. 1056PS

OFFICE OF U,S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL.

First Section : The Organization of_the i.dninistration_of the 
beejrled E,'.stern Tecritevxes.

A. Construction.

I• Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories.

The newly occupied Eastern Territories are subordinated to the Reich 
linister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, By diroctions of the
Fuehrer he establishes a civil administration there upon withdrawal of
the military administration. He heads and supervises the entire acmini- 
stration of this area and represents the sovereignty of the Reich in the 
occupied Eastern Territories.

The Reich Ministry for the occupi.ed Eastern Territories is organized 
into the following rain departments and c epartrents under the permanent 
and general deputy of the Reich linister :

Main Department I : Central Administration.
-- --------------- ---- - --------------------- ■— ■■ ... ■■

Main Department IT . Policies.

Department II a : policies.

Department II b : Enlightenment and Press,

Department II c : Labor and Tax policies.

Main Department III:Administrat ion: 

Department- III a : General Administration, 

Department III b • Health System, 

Department III c : Veterinary System,

Department III d : Law,

Department III e : Finance,

Department III f : Science and Culture.

Main Department IV ; Economic-political and Technical Cooperation;

Department IV a ; Industrial Economy,

Department IV b • Food and Farming,

Department IV c : Forest and Lurber Economy, 

Departrent IV d ; Price-fixing and Price-control,

Department IV e • Labor,

Department IV f • Technology,

Department IV g ; Transportation.

- 1 -
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TR.LISL..TIOl OF DOCUIINT NO. 1056-PS 
cont’d.

To the Reich ilinistry is assigned a deputy of the Reich L-ader SS and 
Chief of the German Police in the Reich Ministry of the Interior.

IIe General Tv rritorin,'1 Organi zation.

The Occupied Eastern Territories are organizec into Reich Cormissariats.

The Reich Cornissariat "Ostland" is subdivided into General D5 strict s 
(Gneralbezirko) which are in turn subdivided into Mair Districts: 
(Hauptbezirke) and Cirev it Dis4: rict s (Krcisgebiete).

The boundaries of the Reich Co: nissal ants will be established according 
to political, ethnic, economric and connercial-political aspects. The 
boundaries of the areas of conxand of the lehrracho cormranders correspond 
to those of the Reich Cormissariats,

III. Subordinate Ofa ices.

1. Reich Cormicsars ,

in the Reich Cornicsariats, Reich Cormissars are responsible for the 
entire civil administration under the supronc authority of the Reich 
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Trritoccs,
According to the instructions of the Reich Minister for the Occupied 
Eastern Tcrritoij.cs the Reich Corniscer , as a functionary of the Reich, 
heads and supervises, vithin his precincts, the entire civil acninistrat- 
ion. ithin the scope of these instructions he acts his own responsibi
lity.

Subordinate offices of the Reich Cornissar aro:

General Cornissariat s,

Main C onni s sariat s ,

District Cornissariats,

The boundaries of the General Districts are established- by the Reich 
Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territorics upon proposal by the Reich 
Cormnissar. The boundaries of the Circuit Territories are determined by 
the Reich Cornissar upon proposal by the pertinent General Connissar, in 
as far as the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories has 
not reserved this right for himself in individunl cases. Furthernore the 
Reich Cornissar determines — with approval of the Reich Minister for 
the Occupied Eastern Territories — the sphere of the Main Cornissars.

An adninistrative staff is subordinated to the Reich Cornissar in his 
Acministrative grade. It is organized into :

1. Main Department : Central .'’ministration

IT. Main Department : Policies-.

Department II a ; Policies,

Department II b : Labor- and Tax Policies,

Department II c : Administration,

^'Department TT d • Health system,

- 2 -
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Department II o • Law,

Department II f : Finance,

Department II E : Science and Culture.

III. Main Department : 

Department Illa : 

Department III' b • 

Department III c« 

Department III d;

Economy;

Industrial Economy,

Food and Farming,

Forests and Hunting,

Price-fixing and Price-control.

TV, Main Department : Technology, Transportation, Labor;

Department IV a ; Technology,

Department TV b : Transportation

Department IV c • Commitment of Labor.

The heads of the Main Departments have the rank of General Commissars,

Furthermore a Hi her SS-and Police Leader is subordinated directly and 
personally to the Reich Commissar.
In addition one official of the Reich Railways and one of the Reich 
Post Office are assigned to the Reich Comni.ssar who are at the same 
tine liaison officials with the transport and communications offices 
of the Wehrmacht commander.

Main Department Heads, Department Heads, and Consultants (Referenten) 
are appointed and dismissed by the Reich Minister for the Occupied 
Eastern Territories upon proposal by the Reich Commissar. The Reich 
Comissar appoints one of the Main DepartnentcHcads to be his chief of 
staff. He has the task of assuring •e smooth coordination of the 
individual departments and is re epons:ble for the internal affairs of 
the office. For this purpose he is chbitled to have himself constantly 
informed about their sphere of activjiy by the Main Department Heads,

The Higher SS-and Police Leader is directly subordinated to the Roich 
Commissar. However the chief of staff has the general right to secure 
information from hi also. His official title is:

" The Reich Commissar for the Eastern Territory 
The Higher SS-and Police Leader."

Great stress is to be placed on close cooperation between him, the 
Chief of Staff, and the other Hain Department Heads of the office of the 

---Reich Cornissar, particularly with the one for policies.

-In so far as the Reich Commissar is prevented from perf 41 i
d?rA\ prolonged period of tine, a deputy will be provided 67 +LeCach 
linister for the Occupied Eastern Territories upon-his SdN,th Ea 
deputy signs with the notation : "for the-Reich Comnisdrimhe Lain 
-partment heads and Department Heads sign, insofar as the Reicn.

-. -pnhtssar has not reserved the final signature for himself or Srcaje 
-is not a matter of so much importance that it must be.signed hyth

- 3 -
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cont!d.

Reich Corrissar, with the notation : " by order" (In luftrag). The Main 
Department Heads regulate the manner of signing for their department and 
consultant heads. Those must likewise alvays sign vith "by order."

2, General Cor.mo.ssars.

The General Corrissar forms the administrative office of intermediate 
appeal, Jithin his jurisdiction he heads the administration according to 
the general directives of the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern 
Territories and the prescriptions of the Reich Cormissar.

His office is organised like that of the Reich Cormmissar, except that in 
the place of Main Departments, there are Departments whose spheres of 
work in turn are organized into Consulting Offices (Refcrate) which are 
collected into Groups according to necessity,.
The Guneral Cormi.ssar appoints one of the Department Heads as Chief of 
Staff who has the corresponding position and corresponding rights of the 
Reich Chiefs of Staff of the Reich Commissars,

For purposes of representation of the General Commissar in cases of pro
longed incapacity, the same provisions apply as for representation of the 
Reich Commissar.

The SS-and Poli.ce Leader assigned to the General Commissar is directly 
subordinated to hiri; however the Chief of Staff has the general right of 
requiring information from him. The SS-and Police Leader employs the 
following official designation :

" The General Corissar ..,, 
The SS-and Police Leader "

Department Heads, Group Heads and Consultants (Referenten) sign with the 
remark; " By order." The Department Heads regulate the manner of signing 
for their consultants (Referenten).

3. Regional CojyJ ssars (Gebictskormissarc ).
The Regional Cormis S; r heads the enie ndninistration of the lower 
administrative o"liu i the Circui Usricb (Krcisgebiet) in accordance 
with the instricons of the Gtoanl Buniscar and the superior offices, 
llith him inerefo. o Lies the main v; - . ‘:t, of the total administrative setup. 
The of lie mils to ithoz ho Regionn.!. osar has granted the right of 
signing sign w:h +h. notation "y o* The leader of the police unit 
assigned to him ic drect] suborcia to him.

4. Main Corii\issai f;

Upon recormendat ion by the Reich Comissar the Reich Minister for the 
Occupied Eastern Territories appo:is iiein Cornissars for Main Districts 
formed by the consolidation of several circuit Districts, They are to take 
care of coordination of adriinistracion of the Circuit Districts (Kreisbe- 
biete) placed unler him by order of the General Corwissar. They can have 
themselves infoed concerning all matters by the District Commissars sub
ordinated to them, inroruct then in all decisive points of view of the 
administration and in urgent cases provide then with instructions. Cautious 
use is to be made of this right to instruct, as the Main Commissars are not 
to interpose themselves as a special authority between the District and 
General Cornissars, In every case of instruction to a District Commissar 
the General Commissar is to be notified in conjunction with an account of 
the reasons. The Main Commissars are to keep themselves informed of all

- 4 -
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important matters within the sphere of their authority, by means of nu . r 
nurcrous conferences, and to inform the General Cormissar of important 
observations. Conduct of business between the General Cormissar and the 
District Corrissar takes place directly. General Commissars inf om the 
Main Coi issars involved in writing about their orders issued to District 
Cormissars. The same is to take place with bulletins of the District 
Cormissars. The of fairs of the Main Commissariats are to be elaborated 
in bulletins (Dozornatc).

The Responsible office of the Kain Cormissar requires an understanding 
of the political and econnic-political needs of the region to be super
vised, by an exact knowledge of the existing circumstances. The Main 
Cormissar, as representative of the General Cormissar, is called upon 
in his sphere of office to keep Regional and City Cormissars spatially 
in touch with the General Cormissar through constant and close liaison 
with them, and to contribute to the speeding up of necessary decisions, 
namely such as go beyond the boundaries of the torritory. The activity 
of a Main Cormissar, rightly cone dived arid purposefully conducted, shall 
rand must contribute , to give District and City Cormissars increased 
certainty in their decision, to give the latter a materially and spat
ially strengthened effect, and to relieve the General Cormissar of 
part of the burden of supervising his subordinated administration.
The office of the Main Cor issar is politically of special significance. 
It includes the task of leadership in the official realm subordinated 
to it.

IV. Order of Superiority in the Service
verhacltnis).

(Diunstvorgesetztcn-

The Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories is the service 
superior of the Reich Cormissar and the officials and the employees 
subordinate to then. The RuichsCornissar is the superior of all 
officials and crployocs of his office and of the offices subordinate 
to hin. The General Connassnr is the superior of the officials and 
erployees of his office and of the officials and employees of the offices 
of the Main and Regional Cormmissars, The Main Cormissar and the Re
gional Conrmnissar arc the superior of the officials and employees of 
their offices '.

-5 -
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Be auctions (Zustaendickeit n)

The Reich Cormissars, Gcner 1 Cormissars, Main Commissars and 
Regiorl Cornissursity Ccmnissers) ere - aside from the military 
agencies - the only Reich auchorities (Reichsbehcerden) in the Occupied 
Eastern Territories. Other Reich authoritiessmay not be established 
alongside them. They handle all questions of administration of the 
area which is subordinate to their sovereignty and all affairs which 
concern the organization ani activity of the administration including 
those of the police in the supervision of the native (landeseigenen) 
agencies and organizations, and of the population.

The Reich minister governs the occupied Eastern Territories by 
order of the Fuehrero He can make the law for all the territories.

The Reich Cormissar directs and supervises the entire German 
civil administration ds well as the existing and re-estalished native 
edministration in his Reich Comissariat. He can decree law (ordinances) 
for his territory, insofar as the law has not been or will not be 
decreed by the Reich Minister,

The General Cormissar directs theedministration of his district 
(Bezirk) and supervises the Main and Regional Commissars as well as 
the native administration.

The Regional Ccrmissar directs the a dministrttion of his terri
tory as a subordinate administrative office and supervises the native 
offices in the lowest and county echelons (Kreisinstanz).

The following are particularly important administrative tasks:

a) Police measures,

b) Making the economic forces of the territory available for the 
maintenance of the occupation troops and the purposes of the 
German war economy,

c) Caring"for the population, 
> 1

d) Securing of supplies and installations of all kinds which are 
important for life and for war,

e) Collaboration with the ncintenance as well as re-establishment 
of inland 'water cormunications of rail and postal communications,

f) Supervision of the civil population, collaboration with the 
counter intelligence (Abwehr), interesting the population in 
rendering service,

8) Dissolution of enemy organizations which might still exist.

The Armed Forces Commanders exercise the rights of military 
sovereignty and the territorial power of command in their area of 
jurisdiction. Their demands will be carried out in the civilian sphere 
by the Reich Cormissars and their subordinate agencies. The military 
agencies are neither superior nor subordinate to the agencies of the 
civilian administretion. The Lrmed Forces Commanders can provide even 
civilian agencies wih directives in urgent cases, however, in accord
ance with the Fuehrer 1 cree of 5 June 1941. All agencies of the Civilian 
administration are obligated to inform the military agencies of all 
affi:s which might affect the sphere of their assignments.
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Considerable velue is to be laid upon a frictionless collaboration. 
The Cormissars are to have themselves thoroughly informed by the Lrmed 
Forces Commanders, respectively by the agencies subordinated to them 
about their observations, experiences, and the measures already *nken 
after taking over the administration. The latrs decreed by them and 
the administrative orders given by them remain in effect insofar as 
the decrees and ordinances are not abrogated.

The Fuehrer has entrusted Reich Marshel Hermann Goering, as 
Cormi ss ioner for the Four Years Plan, with the supervison of the tasks 
of the war economy in the Occupied Eastern Territories. The economic 
inspectorates and economic commands are active there as his represent
atives (Organs) (see green folio). These economic inspectorates and 
economic commands will be substantially absorbed in the agencies of 
the civil administration after the establishment of the civil admini
stration.

If basic differences of opinion should arise between the agencies 
of the civil administration and the military agencies or, insofar as 
they still exist, the economic inspectorates and economic comands, end 
those cannot be settled in direct conversations9 then it is to be 
reported to the superior civil authority i .mediately so that the latter 
can, in cooperation with the superior military agency, bring about an 
amicable uni ficati c n,

. Business Com .unications (Geschacftsverkchr)

ifter taking over the businesses, the current state of affairs is 
to be reported briefly to the next superior a gency, in particular 
the taking over of the administration from the hands of the agencies 
of the military administration as well about the state of the popu
lation and the capacity for work of any existing native authorities. 
It is further to be reported which office buildings have been occupied 
end which lines of com unication are available. The Reich and General 
Cormissars will determine the periods at which t he subordinate agencies 
are to report regularly about the general situation without prejudice 
to the duty to provide individual reports and special delivery reports 
(at first, at short intervals. which can be later lengthened), it first 
the Reich Cormissars will give the Roich Minister for the Occupied 
Eastern Territories a comprehensive report on the situation in brief 
form twice a month, on the first and fifteenth of each month. The 
Reich Minister is to be given a report by the Reich Commissar irnediately 
about incidents of an especially important nature, The General Com- 
missars and Regional Cormissars must report directly to the Reich Mini
ster for the Occupied Eastern Territories by the quickest means parti
cularly important incidents, as, for example9 widespread unrest, more 
important acts of sabotage and strikes, great natural catastrophes and 
the like, and at the same time report them to the next superior agency.

The Reich Minister for 
publish an official gazette

the Occupied Eastern Territories will 
(Verordnungsblatt) under the title 

"Official Gazette of the Reich Minister for the 
Occupied Eastern Territories" (V Bl d RM Ost)

(Verordnungsblatt des Reichsministers fuor die 
besetzten Ostgebiete)

in which all the decrees of the Reich Minister will be published. Lt 
first the official gazette will only appear when necessary. In addition 
there will appear the "Reich Ministerial Gazette of the Reich Ministry 
for the Occupied Eastern Territories (RB1. d RM Ost)", in which all
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executive decrees end other administrative directives of general 
validity will be published.

The Reich Commissars will publish the decrees of the Reich Minister 
for the Occupied Eastern Territories* as well as their cudecrees and 
decrees of general interest, in two cr more languages according to need 
in official gazettes (Gazette of the Reich Cormissar for (VO-
Blatt des Reichskormissars fuer......... )<

The General Cormmissars will publish official papers, likewise in 
two or more languages, in which they will publish their ordinances and 
orders of general interest as also the police orders of the Regional 
Cormissars without prejudice to other neans of publishing in individual 
instances.

The title of these official papers will read:

. "Official paper of the General Commissar in....."

(lmtsblatt des Generalkormissars in,,,.s(A.Bl..z.B. Riga)

In cases of doubt the German text of the ordinances, decrees, and 
orders is valid.

Morever, all publications of German agencies are to be made known 
in otherwise usual form, e.g. by publishing in the press which has 
already been allowed, by placard, public reading, louispeaker and the 
like.

The Official Gazette of the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern 
Territories is to be kept by all the agencies within the Occupied 
Eastern territories. The samo applies for the gazettes of the Reich 
Cormissars and the official papers of the General Commissars within 
their official spheres.

"The operation procedure for the Reich .ministry for the Occupied 
Eastern Territories'’ (Geschaeftsordnung fuer das Rcichsministoriun fuer 
die besetzten Ostgebiote) will be valid for the internal conduct of 
business of the a. encics of the Reich Commissars; for cormunicutions 
with. secret matters "The directives for secret matters for all admini- 
strativo authorities" ( Vorschlussachen-anweisung fuer sawtliche Verwalt- 
ungsbehoerdon).

The last is valid until suitable safes are obtained, with the 
provision that secret documents may be kept in strong and well locked 
wuodon chests, which are to be kept in rooms which are to be kept locked.

-11 incoming documents are to be opened by an especially trustworthy 
official of the Central Administration and/or of the main office (Haupt- 
buero) and then introduced into the prescribed order of business.

Further orders about the internal operating procedure are to be 
decreed by the director of the office.
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Second Section: ^forking directives for the Civil Administration.

1. General

The first task ef the Civil Administration in the occupied 
Eastern territories is to represent the interests of the Reich. The 
highest fundamental is to be considered first in all measures and 
deliberations. It is time the occupied Eastern territories are to 
be able to lead a certain life of their ovm in the more distant 
future in this or that not yet determined form. They remain however 
parts of the Greater German sphere (Lebensraum) and are always to be 
governed from the viewpoint of this main t brought.

The regulations of the Hague Rules of Land Warfare which deal 
with the administration of a country occupied by a foreign armed 
power are not valid since the USSR is dissolved and the Reich, as a 
result, has the duty of exercising all the powers of government and 
the other usual powers of sovereignty in the interest of the inhabi
tants. All measures therefore, vhich the German administration deems 
necessary and suitable for the ezecution of this comprehensive task 
are pormissable.

II. Political Directives

(Are bcing worked on by the political department. See next page)

III. Administration, Lav;, Finances

1) . Administration

a) The specially assigned administration of the country
(Landesvcrwaltung) will already ’ e broken up upon the begin
ning of the Civil Administration. Its representatives will 
have fled or have been removed by the Soviets. Village 
Soviets will exist only in individual cases.

These are to be dissolved immediately as a rule.

b) The Reich Commissars are to make sparing use of the authority 
to decree laws above all at first, so that the administration 
is not choked by red tape. The exact knowledge of the terri- 
tory and its inhabitants, which naturally is not available 
at present, is essential for an extensive legislation. Like
wise the fewest possible binding ordinances are to be decreed. 
The higher authorities must rather take the path of work 
directives which will give the subordinate authorities suf
ficient lecway for the consideration of the lncal conditions.

As far as the boundaries of the Regional Commissariate are 
concerned, at first the boundaries of the corresponding 
Soviet administration regions arc to be the basis, since the 
population is accustomed to these and bases for any other 
determination of boundaries are lacking. As soon as another 
determination of boundaries appears more to the purpose, in 
the course of time, it can be done later.

d) The handling of cases of sabotage is the conc.m of the 
Senior SS - and police leader, of the SS - and Police leader 
and/or the police leaders of the lower echelon. Insofar, 
hotrever, as collective measures against the population cf a 
definite region appears appropriate, the decision about them
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rests with the competent Commissar on the proposal of the 
police leader. The calling of the population for the tasks 
of guarding can be ordered by the Regional Commissar.

The assessment of fines of money or goods, as well as the 
ordering of the seizure of hostages and the shooting of 
inhabitants of the territory in which the acts of sabotage 
have taken place, can only be done by the General Commissar, 
insofar as the Reich Commissar himself does not intervene. 
The most sparing use of the seizing of hostages is to be 
made. ibove all it is only to be ordered when the desired 
result can be forced by this measure and when the case is 
such that if necessary,in the case of negative results*the 
consequences of the seizure can be neutralised.

In cities, villages, worker settlements, city settlements etc., 
the interest of reliable persons is to be acquired as soon as 
possible. From the ranks of these reliable persons a local 
commissioner (similar to our Buergermeister) and confidential 
councillors can later be appointed, so that in this way the 
local life will be set in motion again and the Regional 
Commissar will have organs under him who will carry out his 
orders. Insofar as such commissioners end confidential 
councillors have already been set up by the military admini
stration, they are to be taken over by the Civil Administration 
at first. in case financial means are necessary for the ful- 
filhent of urgent tasks within individual communities, they 
are to be supplied by means of credits. The credits are to 
be charged to the banking institutions of the country, or, in 
case this is not possible to the Reich credit bank (Reichs- 
krelitkessc).

f) Where an urgent need of the population for provision goods 
exists, this is to be satisfied within the range of possibility 
so that famines can be avoided. It may be desired to grant 
assistance in money and in goods to urgently needy persons 
(unemployed and the like).

g) Tith the dissolution of the USSR which accompanied the defeat 
of this state there is no longer any state structure in the 
Eastern Regions and consequently no state citizenship for the 
inhabitants. However, for practical reasons with respect 
to citizenship the further existence of a common state must 
be assumed for the time being, so that the inhabitants should 
not be considered as stateless, which is undesirable for 
various reasons. The final question of state citizenship can 
only be decided later since it depends on the state development 
in the East (Ostraum). Since this problem can only be solved 
for the whole Eastern Territory, the subordinate authorities 
must refrain from every independent ruling. At a given time 
the Reich Minister for the Eastern territories will issue 
appropriate decrees.

The racial Germans present in the Eastern territories do not 
become German Reich citizens automatically with the dissolu
tion of the USSR, but rather they a re, for the present, 
placed on a par with the other inhabitants as regards citizen
ship. Petitions from racial Germans for naturalization are 
not to be accepted at first, since a general regulation will 
be executed. Independent of this is that racial Germans con- 
firmed as such without objection should already enjoy privilege,
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which are generally granted only to Reich citizens.

The prohibition of entering or leaving the occupied Eastern 
territories which was issued by the Supreme Commander of the 
Lrmy remains effective even after the withdrawal of the 
military administration. Exceptions to this prohibition. of 
entering and leaving will be granted by the Permit Office at
tached to the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Terri
tories and Permit Offices attached to the Reich Commissars 
and if necessary to other authorities of the occupied Eastern \ 
territories. Entering and leaving may only be allowed on 
urgent political, economical or other service reasons.

The following are not affected by the prohibition of 
entering and Leaving:

1. Members of the Armed Forces and members of the irmed 
Forces personnel ith proper identification and travel 
orders (Ausweis - und Marschpapiere) , (

1 
2c Members of the Reich Ministry for the occupied Eastern 

territories and of the authorities subordinated to it 
with valid official identification.

No application need be made to the Permit Office or Permit 
Branch Offices for minor frontier traffic. By
"Minor frontier traffic" is meant those journeys which have 
to be made on account of economic contacts over the frontier 
with the neighbouring countries on either side and arc merely 
to some place lying not more than 50 km. from the frontier. 
Only the lower-ranking administrative authorities, that is 
the Regional Cormmissars, can give permission for frontier traf
fic.

Permits and frontier traffic passes can be issued for single 
or several journeys ever the frontier. In every case, their 
validity is liited to a definite period.

\ 
The examination of claims, for the issue of permits, is made \ 
from political, security police and economic points of view.
In cases of doubt, therefore, the Permit Branch Offices at
tached to the Reich Comissars must obtain the approval of 
the appropriate department of the Reich Commissars before 
the permit is issued.

The Permit Branch Offices issue permits merely for journ°Ys 
from the former territory of the USSR. For journeys into the 
Occupied Eastern Territories, the Permit Office attached to 
the Reich Minister is, for the present, the only competent 
office.

The question, whether a ban on journeys from one Reich Com
missariat to another is to be decreed, cannot yet be decided. 
Only the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories 
has the authority to make the decision.

The attitude of the German authorities to the native population 
is determined, on the one hand, by the political and economic 
aims and, on the other, by the attitude of the inhabitants to 
the Germans. Unprovoked severe measures against the population 
of the country are not desired and must therefore not be 
taken.
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For reasons of security, it may be necessary, especially in 
towns and cities, to establish a curfev-hour, which means 
that, after that hour, the population may no longer walk the 
public thoroughfares and squares. Ls the time of the curfew 
can be decided only in accordance with local requirements, 
the Regional Commissar must be made responsible for imp. sing 
it on the instructions of the Reich Cormissar and/or the 
General Conmissar.

The same applies to the police closing-tinc (Polizcistunde) 
i.e. the time after which taverns may no longer be opened 
and no guests may remain in the tavern rooms. The establish
ing of the curfew and of the police closing-time is to be 
effected by Police Decree and/or Police Order, with appropri
ate threat of punishment, 
curfew orler is punishable 
liability for registration

Apart from this, breaking the 
under the Decree concerning the 
and limitation of sojourn.

2) . Health

It is of great inportance that the health and veterinary services 
be re-established as quickly as possible. Doctors, veterinary surgeons 
or medical personnel on the spot are to be instructed to continue with 
their work or start it again. In times of emergency especially in the 
case of epidemics, a request that Doctors, veterinary surgeons and 
medical supplies be made available is to be sent to the military Author
ities, should it be impossible to overcome the emergency in any other 
way.

3) . Law

The Reich Commissars arc responsible for controlling the Special 
Courts set up and attached to the Reich Commissars. Those are also 
Senior Officials of the Prosecuting Authorities attached to these 
Courts. The SS Executive and Police Officers and Senior SS Executive 
and Police Officers are in charge of the Courts Martial.

It is desirable (in the Eastern regions first of all) that the country’s 
own jurisdiction be re-established, ‘formed of reliable persons where 
they can be found. This is all the more necessary in that the German 
Courts, on account of the scarcity of personnel, can pass judgement 
only on offences whichare punishable under German Laws anu t-. punish
ment of which is of urgent German interest. The punish, lent of other 
criminals, however, can only remain in abeyance for a short period.
The concerns of the civil administration of justice can remain in the 

background for the time being and some honorary Courts of Justice may 
suffice at first. Wherever the country's own jurisdiction is still 
intact which may be the case in the East, it is to be instructed to 
continue its work immediately after unreliable elements have been re
moved.

Those arrested by the Soviet Legal Authorities on account, of .sentence 
which has been passed may only be released after each individual case 
has been examined.

This examination is to bo carried out with the greatest speed in regard 
to convicted nationalists and other political prisoners. In cases of 
doubt the opinion of the Political Department attached to the Reich
Cormissar or the General Commissar or the Executive S3 and Police Officer 
should be obtained.
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The District Cormissar is responsible for the supervision of all prisons, 
insofar as the Reich Cormissar does not decree otherwise.

As it is impossible at the moment to produce a comprehensive new penal 
Code, the Soviet Penal Law - (in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania the pre- 
Soviet Laws) - are for the tine being still applicable to the country’s 
own Courts, nevertheless without these regulations which apply to 
political offences. This also applies with regard to the Civil Law, 
the right of voluntary jurisdiction and to the right of procedure.

L)« Finance

It is intended to draw up a unified General Budget for the complete 
Administration of the Eastern Territories, in other words from the 
Reich Ninister downwarls to the District Commissar. Whother there is 
any point in separating this plan into separate budgets for the various 
Reich Cormissariets , or whether credit accounts will simply be estab
lished for the subordinate administrative bodies, can only be decided 
aPtor the './hole Administration has been set up. The basic principle 
of this General Budget must be, that the cost of the whole administra- 
tion shall be borne by the country itself. Until such a Budget has 
been drawn up and further regulations have been issued regarding the 
use of the income derived from taxes and from balances from the State 
undertakings, the Reich '..ill use credits to cover public expenditure. 
These credits which will be allotted to the Reich Cormissars and from 
there on to the subordinate offices by the Reich Cormissar for the 
occupied Eastern Territories are to be administered in accordance with 
the directives as per printed Appendix.

Until further notice taxes are to continue to be paid by the in
habitants in accordance with the existing Soviet taxation system (in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in accordance with the taxation system of 
the prc-Scviet era) if nothing is decided to the contrary. The taxation 
officials in question he are still capable of working are to take up 
their duties immedietoly and/or continue them. The same applies to 
the utilisation of the balances from the State undertakings.

The country’s own. authorities are forbidden to dispose of the amounts 
collected without the permission of the German authorities (for the 
time being Reich Cormisars ).

5)• Learning and Education

Schooling will in most parts of the country have ceased due to the 
military events. There is in general no particular need for schooling 
0o be put into operation again quickly, as long as there are other urgent 
+asks to carry out. In the East the resumption of schooling in the near 
future should be eimed at, insofar as there are suitable and reliable 
teachers to hand.. For the time being further directives from th Pnich 
Minister should be awaited ’with regard to Universities and other 
Academic . Institutions and with regard to cultural establishments.

IV. Economic Administration

is the Reich Marshall in his capacity as Plenipotentiary for the 
Four Year Flan has been charged by the Fuehrer with the supreme co
ordination of the Economy of the whole Eastern Region, his directives 
are applicable to the economic measures which are laid down in the 
printed collective folder attached.. When carrying out these directives 
the general political aim as laid down in.fig. 2. of this Section should , 
be minutely observed.. If in individual cases, the aims of economic
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policy conflict, in the opinion of the German department dealing 
trith the matter, with this general political goal, the Reich Cornmissar 
should be informed, - where a matter of principle is involved, - and 
his decision requested.

V. En,-incoring and Communications

Tith regard to urgent constructional measures, particularly the 
repairing and improving of highways, the necessary directives are 
likewise given given in the "Green file", published by the Reichs- 
marschall. The departments of the Civil Idministration should most 
emphatically support the carrying out of these directives.

The Reich Railways and the Reich Post Office are under the control 
of the military departments for the duration of the war. Thus the 
Reich Commissars and the authorities under their orders have no power 
to issue instructions to the Reich Railways and the Reich Post Office. 
Each Reich Commissar, .however, is allotted a delegate of the Reich 
Railways and the Reich Post Office who will hear the wishes of the 
Civil Administration and submit them to his administration.

CERTIFICITE OF TR-ISL-TION
OF DOCUMENT No. 1056-P3

29 December 1945

I, WILL-RD E. SKIDLIORE, Lt.(jg), U3NR., 391590, hereby certify that I 
am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the 
above is a true and correct translation of Document No. 1056-PS.

ILL.RD E. SKIDMORE 

Lt.(jg), U3NR.
391590
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Office of U.S. Chief of Counsel

Extract from a speech of Reichsleiter Rosenberg before the 
closest participants in the problem of the East, on

20 June, 1941.

The job of feeding the German people stands, this year, 
without a doubt, at the top of the list of Germany’s claims 
on the East; and here the southern territories and the northern 
Caucasus will have to serve as a balance for the feeding of the 
German people. We see absolutely no reason for any obligation 
on our part to feed also the Russian people with the products of 
that surplus-territory. We know that this is a harsh necessity, 
bare of any feelings. A very extensive evacuation will be nec
essary, Without any doubt, and it is sure that the future will 
hold very hard years in store for the Russians. A later decis
ion will have to determine to which extent industries can still 
be maintained there(Wagen Factories etc.) The consideration and 
execution of this policy in the Russian area proper is for the 
German Reich and its future a tremendous and by no means negative 
task, as might appear, if one takes only the harsh necessity of 
the evacuation in consideration. The conversion of Russian dy
namics towards the East is a task which requires the strongest 
characters. Perhaps, this decision will also be approved by 
a coming Russia later, not in 30 but maybe in a 100 years. For 
the Russian soul has been torn in the struggle of the last 200 
years. The original Russians are excellent artistic craftsmen, 
dancers and musicians. They have certain hereditary talents, but 
these talents are different from those of the Western people. Thu 
fight between Turgenjew and Dostejewsky was symbolic for the na
tion. The Russian soul found no outlet, either way. If we now 
■''lose the West to the Russians, they might become conscious of 
+ eir own inborn, proper forces and of the area to which they 
belong. A historian will maybe see this decision in a differ
ent light, in hundreds of years than it might appear to a Russian 
today. ,

CERTIFIC.T OF TR.NSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 1058-PS

1, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt, Inf. 0-135 55 67, hereby certify that 
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; 
end that the above is a true and correct translation of Document 
number 1058-PS.

FRED NIEBERGM.LI 
2nd Lt. Inf. 
0-133 55 67.
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OFFICE OF U S CHIEF OF COUNSEL

The Personal Reviewer 
of the Permanent Deputy 
of the Minister of the Reich

Bi/r Nr 58 A/41 Secret

Berlin, 21 November 1941

To Dr Mar quart

Enclosed herewith I transmit to you the copy of an incident regarding 
the measures against the Jews in the general-di strict of Minsk, with the re
quest to submit the same to the Ministor of the Reich.

On order of the Gauleiter T have sent one copy to Lieutenant General 
of the SS, HEYDRICH, with the request for investigation of the incident.

signed: BIGEWALD
3 enclosures
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Copy / T

fhe Commissioner General Minsk, 1 November 1941
for Mhite Ruthenia

Dept Gauleiter/Ka

To the
Reich Commissioner for the Eastern Territories 
Gauleiter Hinrich LOHSE
Rica

Today, money, valuables and other objects wero deposited at the 
cashier of my office against receipt, in the present of Government Councillor 
Dr IDELBERGER of the Police Battalion II. Those matters were from Sluzk and 
other regions which the Police Battalion 11 had included in its action without 
my order and without my kmnowledgo. All objects and the monoy have been safely 
deposited by officials of Commissariat General with the Reich Credit Institute 
(Reichskreditanstalt ) and are held ot the disposal of the Reich Commissioner. 

Reserve officer 1st Lieutenant of the Police BRODECK attempted in the course 
of this incident to purchase gold for private purposes in order to use it for 
a personal affair, as witnessed by Govornont Councillor Dr IDELBERGER, my 
adjutant, SS-2nd Lt WILDENSTEIN and myself.

I have immediately reported the case to the responsiblc field command 
post at Minsk and requested the arrest of the police officer. 1st Lt BRODECK 
was immediately set free by the investigat ing court martial officer as the 
court martial officer did not find any basis for charges in this incident. 
This is contrary to the logal conception of my office. Any vrivate dealing in 
gold is prohibited in the German Reich. Aggravating in this case is further
more the fact that an officer of the same unit is involved which has effected 
the liquidation of the former posscssoi’s of gold.

The Commissioner General 
for White Ruthenia

signed: KUBE
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Copy / T
The Commissioner General Minsk, 1 November 1941
for Whitc Ruthonia

Do pt Gauleiter/Ka SECRET

Personal

To the Reich Commissioner for the Eastern Territories 
Gauleiter Hinrich LOHSE
Riga

Enclosed T submit a report of the Commissioner for the territory of 
Sluzk, party member CARL, with the request not to lot this matter rest, Here- 
with I propose to prosecute the cuilty officers commoncin vrith the battalion 
commander of the security nolice tothe last lieutenant.

For about the last three weeks, J have discussed the Sluzk action 
against the Jews with the responsible SS- Brigadier General and Briodier- 
General of the Protection Police, ZEINER, Member of the Reichstag, and I have 
pointed out that the tradesmen should be spared by all means and that the 
commissioner responsible for the territory should be contacted orior to the 
action. Above all, any act lowering the prestige of the German Reich and its 
organizations in the eyes of the Whito Ruthenian population should be avoided.

The police battalion No 11 from Kauon has as a unit, directly sub
ordinate to the armed forces, taken independent action without informing me, 
the SS-Brigadier-Genora] or any other office of the Commissariat General, 
thereby impairing most seriously the prostige of the German nation, I request 
to have the commissioner of the territory Carl and all his officials and col
laborators from Riga questioned under oath and to record the hearing. Then, 
in order to set an example, I request to grant my motion to prosecute the 
entire staff of officers of the police battalion 11,

I am submitting this report in duplicate so that one copy maybe 
forwarded to the Reich Minister, Peace and order cannot be maintained in 
White Ruthonia with methods of that sort. To bury seriously wounded people 
alive who worked their way out of their graves again, is such a base and filthy 
act that this incident as such should be reported to the Fuehrer and Reich 
Marshal, The civil administration of Vhito Ruthonia makes very strenuous 
efforts to win the population over to Germany in accordance with the instructions 
of the Fuehrer, Those efforts cannot be brought in harmony with the methods 
described herein,

The Commissioner General 
for Thite Ruthonia

Enclosures
signed: KUBE

Riga, 11 November 1941

Original with two enclosures 
to the

Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories 
Berlin

with the request for consideration, It is doomed necessary that 
higher authority take immediate stops,

By order of
The Reich Commissioner 
for the Eastern Territories

signed: WICEIANN
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X
cussion that none of tho policomen would enter the town any more, yet I wE forced, 
several hours later to arrest two fully armed Lithuanian partisans bocauso they 
were apprchondod looting. During the night from Tuesday to Wodnesday the 
battalion left the tovm in the direction of Baranowitschi. Evidently, the 
people were only too glad when this report circulated in the tow.

So far the report. I shall come to Minsk in the immediate future, in 
order to discuss the affair personally once again. At the present time, I am 
not in a position to continue with the action against the Jews. First, order has 
to be established again. I hope that I shall be able to restore order as soon 
as possible and also to revive the economic life despite the difficulties. Only, 
I beg you to grant no one requests "In the future, keep this police battalion 
away from me by all means."

signed: CARL

CERTIFICATE OF TRAMSLATION 
OF DOCUTENT NO 1104-PS

23 October 1945

1, FRED NIEBERGALL, 2nd Lt Inf, 0-1335567, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the 
above is a true and correct translation of Document 1104-PS.

FRED NIEBERGALL 
2nd Lt Tnf 
0-1335567
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For the rest, as regards the execution of the action, I must point 
out to my deepest regret that the latter bordered already on sadism. The tow 
itself offered a picture of horoor during the action. With indescribable 
brutality on the part of both the German police officers and particularly the 
Lithuanian partisans, the Jewish people, but also among them White Ruthenians, 
were taken out of their dwellings and horded together. Everywhere in the town 
shots wrero to be heard and in different streets the corpses of shot Jews 
accumulated. The White Ruthenians were in greatest distress to free themselves 
from the encirclement. Regardless of the fact that the Jewish people, among 
whom wero also tradesmen, were mistreated in a terribly barbarous way in tho 
face of the VThite Ruthenian people, the Whito Ruthenians themselves were also 
worked over with rubber clubs and rifle butts. There was no question of an 
action against tho Jews any more. It rather looked like a revolution. I myself 
with all my officials have been in it without interruption all day long in 
order to save what could yet be saved. In several instances I literally had to 
expel writh drawm pistol tho German police officials as well as the Lithuanian 
partisans from the shops. My own police was employed for the same mission but 
had often to leave the streets on account of tho wild shooting in order to avoid 
being shot themselves. The whole picture was generally more than ghastly. 
In the afternoon a great number of abandoned Panje carriages with horses were 
standing in the streets so that I had to instruct the municipal administration 
to take care of the vehicles immediately. Afterwards it was ascertained that 
they were Jewish vehicles ordered by the armed forces to move ammunition. The 
drivers had simply been taken off the carriages and led away, and nobody had 
worried in the least about the vehicles.

I was not present at the shooting before the town. Therefore I can
not make a statement on its brutality. But it should suffice, if I point out 
that persons shot have worked thomselvos out of their graves some time after they 
had been covered. Regarding the economic damage I want to state that the 
tannery has been affected worst of all, 26 experts worked there. Of them, 
fifteen of the best spocinlists alono have been shot. Four more jumped from the 
truck during the transport and escaped, while seven others were not apprehended 
after they fled, The plant barely continues to operate today, Five whecl- 
wrights worked in the wheelwright shop. Four of them have been shot and tho 
shop has to keep going now with one wheslwrigirt. Additional tradesmen such as 
carpenters, blacksmiths, etc. are still missingo Up till now it was impossible 
for me to obtain an exact survey. T havo mentioned already in the beginning, 
that the families of tradesmen should be spanod too. But now it seems that 
almost in all families some persons are missing. Reports come in from all 
over, making it clear that in one family the tradesman himself, in another family 
the wife and in the next one again the children are missing. In that way, 
almost all families have been broken upa it seems to be very doubtful whether 
under these circumstances the remaining tradesmen will show any interest in 
their work and produce accordingly, particularly as even today they are running 
around with bloody and bruised faces due to the brutality, The White Ruthenian 
people who had full confidence in us, is dumbfounded. Though they are 
intimidated and don’t dare to utter their free opinion, one has already heard 
that they take the viewpoint that this day does not add to the glory of Germany 
and that it will not be forgotten. I am of the opinion that much has boon 
je5trozed.throvgh this action which we have achieved during the last months and 
that it will take a long time until wo shall regain the confidonce of the 
population which we have lost.

In oonolusion I find myself obliged to point out that the police 
attalion has looted in an unheard of manner during the action, and that not 

on I,in Jewish houses but just the same in those of the White Ruthenians. 
nyehins of use such as boots, leather, cloth, gold and other valuables, has 

been taken away. On the basis of statomonts of members of the armed forces, 
Wehes wore torn off the orms of Jews in public, on the street, and rings were 
pulled off the fingers in the most brutal manner. A major of the finance 
department reported that a Jewish girl was asked by the police to obtain 
immediately 5,000 rubles to have her father released. This girl is said to 
have actually gone evorywhere in order to obtain the money,

Aso within the ghetto, the different barracks which had been nnilod 
uP DJ, C civil administration and were furnished with Jewish furniture, have 
been broken open and robbed. Even from the barracks in which the unit was 
qua cred, window frames and doors have been forcibly removed and used for cqmp- 
mirese Although I had a discussion with the adjutant of the commander on 

ues ay morning concerning the lotting and he promised in the course of the dis-
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he Commissonor of the Territory
of Sluzk

To the 
Commissioner General

Minsk

Subject: Action against Jews

Sluzk, 30 October 1941

SECRET

Reforrine to the report made by phone on 27 October 1941 1 now beg 
to inform you in writin of the following:

On 27 October in the nomine at about 8 o’clock a first lieutenant 
of the police battalion No 11 from Knuon (Lithuania) appeared and introduced 
himself as the adjutant of the battalion commander of the security police. The 
first lieutenant explained that the police battalion had received the assignment 
to effect the liquidation of all Jevre here in the town of Sluzk, within two days 
The battalion commander with his battalion in strength of four companies, two 
of which were mado up of Lithuanian partisans, vms on the march here and the 
action would have to begin instantly, I replied to the first lieutenant that I 
had to discuss the action in any case first with the commandor. About half an 
hour later the police battalion arrived in Sluzk, Immodiatoly after the arrival 
the conference with the battalion commander took place according to my request. 
I first explained to the commandor that it would not very well be possible to 
effect the action without previous preparation, because everybody had been 
sent to work and that it would load to terrible confusion. At least it would 
have been his duty to inform me a day ahead of time. Then I requested him to 
postpone the action one day. However, he rejected this with the remark that he 
had to carry out this action overyvhoro and in all towns and that only two days 
were allotted for Sluzk. Within those two days, the town of Sluzk had to be 
cleared of Jews by all means. I immediately protested violently against it, 
pointing out that a liquidation of Jews must not be allowed to t ako place in 
an arbitrary manner. I explained that a largo part of the Jews still living 
in the towns were tradesmen and families of tradesmen respectively. But those 
Jewish tradesmen were not simply oxpondable because they were indispensable 
for maintaining the economic life. Furthermore, I pointed out that White 
Ruthenian tradesmen are so to say non-oxistant, that therefore all vital plants 
had to be shut down all at once, if all Jews would bo liquidated, At the end 
of our conference, I mentioned that all tradesmen and specialists, inasmuch as 
they were indispensible, had papers of identification and that these should .not 
be pulled out of the factories. Furthermore, it was a -rood that all Jews 
still living in the town should first be brought into the ghetto in order to 
socregabe them, e specially with regard to the families of tradesmen which I 
did not want to have liquidated either. Two of my officials should be assigned 
to segregate them. The commander did not in any way contradict my idea and I 
had theroforo the firm belief that the action would be carried out accordingly. 
However, a few hours after the beginning of the action the greatest difficulties 
already developed. I noticed that the commander had not at all abided by our 
agrocmont. All Jews without exception were taken out of the factories and 
shops and deported in spite of our agreement. It is true that part of the 
Jews was moved by way of the ghetto where many of them were processod and 
still segregated by me, but a large part was loaded directly on trucks and 
liquidated without further delay outside of the town. Shortly after noon 
complaints came already from all sides that the factories could not function 
any more because all Jewish tradesmen had been removed. As the commander had 
proceeded on his way to Baranowit schi I got in touch with the deputy commander, 
a captain, after searching a long time, and demanded to stop the action 
immediately because my instructions had been disregarded and the damage done so 
far with respect to the economic life could not be repaired any more. The 
captain was greatly surprised at my idea and stated that he had received orders 
from the commander to clear the whole town of Jows without exception in the 
same manner as they had done in other towns, This mopping up had to be 
executed on political considerations and economic reasons had never played a 
role anywhero. However, Puc to my energetic intervention, he finally halted 
the action toward evening.
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MEMORANDUM

on discussion held at the si R Amt on 4 July 1941 
on the subject of mobilization of labor ^I'^beitseinsatz) and utilization 

of the Russian P.., ’s. 
-------- ill ! —I » ■ MI — ■ —e-s---e-

Chairman of the discussion: Lt Col. Dr. Krull.

Participants; (see enclosed record of attendance) Representatives of the 
Commissioner for the Four Year Plan, of the Reich Labor Hinistry, of the 
Reich Food Ministry, of the Rosenberg Bureau, of the A.A/ P.:. and of the 
wI Ru Amt, Arb. Amtsdir. Fanse, Dr. Bergan and Reg. Rt. Dr. kloeden.

After an introduction by it. Col. Dr. Krull, Lt. Col. Breyer of 
the P. W. department explained that actually there was in effect a pro
hibition by the Fuehrer against bringing Russian P.... 1s into the Reich 
for mobilization of labor (Arbeitseinsatz); but that one might count on 
this prohibition being relaxed a little. For the time being the prisoners 
are to be retained in camps in the occupied territories and in the 
.Government-general; as soon as conditions become overcrowded, they are to 
be transported to large camps in the Reich. In case Arbeitseinsatz should 
be permitted in the Reich, certain racial groups (Volkstumsaugehrige) 
would be exempted (uhite Russians, Ukrainians, Latvians, Esthonians, Finns, 
etc.). P. ..‘s of Asiatic origin (such as Mongolians) are by no means to 
be transported to the Reich for Arbeitseinsatz. roreover, only Russian- 
speaking prisoners will be utilized for the Arbeitseinsatz, because of the 
possibility of Bolshevist propaganda. Only Arbeitseinsatz as units 
(Organization Todt, construction battalions), under guard, will be per
mitted.

Representatives of the various departments (including the repre
sentatives of the Commissioner for the Four Year Plan and of the Reich 
Labor rinistry unanimously agreed that labor robilization (Arbeitseinsatz) 
of the Russians was unqualifiedly necessary. Approximately 500,000 
prisoners are needed, (also to make up for the 50,000 - 100,000 French who 
are to be released); - 400,000 in agriculture, 80,000 in construction, 
10,000 in mining (especially lignite). The need for an additional 70,000 
prisoners in the munitions industry cannot be filled under existing stipu
lations and at most may be accomplished only by exchange. These figures, 
which were presented by the representative of the Reich Labor ministry, were 
mentioned only from the viewpoint of a possible slight increase in number 
of P.O.’s. It must be taken into consideration, moreover, that 257 are 
absorbed by losses and by the camps themselves.

The chairman summarized the results of the discussion as indicating 
that all the interested bureaus unqualifiedly advocated and supported the 
demand for utilization of P.... 1s because of manpower needs (arbeitseinsatz) 
in the Reich. The Wi Ru Amt 'will approach the Commissioner for the Four 
Year *Ian with a request for relaxation of the restrictive regulations and 
express to the TFS/L its point of view, accordingly.

(Signature, illegible)
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Decree of the Fuhrer

concerning the administration of 
the newly-occupied astern terri
tories.

dated the 17 July 1941.

In order to restore and maintain public order and public life in the 
newly-occupied Eastern territories I decree that:

Article 1.

As soon as the military operations in the newly—occupied territories are 
over, the adminstration of these territories shall be transferred from the 
military establishments to the civil-administration establishment s. I shall 
from time to time determine by special decree, the territories which according 
to this are to be transferred to the civil administration, and the time when 
this is to take place.

Article 2.

The Civil Administration in the newly occupied Eastern territories, where 
these territories are not included in the administration of the territories 
bordering on the Reich or the General government, is subject to the ’’Reich 
Minister for the Occupied Eastern territories."

Article 3.

Military sovereign rights and powers are exercised by the commanders 
of the Armed Forces in the newly-occupied Eastern territories in accordance 
with my decree of 25 June 1941.

The powers of the Comissioner for the year plan in the newly-occupied 
Eastern territories, according to my decree of 29 June 1941, and those of 
the Re ichsf Uhrer SS and Chief of the German Police according to my decree 
of 17 July 1941, are subject to special ruling, and are not effected by the 
following regulations.

Article 4.

I appoint Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg as Reich Minister for the Occu
pied Eastern Territories. He will hold office in Berlin.

Article 5.
■ /

The parts of the newly-occupied Eastern territories vihich are subject 
to the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories are to be divi
ded into Reich Commissariats, which are to be divided into General Regions 
(Generalbezirke) and these again into District Areas (Kreisgebiete). Several 
"Kreisgebiete" can be joined into a Main Region (Hauptbezirk). The Reich 
Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories will issue more detailed in
structions on this subject.

Article 6.

At the head of each Reich Commissariat will be a Reich Commissar; at the 
head of each General Region a Commissar-Goneral and at the head of every 
District Area an Area Commissar (Gebietskommissar) . Inhere a Main Region is 
formed, there will be a Head-Commissar (Hauptkonmissar) in charge.

The Reich Commissars and the Commissar-Generals will be appointed by 
me, the heads of the main sections in the bureaux of the Reich Commissars,

- 1 -
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as wel1 as the Head Commissars and District Commissars will be appointed by 
the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories.

Article 7.

In cases where Article 3 is not applicable, the Reich Cemmissars wd 11 
be responsible to the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, 
and will receive instructions exclusively from him.

Article 8.

It is the responsibility of the Reich llinister for the Occupied Eastern 
Territories to legislate for the newly occupied territories under his juris
diction. He can delegate the legislative power to the Reich Commissrs.

Article 9.

As regards civil affairs, the Reich Commissars are 
whole administration of their territory.

responsible for the

As long as military operations are in progress, it is the duty of the 
highest competent authorities of the Reich to guarantee railway and postal 
services in accordance with the instructions of the Chief of Suprome Command 
of the Armed Forces. Further ruling vill remain pending until the time the 
military operations cease.

Article 10.

In order that the measures taken by the Roich Minister for the occupied 
Eastern Territories or by the Reich Commissars in their areas may be brought 
into harmony with the over-all (bergcordnete) aspects of the interests of 
the Reich, the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories will main
tain close liaison with the highest Reich authorities. In differences of 
opinion which cannot be settled by direct negotiations, my decision is to be 
obtained through the Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancellory.

Article 11.

The necessary regulations for carrying out and supplementing tnis decree 
will be issued by the Reich Minister for the occupied Eastern Territories 
in agreement with the Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancellory.

Fuhrer’s Headquarters, 17 July 1941

The Fuhrer
Signed: Adolf Hitler

(L.S.)
Chief of Supreme Command 

of the Armed Forces

Signed: Keitel

Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancery 

Signed: Dr. Lammers.
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ORGANIZATION MANUAL eF THE NSDAP 

EDITED BY:, H1225-0195

The Reichsorganisationsleiter of the NSDAP, (4th edition, 1937)

Published "by the: Zeutratverbag of the NSDAP, Franz Eher’s Successor.

pp 143-144

The Organization of the NSDAP in Foreign Countries

The organization of the NSDAP in foreign countries (a0) is regulated 

from the standpoint of organization along district (Gau) lines. The Director 

of the AO (with the rank of Gauleiter) is immediately subordinate to the Fue

hrer’s Deputy. The AO has its headquarters in Perlin. The Director of the 

organization in foreign countries is at the same time Chief of the Foreign 

Service Organization in the Foreign Office and directs the unified supervision 

of German nationals in foreign countries. 

Duties and Authority

The duty of the AO is to win over the German nationals in foreign lands 

and in the shipping world to the National Socialist point of view and to keep 

alive the idea of a racial community over all classes, professions, and con

fessions in every single German, living in a foreign country.

The AO will keep itself aloof from all non-German issues.

The AO is the only competent party office for all Party Organizations 

abroad (with the exception of Danzig and Mimel) and on board German ships. 

The Director of the AO is responsible for all measures, principles, and direc

tives given in this sphere of activity. He is further responsible for seeing 

that the Special directives issued by all the competent offices of the Reich 

goverment are modified in such a way that they are suitable for conditions 

abroad in order that German interests are not under any circumstances endan

gered or damaged.

All party members domiciled abroad, who take up permanent residence there 

or who are employed in seagoing ships, are subordinate to the AD and are not 

to te considered party members of districts within the Reich, . Party

members engaged in shipping, who leave their work afloat and are without work 

for at least six months, are to be transferred to the appropriate Gau within 

Germany, also party members abroad who return and take-up permanent residence 

in the fatherland.
- 1 -
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Members of the families of German seamen, residing at home and who belong 

to the NS Women’s Organization are administered by the NS Women's Group — 

shipping of the organization of the NSDAP in foreign countries. Thj s 

pertains to all districts (Gaus) in which the AO—shipping has divisions, 

subdivisions, and branches. (Sttzpunkte)3 

Organization

The Staff of the AO carries the designation "Supervision of the Organiza

tion of the NSDAP in Foreign Countries.

The AO of the NSDAP is subdivided into national groups, national dis

tricts, districts, local groups and branches. The term "national group” is to 

be used only for those countries which are particularly important as far as Ger- 
l i
Eman nationals abroad are concerned. To all other countries the term "national 

district” applies.

The Party functionaries of the AO are:

1. The Director with the rank of Gauleiter.

2. The Deputy Director with the rank of Deputy Gauleiter.

3. The heads of the national groups - (On account of different 
conditions in all of the different countries of the world in 
which the organization isto be found) with the rank of a 
district office leader.

4. The heads of national districts with the rank of a district 
leader.

5. The district leaders.

6. The leaders of local groups.

7. The leaders of branches.

The Office Chiefs in the Head Office of the AO., the commissioners for 

foreign countries, under whom are several national groups and national districts 

(partly in our part of the earth), and the leaders of the national groups have 

the rank of a Gauamtsleiter . Subordinate to the Director of the Office of 

AO Shipping Section of the NSDAP are:

1. The divisional leaders in Bremen, Hamburg, Luebeck, and Stettin 
with the rank of a GauhauptStelanieiter,.

1 i • . ' -

2. Local group and branch leaders on board German ships.

In order to identify the political leaders and party members of the 

40, the leader has permitted the members of the AO. to wear a special badge 

(See picture). It portrays a black diamond which, set up on its point, is
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worn on the left arm (Lower end. 2 centimeters above the cuff). Within 

the black diamond are the two letters AO., and, for the Party Functionaries 
>

in gold and for all others in silver. Party members wear the badge on the brown 

shirt. The badge may only be worn, as long as the party member in question be

longs to the AO. It is to be discarded as soon as he returns home and is 

transferred to a local group. t

The graphical plan of organization serves to illustrate the organization 

in detail.

The entire business of all party offices with the organizations of 

the NSDAP abroad and in the shipping service must be carried out through the 

Director of the AO. The associations belonging to the party, who in the 
Durse of their operations endeavor to enlist German nationals abroad may 

only do this within the framework of the AO.

up 295-312

The Reichpropaganda Leader of the NSDAP and Propaganda- 
Leader

The propaganda of the NSDAP, its organizations and associate groups 

is the responsibility of the Reichpropaganda leader of the Reich:

1. He determines the entire propaganda aspect of the movement 
including its organizations and associate groups.

2. He lays down the directions to be followed by the party in
cluding the organizations and associate groups as far as 
realizing the Fuehrer's wishes as regards culture are con
cerned.

3. He exercises control over the entire German radio system 
in regard to its interior organizational, cultural, and 
economic development.

4. The saturating of the German nation with national socialist 
ideology, is hb.concern.

5. He enlightens the people concerning the Fuehrer's accomplish
ments both as regards party and State.

For propaganda purposes, the press, the radio, and films are 

put into use.

The Chief of Staff and adjutant are subordinate to the Reich 

propaganda leader.

The sphere of activity of the Reich propaganda leader can be 

divided into five groups, and each group is under the control of an
3 -
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office of its own.

1. Active propaganda
2. Films 4. Culture
3. Radio 5. Liaison Office.

rChief of Staff
Directly subordinate to the dTaf f Staff are:

1. The "Reich ring for nasi 0ne1 pocielist propaganda and national 
enlightment

2. The "Reichsautozug Denuschlendit and the "Hilfszug" Bavaria.

3. The business center of the tojchpropaganda office.

4. The main office of press propaganda.

5. The main office for exhibitions and fairs.

The duty of the Reich ring for National Socialist Propaganda and 

Rational enlightenment is to ensure the uniform direction of the propaganda 

of nil organizations and associated groups, through the party. Through the 

duly qualified party functionaries one representative from the propaganda 

offices of all organizations and groups is allotted to the Reich ring. To 

these representatives are added representatives of certain offices of the Reich 

government, etc.

Office of press propaganda. The duty of the central office of the 

press propaganda is to revise, on the basis of newspaper technique, propaganda 

measures resulting from the general work of all offices of the Rei ch-propaganda 

leader and to submit them to the competent authorities of the national 

^socialist party press as well as the rest of the pi ess.

Central office for exhibitions and fairs. The duty of the central 

office for exhibitions and fairs is to supervise all exhibitions in which 

the pnrty intends to participate, from a propaganda point of view.

1. The_Offica of active propaganda. The duty of active 
propaganda is to ctfect the uniform execution of all active 
propaganda measures from the large scale organisations 
of gigantic size wish thet architectural—like structure 
down to the organizations of local groups, and branches.

This means that the whole propaganda organization of the movement, its 

organizations and associated groups are combined.

Parallel with the daily handling of current political questions, there 

is the supplying of the entire speakers' staff with informatinn and the provision 

of all propagandists of the Reich with the monthly magazine "Dur Will and Way."

-0198
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As a supplement to speaking, there must be the designing and distribution 

of appropriate placards and pamphlets as well as the careful examination of 

convention reports on the part of the speakers and the directors of propaganda.

A complete picture of the propaganda can be seen from the statistical sur

vey of all reports coming from districts and Gaus, (in regard to propaganda).

Central office of speaker's organization. The central office of 
* 

speaker's organization comprises by way of its subordinate office "Speakers’ 

organization" all Reich, Gau and district speakers of the NSDAP as well as 

all Specialist Speakers of the organizations and associated groups, this 

staff of speakers for the whole movement is constantly furnished with 

vaterial by the office of "Speakers’ information", which counts as the only 

material for speeches and the only material for information by the party.

The "Speakers' Agency" of Reich speakers, shock troop speakers of the 

Reich propaganda Directorate and cadets for the Shock troops operates 

through the office of "Speakers' Agency". The "Speakers School" subordinate 

to the central office does not only provide for a further supply of political 

and specialized speakers but also for constantly enriching the knowledge 

of all actively engaged speakers. For this purpose a special "Reich 

School for Speakers" has been installed.

The Party Speakers

Sneakers are classified as follows:

1. Reich speaker.
2. Speaker for the Shock troops and cadets
3. Gau speaker
4. District speaker
5. Specialized speaker

(When announcing meetings, the speakers designations as they 

appear above are to be strictly adhered to).

Their employment is decided as follows:

a) the principle of capability
b) the merits of the veteran fighter.

On principle, it is to be differentiated between political and technical 

speakers.

2. Central office of the film industry. The duty of the central 
office of the film industry is to exhibit such films regularly 
as adequately serve to enlighten and educate the masses and 
strengthen netione J cocialist ideology Associated with the 
film division is the office of photography.
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The central office of the film industry is divided into:

Organization
Finance administration
Production and technique
Dramatic theory
Cultural films
Newsfilms
Photography

3. Central Radio office. The radio organization of the NSDAP 
must exercise a constant control over the entire German 
radio system in order to synchronise the internal organization, 
cultural, technical, and economic development of the radio 
system with national socialist principles.

The effects of radio propaganda Sire assured through the organization of 

radio technicians with the assistance of all technical possibilities as regards 

transmission, for the co-ordinating of the entire nation in every corner of

" the Reich — whether listening in at home, in a community, to a national 

broadcast.

Central bureau of Cultural Political Radio Activities and Radio Organization:

Transmitting and receiving system, cultural productions on the radio,broad- 

casts to schools, scientific radio work,radio for youth.

Organization of the broadcasting personnel (Reich radio association, 

individual association of the Reich Kultur Association, associations of 

people interested in radio) radio exhibitions.

Central office of radio technique, technical transmission service (loud 

speaker system), technical training in radio, short wave and amateur trans-

6 mission, telegraphy and ultra-short wave system, technical production ques

tions .

Central office of radio propaganda. Propaganda operations by radio,

the Pecrui ting of listeners, radio news system, political Reichtransmissions.

4, Central_office for culture., The duty of the central office for 
culture is to stimulate to preserve to supervise artistic creation 
in the sense of the formal expression of the national socialist 
ideology and to encorporate into the Party Propaganda its 
organizations, and associate groups.

The following serve this purpose among other things:- Central office of 

Architecture. The issuing of general directions and regulations concerning 

questions as regards the architectural structure of monuments and such 

edifices which serve the public activity of the national socialist movement-

Central. _pff ice for artistic designs. The issuing of general directions 

and orders in regard to all other questions of the artistic designing of 
- 6 -
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symbols , objects, etc., which are used in the public ccfivities of the 

national socialist movement.

The issuing of general directions and rules for the artistic setting 

for demonstration and the organizing of National Socialist celebrations 

making use of cultural means.

Central office of Selection. Part of the duties in this sphere 
/ 

of activity are the screening and selecting of musical and poetical works 

with the aim in view of using them at national socialist demonstrations 

and celebrations.

Central office of urogram organization. The drawing up of model 

~ programs for celebrations of the national socialist movement and for organizing 

"settings for national socialist demonstrations on the basis of the type of tra

dition formed in the fighting days (Kampfzeit).

Elimination of unsuitable settings which may find their way into 

the movement through unauthorized agencies. War against trash, preservation 

of definite national socialist aspect in the settings for celebrations, the 

prevention of mystic and pseudoreligious falsification of our ideology. 

As a result of prodigious constructions by misguided cult devotees. Pro

fessional artists to be put to work following above mentioned directives. 

Suitable persons will be chosen by the Reichpropaganda leader in the central

.office of culture, as permanent co-workers, especially for the purpose of 

" operating in specialized fields. Practical courses for cultivation of folk

songs for the purpose of finding the proper personnel for the planning of 

activities in all organizations of the movement. The ’’Proposals for the 

Planning of National Socialist Celebrations” issued monthly by the 

Central Office for Culture will furnish the leaders of propaganda and 

central offices for culture, with the necessary material. Therein are also

found appropriate instructions for the planning of discussion evenings,

membership meetings, evening meetings of the Hitler Youth, evening gatherings 

of Sa and SS comrades, in a manner befitting our creed and to avoid monotony. 

The unity of the Party and legitimate cohesion within the cultural sphere 

is guaranteed through the coordination of the important offices. The Reich

propaganda leader of the NSDAP is also president of the cultural association.
- 7 -
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he Director of the office for culture of the Rui ch propaganda Directionate 

is also the director of Reich culture in the Reich Cultural Association.

5. Lieison-9fficer. The duty of the liaison officer is to 
centraiizeall business with Reichministries, officials, and 
public bodies, etc. Thus it 18 assured that the general prin- 
ciple8 pf.propaganda.are broucht to the knowledge of the appro- Reich officials. In reverse the liaison office brings
- probsems and instructions, that emanate from the Reich pro

paganda ministry to the knowledge of the Reich propaganda 
Directorate.

In order to co-ordinate the propaganda of both the party and the 

state, it is the duty of the liaison office to bring the general principles 

of the Reich propaganda directorate to the knowledge of the bodies subordinate 

to the Reichministry for national enlightenment and propaganda which are also 

associated with and administered by this Ministry.

The Gau, Office of Propaganda, as commissioner of the Gauleiter for 

"he entire propaganda aspect of the national socialist movement, the 

Gauleiter Propaganda takes precedence over the Gau Propaganda Office.

For the purpose of carrying out the work of the district, the following 

leaders are under his jurisdiction as is the case with the Reich pro

paganda Directorate.

1. Director of active propaganda
2. " " films
3. " " radio
4. " " culture

The Gauring for national socialist propaganda and 
popular enlightenment.

6. Liaison Officer.

The

■Borate.

duties technically correspond to those of the Reichpropaganda Direc-

The Gauleiter Propaganda is also director of national culture of the Reich 

cultural association. In this way it is assured that the cultural will of 

the national socialist movement is carried out even in the most insignificant 

parts of the Reich Cultural association.(Reich Music Association, 

Retch Association of Fine Arts, Reich Literary Association, Reich Press 

Association, Reich Film Association, Reich Radio Association.

The Gauleiter Propoganda is also, in most instances, Director of the 

National Office for enlightenment of the people and propaganda.

The District (xreis) Propaganda Office.

The Director of District.propaganda is the commissioner of the Kreisleiter 

for the entire propaganda aspect of the party within this district (Kreis)

The following are the responsibility of the Director:
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1. Active propaganda.
2. Films
3. Radio
4. Culture
5 Kreiscing for national socialist propaganda and popular 

enli sht nment .
6. Li;-Isen cffice.

The liaison office maintains the connection between the Landrats and 

Regional (Bezirk) offices.

The duties technically correspond to those of the Gau Propoganda 

Office (according to need).

The Director of the Local Group Propaganda.

The Director of the Local Groun Propaganda is responsible to the Party 

Functionary of the local group for the entire propaganda aspect of the 

movement.

• In order to execute his duties, specialists on culture, films and radio 

are subordinate to him. He solves all problems of active propaganda, direct and 

he must also remain in constant communication with the appropriate mayor and 

chairman of the district council respectively. In addition to that he main

tains contact with the organizations and associate groups.

The duties technically correspond to those of the office of district 

propaganda as may be needed.

The Leader of the Branch (Stutzuunkt)

Propaganda.

His sphere of activity corresponds with that of the leader of the local 

1 group propaganda.

The Chief of the Reich press of the NSDAP Offices of the Press 
and Commissioners

In his decree of February 28, 1934, the Fuehrer formulated the sphere 

of activity reserved for the Chief of the Reich press of the NSDAP, the 

decree of the Fuehrer is as follows :

1. The Chief of the Reich press of the NSDAP is vested with 
the following powers:

1. He determines on my behalf the general policy of 
the entire editorial work within the party press. 
Moreover, he is as my Chief of press the final 
authority for all press releases of the party and all 
offices.

2. The editorial Staff of the Party Press as well as Gau 
journalists of the NSDAP are subordinate to the Chief

4* - t: " . ’
- 9 -
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of the Reich press as far as vork ie concerned. He has the 
right to interfere in all personal qwstions.

3. Al existing press divisions, press bureaus, etc., existing 
w'th ur U:3 par+ cr wiihin its enbsidiary or subordinate 
0, , , +; r 3 (on3.tical. rganivation, SA and SS., Hitler 
Y i. .ecnen labour ron*), regardless of the particular 
oc. ' znticn.a. etetas ot heir work in the field of publishing,
a. ru-gae to the Gaef of the Reich press of the NSDaP 
and rouproib.e 10 nim.

4. Tve C} tcf of the Reich press of the NSDaP approves all 
n-wn set vices and correspondence, which are issued by one 
of Lre offices of the 175DAF or regarded as national socialist.

The Ci-- of the Belch press of the NSDaP can take all necessary measures 

for the execution 1 his duties.

Ba-tjn, Peoruory 28. 1134. Signed: Adolf Hitler.

Corxorpo-d1:.g with this order of the Fuehrer, the Office of the Chief

of the etch 3zere of the NSDaP is the central office for all the political 

pub]! sling act1v*sy of the party.

XI / -Th? technical authorities directly subordinate are:

1. The Chief editors of the party press. They are the responsi- 
ole editorial leaders of the National Socialist party 
papers ovmed by the party and are directly responsible to 
the Chief of the Reichpress as regards their editorial 
work. They have to be confirmed by the Chief of the 
Reichpress and they can have the rank of a leader of a 
district (Ga) office.

2. The press representatives of the individual offices of 
the Reich Government. They take care of the press 
intrreste of the larger organizations and party offices 
within the framework of the editorial and political 
principles of the Chief of the Reichpress.

| 3. The journalistic-political organ of the NSDAP.

a) EditGr-in-Chief of the Office of the District Press: 
The office of the district press is that office of 
the district (Gau) which with the help of the party 
offices of the district, subordinate to it and 
associated with it as regards problems of journalism, 
represents the interests of the party through the 
medium of the papers and periodicals published in 
this district. This representation of interests 
involves particularly the progressive cooperation 
of the whole journalistic life of the district.

The office of the district press has the following 
functions to perform:

News and Information Service.;

The office of the district press furnishes the news- 
papers, by means of the regularly appearing National 
Socialist Gau Service, with all the news material 
in regard to all Party arrangements and events in

- 10 -
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in the district. Moreover, its news information service, 
based on records is at the disposal of all papers for deal
ing with all questions, concerning the party.

The Personal News Service

The office of the district press makes information accessible 
to editors through press conferences, receptions with func
tionaries of the individual party offices, etc. It informs 
the editorial boards of the district of the special journal
ist political wishes of the Gauleitungen,

Information given to the party press:

The office of the district press, on the basis of reports of 
the political press organ, informs the editorial boards of 
the party press about the wishes of the readers in regard to 
newspaper technique. Moreover, it is in charge of local re
porting of party affairs and educates the editorial board and 
press officials- as regards newspaper technique.

b) The editor of the district (Kreis) press and the head of the 
local group (STTZPUNKT):

The editor of the district press and the head of the 
local group respectively have duties that are technically 
derived from those of the Head of the Office of the district 
press. Permission to publish must, however, in all cases 
be granted through the head of the office of the district 
press. Press representatives of the organizations and of
fices can also be requested here. In the hands of the press 
chiefs of the local groups, who can have the rank of a head 
of the office of a local group, there lies, above all, the 
reporting of local party news, namely, the journalistic eva
luation of the entire social service work of the local group, 
formulated in accord with the directives of the political 
journalistic service.

III. In order to carry out his duties, the Chief of the Reich press 
has established the following bureaus in Berlin, as well as in 
Munich:

1. The press personnel bureau with the office in Munich.
The press personnel bureau works out all personal ques
tions, especially that concerning the conferring of the 
"party press armband" upon proved national socialist edi
tors. (The armband is to be worn on the left forearm only 
on special occasions). Moreover in a special department 
the official gazette of the Reich Government is being pre
pared.

2. The political press bureau with its office in Berlin. The 
political press bureau concerns itself with the general 
principles regarding the wrork of the party press as well 
as the entire use of the political press organ of the party.

The head of the political press bureau has also been chosen by 
the chief of the Reich press as his commissioner for the entire press 
service system of the party and exercises the right of controlling and 
vetoing all press releases, which are issued by party bureaus or those 
which are regarded as national socialist.

The head of the political press bureau is editor-in-chief of the 
national socialist party press service (N.S.K.) The NSK is the only 
official press service of the NSDAP and it alone is empowered to publish

- 11 -
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in the name of the party, for all Reich Government offices, including 
their subsidiary and subordinate organizations. The NSK as press ser
vice is at the disposal of all the editorial staffs of the whole German 
press.

The political press bureau has its headquarters in the NS press 
House in Berlin. In the NS Press House all party papers are represent
ed by their ovm Berlin editors,
PP. 307-310.

The Reich Director of the Press

Duty

The Reich Director of the Press has to perform the duties of a 
publisher and politician (verlagspolitische Aufgaben).

He is commissioned to furnish the German people with a press,which 
owes allegiance to them and is responsible to them and which is to re
flect the life and the experiences of the German community. Furthermore, 
the Reich Director of the Press has the duty of taking the necessary 
measures to enforce the demands made on him as publisher and politician 
which are laid down in the program of the NSDAP under point 23 and to see 
that they arc carried out. The latter applies especially to the decree 
of April 25, 1935 relative to "the preservation of the independence of 
the newspaper publishing business" and to the "closing of nevrspaper pub
lishing houses for the purpose of eliminating unhealthy conditions of 
competition". Finally he is commissioned to publish all the standard 
literature for the national socialist movement..

Authority
The Reich Director of the Press is authorized by the Fhrer to 

take all necessary measures for the execution of his duty and he has the 
following powers:

1. The recognition of periodic publications as official party 
organs.

2. The decision concerning the founding and the appearance of 
periodic publications, which are published by party members, even when 
they do not aspire to recognition as official party organs.

3. a) The issue of general regulations for the whole publishing 
business to the entire press published by party members. The regula
tions are valid as orders, as long as nothing else is laid down by the 
Reich Director of the Press.

b) The decision over all questions of publication whose signi
ficance is a matter of principle and extends beyond the individual pub
lication, when he takes this decision upon himself. The publications in 
these instances are obliged to submit these questions to the final de
cision of the Reich Director of the Press,

c) The inspection at any time of all official party publica
tions and their entire economic organization and direction, as well as 
the right and power of exercising influence.

The responsibility of the individual publishers for the 
direction of the publishing business is not affected thereby.

4. The employment of responsible directors and their deputies 
only takes place by the Reich Director of the press, who has to decide 
the person and the contract. The Reich Director of the Press decides 
whether the existing contract is to be continued or dissolved. The Reich 
Director of the Press is also empowered to appoint commissioners for di
recting publication, and their directives arc to be followed by the pub
lishers’ staffs and by the entire firm. The right of appointing com
missioners over the publishers’ staffs is reserved for the Reich Director.

- 12 -
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Subordination.

The following are subordinate to the Reich Director of the Press:

1. The governing board of the Reich Director of the Press. 
The governing board sponsors and inspects the NS district 
publications. These are the ones recognized as party organs 
and as party newspapers which are exclusively party property. 
The directors of the NS district publications are political 
leaders on the staff of the district leader (Gauleiter) and 
are personally and officially subordinate to hin. From a 
professional point of view the directors of the N.S. district 
publications are exclusively subordinate to the Reich Director 
of the Press. His approval is necessary for changes of 
personnel. Lower classifications in districts, etc.do not 
exist.

2. The central publishing house of the NSDAP with its publications:

VElkischer Beobachter, Der Anrriff, Illustrierter Beobachter, 
Der S.A. - Mann, das Schwarze Korps, N.S. - Funk und Bewegung, 
Funktechni scher Vorwrts, Der Arbeit snann. Die H.J., Die 
Bewegung, Die Brennessel, N.S. - Monatshefte, Die N.S. — 
Gemeinde, Der Schulungsbrief, Unser Wille und WEG, Aufklrungs- 
und REDNERINFORLATIONS - Material, Reichsplanune, Deutsche 
Presse, Verordnungsblett der Reichsleitung der NSDAP, Der 
Parteirichter, Mitteilungsblett der Kommission fr Wirtschafts- 
politik, Das Parteiarchiv, Der S.A. - FUhrer (as well as the 
entire literature of the movement.)

The Reich director of the press is at the sane time President of the 
Reich Press Association. In the following organizations, which are not party 
bureaus, the Reich Director of the Press is represented by a commissioner 
who has to direct the supervision of and the liaison with these organizations:

Reichassociation of German Newspaper Publishers.
Reichassociation of German Publishers of Periodicals.
Professional Association of the Radio-Press.
Professional Group of Student Publications.
Professional Group of the Youth Press.
Professional Staff of the Catholic Church Press
Reich Association of the Evangelical Press.
Reich Association of the German Press and Information Bureau, Incor

porated.
Association of German Newspaper and Periodical Wholesalers.
Reich Association for the Recruiting of Periodical Trade.
Reich Professional Staff of the German Newspaper and Periodical Trade.
Reich Association of German Railway Station Booksellers.
Reich Association of German Reading Circle Proprietors.
Reich Association of German Newspaper Stenographers.
Reich Association of the German Press
Professional Staff of Publishing House Employees.
German Book Publishers. (Organized Brokers’ Association and League 

of Reich German Book Publishers).
Recruiting Office of German Economy .

- 13 -
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The Chief of the Foreign Press

I. The Chief of the Foreign Press of the NSDAP is the highest party 
functionary for all matters affecting the foreign press. He is subordinate 
to the Fuehrer and his deputy. He is in charge of the governing body of 
all foreign Party Press Bureaus.

II. The offices of the chief of the foreign press are at the disposal 
of all party offices, organizations, and associated groups in all matters 
affecting the foreign press. (For example, instruction concerning German and 
and foreign papers and periodicals abroad as well as foreign press corres
pondents in Germany.)

III. The Chief of #he foreign press has offices in Berlin, corresponding 
to the office of the Fuhrer and his deputy in Berlin (with Referat: United 
States of North America) and Munich. The main office is in Berlin.

p. 310

Foreign Political Office of the NSDAP

I. 1. The foreign political office (APH) of the NSDAP includes two 
different fields of operation: one domestic, the other foreign, in char
acter.

2 .Inthe domestic field, the APA is entrusted with the task of
introducing the foreign political aims and endeavours of the National So
cialist State into all offices and organizations of the party.

3 . In the foreign field, the APA is entrusted with the task of
enlightening those in foreign lands and especially the foreigners who visit 
Germany er remain there as foreign correspondents, of the nature and aims 
of National Socialism in order to arouse thereby the understanding of other 
people for the fundamental needs of the German people and to convince for- 
eign nations that National Socialism in Germany desires peace for progress 
and peace with other nations without at the same time rejecting the defence 
of their right to existence.

II. 1. The APA is divided into three main offices:
A. Office for Foreign Referats with the Main Offices

a) England and Far East
b) Near East
c) South East
d) North
e) Old Orient
f) Controls, personnel questions, etc.

B. Office of the German Academic Exchange Service.

In order to effect as close cooperation as possible between 
the German academic exchange service and the party, the 
president of the Gerraan academic exchange service is chief 
official in the APA.

0. Office of Foreign Commerce. c
2. Moreover, there is in the APA a main office for the press ser

vice and en educational office. >
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p. 312

The Commissioner of the Fhrer for the Surveillance of the 
Whole Spiritual and Ideological Education of the NSDaP.

In order to effect the surveillance of the whole spiritual 
and ideological education of the NSDAP the Commissioner makes use 
of the following offices:

1. Chief of Staff
2. Office of artistic development
3. Philosophy and pedagogy
4. Central office of national and ancient history
5. Historical Referat
6. Referat for Aryan ideology
7. Referat for Nordic questions
8. Central office for educational questions. .
9. Referat for collection of material and curriculum (surveillance).

10. Referat Organisations
II. Central office for the cultivation of literature
12. Referat ideological information
13. Organisation and business administration
14. Press Office
15. Association for the Education of the whole movement

For the purpose of promulgating an ideological train of thought, 
the Commissioner publishes the periodical "NS Monthly Magezine .

p. 327

Colonialpolitical Office

For the treatment of all colonial political and colonial, 
economic questions within the national socialist movement and its 
press, the colonialpolitical office only issues general princi
ples and instructions (see point 2 of the decree of the Fuhrer s 
Deputy 17/34, series 71).

The colonialpolitical office is operated only as an office 
in the Reich Government of the NSDaP.
P• 337 Official Party Board of Examiners for the Protection 

of NS Literature

I. The official Party Board of Examiners is not a censorship 
office, but an office for the protection and defense against pseudo
national socialist literature and it ensures that the National 
Socialist ideology is not misused by an unqualified man and commer
cially exploited in a way that deceives the public:

II. The official Party Board of Examiners gives an opinion on:

1 . The NS literature in a narrower sense.

To this belongs the NS literature that has come into 
existence by its immediate identification with the movement. This 
literature, corresponding with national socialist ideology, is ex 
clusively political.

2 .Literature related to national socialism.

From the point of view of time, this covers a very broad 
field and includes the literature dealing with political thoughts 
and demands that lie within the line of national socialist development.

- 15 -
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P- 332
III. A reliable staff of lecturers is at the disposal of the of

ficial examining Party Board of Examiners in an advisory capacity. 
Writings which have been considered satisfactory by the examiners will 
be added to the NS Library (NSB). The chairman of the PPK leaves the 
publishing to the decision of the report by the lecturers. It is 
stated in this:-

1. The work is unobjectionable from the standpoint of the 
political will represented by the party. The work will be marked un
objectionable in this case, i.e. the following sentence may be printed 
in the work. No objections are raised by the NSDAP against the publi
cation of this writing.

2. Against the ’contents of a work no objectionsare of
fered. However, it cannot be classified as belonging to national so
cialist literature in a more narrow sense.

Here hovrever, there is the possibility that the work 
will be added to the NSB. under the category of literature related to 
national socialism. Such a work embodies in its text no notice that 
it has been examined.

3. The work does not agree with the principles of the 
NSDAP; hence it is rejected. Here there are the following possibilites:

a) The work may be put on sale but not brought into 
relationship with national socialism.

b) The writing may no longer be distributed. More 
detailed instructions are given by the president 
of the Reich Chamber of Literature.

4. Construction & Organisation of PPK see Plan of 
Organisation.
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”The Myth of the 20th Century” by Alfred Rosenberg 
Published by Hoheneichen Publishing House, MUnchon 1941.

"Der Mythus,des 20. Jahrhunderts" von Alfred Rosenberg 
Hoheneichen Verlag, MUnc hen 1941

Page 215, first paragraph

"We recognize today that the central maximum values of 
the Roman and the Protestant Church as negative Christianity 
do not correspond to our soul, that they are in the way of 
the organic forces of th o Nordic racially determined peo
ples, must give way to them (these forces), and must let 
themselves be re-evaluated in the sense of a Germanic 
Christianity. Thet is the thought behind today’s religious 
searching.”

Page 608, first paragraph

”A German religious movement which would like to develop 
into a folk-church will have to declare that the_idea of 
neighborly love is uncon ditionally to be subordinated to 
the idea of national honor, that no act of a German church 
may be approved which does not primarily serve the safe
guarding of the folkdom”.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DO CINE NT NO. 2349-PS___ -

3 November 1945

1, FRED NIEBERCALL, 2nd Lt. Inf 0-133 55 67 hereby certify 
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and Corman 
languages; and that the above is a true and correct transla
tion of Document No. 2349-PS,

FRED NISBERGLL 
2nd Lt. Inf.
0-133 55 67
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Alfred Rosenberg,
"Wesen, Grundsaetze und Ziele der NSDAP." 

copyright K134

Page 1

It is now clear why the new movement of the people car
ries the name of National Socialist German Labor Party.

National - nationalistic it is with the complete fervor 
from a new experience of an age old but latent character; so
cialistic in the revelation that the co-worker and co-founder 
of the state must not at best be thrown charity (as was done by 
the liberal state), but that the State as such has the duty, 
to supervise all that its members need. In further recognition 
that all this can not be realized until the bacillus which is 
poisoning our blood and soulhas been immunized: the Jew and 
the Jewish spirit born from him with his followers from the 
German camp, the ruthless ffight w rs taken up against these se
ducers of the German people. That means simultaneously: war of 
all intellectual and physical productive workers against all 
drones and parasits. For National Socialsim there exists neither 
a ’’proletarian” nor a "bourgbis" as two deadly enemy classes, 
they are only Germans as companions of blood and fate. 
Creative Cermans.

The great change of fates of to-day hns brought about a 
new conception of world, history and state, which has not been 
clearly formulated as yet, however its course has been unmista- 
kenly chartered. We recognize history no longer as the "eter- 
nal development of mankind ",bu it in the direction of humanity, 
or of the Christianization of all peoples, or of an imaginary 
’’human culture”, nor as a crude class fight, but as a clash of 
spiritual-racial powers with their surroundings and other races. 
The appearance and passing of the races is apparent to us as the 
last great law of nature; its disregarded has created the racial 
chaos which ruined the great Aryan cultures of India, Perisa, 
reece and Rome in their time. Becoming aware of a European 

race of German embodiment, that is the innermost awakening of 
our presence, that power of the soul, which does not want any
thing but portrary itself in the firm belief of creating in such 
a way the most valuable of which.it is capable, After denying 
eternal nature for centuries, the racial (voelkisch) national 
socialistic movement consciously goes back to the lawfulness of 
the eternal process of life. This consciousness gives it power 
and faith.

The movement calls itslef a party out of the sober 
lization, that such an announced fight for power against 

re a- 
a whole

world cannot be carried on by nllconciliatory organizations 
above party lines, but only by a fusion of very clearly defined 
fighting personalities and energies. The number 6f Much is small 
for the time being and it should never comprise the majority 
of the people, just as never in world history peoples’ fates 
have been decided by majorities but only be determined minoriO- 
ties. And in that respect each organization, be it called league 
circle, lodge, or something else, is always a party; yes, and 
may it act as much ’’beyond party lines” as it pleases and want to represent the ’’people's nt-ty s there are still millions 
to-day who do not desire this ’’people’s entity” the party as 
such is also indicated in this case. This also, as everywhere, 
is a cose of faith. National Socialism openly admits that in 
numbers it may never be a fight-party pepresenting a majority, 
but it does it in the firm belief, that it represents a people’s 
movement, which one day will decide the fate of Germany and be
yond that, that it will show other people new ways to the future 
But at present it call for fight, and fight always means man ver
sus man, and party versus party. Out of all these realization 
the liberty movement of the German people is called:

NATIONAL SOCIALIST GERMAN LABOR PARTY. H1225-I
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The salvation of Germany lies in the destruction of the democratic- 
marxist-ylutocratic idols. This is the aim of the national socialist movement 
and its endeavor to eliminate the causes vhich Lecid to the reign of the 
Jewish-mammonist snirit, and to give the entire peonla a new direction, 
New thoughts are not needed as much as new thinking in general. .hen success
ful, when the racial conception of state and world -ill have won, then the 
NSDDIr11 have fulfilled its mission and cen leave the stage. That which 
to-day is the battle cry against all power of time, vill then become the foun
dation of all new edifices of eternally flowing life. This Hationalsocinlism 
will end cannot pre-determine, as it cannot be anticipated when and under 
what interior -and foreign political conditions-the coming neater Germany will 
have become a reality. Fundamentally, however, it fights for the execution 
of 25 theses, and it rejects the declaration of immortality • of a political 
party as such: .. „ .Therefore this declaration is made at the beginning of our program.

#The program of the German Labor Party is a program of time.
The leaders reject to put up new aims, nfter having reached those previously 
scheduled in the program, only for the purpose of keeping the party alive by 
artifically fanning the dissatisfaction of the masses.

represents

Only out of the racial idea has the thought of the real peovles’, 
state become a reality. It is to-day th last measure of our entire wordly 
actions. The two foldedness of everything human in old times became apparent 
in such battle cries as Christendom - heathendom, Catholicism - Protestantism, 
monarchy - republic. To-day it is called racial - international. This 
decision is also the basis of the national socialist movement and represents 
the starting point of all points of the program as well as of all political 
measures. . '

The national socialist movement recognizes nd demands, 
same blood, the same language and the same cultural tradition must also build 
one state. Should trouble vrith neighboring countries arise during the nr? Ce4S 
of building such states, at least both parties will know that they are fight 
ing for their own racial necessities and that they are not battling each othars 
heads in the interest of an international idea ( be it democratic or communi
stic-international ) or some dark gentlemen of the stockexch nge, e• or

that the

pood of a third party. . .
Out of these realization the first point of our prozram is. .
" Me demand the rallying of all Germans on the basis of the right 

of self-determination of -’ll peoples to a Greater Germany.

Instead of fighting for liberation , the subjugation of the German
veovle was completed. „ „ . . . ,

The further consequence were 1919 the peace treaties of Versailles
and St. Germain, followed 1924 by the Dawes dictates.

These shameful documents are based on the lie of Germany s res ongibi 
lity for the world war and have the purpose of the political destruction o 
the German Reich, the economic dependence of the German people on. foreign 
countries, its demoralization, finally the extermination of all its life 
possibilities. The traitors of 9 November 1918 were successful because of..the 
Pr5, activities with the durpose of branding the Reich government as respon. 
sible for the world war, to mark it as the only obstacle for a just peace, and 
to demand its elimination as the oremice for a real understanding of nations.
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The National Focialists reject the popular phrase of the " Revision of 
the Peace of Versailles " as such a revision might perhaos bring a few 
numerical reductions in the so called'" obligations ", but the entire German 
neonle would still be, just as before, the slave of other nations.

" Te demand equality for 
lation of the peace treaties

the German neonle with other nations, 
of Versailles and St. Germain."

the cancel-

In this connection it is not possible under present conditions, to 
designate such European -and non-European territories which would be taken 
into consideration for colonization ( only that much can be said, that 
German Foreign Policy must make its most important primary goal the consoli
dation of all Germangliving closely together in Eurove in one state and to 
secure the territory of what to-day is the Polish-Czech East.) The wrorld 
political possibilities of to-day may be changed after some time. They will 
be the cue to the conduct of German Foreign Policy at -any time. The main 
vremise remains, never to allow the necessary will for the third basic 
demand to be dulled:

" We demand land and soil (colonies ) to feed our people and to 
settle our overflow of population."

National Socialism even sees in the manner of the State construction 
and state leadershiv a result of a certain racial character. If one allows 
a strange race - consequently other impulses - to take part in it, the 
purity of the organic expression will be falsified and the racial existance 
will be cripoled. The history of the last centuries with its disintegrated 
parliamentarism caused bv the Jewish high finance, is a sad example of this. 
The history of Germany of the last decades, especially its history since 
1918, is even more shattering in this resnect.

This entire conception of state is'countered with a basically different 
one by National Socialism. It recognizes, that individual tribes of the 
German language domain may be different, but they belong to races closely 
related to each other, that merging among such tribal companions have produced 
new vital formations, among others the versatile ond yet German man, but 
that a merger with the basically different and inimical Jewish counter race, ' 
completely different according to its entire spiritual and physical structure, 
and with similar rays emanating from Asia linor only resulted in bastardiza
tion.

Therefore National Socialism demands as fourth fundamental point:
" State citizen can only be who is a member of the German community. 

Member of the German community can only be who is of German blood, regard
less of his religion. No Jew can therefore be a member of the German 
community."

From this principle follows of course the belief, that the Jew - as 
far as he may stay in Germany at all - is to be regarded as a guest and 
consequentlyis subject to a lav; as are all members of foreign states, peonies 
and races. Therefore the fifth point says:

" Whoever is not a citizen of the state, may only live as a guest 
in Germany and must be subject to the laws for foreigners."

The present-dny depersonalized parliamentarism has led to the 
demoralization of our entire public opinion, and vras not only not conducive
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. for choosing the elite of the best, but th3 most unscrupulous instead. These 
ambitions climbers have become the proto-tyne of the modern politician in all 
democratic parliamentary states and everywhere in the same vy have made 

themselves willing tools of the high finance and of international big business 
recently also of industry, which, in order to defend itself, in the twelfth, 
hour has also taken recourse to the means of organizing political parties, in 
order to sunport purely nrivate interests with power politics.

From these premises the National Socialism demands in sixth place:
1 The right to direct the leadershin and the laws of the state can 

only be relegated to the state citizen. Therefore we demand, that each 
public office, no matter which, no matter whether in the Reich, province 
or community, must be occupied only by citizens of th' state.

"e fight the corruot parliamentary management of handing out offices 
for party favors, without regard to character and capabilities."

National Socialism regards as one of its most important tasks of a 
German Reichs Government not so much the protection of a form.of government 
in itself and of a few parliamentary politically bankrupt ministers, than 
the guaranty of a people’s protection. To what extent foreigners may be 
tolerated in Germany can only be determined by German life necessities. 
Therefore the following two points of the progrm say:

" T‘e demand that the state be obligated to firstly take care of the 
chances to work and live of the state citizens. If it should not be possible 
to feed the entire stete population, members of foreign nations (non-citi
zens) are to be expelled from the Reich. ..

All further immigration of non-Germans is to be prevented. ge 
dend that all non-Germans, who have immigrated into Germany since 2 August 
1914, will be forced to leave the Reich immediately."

If one lets the welfare of entire working people really and 
truly take precedent over other so-cx:d principles, th fight against 
usurers and profiteers can only be carried out with the outmost ruthlessness. 
Especially to-day since a supposedly revolutionary flood of all previously 
hemmed influences has been set free. In such times no half measures can help, 
as experience has tought, but only a series of deterrent examples: The life 
of millions of usured people is worth more than that of several thousand 
usurers. If anyone tonday opposes the death penalty for usurers, he shos, that 
all his speeches about peoples’ welfare, humanity and so on, are nothing, but 
common lies, to cover up either cowardness of conviction or connection with 
the usurers. The conduct of Marxist labor leaders illuminates the situation 
with a flash..*..

National Socialism has only one interest: that bf the-intellectually 
and physically productive working man. Therefore the., 13th principles says. 
" "e demand the ruthless fight against those, who through their activities 
harm the common interest. Common criminals against the peonle, usurer,-, 
profiteersand others are to be punished by death, vithout consideration for 
their religion or race."
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The dictators of Versilles knev vhat they did, when they abolish- 
ed the German Army and nut a troop of mercenaries in its place. And their 
Farxist and democratic friends in Germany knew equally well why they all 
suprorted the disarmament requests of the Entente, yes, why they actually 
demanded them. The place-of a sense of duty and honorability was to be taken 
by the sound of the coin , the svirit of democracy! But despite.all treachery 
the old character still lives on to-day, despite the shame and disgrace 
of the time. . ,

Germany now stands in an extremely difficult world political , 
situation. Inspite of this it is vital for everybody - be he a laborer, civil 
servant or politician - never to dull the will, and to call back to life the 
traditions of a great time. ‘Not in order to conquer the world, as external 
and internal enemies contend, but to cultivate the conception of honor and 
duty again against the corruption of the world of to-day. Therefore the 
22nd point of the National Socialism laconically says:

" We demand the abolishing of the mercenary troop and the formation- 
of a people's army."

That the blood shed by two million German heroes in all parts 
of the world has so far been in vain is promarily the fault of the Deoole 
for whom the expression " press scoundrel " is still too mild. If a German. 
Reich is once more to come in existence, the first indispensable prerequisite 
will be that al l these poison centers must be exterminated and the still 
living guilty press-bandits must be brought to justice before a German court.

National Socialism holds the opinion, that all constructive and 
impulsive movements vithin the German peoole have of course the risht to 
express themselves. But equally natural is to maintain the premise that the 
goal of all the different manifestions of a direction of will, is only the 
fmher;ng of the vlesg,ef.+he German people has justifica-au•

of existence nthGermn Reich and rerr esent"ives"of a direction 
which uses the German nation or parts thereof only as means to reach inter
national aims of power, will as a matter of course loose the Berman citizen
ship and if indicated <]so the right to belong to the State.

Once one has the conviction, that the Japanese, the legro or the 
Jew can,' according to his.innermost character, onlysbe.himself and not. 
European, it foSBwBMMSIAstinctively as we""TTVAsly - that he 
pursues entirely different intellectual, political aims; all of these ideas 
which are the snme in all phases of life lead to the 23rd demand.

" VTe demand the legal fight against conscious political lies and their 
dissemination through the press. To facilinte the creation of a German nress
we demand that : ,

a) All editors and collaborators on pvers which appear in tne
German language must be members of the people.• La a; — S — "5" — •c• •

b) Non-German papers in order to appear require the specific Permisn
the state. They may not be printed in the German language.
c) Each financial participation in German papers or their influencing.
non-Germans be prohibited by law and we request as punishment for.infrir 
the shutting dowm of such papers, ?S well as the immediate expulsion 

from the Reich of the non-Germans concerned. ...
Newspapers which violate the common good arc to be forbidden . e 

demand the lawful. fight against a direction of art and literature, which has 
a disintegrating influence on our national life and the closing of entertain
ments which violate the foregoing demands."

sion of

through
gement s
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As previously stated it is impossible for nny parliament to carry out even 
the slightest measures C liberating veonle. All parliaments to-day are 
directly, at best indirectly dependent on the high finance and its affiliated 
big trusts, which are ensl.nving all peoples. Incir reign, however, is built 
on the misery of the ve le. The representatives do not take care of the 
people’s interest, but f those groups of econo y which have paid for their 
elections. The situation is nde more tragic by the fact that parliament 
is not confronted by a "constitutionnl" opposition, linistors are appointed 
and dismissed by the majorrity narty, and they are more irresponsible than 
ever a tyrant vras. As each minister can take recourse to the untouchable 
decision of the majority of the "people’s rorresontnti on ", he is actually 
being trained for irresponsible action. The monymous parliament to-day 
is the de facto lawmnker in oil affairs of stnte, it is the executive branch 
and judiciry in one pors n, without the eyisteaco f an authority which 
renlly exercises control. in the interest of the -eonle.

Thus the runl liie of the nations developed completely utaide of the 
people’s represent"tion . Everything active has long lost faith in parlia
ments and majority rule,. The rootless unracinl (unvoelkisch) idea of democra
tic parliamentarism is cying to-day nnd no longer finds followers who are 
ready to give their Wvs at the barricades for this reform of constitution. 
No propaganda will eve r oe able to reveve this corpse.

The division f; ideas proceed with unerring logic. Those disappointed 
by democracy vrent ovei; to socialise, those dissatisfied, with it, the more 
active they are, the !mre energetically do they move into the ronks of the 
storm column of state; instructing communism. Hore lies the last consequence 
of the self-disintega pobing parliament”rism.

On the oth r ‘hond, however, all those active ones gather together 
who fight in princivol the entire lying parliamentary system, inimical 
to the people - an rboliticnl, economic and ideological resnect -: 
these are the storm colunns of the racial idea, the National Socialists.

National Joci.e ism rocomnizes that the fate of th German people will 
not be decid 2 by rSomrmises but by fights for porrer. Only a strong politi
cal power, uniormely directed in the general Gern n sense, ruthlessly putting 
common good bafore: individual volforo, vill be ~bBe to clean up the evils 
of this time. th n the great power grouns of the globe there can only be a 
strong national Gier, ral power for interior and forimn politics if one is to 
strive nt all fomi a position of Germany, which will, nke it once more eligible 
for treaties writri other nations.

But National Socialism still believes that its principles and ideology 
though in individually different suitable ways of fi ht according to rncinl- 
national. conditi ns - will be directives far beyond he borders of Germany for 
the inevitable fi hts for power in other countries of Europe and America. 
There too a detision f ideas must take place, nd the racial -nationalistic 
fight against th.. every similar 1 nn-capitalistic and m-rxist internationa
lism must be tken un. National Socialism believes that once the great 
world battle is concluded, after the defeat of the or sont epoch, there will 
be n time wher the svstikn will be woven into the different banners of the 
Germanic ne 'ol.es as the Aryan symbol f rejuvenation. The German fight 
agin to-day has become • world fi~ht, even if the Gorna National Socialists 
are led by ncthing, absolutely nothing, but their endless love for the German n 
oconle and, bom from it,the endless hatred against its destroyers.........
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If, however, in the great coming fight the thought of the personality 
is to take olnce of the majority idol, this will have to be realized on a small 
scale already. The elected leader will nnd must be leader. That means, that 
in the domain of the task nut before him, the elected has full freedom of 
action and direction on the strenght of his own responsibility, undeterred 
by restraining intermediate voices. Only in such way are accomplishment, 
purvosefulness and final victory possible.

CERTIFICATE OF TRN ITION
OFDOCUENT 2433-PS__

November 16 1945

I, GOETZ AAYER, T/S, 33812169, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English ond Germon lnngunges; nnd that the above is a true 
and correct translation of Document 2433-PS.

GOETZ 1‘AYSR

T/S, 33812169
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NATIONALSOZIALIdTISCHE LONATSHEFTE 
ivay 1932

"Raumpolitik" (Space Policy) 
by- Ros enberg

199

"The understanding that the German nation, if it is not to 
perish in the truest sense of the word, needs ground and soil for 
tself and its future generations, and the second sober perception 

that this soil can no more be concuered in Africa, but in Europe 
and first ol all in the East - tilese organically determine the 
german foreign policy for centuries."

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
— OF_DOGUN1_N0,2777.FS

15 November 1945

I, PFC. ERNST M. COHN, 3392 5738, hereby certify that I am 
t oroushly conversant with the English and German languages; and 
1 mt the above is a correct and true translation of Document 
lo. 2777-PS,

ERNST Li. COHN, 
Pfc., 33925738
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"The work of Alfred Rosenberg - a Bibliography" 
Compiled by Karlheinz Ruediger

Central Publishing House of the NSDAP 
Frz Eher Successors Ltd

Munich

"Das Work Alfred Rosenbergs"
Eine Bibliographic

Bearbcitet von Karlheinz Rudiger 
Zentralverlag der NSDAP

Frz Eher Nachf., G.m.b.H., 
Munchen

SHORT BIOGRAPHY

ALFRED ROSENBERG: Born 12 January 1893 in Reval; in 1918 license 
as engineer-architect; 30 November 1918 beginning of political activ
ities with a lecture about "The Jewish Problem" in the large hall of 
the "Schwarzhauptor" in Reval; since 1919 comrade-in-arms of Adolf 
Hitler in Munich; since 1921 (until 1923 together with Dietrich Eckart) 
editor; since 1938 publisher of the "Volkischon Beobachters"; October 
1922 march to Coburg; 8 November 1923 the Fuehrer’s attendant in the 
Buergerbraeu-celler; 9 November 1923 participated in the spearhead dur
ing the march to the Feldherrnhalle; 1924 founder of the paper "Der 
Weltkampf"; 1930 main editor, later publisher of the "NS-fonatshefte"; 
1929 founder of the IKampfbund fucr dcutscho Kulturt (later a National 
Socialistic cultural institution which he then delivered to the Strength 
Through Joy (KDF) organization); since 1930 member of the Reichstag 
(speaker of the National Socialistic Party in the Committee for Foreign 
Affairs); 1932 lecture on the Volta-Congress in Rome about the new order 
in Europe, entitled: "Crisis and Rebirth of Europe"; April 1933 Reich 
Leader, Chief of the Ofice for Foreign Affairs of the NSDAP; January 
1934 Deputy of the Fuehrer to supervise the entire spiritual and ideo
logical schooling and education of the NSDAP, of all affiliated associ
ations as well as of the program "Strength Through Joy"; Reich party 
convention of labor 1937, first winner of the German national prize 
for art and science; July 1941 Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern 
Territories.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUMENT NO. 2886-PS

16 November 1945.

I, WILLARD EVANS SKIDMORE, LT (jg), USNR, 391590, hereby certify 
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages 
end that the above is a correct and true translation of Document No. 
2886-PS.

WILL/.RD EVINS ■ SKTDMORE 
LT (jg), USNR, 
391590.
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Munich Edition 

54th ycnr 1941 
Editions No. 60-90.

No. 83
Saturday, 29 March 1941.

Pago 1, columns 5 and 6.
Page 2, columns 2 and 3.

Uy Roichlondor Alfred Rosenborg;.
The Jcw question as Torld problem.
A spooch at conclusion of demonstration in 
Frankfurt on Main.

Berlin, 28 Parche
At the conluding ceremony for the ononing of the institute for oxploration 

of the Jew question in Frankfort on ITnin, Reich lender Rosonborg sroke from 
Berlin over the radio on the bhomo "Tho Jcw question as "Torld ro 1ot • Th s 
speech vs listened to jointly by the participants of the session. Reich 
leader Rosenborg stetod essentially the following:

The vrr which is being vmgod today by the German armed forces under the 
highest ccmrna of Adolf Hitler, is thcr fore a war of an immense reform. 
It does not only overcome the world of ideas of the French rovolutbion ut 
it also exterminates directly all those racially infecting germs of Jewry 
and its bastards which now since over a hundred years could develop without 
check among. the European nations. The Jew question which for 2000 years 
was a problem for the European nations which ws not solved, will now find 
its solution through the national socialistic revolution for Germany 
and whole Europe.

And if one asks, in which form, then we have to say the followins to 
this: During these decades a lot has boon talked about a Jewish state 
as solution, and Zionism appears to somo harmless people norhaps 
even today as an honest attempt to contribute on the part of the Jews 
also something toward tho solution of the Jowish question.

In reality there never was nor vill there ever bo a Jewish State.
Contrary to the othor nations on this 'lobe, Judaism is no vertical 

orgnni zntion whi'h comprises all professions, but has been always a 
horizontal class nmongtho different nations, that class which carried 
on material and siritunl intormodinto trade. Secondly, the space oins. 
considered in Palestine is in no way suitable for ny Jewish stno It is 
too small to absorb what was formerly 10 and is now 15 million Jews in 
other words, thercforo impractical for solving the Jewish quostio • , 
The purpos of Zionism, in reality, vs not to solve the Jowish question 
in tho sense of the coordination the wholo Jewish people, but lay in 
an entirely different direction.

It was int.ondcc to build in Palestine a purely Jewish center, a ron-, 
legitimate Jewish stoto in order to be able, nt first, to bo ropresontoc 
at all diplomatic conforoncos with full rights as natjonnl Jovr•

Socondly it was intended to make Palostino into a huge, economic 
stncinaren. against the entire Noqr East. Thirdly, this Jewish state 
should havo been an asylum for all those Jewish adventurers in the world 

who vroro evicted from the countries in vhich they noted. Ande -inn Y> 
nobody w,s even thinking of limiting oven in tho sli. h teSt , . 510 . S0 
called s;tco civil rights of the Jews in Germany, England, mmoricde, 
and nlso France. The Jews therefore, would have maintained the rights 
of the Germans, Englishmen, Frenchmen etc, and the spaceless J. Wsi 
world st-to would have come constantly closer toward its roaliza ion, 
that *is. an 011-Jorish center without any interference of non-Jows and 
the SJov’sh high finance at the state rudder in all other countries e

mhaslroom is now finished. Now, just tho reverse, we have to think 
of -howr and where to put the Jews. This can, as mentioned, not be done 
in a Jewish state, but only in a wny which I shall call the Jewish

Reservation
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It is to be hoped thnt future sbatosmon will cot together in order 
to gradually institute a settlement of Jcws who, under experienced polico 
supervision, now should do such useful work as they wanted to seo done 
until now by non-Jows.

From an almost unlimited Jewish rule in all European countries to such 
n radical reverse, to an evacuation of this same Jewish race after 8000 
yonrs of parasitism on the European continent, then only can one conceive 
through this an idea vrhac on enormous philosorhical and p el it i cal revolution 
is in the making in Europe today.

Today the Jewish question is somewhat clear,before our oyos. it is the 
problem of a simplo national purity. it means the n cessity for cofonso 
of inherent national tradition for all nnti ons which still value culture 
and future, it is still a problem of cconomy for all those who cannot 
solvo the social questions under the Jcwish financial diet at orsain.
It is a political vroblom of power because in many states the will has 
. oon roma to break +hi s financial dictatorship of the Jovrry•

Ana, lastly, it is n historical ‘y ideological problem, riven to the

Eurononns since the days when the first Jews immigrated to home. The 
totality of this as national socialist, have but one clear answer for 
all these quostion:

ForGormany the Jewish auction is only then solved vhon the Last 
Jew has left the Greater Gormam space.

Since Germany with its blood and its nationalism has now broken for 
nlwys this Jewish dictatorship for all Europe and has seen to it 
that Europe as a whole will bocomo free from the Jewish prntism once 
more, we may, I believe, also say for all Europeans: For Europe the 
Jewish question is only then solved vhon the lnst Jov has left the 
European continent.

At that it does not matter whether such a program can be roolizod 
in five, ton or twenty years. The transportation facilities in our 
timo, if all nations join, would be strong enough to institute and 
to execute such a resettlement ot a '-rent extent. But the problem 
must and will one day be solved as wo have visualized it from the 
first day of our fight - then accused utopists - and novr proclaim 
it as strict realistic politicians. All nations are interested in the 
solution of this question, and we must declare here with all passion:

In this olonnin-up even Nr. Roosevelt with his BAJUCHS and his 
trophy film Jovrs vrill not be able to hamper us, but vholly to tho 
contrary, just this proclamation that tho Jcvish parasitical spirit 
shall roprosont today the freedom of the world will especially avakon 
all resistance of the German character, and the stronrost military 
instrument which history has seen, the German Armed forces of Adolf 
Hitler, will take care of it that this last furious attempt to 
let the white race once more march ngninst Europe for the bonofit 
of the Jewish finencinl dominion, vill find an end for nil times.

VTonro of the opinion thatthis roct war constitutes also a 
cleansing biological world revolution and that also those nations 
which ore still opposed to us, will recognize at the end of the wor, 
that Gormnny1a business is today the business of the whold,Europoan 
continent, the businoss of the whole Jewish race, but also the 
business of 11 other cultured races on this globe who fisht for 
a safe national cultural and state life. Thus we hope that one, 
day, in a ronscnablc distribution of the cront livin spaces o this 
globe the nntions will find that peace, that work and that prosperity 
which for docndos have been harrassed by nevor-tirins parasitical 
activity. Thus, xre consider t oday the Jewish question as one of the most 
important problems among the total politics of Europe, as a problem 
which must be solved and will be solved, and we hone, yes, vre 0 °W 
already tod-y, that all nations of Europe will march behind this 
cleansing, at the od.

certificate of translit ion
0 DOGUT’EIIT no. 2889-PS

18 Nov. 1945.
I, FRNS M- COE fife, 33925738, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
convorsont with the Eh-lish and German languages j and that the cbove is 
a corroct and true translation of Document No. 2889-?-'.

ERNST M. COHN, Pfc.
33925738.
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From ALFRED ROSENBERG'S "THE MYTH OF THE 20[H CENTURY." 
(Dor Mythus des 20., Jahrhunderts)

Copyright 1930, Edition of 1941 
Hohcneichen-Verlag, Munich

Page 104, 1st Par.: Thus we experience in this present age something similar 
to what occurred in Athens, Rome and Persepolis. That is the reason — not to 
speak of the political-military aspect why a close collaboration with France 
is so dangerous from a racial—historical point of view. Here the parole rather 
is: Protection against the African penetration, the closing of the frontiers 
because of anthropological attributes,, a nordic— European coalition for the 
purpose of cleansing the European motherland from the spreading germs of the 
diseases of Africa and Syria. This is even in the best interest of the French 
themselves.

Page n/|, 3rd Par.: Today a new faith is awakening: The myth of the Blood, 
the belief that the divine being of mankind generally is to be defended with 
the blood. The faith embodied by the fullest realization that the Nordic 
blood constitutes that mystery which has supplanted and overwhelmed the old 
sacraments.

Page 215, Lines 5-12: Wc now realize that the central supreme values of the 
Roman and the Protestant Churches, being a negative Christianity, do not 
respond to our soul, that they hinder the organic powers of the peoples de-, 
termined by their nordic race, that they must give way to them, that they will 
have to be remodeled to conform to a Germanic Christendom. Therein lies the 
meaning of the present religious search.

Page 503, 3rd Par.: The liberalism preached: Freedom, generosity, freedom of 
trade, Parliamentarism, emancipation of women, equality of mankind, equality 
of sexes, etc., that is to say that it sinned against a lav; of nature, that 
creative actions can only come from the working of polarized potentials, that 
a potential of energy is necessary to produce work of any kind, to create 
culture. The German idea of to-day demands in the midst of the disintegration 
of the old effeminate world: Authority, type-creating energy, self-elimina- 
tion, discipline, protection of the racial character, recognition of tne 
eternal polarity of the sexes.

Page 514, Lines 19-25: The IDEA OF HONOR - NATIONAL HONOR - WILL BE FOR US 
THE BEGINNING AND END OF ALL OUR THOUGHTS AND DEEDS. IT DOES NOT PERMIT 
BESIDES ITSELF ANY OTHER EQUIVALENT CENTRE OF POWER, BE IT OF WHATEVER KIND, 
NEITHER CHRISTIAN LOVE, NOR THE HULLANITY OF THE FREE MASONS, NOR THE ROMAN 
PHILOSOPHY.

Page 529..Lines 10-21:. The racial dominant demands a type. And a genuine 
organic freedom is only possible within such a type. Freedom of the soul, 
like the freedom of personality, is always form,. Form always has plastic 
limitations. These limitations are racially conditioned. But the Race 
is the external picture of a definite soul.

With this the circle is closed, Jewish Internationalism of a Marxist 
or democratic kind is just as much outside this organism as the Roman author 
ity, seeking international influence,,besides all ecclesiastical claims of 
sovereignty.

Page 534, Lines 5-15: Presently, when all enemies try to touch the honor of 
Germany, they also stole its space; therefore, the metaphysical fight is, 
in the end, a fight for the inmost qualities of character which cannot be 
suppressed, it'means a struggle for living space. The one strengthens and 
reinforces the other.. Therefore, by necessity, the battle-cry of a new race 
that wishes to establish a new Reich and that is searching for standards by
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PARTIAL TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT 2891-PS

Cont'd.

which it may judge its actions and ambitions fruitfully, must be: WITH 
SWORD AND PLOUGH FOR HONOR AND FREECOM. This slogan is nationalistic - 
also SOCIALISTIC!

Page 579, Lines 7-15: Intermarriages between Germans and Jews are to be pro
hibited for as long as Jews at all are permitted to be on German soil. 
(That the Jews lose their right of citizenship and are to be placed under & 
new law which is suitable to them, goes without saying). Sexual intercourse, 
rape, etc. between Germans and Jews is to be punished according to the gravity 
of the case with confiscation of possessions, expulsion, hard labor, or death.

Page 637, Last line to P. 638 end of 1st Par.: Nowadays hide-and-seek playing 
will not help, nor feeble hints at "internal settlements' as sole solution, 
because thereby very little will be changed as regards the destiny as a whole 
of the Nation, what is needed today is the will to obtain space for millions, 
of coming Germans which is to be commuted into purposeful action. This requires 
character. This requires the realization that there can be no flourishing of 
the German Nation as long as France dominates us thus with her power politico. 
This tension can only be ceased by a far-sighted European policy. Should 
Germany renounce to concentrate the will of her entity on this singular objec
tive: Living space and political freedom, then also East Prussia will sub- 
merge in a bloody swamp, then the enemy will close in from cast and west 
closer and closer to the heart of the Germanic being. Therefore, the first 
demand of a German policy consists in the procurement of a true peace against 
the Pseudo-peace Treaty of Versailles and its consequences. And only this 
will produce the first true signs of preparedness for appeasement with the 
other nations.

Page 644, last two lines to P. 645. 3rd Line: We only should promote and 
welcome nationalism as the elevation of certain inner values of those peoples, 
of whom we have reasons to believe that the fields of power of their destiny 
do not adversely collide with the iradiations of the German people.

Page 669, Lines 1-5: If once and for all this nonsensical principle of edua- 
lity and equal rights of all the races and religions has been done away with, 
then the necessary consequences against the Yellow races and the Jews follow 
aut omat i c ally.

Page 671, Lines 20-29: A pacification of the world" will not be achieved 
by the di .^armament of Fleets and Armies, but by the utter distruction of the 
shameful democracy, that raceless conception of a state of the 19th century, 
the economic undermining of the world by finance, which will bring about 
today the perdition of all states in the name of the people unless the re 
ligien of tho Blood will be lived, accepted and realized in life.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION OF 
DOCUMENT NO. 2891-PS

17 November 1945.

I, ERNST M. COHN, Pfc, 33925738. hereby certify that 
sant with the English 2nd German languages, and that 
correct partial translation of Document No. 2891-PS.

I am thoroughly conver- 
the above is a true and

ERNST M. COHN 
Pfc, 33925738



TTLANSLITION OF DOCUMENT NO 3000 PS

OFFICE OF US GNIEF OB' COUNSEL

SECRET

Freitag

Chief of Main Office III 

with the Commissariat General in Minsk

Minsk, 23 June 1943.

(Stamp)

Main Group
Food and Agriculture
Rec’d : 1U July 1943 Encl.: no ne 
ill E 733/43 secret

ToMinisterial Director RiecKe 
in Berlin.

Subiect; Report on experiences in political and economic problems in 
- -------- with particular regard to the Commissariat General of White

the East, 
Ruthenia.

Twro years have passed since we entered Russian territory as administ

rators. The task of the military offices, and later of the German ad. 

ministration, is : ’’Exploitation of the region for the German war 

economy’’ according to the motto: "Everything you do for Germany is

right, everything else is wrong I ”

This task entailed the obligation not to change at first any of 

the existing institutions and economic systems of the Soviets, be

cause, in the opinion of all responsible agencies also the war in 

the East was a question of weeks, or of months at the most. The poli

tical line and also all economic measures were tuned to that. 

However, the development took a different course, and already in 

the fall of 191,1, but especially in the winter of 19441 to 194.2 it 

could be noted that the opinions and tendencies of individual 

responsible men in the North, in the center and South of the Grea

ter Russian territory were divided on the decisive political and 

economic questions. Unfortunately, every representative of the offi

ces of the Wehrmacht and civil administration who in his own opinion 

holds a responsible position, has pursued his own policy up to now 

and has more or less thus exerted positive or negative influence on

the decisive tasks of the war economy

-]-
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In view of their experiences in the past, the people of the region were 

at first enthusiastic over the arrival of the German troops. This state

ment can justly be made, especially as regards 

the gross of the rural population. They also had understanding for the fact 

that the first months could not bring any fundamental changes. However, 

during the winter, particularly in 1942, they were waiting in vain for 

a clear and explicit statement of the Reich Cabinet. Thus it happened that 

gradually during the year of 1942, at first in the regions of the North 

and Center section, the Activists who had been left behind by the Russians 

received followers from the ranks of the various bad elements of the popu

lation. Deepest peace prevailed in the old-Polish region of the Commissa

riat General of vhite Ruthenia until May, and in some territories of 

the West even up to the months of June, July. It was only gradually that 

the Activists organized by the Soviets received followers from the priso

ner of war camps, the Jews, and the farm and tomm proletariat.

When in July 1942 the highest authorities despite all our objections ordered 

an unwarranted ’’action,” against the Poles, the bandits were joined by 

followers from the Polish part of the population as well. In the whole 

region of the Center and North, the enemy propaganda tried time and again 

to explain to the population that the Germans only wanted to exploit the 

people and the land for their purposes, that, above all, the whole region 

and thus the Russian people would lSse their independence and that one 

could only expect a political and economic deterioration. In the rural dis

tricts it was especially pointed out time and again that the Germans were 

not at all considering the re-institution of private property and that the 

Agrarian Reform (Agrarordnung) was meant to constitute a deception. Our 

propaganda was always limited to criticism of the former Soviet system but 

no positive propaganda could be made which alone would have served the cau

se in view of the great development ahead.

Even today the population is waiting for a fundamental statement 

as to a/c lear policy constituting the fu

ture political and economic objectives 

_2_
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The proclamation of the Agrarian Reform for the old Soviet region in 

1942 meant a step in this direction. This measure had no importance for 

White Ruthenia, the greater West, the old-Polish part.

In contrast to the other territories of the old Soviet region, a 100 % 

reconversion of the Kolchos farms into agricultural cooperatives was 

completed in the year 1942 in the old Soviet part of White Ruthenia. 

Although no comparison can be made with any other country in the East 

in respect to partisan activity, the effects of the complete reconver

sion of all Kolchos to individual utilization were excellent in regard 

to production. It was for this reason only that the crops of 1942 were 

not destroyed on the farms and that therefore the products could be sei

zed almost entirely from the farming sector. Had it not been for the in

dividual utilization in White Ruthenia in 1942, the bandits would have 

destroyed the crops and cattle in the former Kolchos buildings as they 

destroyed 85 % of the contingent of the crops of the State farms.

To comply with marketing regulations and to carry out seizure, 

methods in general is no more difficult in the case of the agricultural 

cooperatives than in the former Kolchos farms because, in the latter 

case, the passive and often also the active resistance of Kolchos 

farmers offset by far the possible advantages of the Kolchos administra

tion in this respect. On the other hand, the peasant population of the 

agricultural cooperatives constitutes a positive element with few 

exceptions.

As mentioned at the beginning of my 

report, the enforcement of the Agrarian 

Reform up to the point of transferring 

the ownership in 1942 would, eccording to 

present experiences, no doubt, have been 

of a revolutionary importance for- the 

entire development of the problems in 

the East.
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Accordin to the declaration of 3.6.43 concerning old-Soviet territory 
the necessary conditions are now created for the re-institution of private 

property. For the greater part of Western White Ruthenia, however, a gene

ral declaration is lacking to permit private ownership there, of course, 

the transfer must 0 through administrative channels so that we are iven • 
the possibility to exclude certain objectives, for instance lar- concerns. 

(Grossbetriebe ).

P. U Since the introduction of the • aratian Reform, however, w have adopted 
a passive attitude in politics and security matters and gave th reby proof 

of a weakness . f which the Russians are not unaware, which plays into the 

hands of tn.. bandits propaganda and which undermines the confidence we 

have enjoyed on the part of the peasants and which will finally compel 

them to tolerate the brigandage because they cannot defend themselves 

against it. However, in our campaigns against the bandits this faction of 

the population is often treated as though suspicious of being bandits.

According to the initial justified assumption about the development 

of the war in 1941, the attitude was no doubt comprehensible on all funda

mental questions of a political and economical nature and was absolutely 

to b sunp rted to the last consequence. But it is equally necessary that 

at least today fundamental changes in the whole attitude are made in 

the last minute in view of the previous convictions. In ny opinion the 

problem of the East cannot be solved alone with military means.

It is inp rtant to achieve by way of a clear political and economic poli

cy that the population will side with us and not with the bandits.

H1225-0228



The necessary will was and is still prevailing today among the majority 

of the inhabitants. They showed an understanding for the burdens necessi

tated by war in agriculture, forestry and trades if the necessary condi

tions were present. (Protection, strict but just treatment.) 

Exactly the contrary is achieved with our arbitrary measures: Consequent

ly, the recruitment measures of the last weeks and months were absolute 

manhunts which have an irreparable political and economic effect. There

fore the inhabitants make comparisons with the earlier deportation to 

Sibiria and offer this great resistance due to the procedure of the labor 

recruiting committee. From the Commisariat General of White Ruthenia, 

approximately 50.000 people have been recruited for the Reich so far. 

another 130,000 are to be recruited with a total population of 2.4 million 

it is out of the question to fill these contingents considering the cir

cumstances of the territory. The essential industried enterprises as well 

as the economy of the country, especially agriculture, forestry, peat, 

construction, railroad and road construction cannot, even with the support 

of the Office of manpower, cover their own needs.

Page 5 Despite the conditions in the country as described above because of tha 

ruthless drive of agricultural "fuehrers” the most important staples were 

gotten out of the 1942 crops.

Grain 81,5 $

Straw 80 9

Hay 83,9 e

Potatoes 62,2 9

Meat b0,5 d

Fats 38,5 9

Linseed 82,5 %

Through their activities the bandits destroyed the following amounts of 

the requisitioned staples:

Grain 20 $

Straw 50 %
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Hay 1l %

Potatoes 5,4 %

Meat 11,2

Fats 10 d

In achieving this task, 32 agricultural "Fushrers" of the Nutrition and 

agricultural Division have been killed up to date, representing 13 % of all 

members of t le staff. Out f the 965 State-estates operated by the LO 

in May 1912 312 are still under their operation, rasp, control, 107 of 

them are firmly in our hands.

Page

An producing 2 nd processing industrial establishments which are not loca

ted in strongly fortified toms or strong points have been destroyed. 

Since the bi - SS and Police Action in November 1942 about 115,000 hectars 

of farmland have been idle, as the population exists no more and the villa

ges were levelled to the ground.

Also this year the condition of the crops in the entire area of the 

Commissariat General can be described as rather good. It can be considered 

as an avarage crop of 7.5 dz. of rain per hector. Despite the area’s 

insecurity the reaping nd safeguarding of the crops would be possible, 

generally speaking, if ‘ suggestions are followed which I so often repea

ted to the responsible leaders of the Police and Wehrmacht in the last 

f I weeks. Qrite apart from single big raids (Grossaktionen) which are 

designed to destroy bandit centers, mannned by regular troops carrying 

weapons of the heavy and heaviest type, all available units must be used 

according to a planned distribution system devised to safeguard the crops. 

The high SS and Police raids which up to the present were carried out 

for the purpose of destroying the stronger bandit groups, have only pro

duced short lived results as experience has shown. Due to the depth of 

the basins and the difficulties of the terrain, the real activists 

are very seldom traced down - they disappear from the respective area 

either before or certainly during the time of action. The disadvantageous 

influence of these raids on our entire work is very considerable.

Since only a li ited number of units are available to the SS and
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Police Chicf, it becomes impossible for the next wrocks and months up to and 

including October to :

1 .) effect the necessary distribution of forces in all areas in order 

to insure the indispensable safety of the ©rips.

2 .) make big raids which havo been ordered by the SS-Obergruppenfuchror 

von den Bach, despite my protests.

In the months of July/nugust/Soptenbor tvro special raids are to be carried 

out in our units up to the sma].l police stations and some other units -

if t his order i; s t o b e c x e c u t c d , t h e 

destruction of the p r e a t c s t part o f 

the crops in all areas by the bandits 

c a n not b e p r e v e n t e d -

All plans made so far for the distribution and the formation of Rifle 

and Drusch units (Jagd und Druschkommandos) which are urgently needed, are 

only of theoretical valuc under present new circumstances.

The SS and Police Chief for Thi to Ruthenia, SS Brigadier General Von 

Gottberg is unable to alter anything in this well sot plan, 

p.7 It is therefore necessary that you report 

to the Reichsfuohrer SS i n order that Ober- 

gruppenfuehrer von dem Bach, as special 

Plonipotan tia r y f o r combatting all bandits 
activus p o s t : o n all ma ini until after the harvest 

has been brought in (inclothe month of 

October .)

Because apart from bhe smaller police stations tho country and our units 

for the agricultural reconstruction the police battalions at the disposal 

of the SS and Police Chief ans just suf icicnt t. make up the necessary 

Rifle and Drusch units for al7 districts of Mhite Ruthenia (500 men).

These in conjunction with the romainin small local units would, if used

according to a plan, Cr ato tho necessary

- 7 -
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conditions for the saving of the harvest.

The temporary suspension of the big raids is in my pinion a question 

of fundamental importance to all our Eastern territories.

The unfortunate developments in our area have shovm that basically an 

appeasement cf the areas cannot be achieved through big raids, so that 

in consideration of the hervest we have to refrain all the more from 

carrying them out during the next weeks and montHE tBuknsvnethoink Astober 

a certain time conspicuous reports concerning the completion of big raids 

behind the front cannot be made, we can still save the largest part of 

the crops by a planned commitment on a small scale. Since in my opinion 

the latter is more important, I request that nothing be left undone to 

carry out, temporarily at least, this kind of commitment.

The formation of armdv1ncs (relarGoerf r) proposed by me in March 

1913 could be started cn a small scale. The commitment of the necessary 

German forces which are first of all required as rear cover for the villa

ges concerned, have been furnished by the agricultural units of the Ober- 

gruppenfuehrer Talaog. This system has so far proved to be very satisfacto

ry. It is our experience that the farming population of these villages and 

of the vicinity regains after a certain time its confidence in the German 

administration and voluntarily offers its assistance. It is intended to 

help along the agricultural reconstruction in all fi ids of production 

and collection gradually from these strong points.

ee 8 Tne land inprovemente roject in the original Soviet territory and the 

re-institution of private ovmership in Western White Ruthenia can only be 

started in th.se villages.

An increase u n a re-inforcement of these 

strong points " i l I not O n 1 y bring satis- 

t 0 r y political and economic results 

but it will also, no doubt, contribute to 

the gradual appeasement of the territory 

by calling in the local population.

-8-
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The SS and Police Chief for White Ruthenia, Brigadier General von Gottberg 

furthers the strong point system as much as he can.

All production and procurement tasks can be c rried out despite the pre

sent unbearable activities of the bandits, if an additional German police 

force of 2000 men is made evailable for the further development of his 

strong point system. 6000 rifles are required to arm the local peasants 

defense in these armed villages, 1000 of these rifles have been made avai

lable from our owm sources. May I request that the above described planned 

commitment be recommended to the Reichsfuehrung-SS and that emphatical 

support be asked of SS General Daluege for the reinforcement of the units 

to 3000 men for the reconstr icti n.

Today, in June 1943, it is necessary that a considerable police or military 

force is backing up the political and economic measures, which have been 

necessary for a long time, not because of the people but because of the 

cause. Because in the m antime it has become impossible for the country 

population even with the best intentions of the majority of them, to eli- 

minat the difficulties by themselves.

The required commitment is vrorth while, considering the harvest in White 

Ruthenia which, according to pr evi us experiences with re ard to soil and 

climate brings steady crops, the large possibilities of the cattle terri

tory, and considering the lumber production (2 | mill fm the year) due to 

the vastly wooded ar as. Strict, energetic measures are required in order 

to safeguard the supply lines and last but not least because of the fact 

that for the German front a people in a state of revolt may have the -re

vest consequences.

Considering the size and importance of our mission in the East, this task 

which was put up to us cannot be shaken by anything despite of all this; 

within the realm of possibility we are mastering it. However, the complete 

accomplishment depends upon the solution of the problems mentioned above.

Heil Hitler 

signature (illegible 

-9-
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I, Annemarie C. Catlin herewith certify that I am thoroughly conversant

with the English and German language; and that the above is a true and

correct translation of Document No 3000 PS

March, 21th 1946 Annemarie C. Catlin X 046172
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PART 1

THE RISE OF TE NSDAP

1921-1933

AIFRED ROSENIBERG DESCRIBES TH EARLY NAZI STRUGGLE FOR POWER

Eosenberg: During this perind a reprasenta tive cf a snall party 
which had just been fcunde, called the German Workers 
Party, came to Dietrich Eckhart, an thus the first 
connection was nade ’between the future NSDAP an?
Dietrich Eckhardt. Adolph Hitler visited Dietrich 
Eckherdt and I was intrrduce te the FUhrer. Since 
that time l have devoted. nyself completely te the 
ISDAP.

I worked in the ber inning with what later was te be- 
come the "V&lkischer Bacbachtor" and later, togather 
with Eckhardt, tork over the oditin ~f this paper 
after it hah been transferred te the rwmrship of the 
Party.

Durine this tine a short thesis was written, which 
nevertheless is simificant in the history nf the 
USDA?. It was alunys be ins asked what pnints rf 
orogram the ISDA. had. and hrw they each was te be 
interpreted. Therefore, I wrote the principal pro- 
grem and aims rf the ISDAP, and this writing nade 
the first permanent connection between Munich, and 
local organizations being orcanizo and. friends 
within the Reich.

In 1922 I teak part in the march to Loburg. The 
next year brrught the decisive political struesles 
in Bavaria and the rise of the "V^lkischer Baobachtor" 
tn a great richtine orean, until finally the develpo- 
ment aimed at any kind of oxplosion. laturally, 
the preparations were already made for this day.
On the 8th of November, abnut norn-time, Adolph 
Hitler came to me into the editor's office and 
said te me: "Rnsenberz, this evaning we will 
start. Let’s togathar int the "Prgerbru".
Of crurse, said "yes", and that evenin' we 
drove to the lecture nf Mr. von Knars •-Adolph 
Hitler, his bodyguard and myself. At the entrance 
we met Scheubner-Richter; and when with a big crash 
the first machine nun rolled into the hall, we 
drew our pistols(whichwere "off safety") out of 
our pockets an? went thrruch the assombly to the 
speakers' platform. There Adolph Hitler spoke to 
the assembly. Ev rythin: else is known in German 
history.

By the next day, the treason was lmoum te all and. 
there cane the march tn the Fel~h rrnhall , in 
which I participated walkin behind the Fhrer. 
After this first ill-fated attempt rn the powr 
of the Reich, I stayed in Munich and tried to keep 
the pieces of the Party somehow together. There 
followed Ion" years of fizhtin- . . .
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TRANSLITION OF EXTR..CT OF DOCTMENT 3528-PS

OFFICE OF u\ 3, CHIEF C?’_ COUNSEL

Fror: "The Third Reich" ("Das dritte Reich") 
by Gord Ruehle.
Second Year 1934.
Page 297.

NSD.P_Community 93 v E''! ‘

But the unity of all the Netiouel ls ojmisctions 7..0 
demonstrated particularly forcibly r hen a ihe aui; estion o! Rci.l.*tter 
and party member Alfred Bosenbere rhose .hol.• vaci: wi th cogam t. ideology 
and training we have alrecdy 6o-1 t vL"t. ou Tamancy 21 :h .n ecoJen 2) the 
following joint proclanstion vnn j. ;

"Ue support the requosl o2 the Zuchrer?3 Cor ni 
supervision of the hole sp:s:tuel arl iicologicn 
instruction of tho 2157..0, ty nlher •Lfrel Poscn 
comnuni ty schools of all o ■ iuuuions .f tte 3.. 
order to show by thin coruon : foot vhe illeclogiccl 
unity of the NSD. and the ateci:esmese ce hh.e Na 
will".

esionen for the 
roiniig and 
om2: io organise

• i.:0 r yecr, in 
oi. yolivicsl

iona]. Socialist

Berlin, July 1934

signed R. n.thurcre, Pcioh-eneca’ • csi 
■ • * .1" 2 4 * 1 . , : hshni . :

signed Tor~tan Bien).. Tetch Naboup Scvice Lecae 
Secretary of Staje

signed Heinrich EJnLe, Psichs-vehrer of tho S3

signed Dr. Robert Lay. Direccom of the • » o p

signed Viktor Lutze, Chief of Staff : t ic 3L

signed Baldur von Schirach, Youth Iced
German Rei ch■

r for the

CERTTFICiTE OF TRNSJ.TJON 
Oh XTRLCT OF JOCUMGT7

No, 352&~rS

26 December 1945

I, CATHERINE BEDFORD, No. 110561, hereby certify that I,am thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German languages: and that the above is a 
true and correct translation of Extract of Document No. 3528-PS.

CITHERINE BEDFORD
No. 110561
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. PIRTL/L TRUNSLITION OF DOCUIENT 3529-ps

' OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL.

DOCUMENTS OF GERMAN POLICY.

Volume 5. Page 389.

69 b. IECLIRNTION on 17. January .1937 2 BY REICHSLSITER
DR.LJY AIID SCHIR/CH ON THE ADOLF HITLER SCHOOLS.

2) Voclkischer Bcobachter 19.amary 1937.- is stated by Dr. Ley, 
Rcichsorganisationsleiter, on 23 .November 1937 at Ordensburg 
Sonthofen, thesc Adolf Fi-ler Schools, as the first step of the 
principle of seloccing a special elit, form an important branch 
in the educat i.cnal cystc: 2 the national s ci list training of 
future leader-' (Fuchrerna.hwuchs) (Vockischer Bcobachter dated 
24. Novembcr 173 7).

•......... The curricullum has been laid down by Reichslciter Rosenberg 

together with the Rcichsorganisationsleiter and the Reich Youth Leader. 

In the execution of this there are no ccrtif icatcs, no examinations, 

no sitting still, The pupil proves himsolf by his character and 

knowledge, or he is rejected.

CERTIFICATE OF TR/NSLATION 
OF DOCULIENT NO. 3529 - FS,

27 December 1945.

I, CATHERINE BEDFORD, No. 110561, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German .languages* and that the above 
is a true and correct translation of extract from Document No.3529-PS.

C.THLRINE BEDFORD, 
No. 110561.
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From: "Las Deutsche Fuehrerlexikon" 1834/1935

ROSENB3RG, lfre.

Reichsleiter f the NSDP, Delegate of the Fuehrer 
for the supervision of the icological education of 
the NS movement.

Berlin, TT. 35, Ilargaretcnstr. 17

Born: 12 January 1393 at Revnl f a Baltic mercantile an artisai

family, -cucation: until 1910 Secondary School (Cberrealschule)

at deval. Profsssion.l career: inter alia stuisc from 1910 
archit -ctur - t the lecanic .1 Coll:gc (Technische Hochschule) at 

Riga; after its transfer, at Moscow: in January 1918 complcted 

his studies with a first degree iploma; rcturn to R.val; in 

November it 18 first lecture on the Jevish question; then travels 

to Germnny in orcr to enlighten th: public regarding Bolshevism; 
1519 collabor tion with Lictrich ckrt; acquaintanceship with 

aColf Hitler; from 1921 itor of the "Tclkischer Beob.chter" 

until now; c.itor of the 15 : natshefti; 1930 acichstag Deputy 
and ropr -s-nt tiva f the foreign policy of the movement; 1931 

diplomatic journey to London; 1932/33 to Rome and London; from 

pril 1833 hen of the Central Department of the Nation 11-Soci li

Party for Foreign Policy; then appoint?'*' cichslciter; January 18: 

the Fuehrer assigns him the supervision of the ideological educati 
of the N-DP, of the German Labour Front and all politically co- 
ordinate ssociations; is on. of the oldest champions of the move 
ment (1818); participant in the march t > Coburg and the march to t 

Flcherrnhalle; member of the icaemy for German Lav.’, Special sphe 

i "ork, public aticns; foreign policy, ideological questions; pro- 

ouces, as first public tion of the movement "Character, Principles 

and ims of the NDF"; of approxim tely 16 publications the folic 

ing c n bo stressed: "The /uric Policy of Freemasonry", H.St.

Chamberlain", Characteristic Structure of National-Socialism","The 
lyth of the Twentieth Century" (Dditi n 145 000. "Blood and Honour
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TRINSLATION CF 70CUNENT 3530-ps
Office of U S Chief of Counsel 

—_________(Contra)_______ . •

CSRTIFIC T3 OF TR INSI ITTON 
__ OE.DOCULEPT_NO.3530-ps

27 December 1945

conversont’wiVh-tN’IrErshereby certify thst I am thoroughly
is true nd comet -ermanlanguges;and that the above" correct tr-nslation of the Document No. 3530-PS.

’ ITT
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PARTIAL TRaNSLTIOi CF DC CU '..-.tubj T
No. 3551-PS OFFICE DE USICMIEF 

_____________OF COUNSUL

National socialist yearbook 1938 

Page 180-181

Officeof the Fuehrer’s Commissioner for all spiritual 
and -demlogical instruction and education of the NSDAP.

Reichsleiter ALFRED ROSENBERG

The sphere of 
spiritual and 
movement, its 
Joy”, extends

activity of the Fuehrer’s Commissioner for all 
ideological instruction and education of the 
organisation, including the ’’Strength through 

work of +Lg ,t.tne.detailcd execution of all the educational 
tU party and of the affiliated bodies.
ine oilice, set up by Reichsleiter Rosenberg, has the task of preparing the. ideological educational materk,“rdarying o 
of those tqaching programe -nd is responsible for the education 
Sork. temchers suited to this educutioncl and instructional

Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg
Director: Gotthard Urben, Berlin W 35, Margarethen_ 

. strasse 7, Tel. 229551
Administrative dept: Gregor Heil 
pentruharchives main office: Dr. Herbert Gerigk.
-P . or teaching and unterial planning: Hans-Wilhelm

Dept. for ideological information and studv group 
for German folk-lore: D.~. Matthes Ziegler.' 
MaiHsP*sssc0f f Rce KoikhenzaRgedi ger.
SU for previous history: Prof. Dr. Hans Reinerth, eP.• i er art . Dr. Walter Stang.
cpt. for literature: Hans Hageneyer.

Main O4fice for Science: Professor Dr. A. Baeumler, Ham Office for Nordic questions: Thilo von Trotha.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUIENT No. 3531-PS

I, CATHERINE BEDFORD, 110561, hereby ce+:A, + t

of Document 3531-PS. -- Partial translation

CATHERINE BELFORD
110561
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TRNSLATION OF EXTRACT FROM DOCUMENT 3532-PS

OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL.

" The Educational Letter” (Dr Schulungsbrief)

Reich Educational Office (Reichsschulungsar.it) of the NSDAP 
and of the German Labour Front .
Berlin, March 1934. Year 1, Series 1.

Page 9.

From :

"Die Neue nufgabolt by ifred Rosenberg.

The focus of all our educational work from now on is the service for 

this ideology, and it depends on the result of these efforts, whether 

national socialism, a will be buried with our fighting ancestors or 

vhether, as we believe, it really represents the beginning of a new era.

CERTIFICATE OF TRINSLITICN 
OF DOCUIILIIT NO.3532-PS.

27 December 1945.

I, C.THERIIVE BEDFORD, No. 110561, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German languages* and that the above 
is a true and correct translation of extract from Document No. 3532-PS.

Catherine Bedford,
No. 110561.
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‘71/on q,12 A (
TRANSLATION OF IXTEACT FROT DoCUENT N0.3552-ps 

OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL.

From : "Das Dritto Rlich" by Gurd EushLc.

The Fourth Ycer, 1936.

Pege 21.

Education in the Ordensburg.

1008 Party menbers, scloctce for training in Lcadcrehip in accordance 
with such points of view (who must have complctcd thcir 1bour -rvcc
and their military service satisfactorily) aro to be taught in the Order... 

burEoh by the best teachers in history and science of race. philosophy 

and culture, ocononaice and specialised training etc. To dotcmdno the 
ideological direction of this education. to chose sustabla teachers and 

to train then, £. ono of the tasks of the Senior School of the Party 

(Hohe sehule der Fartel) which is to be established in the near future 

and will be placed under the dime Lon of the Helen Leader Party member 

Alfred Rosenberg in his capacity as Delegate of the Fuehrer for the

supervision of the entire spiritual and ideological 

of the NSD..P (Sce Vol. 1934, pp, 78 to 79.).
teaching and education

CERTIFICTE OF TRANSLITION 
OF DOCUIIENT NO. 3552 - pg.

26 December 1945.

LrFEL-N IITT, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
-nglish and German languages; and that the above is 
translation of extract from Document No. 3552-ps

conversant with the 
a true and correct

EVELYN IITT.
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TRASLATION of EXTRACTS of DOCUMENT 3553-is
OFFICE OF U. 3. CHIEF OF COUNSEL

h. Rosenberg: "Her Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts.w 
("Myth of the Twentieth Century") Munich, 1934

Page 18 To the 150th Thousand

The "Myth" has today drawn deep, ineffaceable furrows into the 
emotional life of the German nation. Ever new editions are a clear indica
tion that a decisive turning over of the spiritual soil is growing into a 
historical event. Many things which in my book seemed to be a peculiar 
idea have already become a reality of state policy. Many other things will 
yet, I hope, materialise as a further result of this new vigour.

The College of the Inquisition of the Roman Church has ceremon
iously put the "Myth" on the index. This feeble protest will contribute 
its share to the wider disseminction of this work. I am in the best of 
company on the Index.

The state-political revolution has ended, the change of spirit, 
however, has just begun. In its service the “Myth of the 20th Century" 
now stands among the first.

Berlin, May, 1934.
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TRANSLATION OF EXTRACTS OF DOCUMENT 3553-PS 
(cent’1)

A, Rosenberg: "Per Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts." 
("Myth of the Twentieth Century") Munich, 1934

Page 28

"The ’significance of world history’ has radiated out from the 
north over the whole world, borne by a blue-eyed blond race which in several 
great waves determined the spiritual aspect of the world ..."

Page

"The essence of the contemporary world revolution lies in the 
awakening of the racial types. Not in Europe alone but on the whole globe. 
This awakening is the organic counter-movement against the last chaotic 
remnants of the liberal economic commercial inperialis, whose object of 
ezplcitation out of desperation had fallen into the snare of Bolshevik 

Marxism, in order to complete what democracy had begun, the extirpation of 
the racial and national consciousness."

Page 542

"Thereby the new thought is sifted out in a palpable way. It 
puts nation and race higher than the actual state and its form. It declares 
protection of the nation more important than protection of a religious be
lief, a class, the monarchy, or the republic; it regords treason against 
the nation as a greater crime than high treason against the state."

2 -
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TlNSLTION OF EXTRCIS GF DOCUMENT 3553 -FS 
( cont ‘a )

ho Rosenborg: "Per Mythus 'les. 20, Jehrhunderts»" 
("Myth of the Twentieth Century") Munich, 1934

Page

No "Central Europe" without distinction of race and nation, as 
one Naunann had proclaimed, no Franco-Jewish Pan-Europe, but a Nordic Europe 
is the watchword for the future, with a German central Europe. Go many as 
a racial and national state, as the central power of the main-land, as 
security for the South and the Southeast; the Scandinavian states with Finn- 
land as a second alliance for the security of the Northeast, and Great 
Britain for the security of the West and overseas at points where it is 
necessary in the interests of the Nordic peoples. That still requires com
prehensive confirmation.*

%

Foot note

I do not wish here to go from the principle to single immediate 
European problems as they have already been dealt with in the clearest 
manner - See Adolf Hitler: "Mein Kempf", Vol. 2, and my work "Das 
Wesensgeflge des Nationalsozialismus" (The essential structure of 
National Socialism)
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TRNSL.TION OF EXTR.CIS OF DOCUMENT 3553-FS 
(cent ’1)

A. Rosenberg: "Per Mythus des 20• Jahrhundertso" 
("Myth of the Twentieth Century") Munich, 1934

Pa^e 673

"After throwing off their worn-out basic ideas and the present 
purse proud conditions (i.e. the destruction of the New York idea), the 
United States of North America, which all travellers writh comnon accord 
regard as a glorious land of the future, have the great task of putting into 
being with youthful energy the new conception of racial states which a few 
awakened Inericans have already foreseen (Grant, Stoddard): the emigration 
and settlement elsewhere of the Negroes and the yellow races, the cession 
of East Asiatic territories to Japan, work for the preparation of a coloni
sation by the blacks of Central Africa, the emigration of the Jews to a 
territory where that whole 'nation’ can find room, in agreement with a 
future settled European policy in this direction."

CERTIFICATE OF TRNSL-TION 

CF EXTR..CIS OF DCCUIIENT

No, 3553-FS

27 December 1945

I, CATHERINE BEDFORD, No. 110561, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the Eng ish and German languages; and that the above is a 
true and correct translation of Extracts of Document No. 3553-PS.

C/THERINE BEDFORD
No. 110561
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TRANNSLTION OF DOCUIIENT NO. 3554 - PS 
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL.

Extract from BUcher Kunde 
Hoft 11 November 1942. 
Page 1.

IDor liythus dos 20. Jahrhunderts," 

(The lyth of the 20th Century).

In the midst of the German people’s most violent struggle for its natural 

and cultural existence, we are celebrating the anniversary of a book, 

vhich, next to the Fuehrer's book, has contributed to a unique extent to 

the rise and to the spiritual and psychical development of this people. 

Twrelve years after ilfrcd Bosenberg’s "liythus" first appeared, a million 

copies of the book have been published and circulated. If this large num- 

ber is already a proof of the exceptionally great effect of this book, 

it is even far more so when we consider how many readers have been reached 

through these million books. We still recall the years after 1930 during 

which small gatherings met together in all parts of the Reich to promote 

a new ideology by means of the mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts". It is just 

through this book that during the time of struggle we have come again to 

know communal reading and discussions amongst the workers. We are there

fore not incorrect in assuming that many million Germans not only know 

the mythus" by name but have read it themselves.

The effect of a book is certainly not estimated only by the number of its 

editions and readers. This book, however, was bound to fulfil its revo- 

lutionary task, since it circulated among the best elements of the people, 

the fighters. By their attitude and in their ovm words, they passed on »
the basic ideas of Alfred Rosenberg to the many Germans who at first 

fought shy of reading a "difficult" book of this kind, and still do so. 

It must therefore be stated that the phrases coined by Alfred Rosenberg 

have passed into the consciousness of the whole people and it is just

H12250247
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TTNSLATION OF DOCUILENT NO. 3554 
OFFICE OF U.S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL.

CONTID.

today that they are proving pillars of an ideological building whose 

completion is the purpose of the fight being waged not least today.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLITION 
OF DOCUITENT NO. 3554 - PS.

26 December 1945.

I, CATHERINE BEDFORD, NO. 110561, hereby certify that I am thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German languages; ana that the above is 
a true and correct translation of Document No. 3554 - PS.

CATHERINE BEDFORD, 
110561.



TRAISLATION OF DOCUMENT N0.3557-PS

OFEICE OE w.s. chief of counsel
DATES IN THE HISTORY OF THE NSDAP, BY DR. HANS VLZ 
BERLIN/LEIPZIG, 1939. 9th Ed., UNABRIDGED

P. 4 LINES 22 - 28

Since December 7, 1918 Eckart publishes, with the collaboration 

since February, 1919 of the Baltic German Alfred Rosenberg (born on 

January 12, 1893 in Reval) and Gottfried Feder, the weekly, In Good German, 

which is oriented against the November Criminals, Jewry, and interest 

brndage. On September 12, 1919 Hitler visits in line of duty a 

meeting of the then yet completely unknown " German People’s Party" 

(above p.3)

Po 5, Lines 16 - 21

19.19. Early Period of the NSDAP ( Fall 1919 - July 1921). 

October: Hitler appears for the first time as speaker at a meeting 

of the NSDAP (at the Eofheaeuhauskeller, Inner© Wiener Strasse 19) 

(for the first time this meeting is given recognition in p. people’s 

paper ( ’’Munich Observer”; p. 7 f below) ill persons attended the 

meeting.

I, Everett V. Cunningham, 3 210795, hereby certify that I am 

thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; 

and that the above is a true and correct translation of Document 

3557-FS,

EVERETT V. CUNNINGHAM 
B 210795.
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PilIAl TRAlS..AlION OFDOCUlNT 3559-PS
OFFIC . OF U.S. CHIFF OF COULSIL 

Alfred Rosenberg

Der liann und sein VTork 

(The ian and his fork) 

by F. Th.Hart

5tn Edition

published 1. F. Lehmann, llunich

page 50

The first. inan to receive the National Prize was Alfred Rosenberg 
at the Party Diet in 1937, with the following citation:

"Alfred Rosenberg has helped with hs publications to lay the 
scientific and intuitive foundation and to strengthen the philosophy of 
National Socialism in the most excellent way. His indefatigable struggle 
to keep National Socialist philosophy pure was especially meritorious. 
Only future times will be able to fully estimate the depth of the in
fluence of this man on the philosophical foundation of the National Soc
ialist Reich. The National Socialist movement, and beyond that, the entire 
German people will be deeply ratified hal the Fuehrer has distinguished 
Alfred Rosenberg as one of his oldest and most faithful, fighting comrades 
by awarding him the German National Prize.1'.

CERTIFICAl OF PARTIAL TRANSLATION 
OF DOCUITENT 3559-PS

2nd January 1916

ANN AI CATLIN X 06172 hereby certify that I am thoroughly conver- 
sant vrith the German and English languages and that I am above is a 
true and correct translation of Document No. 35:59-PS.

AiiI, C LTLIN
X 046172
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TRANSLATION IN FULL

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT 1475-PS and R-135
OFFICE OF U. S. CHIEF OF COUNSEL

Copy

The Reieh Commissar stamp: Personal Starr
for the Easeland Reichsfuhrer SS

Diary No. 3628/43 secret
11 Documents-Administration(Der Reichs Kommissar Fur l

dans Ostland) File No. Secret/227

Riga, 18 June 1943

SECRET

To the
Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territory
Berlin ‘

_ The attached secret reports received from General Commissar 
Kub deserve special consideration.

The fact that Jews receive special treatment requires no 
further discussion. However it appears hardly believable that 
this is done in the way described in the report of the General 
Commissar of 1 June 1943. What is Katyn against that? Imagine 
only that these occurrences would become known to the other side 
and exploited by thom! Most likely such propaganda would have no 
effect only because people who hear and read about it, smply 
would not be ready to believe it.

, . The light against bands also is taking on forms which are 
highly questionable if pacification and exploitation of the several 
territories are the alms of our policy. Thus, the dead who were 
suspected of belonging to bands and whose number was indicated in 
the report of 5 June 1943 about the "Cottbus" project to have 
amounted to 5,000, in my opinion, with few exceptions would have 
been, suitable for forced labor in the Rcic.

It should not be ignored in this connection that in view of 
the difficulties of making oneself understood, as generally in 
such clean-up operations, it is very hard to distinguish friend 
from ion. Nevertheless, it should be possible to avoid atrocities 
and to bury those who have been .liquidated. To lock men, women 
and children into barns and to set fire to these, does not appear 
to be a suitable method of combatting bands, even if it is desired 
to oxtorminate the population. This method is not worthy of the 
German cause and hurts our reputation sovorely ,

I am asking thav you take the necessary action.

(signed:) signature

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 
DcOUmnNT NO. 1475-PS AND R-135

I, PaUL W. FREEDIAN, S/SGI., 33799122, hereby certify that 
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of Document 
No. 1475-PS and R-135.

Paul w. FREEDMAN t 
S/Sgt., 33799122.
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TRaNSLATION OF DOCUlLNL NO. 1475-PS and R-135 (continued).

(stamp) Personal Staff Rcichsfuhrer SS 
Document Administration

The General Commissar Filo No. Socret/227
for White Ruthonia

Minsk 5 June 1943
Gauleiter /BA
Diary No. 428/43 secret Secret

To the
Reach Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories
Berlin

through the Roich Commissioner for the Eastland
Riga

Subject: Results of police operation "Cottbus” as reported so far 
for the period of 22 June to 3 July 1943.

SS Brigade fuhrer, Major General of Police von Gottberg 
reports that the operation ” ottbus had the following result during 
the period mentioned;

Enemy dead 4 500
Dead suspected of belonging 

to banks 5 000
German dead 59
German wounded 267
Dead of foreign racial stock 22
Wounded of foreign racial stock 120
Captured members of bands 250
Destroyed enemy camps 57
Destroyed enemy positions 261
Apprehended male labor 2 062
Apprehended female labor 450
Sunk larger boats 4
Sunk floats 22

Booty consisted of;

1 airplane, 12 tow-gliders, 10 15 cm guns, 2 anti
tank guns, 9 grenade throwers, 23 heavy machine guns, 28 light 
mechine guns, 28 machine pistols, 492 rifles, 1 028 grenades and 

mbs, 1 000 mines, 31 300 rounds rifle ammunition, 7 300 rounds 
pistol ammunition, 1 200 kg explosives, 2 complete radio installa
tions with transmitter, 1 picture establishment, 30 parachutes, 
67 wagons, 530 horses, i fic] kitchen, 430 sleighs, great amounts 
of medical drugs and propaganda material.

The operation affects the territory of the General District 
White Ruthenia in the area of Borissowa It concerns in particular 
the two counties Bcgomie and Ploschts chamizy. At present the police 
troops together with the army have advanced to Lake Palik and have 
reached the whole front of the Borcsina. The continuance of the 
battles takes place in the rear zone of the Army.

The figures mentioned above indicate that again a heavy 
destruction of the population must be expected. If only 492 rifles 
are taken from 4 500 enemy dead, this discrepancy shows that among 
these enemy dead were numerous peasants from the country. The 
battalion Dirlewangor especially has a reputation for destroying 
many human lives. Among the 5 000 people suspected of belonging to 
bands, there were numerous women and children.
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OF_DOCVLLNT_NO._1475-PS_and_R-135 (continued) .

g", « BY order of tho Chiof of Band-Combatting, SS Oborgruppen_ fuhrarivon.dem Bach, units of the armodforcos hav also Pa?tici? 
PAtod.i n.theuoporation. SS Stendartonfhrer Kunze was in ronmand of 
fro arT off?? dotacnmnts, among when there were also 90 members 
Irom! offic, and from the Di strict-Cormissariat Minsk-City. Our 
th? returnodfron tho operation yesterday without losses. I decline 
£ t?3°, of, offigisls.and Roich onployoos of the General Corinissariat

- - roar .one 01 the army. The men who work for me were not dc- 
2crviC in order to actively participate in combat 
the place of the armed forces and of the police.

ferrod f r ora army
age inst bends in

Of the 
wounded (shot in

rmed forces personnel ilroader has been
. . , Tho political effect of this large-scale

OPora ionupon.tho roocoful population is simply dreadful in view 
oi the nany shootnEs of women and childycn, 
of Begomio was evacuated by the armed forces
that time the population of Bogonic wes ‘ preponderantly on our 

idoe In thu course of the fighting, BOgomic, which wa
?ir%tt?cks point by tho partisans, has boon destroyed

In Ducomber, the town
'nd the police. At

S built up 
by German

Thu Genoral Commissar in Minsk

(signed;) signature
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TRANSLATION OB' DOCUi.^NT NO. 1475-PS and R-135 (continued).

(stamp)

The General Conmissor 
for Vhito Ruthunis

Personal Staff Reichsfuhrer S3
Docunlent Admini strati on
File NO . Soc r t /227

Mnsk, 1 June 1943

Gaulcitur/Wu.
Diary No. 414/43 secret.

So c ro t

To the
Reich Minister for the
Occupied Eastern Territories
Berlin

through the Reich Cormssionor 
for the Eastland
Rige

Sub joct: Actions against Jos in the Prison of Mins k.

The enclosed official report fron the warden of the prison 
in Minsk is submitted to the Roioh Minister and the Reich Commissar 
for information.

The Gon. ml Commissar in Minsk 
(signed:) signature.

Enclosure
ad. 1/1168/43 secret.

CEhllLCaTE OF TRaNSLhTION
OB' Nf. 1475.FS al h R-135

I, PhUL W• FREEDiN, S/3gt., 33799122, hereby certify 
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German lan
guages, and that the above is a true and correct translation of 
Document No. 1475-PS and R-135.

PhUL Vi . F j (EEDiAN
S/sgt., 33799122
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TRaNSaTION OF_DOCUMENI NO. 1475-PS AND R-135 (continued).

Court Prison

(a t omp ) Personal Staff Reichsfuhrer S3
Document idministrati on
File No. Secrot/227

Minsk 31 MMay 19 4 3

To the Ge no re. 1 Comnissar
for Whito Ruthenin
Minsk

Subject: Actions against Jews.
Reference: Oral report on 31 May 1943.

Onn 13 1943 former Gorman dentist Ernst Israel
-ichauor and his Wfo, Elisa Sara Tichauor, noo Rosenthal were 
committod totho coprt prison by the Security Som - 
(Hauptscharfuhror Rube). Since that timo all German 
-IWS.who woro.turnod ovor to us, had their golden bridgework 
crowns and fillings pullod or broken out - ' 
to 2 hours before the respective action.

Iice (SD)
nd Russian

This happens always 1

boon e-n-Sino,p3 April 1943, 516^Gorman and Russian Jews have
; a ishod of x. On the basis of a definite investigation, gold 

27 stokon.only,in two actions, on 14 April 1943 from 172, and on 
27 april 1943 from 164 Jows. About 50% of the Jew

Hauptscharfuhrer Rube of 
always personally present and he

bridgework or fillings 
Service (SD) was
along too

s had gold tooth 
the Security 
took the gold

Before 13 april 1943 this was not done.
II 

(signed) Gunther
Prison Warden

CLRTIFICATL OF TRaNSLATION of 
-UCUuE1TN0.1475-PS_andR-135

1, PaULTxu . , ' FRLhlaN, S/Sgt., 33799122, hereby certify that
Ia.tho roughly" convorsant with the English end Gornan languages, ande FS tthe,chovo 13 n truo end corroct translation of DoCumnt’No. 147D--- and R-135.

PAUL W. FREEDihN, 
S/Sgt., 33799122,


